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The scent of urine clawed at his nostrils, as if his face had been encased in a used litter box. 

Ignoring the putrid stench, he lifted his chest, inhaling a deep dose of air. His breathing cadence 

didn’t slow down a bit. In fact, it was on the rise. He couldn’t stop it, even if he wanted to.  

The pitter-patter of raindrops bouncing nearby off three plastic garbage bags was the only 

thing that drowned out the timpani of his thumping heart. A line of ugly trees, nothing more than 

overgrown weeds from thirty-odd years ago, cast jagged shadows across his face. A few matted 

leaves fluttered downward, instantly pasted to the pavement. A yellow bug-zapping light five 

doors away in the back alley provided the only illumination on a night where the dark October 

skies, thick with a wet fog, hugged the tops of buildings.  

The morbid setting only made the man feel that much more restricted. He took in another 

gulp of air, his chest suddenly feeling like four cinder blocks were crushing his lungs. 

Was the oxygen deprivation brought on by anxiety? He was about to cross a line that couldn’t 

be uncrossed. By taking this step, his life would forever change. 

 The more he thought about what he was about to do, the more his breathing increased, and 

he became lightheaded. Wobbling slightly, he braced himself against the smooth bark of a wet 

tree. He reached down and tore open one of the garbage bags, found a filthy paper sack, and 

inhaled until his eyes refocused and the dizzying sensation subsided. 

Steadying himself, his size-eleven shoe shuffled against the pebbled surface, kicking a 

garbage bag, the overflow from a stuffed dumpster to his right. A black cat and three tiny kittens 

jumped out from behind the bags. He could just make out their annoyed whines as they scurried 

between his legs and through the cluster of trees and grass, heading toward a building that was 

going through a refurbishment. 

Halloween was less than a week away, but the irony of seeing a throng of black cats on this 

night—a night when the shadow of bad luck would engulf an unsuspecting victim—did not go 

unnoticed. Brushing a fist across his nose that dripped with water, he had a second thought, a 

more advanced thought. All of…this had nothing to do with luck. He only stood in the cold rain, 

a soaked, gray hoodie drooping across his forehead, for one reason. Redemption. An appropriate 

response to the acts carried out by others—and there were so many out there.  

He sniffled, focusing his gaze at the metal door with the black number thirty-seven painted 

over a layer of rust. Checking his phone, the time approached midnight. Just then, the back door 

burst open, the metal knob smacking the white cinder-block wall. The man’s body tensed. 

Keeping his head bowed, he raised his eyes. Live music and hollers invaded the empty alley as a 

woman with tight curls and even tighter stretch pants waddled in his direction. 

Realizing she wasn’t his intended prey, he eased his torso back slightly, hoping she wouldn’t 



 

spot him. 

“Eh,” she said. 

Was that directed at me? he wondered. His ears perked up, and his body prepared to launch 

forward. 

“Nobody does a fucking thing around this bar, except me,” the woman said, slinging a small 

bag of trash on top of the heap. 

He could see her bending over, picking up a larger bag of trash, then grunting out loud as she 

heaved it with everything she had. Slowly, it rolled off the perch and fell to the wet pavement at 

her feet. 

“Screw this shit. Someone else can deal with this smelly garbage.”  

He heard her shiver out loud, followed her rubber-sole shoes crunching gravel in a quick 

pace. Then the door slammed shut, taking with it a screaming rendition of “Big Balls” by 

AC/DC. 

Wiping dripping water off his face, he released an annoyed breath. Had his research and 

preparation gone awry? He’d planned this event for weeks. He could feel his jaw tighten, his lips 

pressed against his teeth.  

He closed his eyes for a moment, allowing the popping sounds of the rain to calm his frayed 

nerves. He knew that no one could match his tenacity, his incessant ability to push through 

adversity and reach his intended goal. Nodding, he’d figure out what happened—or didn’t. He 

contemplated shifting his focus, possibly teaching a lesson to the person who screwed him over.  

But it didn’t feel right. He wasn’t a vindictive person. He was honorable and could deal with 

the asshole another way. 

Bam! 

The back door smacked the building again, but twice as hard as last time, and then it closed. 

The man heard shuffling steps. 

“Who the hell shuts down a bathroom for maintenance on a Saturday night?” a young man’s 

voice said, slurring his last couple of words. 

It was the voice he’d been waiting for. An off-duty police officer, actually the off-duty police 

officer. The man in the hoodie felt his pulse sprint. He had to dig his nails into the soft bark of 

the soaked tree just to keep himself from jostling around.  

He heard a zipper and then a stream of pee echoing off the metal dumpster.  

“Ahh, that’s more like it,” the officer said to himself. 

The man in the hoodie eased his neck forward and saw the athletic twenty-something officer 

with cropped hair and a red sweater turn back to the building. Creeping two quiet steps, the man 

lunged over the back of the younger person, immediately gripping him in a headlock. The officer 

gagged while flailing his arms. One of his thrashing hands snagged the man’s hood, pulling it 

over his face, momentarily blocking his vision. 

“You don’t know when to give up,” the man grunted. 

He rammed his knee into the officer’s kidney, and the officer’s body crumpled, his arms now 



 

swatting air. The man dragged him back under the cover of the trees, ensuring no one would 

interrupt this officer’s final few seconds of life. Knowing he probably had just a few moments 

before one of the officer’s buddies came out to check on him, the man in the hoodie set his feet, 

reestablished his grip, and then snapped the officer’s neck, killing him instantly. 

He let go and watched the dead body fall to the trashy pavement. 

“Officer Miller, I think your crew is going to have a hard time putting you back together. You 

and your do-gooder fudge buddies act like the Avengers, thinking you’re taking down all evil, 

but all you really do is let evil slip right through your fingers. Not anymore. I won’t take it.” 

The man looked over his shoulder before taking two steps toward his escape route through 

the other side of the trees. He stopped in his tracks and turned to glance at the dead officer. It had 

been too easy, not as fulfilling as he’d envisioned. Suddenly, a torrent of fury overtook his body, 

and he kicked the officer in the face, the toe of his metal-plated boot connecting with the 

cadaver’s chin and nose. He continued the relentless assault, moving down the body, slamming 

the officer’s ribs and back. Repeatedly, the man in the hoodie punished the lifeless body until he 

finally broke out in a sweat. 

Standing over his first victim, his breath pumped out smoke like an old-fashioned train. But 

he finally felt a sense of accomplishment. 

The journey to emancipation had begun—freeing his spirit from the shackled, misguided 

culture that surrounded him every day.  
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Leaping a good three feet off the ground, the fifteen-year-old soccer phenom headed the black 

and white ball away from his opponent. He chased the ball down, juked two defenders—nearly 

breaking their ankles—then unleashed a frozen rope toward the net.  

I would have been pumping my fist in the air had I not noticed Samantha, my curious six-

year-old, meandering onto the field, chasing bubbles that she’d just blown into the air. Darting 

forward, I snatched her off the field just in front of a diving goalie. Thankfully, the hooking laser 

beam, coming off the foot of the best teenage soccer play I’d ever seen play in person, just 

missed Samantha and the outstretched arms of the goalie. 

I heard the ripple of twine behind me as I jogged off the playing field with Samantha hooked 

under my arm. 

“What’s the big deal, Daddy?” Samantha, her feet now standing on the grass, opened the 

purple bottle and blew out more bubbles, the breeze blowing the suds directly into my face.  

“Way to go, Bolt! Whoop, whoop!” My business partner and new date mate, Alisa, whirled 

her fist in the air, cheering on the kid who’d only been in the states for four months, but had 

already established a nice foundation of friends while also excelling in his favorite sport. 

I released a quick chuckle while swatting away the soapy bubbles and leaned down to my 

little girl. She was decked out in purple sweats and chomping purple bubble gum. I tried to be 

stern. “You could have gotten hurt out there. Those kids are big.”  

She stopped what she was doing and rested her cute hand on my shoulder. I noticed her nails 

half-covered in chipped, pink polish. “Daddy, I know you might not be prepared for this yet, but 

I’m kind of growing up, you know. So, I know what’s around me. You don’t need to worry so 

much.” 

“Heads up!” someone yelled from the field, and I turned to see the ball whizzing over my 

shoulder. 

“I’ll get it.” Samantha darted away, chasing the ball through Edsall Park, just down the street 

from my condo off Bryan in North Dallas. 

Rising to my feet, I nudged Alisa. “Can you believe Eva wasting money on manicures with 

Samantha?” 

Just as a gust of wind lifted her blond curls, she made a fist and punched my shoulder joint. I 

think it was her way of flirting. “Come on, Booker. It’s one of those women bonding things that 

you just don’t question.” 

Extending my arms, I couldn’t help myself. “Samantha’s not a woman. She’s only a first-

grader, for Christ’s sake,” I said with a bit of attitude.  

“Don’t look now, but your little girl is growing up fast. In case you haven’t noticed—”  



 

Wham! 

The soccer ball had just bounced off the back of my head. I heard an infectious giggle as I 

glanced over my shoulder. 

“Sorry, Daddy. I was trying to kick it over you. You’re just too tall,” she said, unable to corral 

her laughter. 

“Hey, Sammy, can you kick the ball over here? I need to set up a corner kick,” Bolt called 

out. 

Biting her lower lip, my not-so-little girl hopped once, then booted the ball as hard as she 

could.  

“You got air,” Alisa said, jogging over to high-five Samantha. 

“I got air,” Samantha responded, zooming over to the edge of the soccer field. She smacked 

hands with Bolt and then steered her airplane arms toward the swing set.  

Bolt was known as Sebasten when our lives first collided in Santo Domingo, Dominican 

Republic, a few months back. After barely surviving a cab ride from the airport into the city, I 

had stood on the sidewalk and watched a cabbie peel away from the curb with far too much of 

my money, considering the back door had flown off mid-ride and nearly took me with it.  

Sebasten must have thought I was a naïve tourist—who wouldn’t have, given my initial 

island experience?—and then engaged me in some type of pity story, just long enough for me to 

take my eyes off my duffel bag. The little shyster snatched my bag and took off running faster 

than I could say “Dominican Republic scam.” I chased after him and was fortunate to have the 

kid glance over his shoulder toward me just as a bellman crossed his path with a full load of 

luggage.  

With his ego bruised more than his body, the homeless, smooth-talking teenager made it his 

life’s mission to help me and someone very close to me take down a drug-smuggling killer and 

my ex-girlfriend, who was an even more dangerous killer hiding in plain sight on the Caribbean 

island.  

Given the speed in which Sebasten’s legs and mouth moved, it was natural for me to 

nickname him Bolt—as in “fast as a lightning bolt,” or better yet, Usain Bolt. 

In the end, I was unsure that Bolt would live to see his eighteenth birthday on that island, and 

I knew in my heart I couldn’t just leave him there. With the help of someone special, I became 

his legal guardian and he began the process of becoming a US citizen.  

“¡No te puedes quedar parado en el cuadro! ¡Tienes que jugar con defensa fuerte!,” Bolt 

pointed toward the middle of the field just before he kicked the ball. 

“What did he say?” Alisa whispered into my ear, her hands clutching my biceps. Her Spanish 

was worse than mine. 

“Something about a box and strong.” 

“Ah.” 

The pick-up game, which included Bolt, a number of friends from his new school—North 

Dallas High School—and his club soccer team, moved to the opposite end of the field. 



 

With just a few spotty clouds dotting a blue sky on a cool Sunday morning, I scratched my 

goatee and took in the whole scene. I was a lucky guy. Our little private investigation firm, 

Booker & Associates, had just celebrated its one-year anniversary, and we were actually solvent 

and growing. We, of course, included Alisa, whose verve to dig in and sift through mounds of 

research had been the key cog in our little machine. We’d come a long way since we first met in 

Austin twelve years ago. But here in the last few months, we’d actually taken a step I never 

thought would happen. We were dating, although many of the dates usually turned into case 

discussions. Still, it had been easy, like the cool breeze blowing across the field. No strings and 

no pressure. Just my kind of relationship.  

“Coach move Bolt up to varsity yet?” Despite her lime green sunglasses, Alisa used her hand 

as a visor to block the sun, staring down the soccer field. 

“Just last week.” 

“Why didn’t you tell me?” 

Another faux punch to the shoulder joint.  

“You’re getting frisky,” I said, turning slightly her way. 

“I’m not a horse.” She snorted out loud as soon as the words left her mouth, then shoved me 

as the laughter continued between both of us. 

This was the side of Alisa that jazzed me the most. Carefree, silly even, yet a heart of gold. 

Not to say she didn’t have an intensity about her…well, more like a don’t-fuck-with-me attitude. 

Frankly, it made her more attractive. I didn’t view her as a fragile little butterfly, and she never 

asked me to be her Mr. Perfect.  

Fortunately, she’d rolled with the punches when I returned from the Dominican Republic, 

instantly taking a liking to my multilingual sidekick. It wasn’t hard to do, given Bolt’s 

effervescent personality. She had joined Momma, Uncle Charlie, and other friends in the 

collective effort to care for and raise Bolt. And I soon realized I needed every one of them.  

Who would have thought that raising a fifteen-year-old boy would take so much effort? Well, 

probably any adult in the free world who was responsible for the well-being of a teenager. But 

most of them got there gradually. I made the giant leap in one day at the Federal Building in 

downtown Dallas. Not that I had any regrets. I just didn’t fully comprehend what it took to raise 

a teenage boy.  

My little Samantha hadn’t prepared me for the endless number of things that required my 

time and input. Outside of the countless rides to and from soccer practice and school events, the 

biggest and most important revolved around Bolt’s education. I had to work with school 

administrators and each of his seven teachers to ensure they had a solid plan to catch Bolt up 

with the rest of the kids his age. I knew once he caught up, he’d blow right by them, just like he 

was doing this morning on the soccer field. But that required a time-intensive effort to convince 

him it was a building-block process. He couldn’t master the fun stuff—which was, in his 

opinion, anything that got him closer to understanding how to run a business—until he mastered 

the basics. While he grudgingly accepted the concept, the execution of the plan became more like 



 

pulling a mule with a tattered rope…on a weekly basis.   

“Heads up!” I heard someone yell. 

I ducked without looking, pulling Alisa down with me. 

“That wasn’t a surface-to-air missile, you know?” She tugged at the knees of her jeans, damp 

and darkened from the patch of mud, a result of the overnight rain. She tilted her head, her lips 

drawing a straight line. 

“Oops. It was just instinct.” I gave her a half-smile and raised my hands as if her stare fired a 

lethal laser directly into my chest. 

Alisa rolled up her sleeves, curling her full lips together. With no warning, she jabbed her 

fingers into my ribcage, attempting to tickle me. Her hand lingered for a moment. 

“Damn, I forgot what good shape you are in,” she said, leaning closer while arching her 

eyebrows.  

“Eh. I guess I work at it, but I’ve been in better shape.” 

“Not with me.” She looked away for a brief second. “Did I just say that?” 

She was referring to my torrid relationship with Britney, the ex-girlfriend-turned-killer, who 

had the looks of an international model and the venom of a snake.  

“You did,” I said, watching Samantha and one of Bolt’s friends chase down the loose ball. 

Alisa and I hadn’t crossed that magical intimacy line, mostly because I knew it came with 

unspoken expectations. Hell, after watching Britney morph into Jack the Ripper, I knew my 

psyche had been scarred. Alisa, though, had grown on me, like a long-time friend. We could rib 

each other and still share a fun night out, ending it with a kiss.  

A few seconds of awkward silence was interrupted by a charging Samantha, who was 

running from Bolt’s female bestie, Rio.  

“I’m gonna get ya, Samantha,” the tomboy said with a smile, as Samantha whirled around 

my legs and headed toward Bolt. 

“My big brother will protect me.” Her giggle bounced to the cadence of each step.    

Samantha had insisted on calling Bolt her brother since day one of our new family 

arrangement. He only thought it was the coolest thing in the world.  

“We gonna play soccer or patty cake?” another boy asked from inside the goal box. 

As opposed to kicking the ball over to Bolt, who was standing at the corner of the field, Rio 

ran the ball over and handed it to him, as if it were a personal gift. She jostled his hair that nearly 

covered his eyes, then shot him a wink before running back into position on the field. 

I felt an elbow jab my ribcage, and I turned toward my partner. “You really like beating me 

up, don’t you?” 

As usual, she ignored me. “Do you think Rio likes Bolt…you know, as more than just a 

friend?” 

Suddenly, a Bruno Mars song filled the air. “Bolt’s been playing with my phone,” I said, as I 

pulled it out of my pocket and viewed the screen. “Not on my contact list.” 

“Get it. Might be a new client,” Alisa said. 



 

I nodded. “This is Booker,” I said, hoping it wasn’t another random solicitation call from 

Pocatello, Idaho. 

“Booker, Scott Ligon.” 

Covering the phone, I whispered, “Ligon, DPD Police Chief” to Alisa, then turned away from 

the game. 

Scratching the back of my head, I could only think of two reasons why I would receive a 

phone call from the top dog at the Dallas Police Department. Either I’d pissed off one of his star 

detectives on a case I was working and he wanted to warn me to stay clear of his treasured 

employees, or he called to let me know someone I’d known when I worked on the force had 

died.  

“Scott,” I said, refusing to address him with a formal title. “What can I do for you?” 

“I need your services, Booker. I want to hire you.” 
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Downshifting my Saab into second gear, I motored up the fourth-floor ramp in a parking garage 

at the corner of North Akard and Ross. Being Sunday, I wasn’t surprised to see the entire level 

empty. As instructed by the chief, I coasted to the southwest corner and turned the car into the 

second spot from the end. I sat there with my engine running, contemplating why he would want 

to hire me, someone who’d been excommunicated from the rank and file, all because of the 

incident. 

While working as a DPD beat officer a little more than a year ago, my partner Paco and I 

responded to a call around midnight behind a bar off lower Greenville. What ensued over the 

next half hour altered the course of my life. I witnessed a fellow cop abuse a homeless guy for no 

reason. When I stepped in to stop it and learn more information, the veteran officer, a smart-

mouthed redneck shaped like a bulldozer, sucker-punched me, then attempted to kill me and the 

homeless guy. Somehow, I was able to fight and claw my way out of the conflict. 

The next day had felt like an even worse beating. I sat in the office of my superior officer, 

Sergeant Kenny Young, and listened to him try to convince me that my interpretation of the 

events was simply a misplaced opinion. In what appeared to be nothing more than protecting 

some bullshit good ol’ boy code, he was essentially treating it like Ernie Sims had merely called 

me a name on the elementary school playground.  

I couldn’t let it pass, even after KY—Young’s nickname—first tried to bait me by offering a 

future promotion to detective. After that failed to turn me, he then threatened to take away my 

badge. In the end, I didn’t give him the satisfaction. I quit.  

But as one door closed, another opened, and thus, the birth of Booker & Associates, and 

along with it, a freedom to pursue my dream in a way I’d never envisioned, as a private 

investigator.   

Checking the rearview mirror, I chewed the inside of my cheek, recalling that sense of “me 

against the world” and the irony of Ligon now soliciting my services.  

Moments later, a white SUV with extra-dark tinted windows backed into the space three 

spots over. The driver’s window slid down, and a young guy in uniform nodded, his eyes shifting 

toward the back seat. I took that as my cue, and I got out of my car and opened the SUV’s back 

door. Ligon sat on the far side. 

“Booker, thank you for meeting me here. Please come in. James, you can take a walk.” 

The kid left the engine running and did as his boss asked, with no response.  

Ligon, in khakis and a blue sweater that zipped in the front, angled his body toward me. In 

his early sixties, he had a chiseled chin, but my eyes gravitated to his oversized schnoz. I’d never 

met him in person, but he looked like he’d put on a few pounds since I last saw him on TV. 



 

Maintaining an even gaze, I let him initiate our discussion.  

Just as it appeared he was opening his jaw to talk, he pulled out a package of gum and folded 

a piece into his mouth. He held out the pack to me. “Want one?” 

“No thanks. I kicked the habit a long time ago.” 

One corner of his mouth edged upward briefly as he pocketed his gum. “There’s some 

serious shit going down out there, and I need you to find out who’s behind it.” 

I had a million questions, so I started with the most obvious. “Describe serious shit.” 

“Two cops dead in the last week. Murdered.” He held his gaze and didn’t blink. 

“Wait…I recall hearing about an officer committing suicide about a week or so ago. What 

was the name? Douglas?” 

“Donley. Walt Donley. Fourteen-year man. But he didn’t shoot himself.” 

“Media got it wrong, I guess.” Saying it out loud, the possibility didn’t seem feasible, not for 

such a basic fact. 

“The media reported what we told them. In fact, that was the initial belief at the crime scene. 

Gunshot to his temple behind the wheel of his car in a field east of Dallas.” 

“But something changed?”  

“Coroner and CSI did a full investigation. Turns out Donley had broken his finger on his 

right hand a few years back, but never reported the injury, since he hurt it off duty. So, he learned 

to shoot with his left hand. No one knew…at least not in management. Once the investigators 

found out and did some digging, there was no way he could have pulled the trigger with his right 

hand, the hand where the gun was found.” 

“Sounds like your team has done a thorough job of investigating. Why do you need me?” 

He continued chomping his gum. “Only a few people are aware of the final, official cause of 

death. Me, the lead coroner, a detective, and the head of our CSI unit. We’re hoping to keep it 

contained.” 

“I get it. You don’t want the killer to know you’re on his trail. Good strategy, if you can keep 

it under wraps.” 

The chief rubbed a thumb across his wingtips, never missing a beat on his gum-chewing 

exercise. I couldn’t ignore the obnoxious odor—it was grape. 

“Everything blew up in our face last night.” 

I looked away, trying to recall if I’d heard any salacious news during my morning jog. “I 

guess I missed it.” 

“We didn’t get a call until after midnight. News is just now trickling out. Another cop was 

killed. And this one wasn’t set up to look like a suicide.” 

“Who?” 

“Younger guy, off duty. Fourth-year officer named Derrick Miller. Good kid. Just got 

engaged.”  

“Damn.” Shaking my head, I could sense there was more. “Your team believes these two 

murders are connected.”  



 

Ligon turned and looked straight ahead, appearing to watch James walk aimlessly around the 

garage. His gum chewing even ceased for a second.  

Swinging his head back my way, led by his nose, he calmly said, “It’s complicated. Everyone 

still believes the first death was a suicide.” 

“And you can’t tell them because you’re worried it will be leaked to the press and the public 

will believe we have a cop killer on the loose.” 

He nodded. “Cops are people too. Some will be really frazzled by this.” 

I was shocked to hear him admit that. 

“We’ll have every acronym of the press corps descending on Dallas in less than twelve hours. 

Live shots around the clock with eye-candy reporters acting like every crazy-ass rumor came 

from a ‘high-ranking’ source with knowledge of the investigation. It’s all bullshit.” 

I nodded. “And you’ll never catch the guy. He’ll go underground. People, especially officers, 

will live in constant fear because the guy would never be caught. It would die down a bit, but 

everyone would be on edge.” 

“The city would be held hostage for…” He just shook his head and spread his arms. 

Ligon’s response made sense, but it was odd seeing the chief of police flustered.  

Shifting in my seat, I still wasn’t sure this felt right…on many levels. 

“You’re either thinking through questions about the case or whether you should take the case 

at all. Am I right?” Ligon asked. 

“On both accounts.” 

Ligon cleared his throat. “I knew this would come up, and I’m glad it did. Look, I’m not 

happy with the situation around your…resignation from the department. I had no knowledge of it 

when it went down. I hope you know that.” 

“Some would say the problem was institutional. You know, a cultural thing throughout the 

department.” 

“Sims is serving twenty to life of hard time in Huntsville. And I’m sure you’ve heard how 

they treat cops in prison. He’s paying the price, like he should.” 

“That’s just one man. There are others, like my former superior officer.” 

“Everyone has a right to their opinion, but I can sit here and stare you in the face and tell you 

we have a few bad seeds. A few. Just like any other group out there: priests, teachers, doctors, 

business people. We can’t escape society, but we do our damn best to clean it up when we see it.” 

I thought about what I might ask in return, but after a year it all seemed pointless. Water 

under the proverbial bridge. 

“I’m not going to ask for a public apology. I’ve moved on.” 

“Yes, you have. And you’ve turned out to be one hell of an investigator.” 

I twisted my neck. “How would you know?” 

He released a quick chuckle, and his man boobs jiggled. “How would I not? You’ve done 

more for this city—saving lives, taking down bad guys—than most of my detectives combined. 

We owe you a debt of gratitude. I owe you a huge thank you…whether you take this case or not.” 



 

I thought about all of my former colleagues. My old partner, Paco, one of the most sincere 

guys out there, and Eva, my ex. Both were damn good cops, who did it for the right reason. 

There were more like them than not. 

“Let’s say I’m on the fence. How would this work? I typically have clients sign contracts. 

Not sure you want this to go through the DPD procurement process.” 

“I’ll sign it personally, but it’s got to go through my personal email account. That’s one of the 

reasons I’m reaching out to you. We have to do everything we can to keep this under the radar.” 

“You don’t want to negotiate a rate?” 

He smirked. “I trust you. I have to. You’re my best option.” 

Peering out the front window, I watched the driver walk heel to toe, following the straight 

line of a crack in the concrete parking lot. He seemed so young, probably closer to Bolt’s age 

than mine. 

“Do we have a deal?” 

“Still thinking. How do I get access to information? As a PI firm, we’re used to working 

through other means to get what we need, but sometimes that can take longer. Given the speed in 

which cops are dying, we don’t have much time.” 

He held up a finger. “Glad you asked. One of our assistant DAs, Henry Cho, is a good friend 

of yours from college, right?” 

“You ought to apply for a job at the NSA,” I said with a slight grin. 

“I’m thorough. I have to be,” he said, still chomping the purple gum. “Cho’s been authorized 

to provide every bit of information he has access to.” 

My eyes narrowed. “Henry is a good guy, a great prosecutor. I like that idea. But I thought 

you were trying to keep this on the down low. By including the DA’s office, you just opened the 

door more than a crack.” 

“I can see why you’d think that.” He paused and fixed the pleat in his khakis. “I have a 

special arrangement with the US Attorney’s office. Gives me full authority to get what I need to 

find the cop killer.” 

“Didn’t that interaction just create a bigger net? Every interaction at your level involved 

admins and calendar appointments.” I extended a hand to the young kid walking around outside 

the SUV. “And drivers. And others who need to know or want to know every movement of the 

chief of police and the lead US Attorney out of the North Texas office.” 

“I thought I was thorough. But this is good, you drilling me. That’s why I need you to take 

this case.” 

My forehead creased higher. “And?” 

“Me and Craig—” 

“Craig?” 

“Sorry. The US Attorney, Craig Collins. We go way back. Went to undergrad together at 

A&M. Then he betrayed every Aggie out there and got his law degree at UT-Austin.” 

“My school,” I said. 



 

“I know. I could write your biography.” 

“That’s disturbing.” 

He didn’t get the sarcasm, and continued, “I ran into Craig at the downtown YMCA. We both 

work out there a few times a week.” 

I wondered how he could achieve that body by working out any more than three times a year, 

but I kept my thoughts to myself. 

“Did you share a nice game of handball?”  

“Uh…no. But he gave me the green light to bypass all formal channels.” 

“But—” 

“That includes the DA.” 

“Why?” 

“Like you said, when you formalize things, information—misinformation even—spreads like 

a west Texas wildfire.” 

I turned to ask him another question, and he’d just pulled something out of the side door 

pocket. “Here. Don’t want you to use it. But at some point, you might need a Get Out of Jail Free 

card.” 

I froze for a second, then he nodded and said, “Take it.” 

Taking the leather-encased badge, I flipped it around, rubbing my thumb across the words 

written across the front. “Special Assistant to the Chief of Police, Dallas Police Department,” I 

read out loud. 

I couldn’t help but feel somewhat vindicated. The leader of the department that had turned a 

blind eye to one of its officers attempting to murder two people was now asking me to hunt down 

a cop killer. Apparently, human decency was still alive, at least when it became personal. But as 

my Uncle Charles would say, “That and a dime might buy you a cup of coffee.” 

I shoved the badge into my coat pocket.  

“You’ll take the case?” 

“Strongly considering it. What’s your best guess about this cop killer? I know you have one.” 

“I’ve tossed a lot of theories around in my head. I didn’t sleep at all after I got the call last 

night.” 

“I can see why.” 

“On the surface, I can’t help but wonder if it’s race related. The two guys killed were white. 

I’m wondering if someone is making a statement, getting back at the ‘white establishment’ for 

some type of perceived abuse, maybe to him personally.” 

A quick thought pinged my mind. “Are you selling me on this because you think I might be 

able to tap into my black roots and find out who’s killing white Dallas cops?” 

He closed his red-rimmed eyes briefly while shaking his head. “Chill out, Booker. You’re the 

best out there, and you know Dallas. All of it. The good, the bad, and the ugly. You know people, 

and you can be discreet. That’s why I hired you.” 

“This may not be a killing spree based upon some racial vendetta, you know. Could be 



 

someone who was falsely convicted or had run-ins with both officers, or even just a guy who’s 

getting his jollies by killing cops, regardless of what color they are.” 

“You didn’t let me finish earlier. I don’t give a damn what color they are. I only care about 

one color. Blue.” 

“You passed,” I said, grabbing the door handle. 

“You were testing me?” 

I ignored the question, since he already knew the answer. 

I opened the door, then turned back inside. “I’ll be in touch.” 



 

4 

 

“Hey, man, can I get another?” Henry raised a hand toward the owner and chief bartender at The 

Jewel. He tapped the hardwood next to his empty glass, his eyes apparently lost in the melted ice. 

Justin, my running buddy since we both stepped onto the football field at Madison High 

School in South Dallas, gave a knowing nod on the other side of the bar while filling two draft 

beers.  

A cascade of cheers came from the TV mounted on the wall in front of us, a grudge match 

between the Patriots and Jets. I’m not sure Henry noticed. 

“You think the Jets can pull off the upset?” I asked, sipping tonic water over ice. 

He picked up the tumbler, tipped it to one side, his somber expression making it seem like 

he’d lost his best buddy. 

He didn’t hear a word I said. I tried another angle. “You and Cindy still cool?” 

Blinking his eyes, he snapped back into real time. “Uh…sorry. Cindy? She’s cool.” 

Wearing jeans and a gray shirt that looked like it cost three hundred bucks, the assistant 

district attorney hadn’t said much of anything since he’d walked into Justin’s long-time watering 

hole an hour earlier. Over the last few years, I was more used to seeing him in a dark suit, 

starched white shirt, and a red power tie. But he’d always had a vivacious energy about him, not 

only as a prosecutor, but also as a friend. We were an unlikely pair when we first crossed paths 

on the campus at the University of Texas in Austin. On the surface, we looked like polar 

opposites.  

I was the son of a proud black mother, who raised me as a single mom while she put herself 

through nursing school. Then she traveled the earth, nursing sick babies and wounded souls. 

Aside from a few sightings, my father was basically AWOL throughout most of my life…until he 

ambushed me in the murky woods in the Dominican Republic four months ago. I wouldn’t have 

been any more surprised if the president of the United States had been cooking me breakfast 

when I awoke from my drug-induced sleep at the time. But over the next week, I got to know the 

man I used to call Sean, if not a less flattering term. But these days, I can proudly call him Dad, 

although I’m not at liberty to share anything about him or his role in life to anyone in the world.  

Henry had a much more rigid upbringing than I did. The son of Chinese and Filipino parents, 

education overruled every other priority in his house. His mom was a lifelong educator, his dad a 

successful attorney who once sat on the Board of Regents at Texas Tech University.  

Henry was the nerdy type, especially in college, before he’d even taken an advanced course, 

let alone passed the bar exam. For the first two years, I was on the roster of the Longhorns 

football team. I can’t say I played for the Burnt Orange, because I never took the field in an 

actual game. I moved up to second-string quarterback when we started summer camp in my third 



 

year, but I never got any further. I was kicked off the team, my scholarship revoked, all for taking 

up for a geeky kid who’d been bullied by a fellow UT offensive lineman.  

Realizing I couldn’t afford to stay in school, I was mad as hell at my coach, the athletic 

director, and even myself for pissing away the opportunity.  

But Henry refused to let it rest. He researched everything he could find about similar cases 

and situations, then he demanded a meeting with the coach and AD. That’s when I saw the future 

Henry Cho in action, the one who’d go on to finish in the top five of his law school class, the one 

who would be recruited to join the Dallas County DA’s office. He’d presented a remarkably 

convincing case that not only should I have my scholarship back, but I should also be allowed 

back on the team in the same spot I had before the run-in with the ogre. Henry owned that room 

like no one I’d seen before. 

We only won half the bounty, but it was the most important half. My scholarship was 

reinstated, but they wouldn’t let me back on the team. I still felt like the luckiest guy in Texas. 

Henry and I bonded through that experience, and we’d remained friends over the years.  

I took another slurp of my drink just as the Jets punched in a touchdown from five yards out. 

“You going to tell me who peed in your corn flakes?” 

“Booker, let’s turn down the volume on the urine references,” Justin jumped in, setting down 

the refreshed drink. “Here you go, Henry. Gin and tonic.” 

I gave Justin one of those looks, knowing he was the poster child for childish humor. 

“Where’d Alisa run off to?” My better half not only worked for me—actually, we’d agreed it was 

a partnership—but she also waited tables for Justin. The bar work helped pay her bills, and it was 

fairly easy to juggle the two jobs since the Booker & Associates office was fourteen steps above 

the main bar area. 

“No need to worry about her. She’ll only fire off a zinger at me,” Justin said, picking up the 

tip from the two guys who’d just moved from the bar to a table when their dates arrived.  

“Right, that’s why I want to find her. Her timing is usually just as priceless as her content.” 

We both chuckled, and then I turned to the staircase when I heard the familiar clip of Alisa’s 

platform shoes off the wooden steps. 

Flipping back around, Justin gave me the eye, tilting his head toward Henry, whose mind 

appeared to be occupied with distant thoughts. I had my theories as to why, but I had to get him 

engaged, talking like the regular Henry. 

Alisa meandered by, brushing a hand along my shoulder. I gave her a wink, then leaned in 

closer to Henry. 

“Hey, dude, it’s me. What’s going on?” 

Blowing out an audible breath, his eyes finally raised. “I think you know.” 

“Ligon?” 

“It’s more than that.” 

“Look, I know it’s complicated. But frankly, I thought you’d be jazzed to work with me…in 

an official capacity finally.” 



 

“This is messy. On many fronts,” he said, lifting his drink and taking a swig. 

“As of now, I’m on the clock for Ligon and the US Attorney, so let’s talk through it.” 

“That’s part of the mess. The US Attorney, Craig Collins, is in the know, but not the district 

attorney, my actual boss.” Henry sat up in his bar stool, his hand speaking louder than his mouth. 

“Do you know what’s going to happen once Rick Newsome finds out?” 

“I can see your concern. I had the same questions for Ligon.” 

“Booker, no offense, but you’re in the private sector. You could have told Ligon to shove his 

little job offer up his ass. In fact, given how they handled the incident, you probably should have. 

But me, I’ve got no choice. People are lining up around the block to be my boss. It’s the most 

popular job in the city.” 

He arched an eyebrow to emphasize his heavy dose of sarcasm. 

Usually the one with the level head, Henry’s anxiety had caught me off guard. 

I sipped more of my non-alcoholic beverage, glancing at the game. 

“I’ve never seen Ligon so rattled. He seemed almost desperate,” I said, noticing Alisa’s 

watchful eye from across the bar. “And the fact he’d already reached out to you just hours after 

the second event tells me he’s not screwing around. Neither is the US Attorney.” 

Henry popped his fingers off my arm. “I know I took this job to put bad people behind bars. 

And from what Ligon told me, the guy who’s…you know…” His eyes shifted left and right, then 

back to me. “It doesn’t get much worse.” 

I nodded, thinking about all the questions swirling in my mind. But first I had to make sure 

Henry was right in the head. 

“Look, I can’t promise that once Newsome finds out, he won’t figure out a way to fire your 

ass. It’s how the real world works. I’ve learned that I can’t control the assholes. But I get to 

choose if I work with them.” 

Henry looked up at me, and he huffed out a smile. “Working in the private sector has been 

good for you.” 

“Damn straight it has. Be the man, don’t work for the man. I think that’s how the saying 

goes.” 

“The one from a fictional drug kingpin?” Henry chuckled.  

“Yeah, that one.” I slurped my drink, then held it up where Justin could see an empty glass. 

Using one hand as a shield, he shot me the finger with the other. “Prick.” 

“You must be talking about Justin.” Alisa had just sidled up next to me. 

“Who else? You know how he can get.” 

“One Nut’s man period? Believe me, I know,” Alisa said, patting my shoulder. 

Justin probably never envisioned that a helmet to his groin in the last college football game 

of his life would create such a lifelong opportunity for derision. It was obvious that Alisa enjoyed 

reminding him of his deficiency. 

“Hey, Henry, just know that I’ve got your back. And I know you’ve got mine.” 

His lips drew a straight line. “I know, but…” 



 

I knew the feeling, all wrapped up in the politics of the job, losing focus on the purpose of 

the job. 

“If something happens—” I started.  

“My mom and dad envisioned me being the district attorney someday. You can’t do that with 

even a minor blemish on your record.” 

“What does Henry want to do?” Alisa asked him, picking up my glass and downing one of 

my pieces of ice.  

We’d learned to share pretty well in the last few months. 

Henry looked at me and Alisa. “You guys seem pretty happy doing the PI thing. And you’re 

damn good at it. Maybe I’m destined to do my thing on the other side of the aisle.” 

“It’s contagious.” 

“What is?” Justin said, sticking his nose in while using his towel to wipe down a wet counter. 

“The One Nut disease,” Alisa said with a bit of attitude.  

“Really? How many times can you—” 

“Crack a nut?” Alisa snorted at her quick wit. 

Justin raised his towel, as if he might try to sling it at Alisa’s face, but he could feel eyes on 

him—paying customers—and he simply walked away. 

I watched Alisa circle the bar and refill my drink. I gave her a quick smile, then shifted my 

eyes to Henry. “You all in, or do I need to get Bolt to convince you?” 

“Hey, maybe we can steer him toward the lawyer profession…put some of those compelling 

argument skills to work in a courtroom. He might be able to save someone’s life.” Alisa arched 

an eyebrow. 

“Or win over an unsuspecting jury so his client can walk away with millions. I think his 

current desire of entering the entrepreneurial ranks is best for him.” 

“Don’t forget, not all lawyers are scum,” Henry said with a grin on his face. “Well, not until 

they turn into politicians.” 

It was a relief to see Henry engaged. “So, you’re not going to take a month-long vacation in 

Belize?” 

“Where have you been? I’m already thinking through our next steps,” Henry said. 

“Cool. Here’s my first question. Remember, I start with the most obvious ones, then work my 

way down.” 

Henry leaned forward, apparently eager to get the investigative ball rolling. 

I said, “Ligon is connecting the two murders because—” 

“From what he told me, the first one was initially ruled a suicide. Then, after further 

investigation, changed to a homicide.” 

“Right. So, he’s basing his serial cop killer theory on two murders. I’m guessing the second 

one wasn’t made to look like a suicide?” 

“Nothing close. It was a brutal mugging behind some bar. The officer’s neck was broken.” 

I winced, reminded of the constant danger men and women in uniform lived with each and 



 

every day. 

I continued. “So the two officers were killed using completely different methods. In fact, it’s 

hard to fathom that the mental mindset of the killer would even be the same. Think about it—one 

is set up to look like a suicide; the other was more of a surprise attack.” 

“But it still sounds like the second one was planned,” Henry said, a couple of blue veins 

snaking across each temple. “To know you’re going after an officer, the killer had to know who it 

was ahead of time.” 

“Or maybe the killer just had a run-in with Miller in the bar? May not have even known he 

was a cop. Again, I think it’s too easy to assume that we’re dealing with a serial cop killer.” 

Henry nodded. 

A few seconds of silence had us gravitating back to the football game. The Jets were 

pounding the Patriots, 24-3, still in the second quarter.  

But my brain continued to churn in the background. “Which leads me back to my first 

thought. Why is Ligon so damn paranoid that he thinks sharing this information would turn the 

city upside down? Put aside the point that if it’s a serial cop killer, then sharing information 

would scare the killer off.”  

“Hmm. Maybe we’re overcomplicating it,” Henry said. “I hang around people who think 

their title means their opinions are fact. They’re put on a pedestal. They’re all about controlling 

the situation. I think it consumes them, because the alternative can really impact their lives.” 

“And career opportunities,” I said, nodding. 

“So, Ligon gets news that the first death is ruled a homicide, and the hair stands up on his 

neck. Then, the second killing last night. He’s blinded by two bright objects, both with cop and 

murder painted on them. In that position, it’s probably easy to make that connection. Worst-case 

scenario.” 

“So bad that he shuts down all communication on where the case is really going and then, 

essentially, goes outside the department to find someone to lead it?” 

“Sounds like he doesn’t trust anyone.” 

“But he trusts me, a guy who was essentially kicked off the force for not being a team 

player.” 

“If he was going outside of the department, hiring you was the right choice.” 

“I think he’s trying to avoid some type of racial explosion,” I said. 

Henry pulled his neck back. “Because of two white cops?” 

“He thinks it’s a possibility the perp might be some black guy who’s got a beef against cops. 

Or maybe just white cops. Or maybe cops who only go to church when their mother-in-law is in 

town.” 

We both chuckled, drawing the attention of a pair of guys off to my left. Bringing a hand to 

the side of my face, I turned the volume down. 

“Like I tell Alisa—” 

“Tell me what?” She snuck up behind me, leaning an elbow on my shoulder. 



 

“After we’re hired for a case, what’s our number one rule?” 

“Don’t rule out anyone, including the client.” 

“Isn’t that Detective 101?” Henry said, gulping the last of his gin and tonic. 

“In the public sector, yes…usually, anyway. On this side, it can be easy to see the world 

through the lens of the person who’s paying your tab. Most of the time, there’s nothing there. 

But, on a rare occasion, people in our position are set up to be played.” 

Those words hung in the air for a few seconds. 

I suggested, “From now on, I think we need to be careful about meeting in public. Ligon’s 

paranoia might be reality. We don’t want to start a rumor and then have the leak point back to 

us.” 

“Good point,” Henry said. “That means no meetings at my office. Lots of nosy people there, 

starting with my boss, Newsome. I’ll have to figure out a way to funnel information to you 

without people reading anything into it.” 

“No emails either. At least not from your work account,” I added. 

Henry smirked. “Look at you. Did you go through CIA training in Langley?” 

I thought about Dad and his possible influence on me—the first in my life. 

“Is your cell work-issued, or do they just reimburse you?” I asked.  

“It’s reimbursed.” 

“Good. We should be okay on that front, although that doesn’t mean someone couldn’t tap 

your phone.” 

“You really think someone would do that?” 

“One possible angle we haven’t discussed? A fellow government employee, another cop 

even.” 

“I guess so. Just who would think—?” 

“We can’t rule anyone out now. The net is wide. We just need to narrow down the school of 

fish to a small number of psychos.” 

Alisa whispered something in my ear. I turned and nodded. “I realize you only know part of 

the story. I’ll fill you in later. Basically, we’ve got some digging to do on two cops. Henry here is 

going to start feeding us data to analyze.” 

“That would be me,” he said, raising a hand, lifting from his chair, tossing a few bills on the 

bar. “By the way, you do know Newsome is running for mayor?” 

I paused for a brief second. “I forgot, or the countless political signs littering the sides of 

roads and public lawns have created a red and blue blur.” 

I let that nugget of information swirl in the moat of data consuming most of my brain cells. 
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He wasn’t sure which odor assaulted his senses the most—the noxious fumes lingering in the 

nighttime air from the nearby fire station or the countless piles of dog crap littering the grass at 

Williams Park. 

His chunky arm, tethered to a chain leash, yanked forward. 

“Whoa there, Bentley. Always in such a damn rush to get through your nightly walk. I 

thought I was supposed to lead the way.” The man spoke to his St. Bernard like it was his second 

best friend in the world. In fact, he probably was. A fixture in the Fischer home and yard in the 

Park Cities for almost twenty years, the floppy-eared dog had lost a step or two just like his 

owner, the aging, presiding judge for the Dallas County Court of Criminal Appeals. Hell, 

Richard Fischer hadn’t just lost a couple of steps. He’d spent so much time studying the law, 

researching case after case, he felt as if the last thirty-odd years had blown by. Sometimes he felt 

whipped through a time warp into the twenty-first century, like they used to portray on his 

favorite TV show, Star Trek. How many years had it been since the show last aired? 

“Beam me up, Bobby,” he said out loud, as Bentley forged ahead, dipping his nose at every 

tuft of poop.  

Swallowing, he could still taste his pre-walk double-malt scotch, one of his many nightly 

rituals. Perhaps that had contributed to his portly shape. But given the sacrifices he’d made for 

society, he was due at least a few indulgences at the ripe old age of seventy-eight.  

Sacrifice. That was a taboo word in the Fischer home. Bernice, his wife of fifty-one years, 

had faithfully stuck by his side for decades, even after he took the right fork in the road at age 

thirty-five. Left was a lucrative partnership at one of the most prestigious law firms in Dallas. 

What Richard decided was the “right” fork was the path into public service. He first served as the 

presiding judge over the Dallas County Criminal Court No. 1 at age thirty-five, then moved into 

his current job eight years later.  

Unlike a lot of his wife’s peers in the affluent community, Bernice didn’t obsess over their 

lack of material possessions. They’d lived in the same home since 1973, watching the North 

Dallas wealth blossom all around them. She’d told Richard countless times over the years that he 

was making a sacrifice and she’d stick with him, even if they couldn’t afford many of life’s 

luxuries. All she’d asked for in return was a comfortable retirement, the time when he’d finally 

set down the gavel, take off his robe for the last time, and join her to travel the globe. He knew 

that she longed to experience different cultures and food. 

“I want us to see things we couldn’t imagine in Dallas, Texas. I want to share one adventure 

after another with you, Ricky,” she’d say with a twinkle in her eye. 

His recollection of her sharing her desires with him brought a lump to his throat. She’d been 



 

his best friend since the day they met, swapping knowing glances at a dance hall in downtown 

decades earlier. She’d always had his eye. Even after they both passed the age of seventy, she 

took his breath away. 

But life hadn’t been a bed of roses. His marriage to his “other love” had created friction, even 

outright jealousy at times. He couldn’t help it. He not only loved the law, he appreciated every 

component of how it worked at the various levels of justice. Not just to decide who was guilty, 

but also to prove innocence. 

A waft of fresh crap pinched Richard’s nostrils, and he turned to see his overweight St. 

Bernard sniffing a fresh batch. Bentley turned back to the path and chugged onward, his panting 

breath sending plumes of smoke into the illuminated tree limbs over his head. 

“What did Mom give you to eat today, Bentley? Uggh,” he said, holding his nose. 

Without warning, he quickly dodged a low-hanging branch…and then another.  

“Bentley, when’s the last time we saw anyone pruning the trees here in the park? I’ll tell you 

when. Too damn long,” Richard said with a quick chuckle, his arm jostling back and forth as the 

dog plowed ahead.  

Rounding the corner of the pond, Richard noticed the upcoming canopy of trees void of any 

lights. Squirrels must have eaten right through the wiring. They’d done as much in the Fischer 

yard, time after time, even with Bentley back there to chase them off—at least when he could 

find them. Not only were those squirrels quicker than spit, they operated like covert field 

operatives, quietly carrying out their missions without alerting the burly St. Bernard. 

Ambling through the cloak of shadowed darkness, Richard heard the croak of a bullfrog 

emanating somewhere down the bank near the water. “Come on, Bentley, go get ’em. Come on, 

boy, go get your dessert,” Richard said, yanking the chain to the right. Bentley, though, was far 

too busy angling every ounce of his hundred-pound girth forward, his sniffer grazing the leaves 

and grass. 

Just then, Richard caught a quick waft of another smell, something hyper-sweet. It almost 

made his eyes water. It reminded him of the cheap cologne some of the cheesy lawyers would 

pour all over themselves before entering his courtroom. Their smells could be so pungent, he’d 

almost given out fines on a few occasions. 

Bentley raised his head and let out two quick barks. 

“What’s up, Bentley? You see a squirrel?” 

The dog returned to sniffing and pulling. Richard found himself panting as much as the dog. 

“Damn, I’ve got to get into shape,” he said.  

Bernice had been waiting for thirteen years for him to finally retire. Every year, she’d ask 

Richard if now was the time.  

“I can’t leave in the middle of this important case. Another three months, four months on the 

top side. That should give me enough time to complete my research and give my ruling. I can’t 

take the easy way out. We’re talking about a man’s life here. Twenty years in prison or set him 

free. That could impact generations of his family. I have an obligation that I can’t ignore.” 



 

He’d repeated similar stories over the past twelve years. The last couple of times, she almost 

started laughing before he could finish. Then, a few months ago, she pointed out that the state 

mandated he couldn’t hold his job any longer than age seventy-nine.  

“I guess I need a kick in the butt,” he’d said to her with an apologetic tone. He recalled 

hearing the grandfather clock tapping each second away as Bernice just stood there, staring into 

his eyes. He knew what she was thinking. How could he have been so self-absorbed to not care 

about her needs…especially when she only wanted to feel his love and camaraderie? He’d made 

her wait thirteen more years than necessary. It would soon be fourteen. Most women would have 

left a long time ago. Most women would have responded to his comment by smacking his face.  

Bernice’s eyes etched a hole in his heart. She didn’t say a word. Finally, he began to feel a bit 

of her pain and sorrow. 

“I guess I don’t like change, especially when there’s so much work to be done. Life and death 

work.” 

Her chin didn’t quiver, and her gaze remained steadfast.  

“It’s time for me to truly accept the next phase of my life. And I will. With you. If you’ll still 

have me as your travel buddy. I’m sorry.” 

She’d leaned in and kissed him on the cheek. “You old goat. That’s all I wanted to hear. I’ll 

make plans for our first trip. We’ll leave the day after you retire. It will be a surprise.” 

Dammit, he would enjoy it. It was time to experience a different life, one that he’d truly share 

with his partner in crime, his dear Bernice. 

Stopping in his tracks, Bentley waggled his head, his jiggling jowls breaking the silence. 

Richard followed suit, but his extra fold of skin around his neck wasn’t as noisy. 

“What was that, Bentley?” he said, spinning around while moving the leash from one hand to 

the other. He could only see the outline of distant figures, a parked car, a water fountain, and 

what appeared to be a bicycle. A bicycle? “Best we get on home. I’ve had enough exercise for 

the night.” 

He’d just figured out his new routine. He’d walk a little bit farther every night. By the time 

he retired in seven months, he’d be ready to take on the Great Wall of China. That would make 

Bernice happy.  

He let her glowing smile warm his heart as he flicked the leash. Bentley resumed his 

powerful stride, practically dragging Richard down the path. 

Two quick claps. 

Richard’s throat clamped shut, as his pulse hammered in his neck. Before he could swing his 

body around, an object struck his head, and he fell to his knees. Motes of light flickered around 

him as a searing pain ripped through his skull. Losing all of his strength, he watched the leash 

drop to the sidewalk and Bentley dash away. 

Where was Bentley going? His owner and friend was being attacked. Richard didn’t have to 

think too deeply about it. Bentley was running home, as he had every time he’d broken away 

from his owner’s grip.  



 

Richard felt sweat pouring down his face, dripping off his nose and onto the sidewalk. It 

smelled of copper. It had to be blood. His blood. As he reached for the back of his head, a man’s 

hand took hold of his wrist and snapped it behind his back. The man grunted and slid Richard’s 

hand through a hole of some kind. Felt like sharp plastic. Then the man twisted his other arm 

around and shoved it through the same slit, pulling it tight.  

A kick to his back, and he fell face first onto the concrete. Unable to cushion his fall, 

Richard’s nose cracked upon impact. More blood, and now he could hardly breathe. His eyes 

peeked open, and he saw an enormous brick lying next to him on the sidewalk. He tried turning, 

so he could see his assailant. Hoping, praying the man would look him in the eyes and find an 

ounce of compassion and let him go. 

But he didn’t have the strength, and that’s when he knew his own death was imminent. He 

sucked in a wet breath and imagined the warm touch of Bernice on his arm. God bless that 

woman. He regretted not loving her to the fullest every day of his life, his career be damned. 

She’d been a saint for all these years, and when his time had come to retire, he found one excuse 

after another, like a petulant child. For thirteen years, he put off her wishes. She only wanted to 

share breathtaking moments with him. And he had been so blind and so stupid.  

Without warning, another blow to his head. He tried to cry out, but the pain was from another 

world, as tears spilled from his eyes, mixing with his blood. A kick to his back, and then another, 

and another. The man wouldn’t stop kicking him. What had provoked such anger?  

More kicks to his groin and stomach, forcing out what precious oxygen he’d just inhaled.  

As the brutal pounding continued, knowing he could only cling to this life for a few more 

seconds, Richard finally relaxed. He became oblivious to the agony. Bernice’s beaming smile 

filled his heart. She’d been such a loyal, loving companion. And they had come so close to 

fulfilling her dream of traveling the world. He’d let his selfish obsession of his career take 

priority over her, the love of his life, even beyond a normal retirement age. 

Now he had to let it all go. 

Richard released a final breath. Even at age seventy-eight, his was a life wasted.  
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All I could do was stare at the two enormous piles of…stuff. I scratched my goatee out of sheer 

awe. 

“So this is what Uncle Charlie has been paying you to do in your spare time?”  

Bolt shifted his dark eyes over to my uncle—who was thumbing through some loose papers 

in a box—and looked back at me. “He pays the dough. I just did what he said. Who am I to 

question the logic?” 

“Nice.” 

My mom’s brother, who looked ten years older than his age, with scraggily gray hair 

peppering his afro, was a hoarder of the worst kind. Over the years, his apartment had morphed 

into a maze of narrow passageways, walls of …stuff lining the walking lanes. I stood just outside 

the kitchen. Off to my right, the first bedroom was practically sealed shut with…stuff, piled floor 

to ceiling. If I wasn’t in awe, my body would have naturally shifted away from the bedroom. But 

I couldn’t shift away. The living room was filled in the same manner, aside from a small inlet 

where Uncle Charlie now stood. 

“Mr. Booker, don’t you see? We’ve cleared out the kitchen and entryway and organized 

everything into two rooms,” Bolt explained. 

“What are you, his agent?” 

“Roc Nation, baby,” he said while crossing his arms in front of his chest. 

It would have been worthy of a loud chuckle had I not been able to picture Bolt in a similar 

job about ten years in the future. He’d be working four cell phones at the same time, swinging 

deals with Nike and Gatorade in one afternoon, followed by a negotiation session for his new 

client, the first pick from the NFL draft, with a general manager on the swankiest private golf 

course in the NFL city. Or would it be the local soccer field? Regardless, he had all the natural 

qualities to play that role, although I wasn’t convinced that would be best for Bolt. Who was I 

fooling? If it wasn’t for his boyish looks, with a little basic training, Bolt could figure out the 

agent profession now. He was that sharp.  

But I couldn’t let him know that. His confidence already bordered on cockiness, and he was 

looking for any excuse to blow off school and move straight into the money-making phase of his 

life…, well, the time when he’d make much bigger money than he was earning from my uncle, 

anyway. 

Shifting my eyes back to Uncle—  

Wait. He’d disappeared from his perch in the living room. 

“Where the hell did he go?” I said, stepping toward the mound of clutter. An open microwave 

door nearly clipped my chin, and I stumbled back. 



 

“I’m over here, Booker.” 

Stepping up on my toes, I searched for an opening to the other side, but all I could see was a 

junkyard. “Where are you, Uncle Charlie?” 

“Right here. You think I turned into a ghost?” 

“Mr. Booker, let me show you our ingenious design.” Bolt walked into the narrow inlet, then 

dropped to his knees. It seemed like the clutter had devoured him. 

“I’m down here,” he said with a muffled voice. 

Leaning over, I could see his teeth and the whites of his eyes, his frame muted by a beam of 

light coming from behind him. He flipped on his knees and crawled through a tunnel about three 

feet in diameter. When he got to the end, he popped up. I could see his ankle. 

“I made it,” he said. 

“I’m not sure that carpet has been cleaned in twenty-five years, Bolt. You might want to 

disinfect your hands.” 

“Very funny, Booker,” Uncle Charlie said. 

“I don’t get it. You’ve had Bolt helping you for the last month. All you did was reshuffle the 

disorganized mess.” 

I could hear Uncle Charlie cough. “I assure you, this is anything but disorganized. How else 

do you think we can fit everything in here?” 

Glancing just in front of me, I found a bucket of decorative rocks sitting on top of a stack of 

yellowed newspapers. Sealed boxes of cereals were separated by license plates. Sticking a finger 

in between the pile of metal, I could see various colors and logos.  

“Don’t tell me you have license plates for each of the states?” 

“Hell no,” he said. 

“Good.” 

“I’m missing three states—New Hampshire, South Carolina, and Alaska. You know anyone 

who lives there who could send me their old plates? I’ll pay top dollar for them.” 

Squeezing my eyes shut for a moment, I tried to think through his rationale. “You’re 

basically operating as junkyard eBay. Except, you don’t sell anything, right?” 

A few seconds of silence ticked by. I could only hear whispers between Bolt and Uncle 

Charlie. 

“I plead the Fifth,” Uncle Charlie said. 

More whispers. “He told me to say that.” 

“You guys are quite a pair,” I said. “You ought to take your act to Hollywood. But it would 

take a twenty-car train to haul all of your shit there.” 

“Eh. More sarcasm from the boy who used to be my favorite nephew.” 

“I’m just giving you shit, Uncle Charlie.” 

“I know. Same back at ya.” 

Anxious to sit down with Alisa to continue brainstorming theories and start listing the 

questions we needed to answer, I checked the time on my phone. We’d planned to meet at our 



 

closet-sized office in less than an hour, just enough time for her to consume her second cup of 

mood enhancer—coffee.  

“Uncle Charlie, can I use your restroom before I drop off Bolt at school?” 

“You’ve never asked before. Why this time?” 

Clearing my throat, I said. “I’ve always been able to make my way to the restroom before. I 

wasn’t sure it was still accessible.” 

I could hear Bolt trying to contain his laughter. 

“Boy, you think I’m stupid enough to block access to the bathroom? Jesus, Booker, you must 

really think I’ve lost it.” 

Scanning the room another time, I tried to temper my opinion. “I know you have a method to 

your madness.” 

A few minutes later, I stood at the entryway to the apartment. Bolt slipped his backpack over 

his shoulders. 

“Thanks for the payday, Uncle Charlie,” he said. 

“No problem. We make a pretty good team, don’t we?” 

Bolt nodded, then gave Uncle Charlie a high five. The old guy cracked a smile. 

“See you soon, Uncle Charlie,” I said, starting to head down the stairs.  

Uncle Charlie spoke up. “Hey, you got connections at DPD, right?” 

I paused at the second step, my mind instantly recalling my back-seat conversation with the 

chief of police. Ligon had given me carte blanche to pursue just about any avenue I desired to 

find who he believed was the cop killer. Despite his never-ending, ego-boosting praise, I knew 

finding and stopping the killer would provide me about ten minutes of good faith once the case 

ended. I was more connected to the men and women who actually protected the people, not their 

careers, like my former partner, Paco. We’d saved each other’s lives, broken bread in each 

other’s homes, shared everything. Even after the DPD pushed me out the door and word spread 

that my reputation wasn’t worth a shit, Paco and a handful of others stood by my side. You can’t 

buy that kind of loyalty. Check that. Loyalty can be bought, but there’s always a price to pay on 

the back end. 

I nodded and turned my head. “I’m sure someone would answer a phone call from me. You 

need me to try to take care of a ticket for you?” 

“Nah, man. If I do the crime, I do the time.” 

“Real quick, then. I got places to be.” 

“Okay, Mr. Hotshot PI.” He rubbed his whiskered face, which sounded like he’d just shaved 

off a layer of wood with sandpaper. “I just wondered if you knew anything about all this crazy 

shit going on with the cop who was killed behind the bar two nights ago?” 

I felt a prickle at the base of my skull. “Why do you ask?” 

“’Cause that’s how I roll, you know that. Word gets around in these parts, and there’s some 

buzz out there.” 

“Any scoop to share about the buzz?” 



 

Uncle Charlie craned his neck outside the doorway, perhaps making sure Bolt wasn’t in 

earshot. He’d already shuffled down the first flight of stairs.  

Uncle Charlie leaned in closer, lowered his volume a tad. “White cop killed by a brother.” 

I wondered if Uncle Charlie had planted a bug in the chief’s SUV. Not really, but damn, it 

was strangely ironic. “Why would you go there? Not sure there’s evidence to support that.’ 

“Can’t say. I just hear the chatter. Could be hot air, could be a smoldering fire. I don’t know. 

I’m just a dumb old man.” 

I stepped back up to the landing. “Hey, Bolt. Start the car and turn on the radio. I’ll be down 

in one minute.” I tossed the keys down about ten steps, and he snatched them out of the air, his 

eyes as big as soccer balls. 

“Kick ass. I get to drive,” he said, disappearing down the two flights of stairs.  

Leaning over the railing, I hollered, “You can’t drive without me in the car. And don’t cuss. 

It’ll get you in trouble at school.” 

I turned to see Uncle Charlie trying to cover his grinning mouth, a handful of teeth that didn’t 

match. 

“What?” 

“He’s a little like you, Booker. Curious as hell. Wanting to grow up faster than the adults 

around him are ready for.” 

I didn’t have time to travel down memory lane. I stuck a hand in my pocket, moving the topic 

back to the murder of Officer Derrick Miller.  

“What’s this so-called chatter telling you about the murder?” 

He tried to stick his finger in my ear. “You got a tooth growin’ in there? I said, ‘White cop 

killed by a brother.’ What part of that don’t you understand?” 

I wondered if there had already been a leak among the small number of folks who knew 

about both cop murders. Maybe someone had something to gain by planting a seed in just the 

right place. Who knew? Any theory was plausible at this time. 

“Any justification being thrown out there, or was it just random, if any of these rumors have 

legs to stand on?” 

“Hard to say.” 

I paused, hoping he’d say more. Then I remembered whom I was talking to. When I wanted 

more information, Uncle Charlie turned into an introvert. At other times, he enjoyed sharing a 

plethora of stories and opinions. 

“‘Hard to say’ as in you’ve heard people talking about the justification for the murder? Or 

‘hard to say’ as in the rumor is just that, nothing but vapor?” 

“Hard. To. Say.” He pointed a finger behind me. 

Shooting a glance over my shoulder, I found a beaming teenage kid. “Mr. Booker, I can’t be 

late for school. I’m giving a speech about what started World War I.” 

“Really? I’ll be right down.” 

I turned to Uncle Charlie, whose eyes shifted over my shoulder again. 



 

Flipping back around, I said, “I’ll let you drive, if you give me a couple more minutes.” 

“Given our experiences in my homeland, you know how much of an asset I can be for an 

investigation.” 

There was more than a shred of truth in that statement, but I couldn’t risk his life again. He 

needed to focus on his studies and his corner kick, not dodging bullets from a drug kingpin in 

some abandoned warehouse. 

“You’re not the PI. You’re the student. Remember our little agreement?” 

He held up his hands, taking a step back. “I’ll get in the driver’s seat and adjust the mirrors 

and seat.” 

Bolt ran back down the stairs while I tried to inhale. “Never thought about the learner’s 

permit when I signed up for this.” 

“You’re not having buyer’s regret on bringing that boy to Dallas, are you?” 

“What? No, nothing like that. Have you driven with a teenager lately?” 

“This is payback, Booker, and I’m lovin’ every minute of it.” Uncle Charlie slapped his knee 

he was laughing so hard. 

“Real quickly, and be serious. Why are you throwing out this rumor of a brother killing the 

officer?” 

“I’m telling you, it’s the chatter.” He shuffled forward, resting a hand on my shoulder. 

“Perhaps you’ve forgotten, but in the hood, the rumors that fly are like Twitter. Some of it is 

newsworthy, but most of it is a bunch of time-wastin’ crap.” 

“What’s your gut tell you about this rumor?” 

“I wouldn’t put money on it, but I heard someone knows more than he should.” 

“Who?” 

“Someone from your past.” 

<><><> 

Coasting to a stop on the side of the rectangular brick building, a man in a red jumpsuit 

approached my car while wiping his face with a dirty blue towel. 

I punched the window button and said, “Can you tell me where I can find Metrick 

McHenry?”  

“Por favor continúe con el lavado de coches, señor.” 

I think he wanted me to get my car washed before he’d tell me. I guess they worked on 

commission. Holding up a finger, I pulled a five-dollar bill from my wallet and held it outside the 

window. 

“¿Dónde está Metrick McHenry?”  

He smiled, then snatched the bill out of my hand and stuffed it in his pocket.  

“Wait, what are you doing? Metrick McHenry works here, right?” 

“Por favor continúe con el lavado de coches, señor.” He pointed at the one-way drive to my 



 

right, and then turned on his heels to walk away. 

“Hold on.” Shifting the manual transmission into neutral and pulling the brake, I opened the 

door, lifting from my seat. “Hey, man. I need to—”  

Honk! 

A guy with a mullet sat behind the wheel of a pickup looming about ten feet off the ground. 

The color was hard to make it out since the body was covered with three inches of caked-on 

mud.  

“Okay, okay,” I said as the guy with my money disappeared through a door of heavily tinted 

glass. Above the entry hung a red-lettered sign: Red’s Car Wash.  

Without a lot of great history with oversized trucks, I decided not to push back. Maybe 

Metrick would be at the other end of the car-wash procession.  

Bordered by a thick row of hedges on one side, the curved drive took me to what looked like 

a hot dog stand. I pulled under an extra-large umbrella—red, of course—where a portly 

gentleman spent five minutes trying to upsell me into a fifty-dollar car wash. I tried telling him 

that I wasn’t keen on forking over even five dollars for a car wash, so all of his voodoo sales 

tricks wouldn’t work.  

He finally let me out of jail. He scribbled something on my windshield with a grease pen. 

“Thanks,” I said. 

“Cheap ass,” he muttered under his breath. 

I tapped the brake and gave him the eye. 

“You heard that?” 

“Yeah, I heard that.” 

“Don’t tell my boss, man. I’m just a guy trying to make a buck.” 

“Is Metrick working today?” 

His eyes shifted toward the car wash entrance. “Who wants to know?” 

“Who do you think, dumbass?” 

“What? I wondered if…you know, you were working for someone.” 

Even in the modern era, there was something seedy about car washes. Or maybe it was just 

Red’s Car Wash. 

“Metrick?” I asked. 

“Keep moving. You’ll run into him. Next,” he said waving at the truck behind me, his eyes 

apparently seeing nothing more than dollar signs.  

At the next station, a guy coated with a sudsy sheen of water over his red jumpsuit pointed to 

a sign that told me to put the car in neutral. He hosed the car with soap, and it lunged forward, 

pulled along by the conveyor belt. 

As the Saab 9-3 chugged through each automated station, I wondered how Metrick might 

receive me. I’d heard he’d gone through a rough period. The fact he had a job was a good sign, 

although my gut told me that Red’s Car Wash was used for multiple businesses, not all of which 

were recognized by the Better Business Bureau. 



 

We’d played football together at Madison. He was an All-District safety in his junior season, 

but was caught dealing meth over the summer. The charge got thrown out on a technicality, but 

he was kicked off the team. I couldn’t remember if he graduated. He seemed to disappear from 

the Madison campus. 

The last rinse cycle cleared the suds, and the Silver Streak was pulled through a blast of air 

that would have dried out a river. As she was pushed out of the tube, I could see two guys 

wearing the familiar red jumpsuits off to the right, cleaning out the interior of a black Cadillac 

SUV.  

“Hey, pull in there.” A thin guy with a thin mustache was using arms like he was directing an 

airplane on the tarmac.  

I did what he said while eyeing the two guys still working on the Caddy. I pulled out my 

phone, sent off a quick text to Alisa telling her I was following a lead on the case and I’d be a 

few minutes late. 

A knock on my window. 

“Yo, you want your car cleaned out?” 

The guy wasn’t even looking at me, but I could see it was Metrick. Well, Metrick pumped up 

like a blimp. 

Unsure how he’d respond, I emerged from the car before he knew who I was.  

“Hiya, Metrick. It’s been a while,” I said, extending my hand. 

His bloodshot right eye twitched. I couldn’t determine if it was a nervous habit or some type 

of condition, temporary or otherwise. 

“Booker T. Adams. Um, um, um,” he said, shaking his head, rocking back and forth on his 

heels, his hands in his jumpsuit pockets. “What’s up, biyatch?” 

If there was anything I recalled from my teenage years hanging around Metrick, it was his 

propensity to cuss, even if the situation didn’t call for it. It was as if he’d come out of the womb 

rattling off a string of obscenities. 

Seeing he wasn’t in the handshaking mood, I pulled my hand back, but kept it casual. “You 

know, just doing my thing.” 

“Ah, yes.” A quick chuckle morphed into chest-jiggling laughter. Then he started coughing 

and wheezing, and he attempted to cover his mouth. I winced, took a step back, hoping Metrick 

wasn’t another Typhoid Mary. His health appeared questionable at best. 

It took thirty seconds, but he cleared his throat, picked up like he’d just swatted a fly. “The 

cop from the hood. I guess we should be proud of you for reachin’ the other side of the river.” 

I wasn’t sure if he was speaking euphemistically or really meant the Trinity River, often used 

as a line of demarcation for Dallas’ south-side population. 

“Maybe you shouldn’t be so proud. I quit a year ago.” 

Pumping his knees up and down, he giggled like a kid in a candy store, then held out his 

hand like he wanted me to smack it. I obliged, but not with the same enthusiasm.  

“That’s my man. Finally woke up, realized you didn’t belong.” 



 

“It wasn’t like that. I enjoyed my job, felt like I was making a difference. But stuff happened, 

and I moved on. No hard feelings.” 

It was easier to say that with a straight face after my discussion with Ligon. 

“I hear ya. I’m glad for you, man. Putting people of your own kind behind bars…there ain’t 

no place for that in our world. People who do that are just a bunch of nig—” 

“Hold up, Metrick. I’m not into talking that way.” 

He just nodded, sizing me up. 

“Besides, I had no issues with putting people behind bars as long as they did the crime. A 

cop’s job is to protect the general population from the few who want to harm the rest. Hear what 

I’m saying?” 

“Listen to your bullshit, Booker. You fuckin’ sound like a goddamn politician,” he said, his 

blubbery face showing a bit of a scowl as he looked away. Then he came to attention and mock-

saluted me. “Yes sir, no sir, Mr. Booker sir. Is that how you want to play? Fuckin’ Uncle Tom.” 

A wave of warm air swept across my face, and I clinched a fist around my key chain. “I’m 

going to pretend you didn’t say that.” 

“Yeah, whatever. Pretend all you want. The rest of us are living in the real world.” 

He turned away from me before I could say another word, walking around the front hood, 

trying to strut, although his legs squished the jumpsuit, so he didn’t look very cool doing it. 

“Oooh boy, look at this ride. What do we got here, my man? A Saab 9-3,” he said, stretching 

his neck. “It’s got a cool vibe to it.” 

“The car wash helps. Hey, how long have you worked here?” 

Ignoring my question, he cupped a chubby hand around his eyes and peered through the back 

window. 

“What’s that, a kid’s seat?” He raised his head above the car, his mouth frozen open. 

“Never seen one before?” 

“Ha! No way Booker T. Adams is married,” he said, laughing then suddenly scrunching up 

his face. He gave me a hard look. “Are ya?” 

“Nope.” A quick image of Alisa came to mind. Someone who was fun but also comfortable, 

like a pair of sweats. 

“How many you got?” 

“Just one. She’s six. The greatest thing that’s happened to my life.” 

“What? I wasn’t talking about a kid. I was talking about baby mamas. But if you just got one 

kid, I guess you only have one baby mama. You are living the good life, mother fucker.” 

He looked right at me on the last term, his right eye twitching twice more, adding a little 

emphasis. It was rather obvious he had some built-up resentment. 

“Wish I could figure out a way to get my baby mamas off my back.” Metrick was looking at 

the car, speaking under his breath.  

“What do you mean?” 

“Four of them bitches just don’t stop. Constantly pestering me, hitting me up for money, 



 

saying I owe them this, I owe them that. Just ’cause they didn’t land Shaq don’t mean I gotta pay 

up.” 

I shook my head, wondering how Alisa might be handling this conversation. “Whatever you 

say, Metrick.” 

“I told each one of them, ‘You keep messing with Metrick and one day you might have an 

accident.’” 

This guy was serious, and I couldn’t help but inquire further. “What kind of accident?” 

“Who knows? People cross streets all the time without looking. It’s a shame.” 

I glanced down the row of cars in the distance, wondering if any might belong to Metrick. 

Then I spotted it—an old-model Civic, spray-painted black and silver, hovering about five inches 

off the pavement, with extra-wide rear tires, a tail that could fit a 747, and peeling tinted 

windows. 

Part of me wanted to take Metrick by the collar, shove my arm against his chest, and warn 

him against hurting anyone…baby mamas included. But I knew it would do no good. It might 

even instigate some type of emotional response against someone who couldn’t defend 

themselves. After I left, of course. 

“How long you been working at Red’s Car Wash?” 

“Oh, maybe three months, four months. Hard to say.” 

“You been clean?” 

A smirk formed at the outer edges of his lips. “Why would you ask that? What makes you 

think I’m not rolling in dough, pimping with my homies in one of those fancy glass towers in 

downtown?” 

“You’re working at Red’s Car Wash.” 

“Very funny, mother fucker. And what are you doing now that you got fired from the DPD, 

shoveling shit like a janitor or something?” 

“I’m a private investigator.” 

His eyes bulged out of his beefy, bald head. “Go fuck a ferret. You kiddin’ me? A PI?” 

Licking his lips, he took a step back, his eyes darting around a bit. 

“So what you want with me?” 

“I’m just getting my car washed, Metrick, just like a lot of people,” I said, pulling out my 

phone, scrolling through mindless pictures. “So, what do you do for fun these days, besides play 

‘Keep Away’ from all your…baby mamas?”  

Scratching his chin, he said, “Can’t do much. Just keeping my head above water so I don’t 

get in trouble with my parole officer.” 

I expected as much. “What’d you go to Huntsville for?” 

“Which time?” 

“How many times have you been busted?” 

I could see hard lines etched in his face. Prison lines, the kind that have nothing to do with 

wisdom and everything to do with survival. He blew out an audible breath. “Busted…I don’t 



 

know…six, seven, eight times. Lost count. Been to prison twice. Convicted of dealing meth both 

times.” 

He hadn’t learned a damn thing since high school.  

“But it was all bullshit, just between you and me.” 

He’d been selling drugs on the streets for almost twenty years, and he had the gall to still 

reject any responsibility. 

“You know how many times I’ve heard that?” 

Shuffling closer, he brought a hand to his face and rubbed his eyes. The right one twitched 

again. Up close, the veins were so bright they appeared to be painted on the whites of his eyes. 

“You ain’t wearin’ a wire, are you?” 

I patted my chest. “I’m clean. Why would you think I was wearing a wire?” I had a feeling he 

was either coming off a drug binge or was going through withdrawal, which might have 

something to do with his paranoia. 

Leaning in closer, a waft of cigarette smoke hit me like a train. I held my breath. 

“My parole officer told me to keep my trap shut if I ever wanted to walk the streets of Dallas 

without looking over my shoulder.” He glanced around, and I followed his eyes. The place was 

mostly empty. A couple of his hard-working colleagues were leaning against a car, smoking 

cigarettes. 

“But…” I prompted. 

“Well, the last time I was busted, it was all bullshit.” 

“You already said that. You do know every guy who’s served time in prison says the same 

thing.” 

“I’m telling ya, man. This cop said I should learn my lesson, stay on my own turf. He 

pretended to find a baggie of meth on me. He was laughing the whole time.” 

“You trying to tell me you were clean?” 

He glanced away for a moment, then shifted his enormous eyes back to me. “Nah, I ain’t 

going to completely bullshit you. I had no way of making money. I was doing a little dealin’ here 

and there, just to make ends meet, bro. But I’d been trying to get a full-time job at this moving 

company. I had an old friend who was setting me up. Said the owners would be back in town in a 

couple of days. I was just chillin’, staying out of trouble, minding my own business. I was 

actually excited about that job, man.” 

Despite the wall of odor, I held my gaze on Metrick. He’d been lying and cheating his whole 

life, mostly to himself, I guessed. But he had no reason to convince me of anything. Well, maybe 

a bit of pride was still there, and he could have been trying to give another excuse as to why his 

life had turned to shit. But it appeared he was doing a great job on his own, without the help of 

anyone else.  

I let myself be the sucker. “Why, Metrick? Why would a cop randomly set you up?” 

His eye twitched once more. “This cop was one of those guys that gives the blue a bad rap. I 

know I lump all you guys into one barrel—” 



 

“I’m no longer one of those guys, by the way.” 

“True dat. But this guy had a bad rep, I’m tellin’ ya. Always giving guys shit. I heard he set 

up some other guys too.” 

“Who was it?” 

“Donley. Walt Donley. Ever heard of him?” 

The guy who was killed last week, set up to look like a suicide. I could feel my pulse tapping 

my neck. I glanced at Metrick, studying him again, wondering how good a liar he’d become over 

the years. 

“Doesn’t ring a bell. Must have worked out of a different division.” 

Shifting his weight back and forth on each leg, Metrick was getting worked up. “That mother 

fucker…it’s just wrong. It don’t matter that I had a record. It don’t matter which side of the road 

I was walking on. I wasn’t even talking to anyone, so how could I be dealin’? Shit!”  

He patted his jumpsuit, found a pack of cigarettes, and pulled one out.  

“Yo, Metrick. No smoking by the car bays. You know the rules. If you want to smoke, you 

gotta move over by the trash cans.” A guy with a red button-down shirt had poked his head out of 

the glass door. 

Metrick walked toward the cluster of trashcans, taking a drag with every step. I followed the 

hazy plume, waving smoke out of my eyes until I caught up to him. He turned back around and 

faced me, flicking his ash in the nearest metal trash can. 

“You think I’m still full of it, don’t you?” he said, staring up at the clouds, which had begun 

to coil into gray pockets, including a few dark patches. 

“I followed you over here, didn’t I?” 

Shifting his eyes my way as smoke billowed through his nostrils, he looked like an angry 

bull. 

“It really don’t matter what you think, Booker. ’Cause I can’t say shit to anyone that matters. 

I can’t sue the DPD or the city. I can’t even get anyone to say they were sorry. I have to act like it 

never happened.” He paused, taking in a ten-second drag. “But I can’t sleep at night. If I ain’t 

having nightmares about what they did to me in Huntsville, I’m thinking about Donley, how he 

ruined my life.” 

“Don’t you think—” 

“You don’t have to say it. I’m not blind. I know I’d already done a pretty good job of ruining 

my own life. But I thought I had a chance to start over.” 

“Like you do now. It took a while, but you’ve got another chance, working here at the car 

wash. That’s all anyone can ask for.” 

Just then he spewed a horrific cough that left him bent over at the waist, hands on his knees, 

although his cigarette remained firmly wedged between two fingers. 

“Dude, you okay?” 

“Hell no. Got stage 3 lung cancer.” 

“Damn. I’m sorry.” I thought about Metrick the athlete. At six one, a hundred ninety pounds, 



 

he had patrolled the defensive backfield like a panther, quick to pounce on anyone that invaded 

his territory. With the speed of a gazelle, he could chase down any player or football, even if he 

stumbled or took a misstep. He could have handpicked his Division I college—Texas, USC, 

Alabama, Florida State.  

“You see, I’m all out of chances. Not much to live for, frankly.” His voice started to crack, 

but he kept puffing on the cancer stick. 

“Why didn’t your lawyer bring any of this up in court?” 

“And say what? He told me it would be Donley’s word against mine. With my record, I had 

no chance. He told me I had a better chance if I just admitted my guilt, went into rehab, and 

quietly served my time. Said I’d get out on good behavior in eighteen months.” 

“Did ya?” 

“Eighteen months, six days, three hours. Total hell.”  

“But you survived. That’s worth something.” 

He released a wet chuckle. “When I wasn’t running for my life, I was smoking unfiltered 

cigarettes. I guess it was a hazard of the job.” 

Metrick had made some poor decisions in his life, that much was certain. He’d at least 

planted a seed of doubt in my mind about his last arrest and conviction, although I knew nothing 

about Donley’s reputation. Digging into his past was already on the priority list I’d compiled for 

Henry and Alisa.  

I felt sorry for Metrick, but that wouldn’t help him much at this point. I could sense his 

resentment. Who wouldn’t be pissed as hell? But was that enough to kill Donley? With nothing 

to live for, had he started to carry out a homicidal vendetta against cops in general? 

“Have you seen Donley since you got out a few months ago?” 

His eyes stared holes through me. He let the last of his cigarette drop, and he squished it 

against the pavement. He pulled out another. The singed butt crackled as he inhaled. “Is that why 

you’re here? You think I had something to do with his death?” 

My back just got stiff. “Never said that. Thought it was a suicide anyway.”  

He released three puffs of donut-shaped smoke. “It was a damn good day when that mother 

fucker died. Damn good. Did us all a favor. Although I’ll never be able to clear my name.” 

“Did you ever see him again? Confront him about what he did to you?” 

His eye twitched a couple of times. “A week after I got out, he found me rummaging through 

a dumpster in an alley over off MLK. He had a real sarcastic tone. He started egging me on. He 

even took off his gun belt and started dancing around me like he was Muhammed Ali or 

something.” 

“What did you do?” 

“I begged him to stop. But he kept at it, like he was sick in the head or something.” Metrick 

poked his skull three times. “I didn’t want more trouble. I couldn’t go back to prison.” 

“Did he finally stop?” 

His eyes shifted away. “Hell no. Threw a punch at me. I ducked, threw two quick jabs into 



 

his ribs and then an uppercut. He went down. It was instinct, I guess, from my time in 

Huntsville.” 

“You knocked him out?” 

“Not completely. He got on his knees, went for his gun.” 

“And?” 

“I kicked it away and ran like hell. I haven’t seen him since.” 

I realized at least one of the reasons Metrick seemed so paranoid. And bitter. I couldn’t keep 

pushing on his further interactions with Donley, at least not without more information to back it 

up. But then I thought about Miller’s murder just two nights earlier. Henry had said it was brutal, 

a man’s neck snapped. While Metrick carried an extra fifty pounds or so since his cut in high 

school, he still looked like he could turn over a small car. Reminded me of some cartoon I’d seen 

as a kid, featuring a massive blue ox with a nasty disposition.  

“I need to get going, but first…real quickly. Where were you on Saturday night?” 

Another stare-down. “That’s why you’re here. Trying to pin something else on me?” 

I thought about my wording. “I’m actually trying to make sure you don’t get fingered for 

something you didn’t do.” 

“Don’t tell me someone robbed a liquor store in a red jumpsuit. There’s only fifty or so guys 

who work at Red’s, so why not come after me?” Sarcasm had replaced his outright anger.  

“Not a robbery. A homicide.” 

“Again, I ask why come after me?” Both of his oversized hands popped his chest. 

“Not going after you. Just getting my car washed and—” 

“Yeah, right. Keep telling yourself that. You might believe it. I don’t. Someone sent you, I 

can tell. I can read people, especially with they want to hang my nig—” 

“Dude. Shut it.” 

He rolled his eyes. “When they want to hang my ass from the nearest tree.” 

“Where were you on Saturday night, late?” 

“Watching the Weather Channel, what else?” 

“Nice, Captain Sarcasm.” 

“I was at the house.” 

I was a bit surprised he owned a home. 

“Where you living these days?” 

“Uh…well, it’s not really my home. Friend owns it. I just stay there some.” 

“Your friend, can he—” 

“She.” 

“Can she verify you were at the house?” 

He took another drag, then shrugged a shoulder. “Sure. Why not?” 

Sounded like he was issuing a challenge, not answering the question. 

My cell phone buzzed. A text from Henry.  

Call me  



 

“Hey, I need to run. Thanks for…uh, you know, sharing what’s going on.” I held out my 

hand, and he smacked it. 

“Sure thing, Booker. Glad someone’s made it out of here.” 

I nodded just as I picked up a high-pitched shriek. Looking past Metrick’s shoulder, I saw a 

woman in heels carrying a doublewide caboose stomping toward us. She was wagging a finger 

and screaming a lot of four-letter words. 

I considered for a moment if she might be the same woman whose house Metrick claimed he 

stayed at on Saturday night. If so, she could verify his alibi the night of Miller’s murder. 

Now about thirty feet away, the woman’s deep red lips were moving a hundred miles an hour, 

and her volume only intensified. Red shirt employees filtered into the lot where we stood. A 

rumble of thunder in the background didn’t divert her focus on Metrick, who just stood there, 

puffing away on his cigarette. He wasn’t shocked or embarrassed. It seemed like a typical 

episode in the life and times of Metrick McHenry.  

Swinging her arms all around, I could see purple glitter painted on her curved fingernails. 

Bear claws weren’t as lethal. 

I tapped Metrick’s arm while keeping one eye on the incoming barracuda. “Can she verify 

your whereabouts on Saturday night?” 

“You think I stay at this LaShunda’s house?” He raised his voice just to be heard over the ear-

splitting chatter. “She’d take a knife to me the moment I’d close my eyes. They couldn’t glue me 

back together.” 

“Got it.” I already started shuffling away, wanting no part of any possible collateral damage.   

“Try to stay out of trouble. From everyone,” I said to Metrick. 

He nodded just before LaShunda smacked his shoulder so hard it reverberated off the car 

wash building. 

As I coasted out of the parking lot, I tried not to look at the train wreck that was Metrick’s 

life. Huge drops started falling from the sky, pinging my hood, erasing all hope for a clean car. 

And I wondered if my old teammate could be the Dallas cop killer.  



 

7 

 

Henry pushed through the rotating glass doors and made a beeline toward where I stood next to a 

dusty ficus tree near a bank of elevators. 

“Sorry I’m late,” he said, catching his breath.  

I noticed he was holding a portfolio with manila folders sticking out, as if he was about to 

walk into a courtroom for opening statements. 

“Trying to do some research on the first…you know, when no one is around.” He scanned the 

entire ground floor of the six-story building that housed the Dallas County Medical Examiner’s 

Office. A few people milled around a front desk about fifty feet away.  

“I’ve only been here a minute myself. Haven’t seen anyone I recognize. You going to tell me 

why you wanted to meet me here?” 

He blew out a breath. “It’s been a hell of a morning.” Tilting his head left, he shuffled around 

the corner. Two black leather chairs faced each other in a small alcove. We were alone, at least 

for the moment. 

Wearing his usual stuffy business suit uniform, Henry couldn’t stop moving his eyes to either 

side. I put my hand on his shoulder.  

“Henry, what’s up?” 

Curling his lips, he brought his focus to me. “I was actually studying the ME report on the 

first…one back at the office. Then I got a call from a contact of mine at DPD. There was another 

murder last night.” 

I closed my eyes, wondering if I’d really heard what he said. “Another cop? Holy Mother of 

Jesus. We couldn’t stop another one. Who was it?” Part of me didn’t want to hear the name, 

realizing the odds of me not knowing the deceased were dropping each day. 

“It wasn’t a cop.” 

Shifting my eyes to the marble floor, I could hear high heels clopping in the distance. They 

quickly disappeared before reaching our quiet space. 

“Then why are we here?” 

“It might be connected to the other homicides. Who knows? We’ve got to rule it in or out, on 

top of everything else we’ve got going on.” 

“Do I have to guess the name?” 

“Sorry. It’s a judge from the Court of Criminal Appeals. Judge Richard Fischer.” 

I let that resonate a bit. “Two cops and a judge.” 

“My mind automatically went there as well. Are we looking at some type of wrongful 

conviction?” 

Another thought pinged my mind. Was there any way Metrick’s criminal history went 



 

through Judge Fischer’s courtroom? Doubtful, given what Metrick said about not challenging the 

arrest, let alone the conviction. But we had to check the records. I kept my Metrick thoughts to 

myself for now. 

“We can see the body?” 

“I know the coroner assigned. The assistant ME, Dan O’Malley.” 

“Shorter guy, metal, oval glasses?” 

“You know him?” 

“Crossed paths when Paco and I went to the crime scene of that girl found in the Trinity 

River bottom a few months ago. That’s a crime scene I’ll never forget.” I had a quick flashback 

of the young girl coated in blood, then I blinked it away. “Dan seemed thorough. Overly 

cautious, like most in his profession.” 

Henry nodded, then glanced over his shoulder and started walking. Following in his 

footsteps, I could see we were headed for a door next to the elevators. He pulled out a folder and 

jabbed it at my chest, then punched the metal door open. 

“What’s this?” 

Henry’s wingtips echoed in the hollow tube, bouncing off the concrete steps as we descended 

to the basement, the home turf for the ME’s main work space. 

“It’s the initial report on Derrick Miller from two nights ago. Thought you might want to 

check it out, especially now that we’re trying to determine if we have a match with Judge 

Fischer’s killer.” 

Slowing my pace, I read through the basic information. Initial cause of death was a 

catastrophic cervical fracture. Running my finger down the page, I found Miller’s stats. He was 

six one, a hundred eighty pounds. Twenty-six years old.  

“Images are under the mound of papers,” Henry said without turning. He was already ten 

steps in front of me and widening his lead. 

I pulled the handful of images to the front of the pile. The first page included four images 

taken at the scene, some type of alley it appeared. The body was askew, lying just a few feet 

away from a dumpster on wet pebbled concrete, a small puddle in the foreground. Miller wore a 

red sweater, but it was matted to his body from the rain, it appeared. Trash from a nearby plastic 

bag, ripped open at the side, was scattered everywhere. I wondered if the officer had struggled, 

which tore open the bag. I noticed a line of trees just behind the body. Behind the trees, there 

appeared to be a structure of some kind, but I couldn’t make out any detail. All the police 

lighting was on the body and surrounding area in the alley. Flipping to the next page, four more 

images, but these were close-ups of the face and neck. The angle of his head seemed so 

unnatural. I’d seen more than a few dead bodies, but I’d yet to become callous enough to view 

them as inanimate objects. They were all human. And death by any type of homicide meant 

someone had died too soon.  

I heard a metal door clang open. “You coming, Booker?” Henry said from below me 

somewhere. 



 

“Right behind you.” 

I took another look at the close-ups, my eye catching what looked like bruising on the 

exposed skin. One eye was so puffy it was nearly swollen shut. Then I noticed the slope of his 

neck down to his shoulders. They were broad. Even with a bulky sweater, he appeared to have an 

athletic build.  

I wondered about the size and strength of the person who broke his neck. He must have 

caught Miller off guard, coming up from behind most likely. Did Miller do any damage before 

his neck was broken? I reviewed the report again and saw no references to what, if anything, was 

found under his fingernails. 

I got to the bottom floor and stopped. 

“You done yet?” Henry held the door open. 

Switching back to the photos, I found two images of Miller’s hands. No obvious bruising or 

contusions. Now I wondered if he’d been drugged in some way. The murder seemed too easy. 

I closed the folder and walked through an open doorway. 

“Do we know why Miller was in the alley on a rainy night?” 

“Didn’t mention it in the police report,” Henry said. 

“I need to see that. Alisa does too. Also need to see the final toxicology report on Miller 

here.” I tapped the folder. 

“I’ll see what I can do. I’m not in a position to snap my fingers and have the world at my 

beck and call,” Henry said, obviously still concerned about his covert role. 

We walked down a hallway with gray flooring, the walls lined with medical pictures of 

skeletons. I’d forgotten about the morose vibe down in the ME dungeon, as we’d called it when I 

was on the force. 

A woman sat a desk where we signed in and were given temporary badges. I nodded and we 

proceeded through double doors, walked another fifty feet, then Henry stopped and put a hand up 

to my chest. 

“He’s expecting us.” 

“Right, you said that.” 

“I’m sure he knows there’ll be lots of questions, since it was an obvious homicide.” 

“Makes sense.” 

He took a step, then turned back to me. 

“By the way, he thinks you’ve been hired by the judge’s wife, Bernice.” 

“Great.”  

He must have noticed my eyes roll. 

“What? How else can I get you in here and not cause suspicion?” 

“Could have told him they decided not to hold the mayoral election and I was just named 

Grand Poobah.” 

He flipped his head and turned right into a room where Dan stood over a table that held a 

large man’s body covered in a sheet. Three massive spotlights hung from the ceiling, each 



 

positioned around the body and beaming with intensity.  

Dan had on the typical white garb. He raised a pair of goggles covering his oval glasses. 

“Gentlemen. You’re an unlikely pair,” he said, setting an instrument on a metal tray. I guess 

he wasn’t aware of our friendship dating back to college. 

“Ran into Booker in the foyer. I’m here on official business of the DA’s office.” 

“What took you so long?” Dan said with a straight face, removing his rubber gloves.  

Henry paused for a split second, both of us wondering where Dan was going with his 

question. 

Releasing a slight smirk, Dan moved around the tray. “I’m just ribbing you, Henry. As I’ve 

learned over the years, when important people die, the ME’s office is more popular than Disney 

World. But it’s never fun. Unless you’re here every day, the place can be a bit morbid, I realize. 

But it’s my job, just like you go to an office every day. And—” Dan looked at me. “Where do 

you go every day working as a PI?” 

I gave him the logical answer. “Wherever I need to.”  

“Ah. That’s why you’re here. Understand you’re working for the judge’s wife?” 

Suddenly, I felt the heat of the spotlights shining on me and my integrity. “They’ve been 

married a long time. She’s heartbroken.” 

He nodded, his lips drawn into a straight line, then turned and walked around us. I’d been 

able to divert the question into a typical response from a spouse whose husband had been 

murdered. This case was important, but I couldn’t soil my reputation by straight-out lying about 

my paying clients.  

Then again, I wasn’t in this place out of some type of morbid curiosity. With the US 

Attorney’s Office endorsement, Ligon had hired me to work the case, stop “the cop killer.” 

Eventually, this would all come out—my role, and how Henry and I were tapped with this 

sensitive assignment. With Henry drawing a government paycheck, and with his high hopes of 

sitting in a bigger corner office, the time for being more transparent couldn’t come soon enough. 

“You boys just going to stand there?” Dan asked from across the room. 

“Thought you were going to show us the body?” Henry pointed toward the large man 

covered with a sheet. 

“Wrong body. That one came in a couple of hours ago. Just got married two days ago, had a 

heart attack this morning, by the looks of it. Appears to have been brought on by engaging in 

sex.” 

“I guess that’s a good way to go,” I said, trying to lighten the mood. 

“Wasn’t his new wife. It was her sister. I was at the scene, and I watched a cat fight break out 

between the sisters. Supposedly, they’ve gone back and forth, screwing each other’s husbands 

just to get back at each other. Now, one dies. Go figure.” 

Henry tried to hide his chuckle. 

“The one you care about is in here.” He flipped his head to an adjoining room. I could see the 

spotlights hanging from the ceiling through perfectly clean windows. Henry and I walked toward 



 

the room.  

“I call it center court, where all the important people go just for situations like this, when I 

have to do a dog-and-pony show five times a day for interested people like yourselves.” 

The body was covered with a sheet. Dan had what looked like a music stand set up next to 

the table, as well as a microphone attached to a long, metal arm. 

“I’ve been doing some recording.” He moved the mic off to the side, then ran his finger down 

a piece of paper on his stand. 

“So, just as a word of caution. What I’m about to share should not be viewed as my official 

report. That will take three to four days, maybe more depending on the number of visitors I 

have,” he extended his arm to us, “and how many more bodies come through those doors. I don’t 

work twenty-four hours a day. We have a capable staff, but we have our limits.” 

Henry and I both nodded like school kids, eager for Dan to pull the sheet back. 

Dan slipped on another pair of rubber gloves, took hold of the sheet, then looked up at us. “I 

know this might be redundant, but I just want to make sure you understand this is a courtesy 

review and to not take this as my final report. Agreed?” 

“You trying to torture them, Dan?” 

Henry and I flipped our heads around at the same time. I thought I’d recognized the country 

twang of Detective Bobby Sturm. He’d been the lead detective on the human trafficking case. 

He’d offered helpful insights when Paco and I were on the scene to view the body of a dead girl 

in the Trinity River bottom. And I mostly recall how he and Dan had this passive-aggressive 

thing going between the two of them.  

Bobby’s weathered cowboy boots clipped and shuffled against the hard linoleum floor as he 

walked into the room, pushing the sleeves of his Western shirt up his forearms. The red and 

white shirt had the look of a bandana. 

“No more than you torture me on every case we work together, Detective,” Dan said, his 

mood suddenly sour. 

Bobby flicked a wrist toward the assistant ME. “Booker, you got a fascination with dead 

bodies or something?” I just noticed a toothpick tucked in the side of his mouth, which he was 

chewing like cud. 

“Just working another case.” 

He nodded his head, still chomping on his toothpick. I recalled his tobacco-chewing habit 

from the trash-infested banks of the Trinity River, him spitting brown juice every few seconds. 

Maybe the toothpick was the best he could do indoors. 

“Aren’t we all?” he said. “Okay, Dan, I know how much you like a crowd. Whatcha got?” 

“You’re the lead detective on the judge’s case?” Dan asked with dread in his voice. 

“Your lucky day,” Bobby said, winking at Henry and me. It was obvious he enjoyed ribbing 

the young ME. 

Dan cleared his throat, and our attention turned back to his hand at the top of the sheet. “If 

you have a weak stomach, now is your last chance.” 



 

All six eyes fixated on the top of the sheet. 

“Suit yourself,” Dan said, curling the sheet down to the judge’s chest. 

“Holy shitstorm,” Bobby said. 

The judge’s head looked like it had been mauled by a jackhammer.  

“What happened to him?” Henry asked, his brow furrowed. 

“Blunt force trauma to his head,” Dan said. “While his COD appears obvious, I can’t make it 

official until I get back the toxicology reports.” 

“Right. Don’t want you to commit to anything this quickly. That would be an all-time record 

for you,” Bobby said, still going to town on his toothpick. 

Dan opened his jaw, about ready to snap back, but I jumped in. 

“Looks like he was hit multiple times.”  

“Yes, five, maybe six direct blows with what appears to be a brick. I found red fragments of 

the brick buried in the contusions and scattered through his hair.” 

“Bruising on his face and upper shoulders,” I pointed out. 

“Yes, the bruising continues down the body. There’s hardly a spot on his body that isn’t a 

shade of green or blue. Do you want to see for yourself?” 

“That’s okay. We believe you,” Henry said, turning his head while moving back a step.  

“Any other evidence on the body that would connect the judge to another person?” 

“Nothing that stands out. Tips of his fingers are scraped, but that was most likely caused by 

him falling onto the concrete sidewalk.” 

My eyes connected with Henry’s, and I felt sure we were wondering the same thing, without 

saying it out loud in front of mixed company. The Judge’s cause of death was quite different than 

that of Officer Miller’s, whose neck was broken, yet they both shared the same type of brutal 

beating. Why the difference, if it was the same killer? Or, looking at it from another perspective, 

why the similarity, if it wasn’t the same killer? 

The three of us walked out of the examining room and into the hallway. 

“I guess you’re here because of your client?” Bobby said, shuffling his boot on the slick 

floor. 

“Yeah…uh, I’ve—” 

Henry jumped in, obviously not wanting to perpetuate our fabrication any further. “I guess 

you were at the crime scene earlier today?” 

“Half the night and this morning. Took about six cups of coffee to keep me upright,” he said 

with a country chuckle. 

“You know this one is going to get lots of attention from every level of the government. Hell, 

you might get a call from DC,” Henry said. “I can help you out on the front, give you some 

cover.” 

“I’ll take whatever I can get. Appreciate it.” Bobby craned his neck to the side as if he was 

about to fire off a laser beam of chew onto the floor, but he seemed to quickly recall that he was 

indoors…and chewing on a toothpick. 



 

We slowly meandered down the hallway. Henry and Bobby were talking shop, and I was 

listening in…as best as I could over the shuffling of Bobby’s worn boots. 

“I know you’re probably tired as hell after the long night, but I’d like to pick your brain.” 

“As long as my eyes are open, I guess I can oblige,” Bobby said, grasping his hands together 

behind his back, trying to look more academic maybe. But his Southern drawl easily countered 

the professor look. 

“Did the judge have his wallet stolen?” 

“Wasn’t on him, according to his wife. But it didn’t appear that anyone checked. As you can 

see by looking at the body, this was an emotional killing.” 

“We know we have a good idea on the COD. Have you found the actual murder weapon?” 

Henry asked. 

“We think so, at least at a macro level,” he said. 

“Didn’t know we were in an economics class,” I had to throw in. 

Henry shifted his eyes my way, which reminded me that, without an official badge, I should 

be content with listening and not speaking. As for the special badge given to me by the chief, we 

couldn’t use our ace of spades just yet, at least not on something this low key. The badge would 

be saved for the moment in time when nothing else would work. Knowing I wouldn’t win any 

friends when I revealed my role with the chief, I was hoping to keep it under wraps until the 

investigation was closed. 

“Booker, didn’t know you were still here,” Bobby said with more than a hint of sarcasm. He 

leaned forward, looking past Henry to me. 

“Pay me no attention. I’m just checking my email,” I said, pulling my cell phone out of my 

pocket, matching his sarcasm. 

“The murder weapon?” Henry asked. 

“Right. Given the red fragments and dust found on the concrete, grass, and as Dan showed us 

here, on the vic, we’re rather certain the red brick is sitting about a hundred feet from where they 

found the judge.” 

“What’s with the macro level then? Haven’t you labeled it as evidence?” 

“I wish. It’s sitting in a pile of similar red bricks.” 

Henry gave Bobby a confused look. 

“Someone is adding on to their house, or building a pool house?” I offered. 

Bobby snapped his fingers and pretended to fire a gun with his hand at me. “You got it. The 

perp must have jumped the fence off the park, taken one of the bricks, killed the judge, then 

thrown it back.” 

“Couldn’t he have taken the brick with him?” Henry asked. 

“It’s possible. We found a trail of red dust leading up to the fence. But who would want to 

carry around a brick?” 

“True,” Henry said, scratching the side of his head. 

“We just haven’t found the brick yet; at least we don’t think so. Crews are still out there right 



 

now.” Bobby’s voice trailed off as he pulled out his phone, then extended his arm and squinted.  

“Can’t see shit without my readers. Who am I kidding? I never wear the damn things anyway. 

Uh…nothing yet from the CSI team.”  

“Mind if I challenge your red-brick theory?” I asked, purposely keeping my sights off Henry. 

“Shoot.” 

“We believe this was an emotional killing, but that is usually associated with a spontaneous 

action, like road rage or someone threatening them,” I said. 

“I’m following ya,” Bobby said, nodding. 

“The other type of emotional killing is usually driven by jealousy or a vendetta of some kind. 

So, if the perp shows up knowing he’s going to kill the judge, maybe because the judge 

sentenced him to prison a while back, wouldn’t he already have the weapon?” 

“I can see your point.” Bobby’s jaw crunched on the toothpick, his eyes wandering over my 

shoulder. 

I let that point sit for a moment as we approached the set of elevators. 

“Want to take the stairs?” Henry had already opened the door, and the three of us started the 

slow trek upward. 

Bobby stopped on the third step, as if a couple of data points had just intersected. “Are you 

trying to say the killer didn’t use the brick? Because that’s kind of hard to dispute at this point.” 

“I’m wondering if the killer knew the bricks would be there.” 

“And I guess he could have known the judge’s routine. His wife says he took the same walk 

with his dog every night.” 

“You didn’t mention a dog was there,” Henry said. 

“Oh, missed that part. Must be my brain fog,” Bobby said, rubbing his face that had more 

than a few gray whiskers. “It was like clockwork. The judge took his St. Bernard, Bentley, on the 

same path after work every evening.” 

“The dog didn’t get injured?” Henry asked. 

“Nothing obvious. We’re sending a vet over to the house to give him a full check just to 

make sure.” 

“Strange that the dog wouldn’t be more protective, try to chase the perp away,” Henry said, 

shifting from me to the detective. 

“Apparently, this dog was scared of his own shadow, or at least wasn’t into confrontation, 

unless it was a wayward squirrel. Bentley ran back to the house, dragging his leash. That’s when 

the wife came looking for her husband.” 

“She was the one who found him?” I asked as we pushed through the door on the first floor 

and moved toward the front door. 

“Yeah. The family living nearest the park heard a woman screaming, ran outside, and found 

her draped across her husband, covered in blood.” 

“So you’ve ruled out any role she might have played in it?” 

A deep crevice formed between Bobby’s eyes. “I think you know how this works. No one is 



 

eliminated as a possible suspect until evidence allows us to cross them off the list.” 

So far, Bobby was passing all the tests. 

Bobby added, “So, despite the grief from Ms. Fischer, she isn’t free just yet.” 

“The brick,” I said, steering us back on point. “A bunch of questions come to mind. If you 

don’t find it in that neighbor’s backyard, then the killer must have taken it with him or dumped it 

elsewhere.” 

“I got a few uniforms canvassing the area, in case it doesn’t turn up in the backyard. Might 

have DNA from the perp—” 

“And we’ll need it for the trial,” Henry spoke up. 

Scratching my goatee, I looked through the glass door of the building, noticed rain falling at 

a steady pace. 

“Any witnesses come forward?” 

“Just one. A man was walking to his mailbox when he saw a younger guy on his bicycle. Said 

it looked odd. The cyclist had on khakis and a dark jacket of some kind. The man said he’d never 

seen him in his neighborhood.” 

“I guess you’re working on a better description, a sketch—” 

“I’m on top of it, yes. The man is at headquarters right now working with our one….yes, one 

sketch artist. Damn budget keeps getting cut, and we won’t have money to fill our gas tanks 

every day.” 

Henry chimed in, “I hear ya.” 

Bobby scoffed. “What did they do, lower your quota of highlighters and print cartridges?” He 

leaned back and laughed, then he stuck his thumb in his front pocket. I almost wondered why he 

was working the big-city cop scene. His personality seemed better suited for Mabank or Hico, 

not Dallas.  

The stereotypical cowboy detective took a phone call, then waved at us as he headed to his 

car. Actually, it was a truck, about ten years beyond its prime. 

“Booker, you might want to give the judge’s wife a call, see if you can sign her up as a 

client,” Henry said, staring at the rain on the other side of the door. 

“It’s not really my style to solicit the widows.” 

“We need to cover our tracks, just in case. We’re not doing this for our health, and certainly 

not for career advancement,” Henry said, his eyes widening for a quick second to emphasize his 

point. 

“Yeah, I know.” I thought for a moment about how I might initiate a conversation with the 

judge’s wife. 

Henry pushed through the glass revolving door, then paused under the awning. 

“I’ve already sent a few files to Alisa. Should give you some more data to chew on.” 

“Might taste better than a toothpick,” I said, arching an eyebrow. 

“I know. What’s up with that?” Henry shook his head as he tucked his portfolio under his 

jacket. 



 

“We all have our vices, I suppose. Speaking of, I haven’t been able to squeeze in my workout 

today.” 

“Better get a wet suit.”  

My phone buzzed, and I checked the screen. “It’s the chief. I better get it.” 

“Call me if it’s anything important,” Henry said, holding his hand to his ear. He took off for 

his car. 

“Booker here.” 

The chief got right to it, without introduction: “So is there any connection to the other 

murders?”  

“Hi, Chief. At this stage, it’s hard to say definitively. From the evidence I’ve seen from 

Henry, from talking to a detective, and from getting a preliminary ME report, there are 

similarities. But at this point, it could be circumstantial.” 

I heard heavy breathing through the headset over the gentle rain, and it wasn’t the creepy 

type of heavy breathing. 

“Dammit, Booker, I need results. Why do you think I picked you for this case?” 

Patience wasn’t his strong suit.  

“I know you’re under a lot of pressure,” I said.  

“Shit, Booker, I eat pressure for breakfast. We thought this situation was loaded when two 

cops were murdered. Now, we have a judge’s murder on our hands. Did you hear that? A judge. 

That crime alone will make the headlines from Dallas to Denmark. Hell.” He sounded like a 

brooding child. 

“I feel like I’m making some progress. Lots of ground to cover, especially with this third 

murder. But if we can find a link between all three of the victims, and evidence to support a lone 

killer, then it’s not a cop killer we’re after.” 

“You’re right, Booker. It’s worse. It would stretch from the front ranks to the court system. 

Every judge and city and county official would hire a bodyguard, ready to take out the first 

person who looked like a deviant. Dallas would start to resemble the Old West. Is that what you 

want, going back in time a hundred fifty years?” 

“I wouldn’t be allowed to vote, or have this job a hundred fifty years ago.” I quickly realized 

the way that came across. “Didn’t mean to shoot from the hip.” 

I heard an audible breath, but nothing else for a few seconds. Was the guy having a heart 

attack? 

“Chief?” 

“Uh, yeah.” He sounded distracted, as if he was speaking with someone else. 

“Are we speaking in confidence right now?”  

“Of course. You know the tight lid I’ve put on this case.” 

I wasn’t convinced he was telling the truth, but I couldn’t call him out. Not without knowing 

for certain.  

“Look, I’m working this case with everything I got. I have a few leads, but I need a little 



 

more time.” 

“Fuck that, Booker. You want another cop or judge killed on your watch?” 

I thought it was “our watch,” but I wasn’t going to argue the point. 

“Of course not. But you hired a PI, not a police force. It takes some time.” 

“Dammit, I don’t have the luxury of time. Make. Progress. Now.” 

The phone line went dead. 

I stared at the phone, my jaw clenched as my mind sifted through a string of hyphenated 

descriptive terms. I’d dealt with plenty of guys like Ligon in my past, most with the word 

“coach” in front of their names. And just like a college football coach, they charmed you to sign 

on board, then kicked your ass the moment you started.  

I pocketed the phone and walked around to the side lot, rain pelting off my black leather 

jacket, knowing I’d already accepted the chief’s challenge. I owned it. Dallas, even with all its 

warts, was my home turf. I’d worn the uniform, put bad guys behind bars. I knew about all the 

risks, as well as the related cynicism that ebbed and flowed through the various layers of our 

multicultural population.  

Just then, I heard an engine roar. Out of the corner of my eye, I saw something big and white 

barreling toward me. I turned my head and spotted the front grille of a massive sedan less than 

ten feet from me. 

Was I so out of it that I allowed myself to walk into the middle of a street, toward an 

oncoming car? 

I spun and dove to the side. In midair, I could have sworn the car swerved toward me. The 

front end clipped my Doc Marten boot, spinning me like a helicopter blade. I ricocheted off an 

SUV and a minivan, then tumbled to the wet surface, forcing out a painful groan.  

Glancing up, the white boat sped off. Through rain-soaked windows, I thought I spotted 

someone wearing red in the passenger seat. Was he bald? And black? 

“Fucking asshole.” Closing my eyes, I reached for the back of my head. A lump had already 

formed. I looked at my fingers and saw blood. Raindrops pelted my face as I peered across the 

parking lot and replayed the last thirty seconds, ending with a conclusive thought. 

It was Metrick. 
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“You going to sit still or am I going to have to handcuff you?” Alisa said while using a pair of 

tweezers to remove chunks of glass from the back of my head. 

“Can that be an option a little later when I feel better?” I asked as I laid my head across her 

lap in our PI office above The Jewel. 

“Why, Booker T. Adams! You’ve never been that…uh, straightforward with me before.” 

“Me either,” Justin said in monotone. 

“Thanks for knocking,” I said with a muffled voice. 

“Any time. I’m just the owner of the business leasing you this space,” Justin said, pulling 

around to where he could see what was going on. “What the hell? Did someone shoot you in the 

head?” 

“That would mean he’d added brain cells,” Alisa said. 

“Thanks,” I said, obviously not in a position to counter any points being made. I tried 

twisting my neck toward Justin. “What’s up with this ownership thing?” 

“Stop. Moving,” Alisa growled, gripping my neck in her hand.  

“I’m just busting your balls, Booker. And no One Nut jokes in return,” he said. “Seriously, 

this looks like something a medical professional should be doing. I know Alisa has many skills, 

including being a top-notch private investigator, but I think this might fall out of her 

wheelhouse.” 

“It’s nothing. I can’t really see the back of my head. Alisa’s just cleaning out a little cut.” 

“Nothing but a mere flesh wound,” Justin said in the worst British accent, paying homage to 

the Monty Python movies we’d watched dozens of times as teenagers.  

“Nice try,” I said to Justin, who started chuckling. 

“Are we close to finishing yet?” I knew we had real work to accomplish.  

“Shit, Booker, if you were a normal person, we wouldn’t have to be doing surgery in the 

middle of a bar,” Alisa said. 

“We’re in our office fourteen steps above the bar, and I didn’t want to waste the time sitting 

in the emergency room at Parkland. Have you seen that place?” 

“Uh, yeah. It’s like…an emergency room, where people get glass pulled out of their head and 

get stitches and shit,” Justin added. 

Alisa finished the glass-pulling exercise, then doused my head with peroxide.  

“That stings.” 

“Good,” they said in tandem. 

“Hold this against your head,” she said, pressing a gauze pad over the cleaned wound. 

I took control and sat up. 



 

“Tell me the other guy looks worse than you do,” Justin said, kicking back in my office chair, 

plopping his feet on my desk. 

“It was the back window of a minivan.” 

“Oooh. A minivan.” 

“You think minivans have cooties, Justin?” Alisa asked. 

“It’s more about what they represent. Wives, kids, boring routines. Not my cup of tea.” 

“Ever the playboy.”  

Turning my torso, I could easily see Alisa’s eye roll. 

“Do you mind if I take my chair back? Alisa and I have some important business to discuss.” 

Justin picked himself up and moved to the side as I took a seat, my hand still holding the 

bandage against my head.  

“Does that business include figuring out your next date?” 

Alisa and I both stopped moving. Our eyes locked on each other, then we turned to Justin. 

“How long have you known?” 

“Years.” 

“What?” Alisa tossed a paper wad at his face. 

“Okay. Not years, but it’s been a while. I know you think I’m all about the bar and the food 

truck business with the Double Ds, but I wasn’t born yesterday.” 

“The day before, easily,” I said, slightly uncomfortable about how all this was going down. 

Knowing we had that one-night stand in our past—back when I was in college and she was 

getting over a failed marriage to a deranged pervert—Alisa and I had made a pact when we 

started working together. We’d keep our relationship friendly, but not cross the line. It seemed 

reasonable. 

But life happened. The whole thing caught me off guard, and I think her as well. While we 

weren’t trying to hide anything, we’d yet to share the news with Justin…just because we knew 

he could be a pain in the ass…in a best friend kind of way. 

“Okay, Justin. I’m ready. Start preaching to us about the virtues of separating professional 

from personal, or why we’re wrong for each other, or that it will only end up screwing up our 

lives, or that we’ll live to regret ever working in the PI business. I could name about ten other 

topics you might want to cover. What’s your number-one choice? I’ll give you five minutes. Go,” 

Alisa said, tapping her phone, fully prepared to take a tongue lashing from her downstairs boss. 

“Shit, Alisa, are you finished yet? I thought you’d never come up for air.”  

She was looking right at me, then her eyes shifted to the man with the ponytail. 

“You were saying?”  

Justin spread his feet about shoulder-width, splayed his arms. 

“Guys, I’ve known both of you for…how long? But I’ve always seen you as friends, great 

friends, but not a couple. This isn’t natural for me. That’s all I’m saying.” His voice pitched 

higher.  

I rested an elbow on the desk, flipped open my laptop. 



 

Alisa motioned me to ensure I didn’t drop the gauze pad from the back of my head. 

“Justin, we’re still the same individual people. We’re not going to act any different around 

you now than we did before,” I said. 

“Then what was that little sexy nurse thing that Alisa was doing to you when I walked up?” 

“I never used the term sexy,” I said. 

“Sexy. Hmmm. Don’t think Booker was thinking sexy when I poured peroxide on his 

wound.” Alisa giggled, then subtly gave me a wink. 

We were fortunate that Justin didn’t see it. 

Justin ran his hand down his ponytail; the crow’s feet at the edges of his eyes became more 

pronounced. 

“It’s okay, Justin. No need to get stressed out by this. Just don’t freak out if you see us 

bumping shoulders, okay? It’s not like we’re getting married or anything.” I turned back to my 

laptop.  

Silence filled the room in a hurry as no one moved for a few seconds. 

Biting her bottom lip, Alisa opened her laptop and began shuffling through two folders. 

“Okay, is that my cue to exit stage left?” Justin asked. 

I nodded, and he scooted out of the room. He looked back at me and mouthed, Sorry. I waved 

him off, knowing Alisa had thick skin and would be fine. 

“So, I’ve spent some time reviewing the files Henry sent, looking at all the past arrests and 

convictions—” 

“Are you okay? Did I hurt your feelings?” 

“We’ve got work to do, Booker. We don’t have time for this other stuff.” She kept her head 

down as she spoke, flipping the pages in the folder.  

I could feel a bit of heat gathering at my collar. I knew she’d given me an opening to avoid 

the topic. I paused for a second, thought about what we’d both been through in the last year, what 

she meant to me, and I pushed myself up, tossing my gauze pad in the trash as I shifted around 

the table. 

Moving down to one knee, I put my hand on her shoulder and looked her in the eyes. 

“I’m glad we’re dating and out of the closet, so to speak.” 

Her hazel eyes studied my face, maybe looking for a hint of retreat. I didn’t turn away. She 

put her hand against the side of my face and popped it lightly. 

“I’m not twenty-five anymore,” she said. 

“And I’m not in college. Don’t want to be. I just want us to enjoy our lives together, with 

Samantha and Bolt.” 

“When we have a spare moment,” she said with a smile. “No pressure.” She held up her fist, 

and I popped it with my fist. I couldn’t stop staring at her, though, so I leaned in closer and gave 

her a kiss, holding it for an extra couple of seconds. 

“Booker T. Adams, you’re being naughty.” 

“We’ll save that for later. Date night. Once we solve this case.” 



 

“You guys up there smooching?” Justin yelled from the base of the stairs. 

“How did he know that?” Alisa asked me. 

“He’s like my mom, and he’s starting to look like her too,” I said, lifting to my feet. “Ignore 

him. Now, back on task. You were talking about your research across the arrest and conviction 

records.” 

“Right. In my first pass, I can’t find a single person who crossed paths with Donley, Miller, 

and now Judge Fischer. Unless I missed something,” she said as papers spilled to the floor. 

“I doubt that, not with your eagle eye,” I said, picking up the folder of Walt Donley. 

I studied everything about the man who’d been falsely accused of killing himself. Fourteen 

years on the force. Earned a two-year degree in criminal justice from Stephenville Junior 

College. Born and raised in the same city southwest of Fort Worth. 

I flipped a page and saw further into Donley’s life. Kicked off the Yellow Jackets baseball 

team in his junior year after being accused of breaking into a drugstore and stealing ten boxes of 

pseudoephedrine.  

“Hmm.” 

“What?” Alisa asked, leaning forward. 

“A month after being charged in this drugstore break-in, all charges were dropped.” I popped 

the paper. 

“Yeah,” she said, her eyes glued to her laptop, apparently studying another piece of 

information. 

I dropped my hand to the table. 

“Did you see this? The owner said he misidentified Donley from his camera footage and then 

accidentally deleted the video. Why would the owner change his story a month later?” 

I looked up at Alisa. Neither of us said a word, then I glanced back down at the file.  

“It goes on to say he was reinstated to the baseball team for his senior year and led the 

Yellow Jackets to the state championship. Named MVP.” 

“He became a hometown hero. I’m sure nothing was ever mentioned about his so-called 

alleged robbery. Small-town priorities. I’ve seen it. Remember, I’m from Nacogdoches,” Alisa 

said of her east Texas hometown. “But if you’re looking to travel to Stephenville and hunt down 

who would be part of a cover-up, good luck. You’ve got a better chance of figuring out who 

killed Jimmy Hoffa.” 

“True. It’s been twenty years, and one incident doesn’t define a life,” I said, staring at the 

report. “Still, it’s something to keep in the back of our minds as we sift through all this data.” I 

moved the sheet of paper to the right side of my desk. 

“What if we found more black marks on his record at a professional level?” 

Alisa poked her eyes above the rim of her laptop. 

“I…uh, don’t see anything in here about his time with the DPD. I just assumed it was 

squeaky clean. Did he work for another department?” I shuffled pages, taking a small mess and 

making it much more disorganized. 



 

“It’s a late file sent over by Henry this morning,” Alisa said. 

“Makes sense. Probably did it from a local Starbucks before he got back to his office. 

Anything juicy?” 

“Well, on the positive side, he was awarded the Medal of Honor.” 

“Damn. They don’t give those away very often.” 

“Actually, he’s one of only twenty-three officers in the history of the department to earn the 

award, which is for exceptional bravery at imminent risk of serious—” 

“I’m familiar with it. Huge plaque up in each division, stating the definition of the award. 

Everyone was pretty much in awe. I guess I should be in awe of Donley.” 

“Not so fast.” 

Alisa held up a finger, and I noticed how petite her hands were. They were cute. 

“Booker, what are you staring at?” 

“Uh, sorry, I was just mesmerized by your—” 

“Don’t say it. Here I thought you were different than all the guys out there. I guess it’s good 

you have testosterone in your body.” 

I smirked. “I was actually staring at your hands.” 

Her eyes widened, and her lips turned up at the corners. “You are different.” 

“You seem surprised.” 

“Not really.” 

“And I’m not really all that different. I’m not oblivious to all of your attractive qualities, 

including your feistiness.” 

“Ha! If we weren’t busy trying to stop a lunatic killer, I’d come over there and—” She bit her 

lower lip and ran her eyes up and down me. 

I took her hand in mine and rubbed my thumb across the top of it, and our eyes locked again.  

“By the way, I don’t need to visit one of those quack-shack testosterone clinics that are on 

every other corner.” 

“I wouldn’t know,” she said, biting a fingernail. 

I could feel the electricity between us, but now wasn’t the time and the office wasn’t the 

place. 

“I could go for a cold drink. How about you?” I asked, lifting from my chair, which squealed 

in return. 

“Even on a cold, rainy day?” she asked. 

“On this cold, rainy day, yes.” I shot her a wink. 

“Let’s knock out this research first, okay?” 

I sighed. “Taskmaster.” I moved over to the one lone window in the office, an oval, stained-

glass number. Through an off-white pane I could see a bird perched on a ledge where droplets of 

water fell from the roof tiles just above it. 

“Did you hear me?” 

“Sorry, I was taking a cold shower…vicariously through the bird outside the window.” I 



 

pointed.  

“Really?” 

I nodded. 

“Did it work?” 

“If it didn’t, your look right now does.”  

She scrunched her forehead together, then she touched the same area. “Dammit, I’ve got to 

stop myself from doing that.” 

“Touching your forehead?” 

She looked at me, pausing for a second. “Let’s just get back into Donley’s record.” 

I knew where Alisa had been going with her comment—stop the scrunching, avoid the 

wrinkles—but I didn’t want to make her feel any more uncomfortable about our age difference. 

I spotted a soccer ball in the corner that Bolt had left in the office. I picked it up and began 

spinning it on my finger. Alisa just stared at me. 

“Don’t judge. It helps me concentrate. You were saying about Donley’s record…” 

“Right. I count eight times that he was written up for some type of impropriety.” 

“Eight?” 

“Eight, including one for excessive force when he arrested a teenage boy for jaywalking.” 

“Sounds odd. Not many cops will go to the trouble to ticket someone for jaywalking. I guess 

the kid could have been a real smartass, egging him on. I ran across a few like that. The uniform 

seems to be a magnet for all sorts of folks who want trouble.” 

“But not everyone crosses the line,” Alisa said. 

“I grazed the line a few times, but we all tried to avoid going there. It just meant we couldn’t 

handle the stress of our jobs.” 

“Have you ever heard of anyone receiving eight write-ups?” Alisa asked. 

Allowing the soccer ball to drop into my arm, I tried to recall all the rumors from my time on 

the force. Donley’s name still didn’t register. Usually, the cops with the brightest future and the 

darkest past would stand out. With a Medal of Honor, Donley’s lack of visibility was almost 

stunning. Colleagues spoke about those guys with reverence, as if they might mint a coin after 

the few who’d taken it home. 

On the other hand, maybe they were a bit embarrassed, given his track record.  

“What are you thinking?” 

“Who says I’m thinking?” 

“Your silence, your eyes narrowing, and it appears you’re chewing the inside of your cheek. 

You know that isn’t healthy, right?” 

I chuckled. 

“What?” 

“Not sure you would have pointed that out a few months ago.” 

“You mean when you were chasing that psycho all over the Dominican jungle?” 

A dig at Britney, maybe at me too—for being sucked in by the poster child for dual 



 

personalities. 

“But I came back. And she’s in jail.” 

“And here we are,” she said, resting an elbow on the desk. “So spill it. Your questions, or 

theory, or whatever is bouncing around in that head of yours.” 

“This Donley character is hard to put in a certain category.” 

“The world isn’t black and white,” Alisa said with wink. “Except for me and you, that is.” 

We both released a quick laugh. 

“By the way, what did he do to earn the medal?” I asked. 

“Umm….apparently he rescued a neighbor’s kid from his home that was burning. Firemen 

said it was too dangerous to go back in, but Donley didn’t listen and went in after him.” 

“Hmm.” I began to spin the ball on my finger. 

“What about the other officer, Derrick Miller? Complicated past, like Donley’s?” 

“Squeaky clean. No write-ups, a couple of commendations. Only been on the force for four 

years.” 

“He was engaged, right?” 

“Do we know the fiancée’s name? Want to make sure she’s not related to Britney.” 

“Good one.” 

“It’s only a half-joke. As much as we want to link these homicides, there could be three 

different killers, and for different reasons. Jealously usually ranks pretty high.” 

“But Miller was jumped from behind and then had his neck broken. Takes a very strong 

person to do that. Maybe his fiancée was a bodybuilder.” 

“That’s what we need to check out. But she could have hired someone.” 

“Don’t believe in true love?” 

“Not in this case.” 

“And the judge. From what you’ve had a chance to look at, anything stand out in his past?” 

“No obvious black marks on his record as a judge, but I’ve just skimmed the surface. Not a 

lot of detail in the file Henry sent over.” 

“The position in itself can create a lot of attention.” 

“He’s not only a judge, but he’s an appellate judge. Every ruling he’s ever given is 

controversial and included heated debate from both sides. Whoever lost might have resentment 

toward him.” 

“He’d been in this role for decades?” 

“He served as an appellate judge for thirty-three years. Forty-one years overall as a judge.” 

“Married the whole time?” 

“To Bernice.” 

“Yeah, Henry told me the name. Told the ME she was my client.” 

“What? Why would he do that? Is he trying to get your license revoked?” 

“Just trying to get me in to see the judge’s body without blowing my undercover role 

working for the chief.” 



 

“I’ll do some more digging on the judge, check in with his office. Maybe he’s been 

threatened recently.” 

I blew out an audible breath. “We might need to go see Bernice. Don’t want to be pushy, but 

Judge Fischer might have confided in her about any real threat.” 

“Good point. I’ll set something up,” she said, sprint-typing on her computer. 

“So, we know Donley has a mixed past. Miller, at least on the surface, appears to be clean, 

and the judge…we think he’s clean, but don’t know a lot about him other than we know he was 

likely embroiled in some contentious debates with lawyers.” 

“Who represents clients who might go to jail for a long time,” Alisa added. 

“And what do felons do once they get out of prison?” I asked, flipping the soccer ball 

between each hand. 

Alisa twisted her head. “Eat a good meal. Maybe find a woman,” she said, covering a 

snicker. 

“Some plot revenge.” 

“So, what are you trying to say?” 

“I’m not really, just bouncing shit off the wall right now. It would be a hell of a lot easier if 

these three were carbon copies of each other, but they’re not.” 

Alisa raised an eyebrow. “Not yet.”  

“True. Two levels lower, we might find they were all members of a secret biker gang that 

sacrificed cats.” 

“I’m not going that low.” 

I bounced the ball off the wall and palmed it in my right hand. “So, none of the three vics 

crossed paths. But maybe it was a degree of separation, or two or three?” 

“Kevin Bacon style?” 

“That would be six degrees of separation. But maybe bad guys met in prison, made a pact to 

get revenge against those who put them there.” 

“So, you’re thinking this is a group of killers?” 

I spread my arms. “Vigilante justice. Can’t rule it out.” 

The ball squeezed out of my hand and fell to the floor. Leaning over, I picked it up, banging 

the back of my wounded head on the metal desk.  

“Fu—” I gritted my teeth. 

Alisa jumped toward me. “You poor thing, are you okay?” 

“Uggh,” I said reaching back, feeling the knot rise another notch. 

“Nice save,” Alisa said. 

I gave her a confused look.  

“You avoided the ‘F’ word. I know you’ve been trying to get out of the habit of cussing with 

Bolt around.” 

I nodded. “Trying. No promises going forward though.” 

“So, we just discussed everything about Donley, Miller, and Judge Fischer. And then your 



 

theory about the guys making a pact in prison. How would any of that connect to what Metrick 

did, running you over? That little shit.” Now Alisa gritted her teeth. 

“The only thing I can go on is what he told me. Donley put him in prison, then confronted 

him again after he got out a few weeks ago.” 

“If you can believe a word he said. He tried to frickin’ kill you.” 

I tapped the top of the apex of the knot on my head. “I know. But when we were talking at 

the car wash, the dude came across as completely legit. Screwed up, lots of dumb decisions, but 

he sounded like he was speaking the truth. Now, I gotta question everything.” 

“You say that like you’re forcing yourself.” 

“I am, kind of.” 

Alisa leaned in closer, pressing her chest against mine. Then she lifted her large, round eyes. 

“I want you to be careful. He did it once. He might try it again.” 

“Maybe I didn’t see it right. I didn’t get a clear look at his face.” 

Alisa pressed her lips together. 

“What?” 

“You trying to talk yourself out of it?” 

“I don’t know.” My vision drifted to the side. 

“Hello, your girlfriend is leaning against you.” 

“Sorry,” I said with a chortle, shifting my sights to her.  

“Are you seeing this logically?” 

“Actually, I’m wondering something rather obvious, something I should have asked hours 

ago.” 

“And that is?” 

“If that was Metrick I saw through the rain-covered window, he was sitting on the passenger 

side. Who was driving the huge Oldsmobile ’98? 

“A friend from prison, if we’re working off your theory.” 

I brought a finger to my chin. “Metrick did seem a little squeamish when I asked him where 

he was at the time of Officer Miller’s murder Saturday night. Said he had an alibi. Was staying at 

a woman’s house.” 

“Now you’re wondering if that was a legitimate alibi?” Alisa circled her arms around my 

waist. 

“Hell, I’m wondering if any of the crap he spilled out was true or not—about that night, 

about Donley.” 

“Can you talk to the woman? What’s her name?” 

“Crap. I never got it. Didn’t have the chance. One of his baby mamas showed up just as we 

were winding down our conversation and started beating on him.” 

“He hasn’t made too many friends, from what it sounds like.”  

“Given what I witnessed, I think he’d be on the top-ten list of men most likely to be smacked 

and clawed to death in South Dallas.” 



 

“But still, he tried to run you over. And for what? It’s hard to not think he’s connected to 

these murders.” 

“I know he’s not aware I’m working directly for Ligon on this special investigation, but he 

could see my interest in those two homicides. I need to find his ass and nail him to the wall to get 

some straight answers, including the name of the woman he was with on Saturday night.” 

“If he was with her at all.” 

“True.” I rubbed my face. “I need to tell Henry about Metrick and the car incident as well. 

This is obviously a crucial part of the investigation, and he’s part of the team. Hell, he might 

know something about Metrick or someone who’s connected to Metrick.” 

“Just make sure you’re careful. Tell me you will be careful.” 

I thought about the added responsibility of Bolt, on top of Samantha . . . and even Alisa, to a 

degree. 

“I will be careful,” I said in monotone and gave her a mock salute. 

Alisa goosed me.  

“Hey, you have to fight fair.” 

“Just realize that in most battles, two tons will destroy two hundred pounds, even if you’ve 

been working out like a fiend.” She squeezed my shoulders, then moved to my pecs. “You get in 

another bullfighting session with the Oldsmobeast and you’ll become roadkill.” 

“I hear you,” I said, turning to look into her eyes. “But I’ve also got a headache. I’m probably 

not thinking clearly.” 

“I think I need to get you some ice.” 

“I’ll go. You want that cold drink now too?” 

“Surprise me,” she said, moving behind her laptop. 

“Sprite, root beer, or straight-up water. Too exciting,” I said, disappearing down the stairs. 

Justin was wiping down the tables in the back of the bar. 

“Hey, don’t you have hired help?” 

“Right. Your girlfriend is my hired help. But I can tell you guys are working on something 

important…as always. I know when it’s best not to ask.” 

“So you can teach an old dog new tricks,” I said, moving around the bar, filling up two 

glasses with ice, and then pressing the hose to pour us both a carbonated beverage. 

“I’m going to need to call in all favors for tomorrow night,” Justin said. 

I gave him a quizzical look as I found a towel and wrapped it around a mound of ice. 

“Halloween. Occurs every year about this time. People get dressed up, living out their 

childhood fantasies—” 

“Or nightmares.” 

“That too. All I know is, it’s one of my biggest nights of the year. Easily top ten.” 

“So you need Alisa. Is this also when you need me to run security just to keep the dogs at 

bay?” 

My monthly rent for the office space fourteen stairs above us amounted to me working 



 

security a few nights a year. All in all, it was a fair deal. But the timing wasn’t good. The chief 

was all over my ass to find the killer, if there was indeed a killer. He just wanted the killing to 

stop, that much I understood. I wanted the same thing, and I would feel a hell of a lot better if I 

could grab one person by the throat and hand him over to the chief. 

Investigative work, though, took time. Leg work, research, brainstorming, then rinse and 

repeat about a hundred times. If we were lucky, the scum rose to the top. We scraped them off the 

surface and let the justice system take over. 

“You got it,” Justin said. “You know how to play that tough-guy role without letting the 

average patron see you sweat. They think you’re just part of the crowd having fun.” 

“Anything to keep the money flowing.” 

“Amen, brother,” he said, taking in a deep breath.  

“I might need to bring in Paco to help out. You cool with that?” 

“I expected it. Free drinks and food for the security detail,” Justin said.  

“You got a band set up to play?” 

“Even better. I’ve got three psychics coming in. They’ll read your palm, speak to dead people 

from your past. I think one of them is certified to operate a Ouija board.” 

“Certified?” 

“That’s what their agent said.” 

“Psychics have agents?” 

“The good ones do.” 

I just shook my head, amazed at Justin’s unflappable quest to pull off a marketing coup. It 

usually worked, so who was I to question a bunch of psychics at The Jewel’s annual Halloween 

bash? 

“To get everyone in the mood, I’ve got some theatre kids coming in tomorrow from Bolt’s 

school,” Justin said while he grabbed the mop out of a bucket and swept it from side to side. 

“They’re going to decorate this place like you’ve never seen.” 

“When did you make that deal?” 

“Bolt and I talk. He’s got friends.” 

“He’s always had friends.” 

“What’s that supposed to mean?” Justin lifted his head, shifting the mop to his opposite hand. 

“Nothing.” I grabbed the drinks and plodded back up the stairs, each step jarring my 

contusion. By the time I reached the top, I was slurping the remnants off the top of my glass, 

enjoying the infusion of the carbonation—so much, apparently, that I didn’t hear the 

conversation taking place in our office. 

“Booker, look who dropped by,” Alisa said, her hands clasped in front of her faded jeans.  

Shifting my eyes to the right, I saw Cindy leaning a foot against the wall. 

“What’s up, Cindy?” 

“Hi, Booker. Sorry if I’m intruding on you and Alisa doing your little PI thing.” 

I walked around the desk and mouthed, Little PI thing, to Alisa as I handed her the glass.  



 

“I would have grabbed you a drink if I’d known you were here. How’s life for Cindy 

Valentino?”  

“Cindy just dropped by to…well, for a little girl talk,” Alisa said, her lips tight. 

“You know me, always have drama of some kind going on,” Cindy said, rubbing her 

forehead. 

Couldn’t dispute that.  

Before she and Henry had hooked up, I was the object of her affection. Actually, I was more 

like her obsession. I was a piece of meat she wanted to skewer and ride like a horse. She lived 

two doors down from me and always had a knack—or was it a well-formulated plan?—for 

showing up when I least expected it. Which was every time I saw her…either in the hallway, the 

condo gym, or even bull-rushing into my apartment. And she usually approached our interactions 

hormones first.  

She used her overdeveloped body to try to mesmerize me while she tried to impress me with 

other skills. Like dancing. She was always showing off her latest dance moves, but they wouldn’t 

work. Nothing did. Her odd conduct only made me wonder if she’d been dropped on her head as 

a child and then caged up with no human interaction for twenty years. What else could explain 

her awkward behavior around me?  

The day I saw her and Henry hit it off was the day I decided not to buy life insurance, 

although my concern shifted to Henry’s mental health. What did he see in her? They were as 

different as chalk and cheese. And her tacky one-liners seemed contrived. But somehow they had 

lasted several months, even took a nice vacation to Hawaii together. And still, Henry seemed 

smitten. He was either punch-drunk in love or just had a blind spot about the size of a 36DD bra. 

“Care to share, or is this for girls’ ears only?” I asked, trying to read through the file on Judge 

Fischer.  

“Girls only…for now,” Cindy said, squeezing her arms together while giggling.  

I glanced her way, knowing there was a story in there somewhere, if I cared. 

Alisa returned the giggle, almost like a good big sister. She knew Cindy was a bit of an odd 

duck, had issues interacting with people at a normal level. And despite what she’d heard from 

me, she still saw the best in Cindy, where very few others could. Starting with me. For Henry’s 

sake, I’d made it a priority to at least be civil with Cindy. But I was no Alisa; that much was 

obvious. 

I began reading through one of the recent cases Judge Fischer was hearing. He’d yet to rule 

on the case, but was in the process of conducting research on other similar cases. The case 

involved a man accused of running drugs across state lines. He claimed he had no knowledge 

that drugs were in his eighteen-wheeler, while the prosecutor who’d convicted him the first time 

reiterated that he’d been caught twice before. Seemed like an open-and-shut case. Not so, said 

the defense. They claimed the man couldn’t be held responsible for simply doing his job—

driving a truck to a destination. And that his colleagues at the truck company had used the man to 

unknowingly be part of a drug-trafficking operation. 



 

Suddenly I heard myself thinking, which meant Alisa and Cindy had gone quiet. I looked up 

to find them staring at me.  

“Do I smell?” 

“No,” they said in tandem. 

They exchanged another glance, followed by a giggle.  

“Am I the butt of a joke I don’t know about?” 

“Oh, Booker. It’s just girls being girls,” Cindy said. 

Lifting my head, I shifted my eyes to my partner then back to the papers and photos scattered 

across my desk. It was a not-so-subtle hint that we needed to wrap up our information-sharing 

session, define our next steps, and start making some progress. 

But we couldn’t do anything with Cindy hovering nearby. 

“Do you have plans for this evening?” I asked Cindy, placing both elbows on the desk. 

“Just need to figure out my costume for Justin’s big shindig tomorrow night.” 

“So you’ll be there?” 

“Of course, silly. It’s our first Halloween date.” 

“Our?” 

“Me and Henry, silly. I thought you were supposed to be the PI who could figure anything 

out.” 

I never figured you out, I thought but didn’t say. 

Alisa stood up. “So we’ll catch up for lunch in a few days?” 

“Sure thing. By then, who knows, I might have some news to share,” Cindy said in a 

singsong tone, clapping her hands together. Then she grabbed Alisa’s hands and began to jump 

up and down. 

If anyone ever needed a Valium, it was Cindy, on a daily basis. Maybe twice a day. 

“Any ideas on your costume? Does Henry even have a say in it?” Alisa took Cindy by the 

elbow and escorted her to the top of the stairs. 

“Henry said it’s all my decision. Can you believe he has that kind of faith in me? I mean, 

some girls might dress him up in a pumpkin outfit stuffed with newspaper and make him wear 

green socks up to his knees and a green beanie.” She giggled again, then paused and glanced at 

her nails. 

“Henry as a pumpkin. That would be funny,” I said. 

“I know, right?” Cindy turned and took a step back into the office. 

Damn. Acting conversational and nice had backfired. 

“Don’t you have some place to be?” 

Alisa gave me the eye. What can I say? It just spilled out, I thought. Cindy never lost a beat. 

“Oh,” she said, holding up a finger, then sifting through her purse. “Hold on, I know it’s in 

here.” Cindy handed Alisa a pair of sunglasses, two hair scrunches, three pens, a container of 

lotion, and a handful of loose change. “Dammit, I know it’s here.”  

I looked at Alisa and finally understood what they had in common. But I’d been sworn to 



 

secrecy to never bring it up. I just pressed my lips together as I tapped my phone.  

Alisa got the picture. 

“Can I help you, Cindy?” 

“Ah, hell.” Cindy just dumped her entire purse on my desk. Something dusty and purple 

spilled onto a sheet of paper from the judge’s file. 

I grabbed the page and tried to blow off the substance. 

“Found it,” she said, holding up her phone like we should be proud. 

I rolled my eyes. “What is this stuff?” 

“Eye shadow, silly,” she said, not caring that she had defiled our important document. “Now, 

I should be…yep, there it is.” 

“What?” Alisa asked. 

“I got the text from Dina. Well, it’s still technically Dino for now.” 

Dino/Dina was Cindy’s cousin. The original son of Vincent Sciafini had been the key witness 

in the Arts District murders months back. The case had taken me to Boston and to Chicago. But 

with the help of Dino/Dina, I caught the perp in my home city. Actually, much closer than that. 

“Is he still going through with the operation?” Alisa asked. 

Turns out Dino had been living a secret life. He moved to Dallas to escape the wrath of his 

father and to morph into Dina. To each his own. Or her own. Whatever. But it wasn’t until he/she 

came forward that I found out that Sciafini was his father and Cindy’s uncle.  

Better known as “The Shark” when he was under fifty, Sciafini, now in his seventies, had 

since created one of the largest crime organizations in the Midwest. He was based in Chicago. I 

knew all of this because we had a past. One that included his involvement in a financial scam 

targeting recent widowers—including my first client—as well as numerous businesses that 

would likely never pay a dime of taxes to the IRS. He had saved my ass once, using a connection 

of his at the FBI—go figure—to swoop in and stop a dirty cop and his gang of drug-running 

thugs from killing me and Sciafini’s moneymaking machine, David Bradley. Another long story. 

Later, he even asked me to help find his young daughter who’d been kidnapped. I swore I’d 

never work for the guy—he’d most likely murdered some people in his time, although he’d never 

been convicted of any felony. I only agreed because I knew what it would feel like to lose my 

Samantha.  
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“Squirrels. What purpose do they serve in this world? Nothing, that’s what. All they do is 

destroy property. I ought to pay someone to eradicate them off the face of this earth.” Vincent 

Sciafini crossed his legs and cleared his throat, which sounded more like a wild dog growl. 

I watched two squirrels, each the size of a ferret, break into a rumble, apparently fighting 

over a collection of walnuts at the base of a tree. 

Sciafini suddenly clapped his hands, and the pair froze in their tracks for a moment before 

scurrying up the tree. Perhaps they’d gotten word of Sciafini’s reputation and his surly demeanor. 

I sat about four feet to the right of the old guy—about as far away as I could get and still be 

on the lone bench at the edge of Edsall Park, just down the street from my condo. 

After two days of intermittent rain, the dark cumulus clouds had been replaced with an 

endless gray sky. It hulked just above the tips of the tallest buildings in the distance, giving an 

impression that the sky was about to drop onto the city of Dallas. 

I thought Chief Ligon might have leaped to that conclusion just after we got word that 

Richard Fischer, a judge for the Court of Criminal Appeals, had been murdered. Not just killed, 

but savagely beaten to a pulp. On many levels I understood the chief’s frustration and his 

demand to find the killer. A panic rippling through his own department as well as the populous 

would make this whole situation uncontrollable. As I’d studied during my time at the academy, 

the fear of the unknown paralyzed the average citizen, especially if those citizens didn’t feel like 

they could rely on the police to resolve things, and quickly. While a few cops would rise above it, 

too many would fall prey to the natural instinct to spread the fear like poison ivy, almost 

unknowingly. Trust would evaporate, and officers would get an itchy trigger finger. 

Then the whole damn city could implode. Riots, looting, arson, vandalism would become 

epidemic. The chief couldn’t handle that. And I sure as hell couldn’t watch my city—the people I 

grew up with—wither away like ashes in a smoldering fire. We’d come too far.  

For whatever reason, my mind flashed an image of the white Olds lurching after my body, 

the resulting human bumper pool, and then a quick glance of my former high school teammate 

through the rain-soaked window, speeding away. 

I touched the back of my head, spotting the same two squirrels, apparently best buddies, 

huddled next to each other on a branch above our heads. 

“Why, look at that.” Sciafini pointed a crooked finger in the air. “The two little shits were 

once bitter enemies. Now they’re best friends. Guess it depends on the environment, huh, 

Booker?” 

“Maybe for you, but not the way I roll.” 

“Ahh,” he said, straightening the pleat on his trousers.  



 

I was waiting for a bah humbug, but it never came.  

“You draw the line too cleanly between good and bad, black and white.” 

I brought my eyes down to my hand and turned it over. “I don’t know, I’m pretty open to 

mixing the two. Black and white, that is.” 

“Eh. Funny. I’d laugh, if I remembered how to,” he said, glancing my way. “You know what 

the fuck I’m talking about. The world is full of gray. No one is all bad or all good. We’re all a 

mixture.” 

I found his philosophical ramblings curious, if not out of character. Had Sciafini finally 

begun to observe others as human beings, not assets? Possibly seeing a grain of good in 

everyone? I didn’t want to openly laugh. 

“Can’t say I disagree completely. I guess it depends on the percentage of the active 

ingredient.” 

“Huh?” His brow buckled like a leather accordion. 

“Good and bad are elements in everyone’s personality. I think we both agree on that. But at 

what percentage?” 

He nodded. “I’m following you. Like my Emily. Ninety-nine point nine percent pure 

sweetness. But she does have a tenth of a percent of her mother in her.” Tilting his head, the 

heavy bags under his eyes jostled. 

“My Samantha has a similar distribution.” 

We both nodded. The mutual admission was completely surreal. I had to blink twice to 

remind myself I wasn’t dreaming. Then again, if I was dreaming about the saggy-faced leader of 

the Chicago crime syndicate, I needed serious therapy or a long vacation. Maybe both. 

It had been a few months since I’d sat across from Sciafini in his limousine, as it made the 

trek from O’Hare into Chicago proper. He had convinced me to investigate the kidnapping of his 

daughter, Emily. As was his style, his words had been direct. But behind those words was an 

anxious, frightened man. I recalled that smallest amount of vulnerability to his tone, although the 

stench from his fish-like breath had nearly brought tears to my eyes. 

Today, the scent of dirt hung in the air. With no breeze to speak of, I was fortunate to have a 

smell blocker right next to me.  

Lifting my eyes, I looked beyond the man who ran his world like a ruthless dictator—this 

morning’s swing down memory lane notwithstanding—and spotted one of Sciafini’s two 

bodyguards standing next to their rented four-door sedan, sipping coffee. His head swiveled back 

and forth as the coffee’s smoke curled into the cool, damp air. He wore a dark sports coat over a 

bright blue muscle shirt, his eyes obscured by mirrored sunglasses, even though the sun was 

cloaked behind the thick blanket of clouds. 

I couldn’t tell if it was Beavis or Butthead. I’d always had trouble distinguishing between the 

two mainstays in Sciafini’s life, even in their boss’s office high atop the Wrigley Building in 

downtown Chicago. I’d never once heard their names, not from each other, anyone else around 

the office, or Sciafini himself. He’d either gesture or grunt, and they would grunt back and 



 

complete the task. Between their similar fireplug physiques, identical attire, even their dark, 

chiseled hair, they looked like a pair of dumbbells. 

Swinging my sights around the park, I wondered if the other one was trolling the grounds 

like a secret service agent, on the lookout for anyone who might pose a threat to Sciafini. Or, 

more likely, he’d gotten distracted by another set of squirrels. 

“I can’t say the same about Dino,” Sciafini said with his arms crossed, staring straight ahead.  

“Say what about Dino, or Dina?” 

“It’s Dino, dammit!” he growled, smacking a hand to the wooden bench. 

Sounded like Dad hadn’t come to terms with the decisions of his grown-up child.  

“You can choose to believe what you want.” Frankly, I didn’t give a damn about any of it. I’d 

asked for the face-to-face to get a reading on whether there was any chance Sciafini could be 

involved in the three homicides in the last two weeks. No evidence pointed in his direction. Not 

even a whisper of an association. But I’d learned in the last year that scum like Sciafini rarely 

made a move without a specific goal in mind. 

I wondered if visiting his son in Dallas was as simple as it appeared, or if Sciafini was 

intentionally making a move. And even if he was spreading his operation southward—which still 

seemed far-fetched—why would it be necessary to murder two cops and an appellate judge? 

I could see his jaw flex a couple of times. “Dino…was a good kid growing up, but I always 

knew something was different.” 

He swallowed, closing his eyes briefly, then spread his arms across the bench, as if he was 

biding time to let his emotions simmer. 

“He played with other kids, but he just didn’t seem to click real well. Didn’t make close 

friends. Well, he had a couple of good ones in high school, but…” 

This was beginning to feel like a therapy session. But I could play the role if it kept him 

talking, offering insight into his motivations for being in the area. 

“Turned out to not be good friends, I assume?” 

He puffed out a breath, and I caught a quick waft of something foul. 

“He just told me this yesterday, over lunch. Can you believe it?” 

“Believe what?” 

“Those boys were his first two…I can’t even say it.” 

I knew he wasn’t referring to tennis partners. Or, maybe in the Sciafini family, kids were 

expected to prove their worth by knocking off one of their friends. 

“That was years ago. Everyone lived through some awkward years as a teenager. Time to 

move on.” 

“Yeah,” he said with little energy. 

He rubbed his thumb across the top of his opposite hand, as if he had arthritis. I spotted a 

wedding ring, and I tried to change the topic. 

“You and Isidora. You guys got married, huh?” 

Somehow, a seventy-something man who was starting to look more like a guy who lived in 



 

an Egyptian crypt, minus the bandages, had landed a vivacious former Miss Italy. Oh yeah, I 

knew why. Money and power. 

“Yep. She actually married this old bag of bones.” 

He’d said what I was thinking for the second time in our conversation. I found it disturbing. 

“Just a couple of newlyweds,” I said. 

“Making fun of my age.” 

“Hell no, just your age difference. Why didn’t Isi tag along? I’d figure she’d eat up the Dallas 

shopping scene. You could have brought Emily, made it one big family affair.” 

“She wanted to, but she had other commitments.” His eyes shifted toward me. “As for Emily, 

she doesn’t need to be near any of…this scene.” 

I was almost certain he was referring to Dino. But could he instead be protecting the women 

in his life from his killing plans? I let it rest for the moment. 

“Does Isi stay busy spending your money?” 

“She holds her own.” 

I needed to test the waters. “So you’re kind of saying that you’re on the lookout for new 

streams of revenue to keep the Sciafini empire afloat.” 

He let out a chuckle. 

“Now, you of all people are trying to give me financial advice? What a joke. And no need to 

worry, the Sciafini set of legitimate businesses is operating in the black. Well into the black.” 

His red-rimmed eyes looked in my direction. I maintained a blank stare.  

“So when are you planning to—” 

“Look, Booker, I ain’t stupid. I know why you wanted to meet with me.” 

“You’re a lot of things, but stupid isn’t a term I’d use.” 

He ignored me. “You’re wondering if I’m looking to carve out a piece of the Dallas pie for 

one of my new business ideas.” 

“You could be looking for a new infusion of ideas. Maybe you’re funding a think tank that 

works on creating innovative concepts that businesses can be built around. That’s the joke.” 

He poked the side of his head. “This mind has more business ideas than Silicon Valley. I 

don’t need a think tank to come up with my ideas.” 

The Sciafini ego had landed. Just what I was hoping for. 

“Chicago’s a cool city. But Texas has no income tax,” I offered. 

“Oh really? I didn’t know that.” 

Now I knew he was hiding something. This guy probably had the entire IRS code memorized 

line by line. But if I couldn’t get him to admit he was trying to grow some roots in Dallas, then I 

wasn’t going to bring up the murders. Not yet. I didn’t want to scare him off, especially when he 

thought I was only chasing the business angle. 

Suddenly, I felt something near me, and I turned to see Butthead staring down at me. 

“You should get a bell and attach it to your neck.” 

He didn’t move. 



 

“Check that. I really don’t see a neck, just a square head sitting on top of square shoulders. 

Are they even attached? I’m speaking of your head and shoulders,” I said, clearly egging him on. 

He grunted and showed his teeth. 

I recoiled. “Related to George Washington?” 

“What da fuck you talking about? I ain’t no fucking president or whatever.” 

“Clearly.” 

He curled his beefy hands into fists, hulking over me.  

Popping both hands off my legs, I lifted from my seat and let out a chuckle. “Vincent, I think 

you need to feed your…accountant more often.” 

“I don’t count. I just do what Mr. Sciafini says.” 

Hearing Butthead speak more than two indecipherable words reminded me of something. 

“Have you ever heard the phrase, ‘If you can’t say something nice, don’t say anything at all’?” 

His eyes blinked. 

“I guess that’s a yes. Well, I think you need to look at it from a different angle.” 

He twisted his head, like a dog who’d just heard a high-pitched noise. 

“If you can’t converse with other people, please save the human race and don’t procreate.” 

“I ain’t no pro.” 

I just looked at Sciafini. 

His eyes shifted up to Butthead, and he smacked his lips, as if he’d long resigned himself to 

the fact that his two minions weren’t a threat to win Jeopardy. “I got places to be. We’re finished 

here.” 

They began to walk away, then the old man turned back to me. “Did our little therapy session 

help you feel better?” 

The fact he was asking that question got my attention, but now wasn’t the time to throw out 

more accusations, especially since I couldn’t back it up with any evidence. “I don’t agree with 

how you run your life. In particular, your business practices.” 

“You’ve made that clear. And I don’t give a shit what you think about how I run my business. 

If I own it, I can do anything I want with it. Anything.” 

“Technically, that’s true, aside from any legal entity that might have certain expectations 

about following laws. But that’s their battle to fight, not mine.” 

“Good. Glad we have an understanding.” Sciafini started to turn away. 

“Hold on.” 

Jerking his head back around, his elephant skin drooping under his eyes wagged a half 

second later. 

“Don’t think for a minute that I’m okay with you extending your business operations into 

Dallas.” 

“Ha. Booker, Booker, Booker.” He shifted his eyes, appearing to look for the squirrels up in 

the tree. “You’re paranoid. Why would I want a small piece of Dallas when I own Chicago?” 

Sciafini didn’t wait for my response. He turned and shuffled a few steps, then lengthened his 



 

stride as he made his way toward the car on the other side of the park. He coiled his oversized 

body into the backseat, while his matching dumbbells took the front, both donning their 

matching sunglasses. 

For a guy on a simple visit to catch up with his adult kid, I wondered why he needed 

bodyguards, or assistants, or whatever function they served, at his beck and call. Maybe they 

were cheap labor, nothing more than a guilty pleasure for someone who didn’t like opening a 

door or dialing a phone number. I knew they’d carried out other deeds for Sciafini that weren’t 

nearly as mundane or innocuous.  

At this stage of his life, Sciafini’s undiplomatic ways were habitual. Kind of like smoking. 

And once you were addicted, it was a bitch to stop. Actually, for him…he’d never change. 

Couldn’t change. I’d seen enough of his arrogant bullshit to know how his mind worked, 

regardless of how much sugar he coated on his words. 

I could feel it in my bones. Sciafini was lying through his rotten teeth. I just couldn’t 

determine if he’d already crossed the line, knocking off cops and judges.  

I turned and watched the squirrels scamper down the trunk of the tree, one in pursuit of the 

other, from the best I could tell. A quick thought came to mind—was Sciafini in pursuit, or was 

there a possibility he was the one being chased? 
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Captain America: You bitches finly readee 2 talk????? 

A few seconds passed, and the man who symbolically carried a shield of justice for millions 

tapped his foot on the carpet as a coworker walked by, glanced at him, and then stuck her nose so 

high in the air it looked like she was trying to stop a nosebleed. 

“She thinks she’s all that. Put on this earth to make it a better place. She’s nothing more than 

another political chameleon, ready to sell her soul to the pimp on the next street corner,” he 

muttered to himself. 

His heart pumped blood through his body so fast he could picture himself dragging logs up 

ski slopes, hurling himself over bales of hay, trudging through rushing rivers of mud. He’d 

participated in the original Tough Mudder race out of Pennsylvania for the last ten years straight, 

an eleven-mile course full of challenges. It had become addictive in so many ways. For a 

moment, he questioned if that obsession was truly the healthiest thing for him to do. 

But he’d won every single race. And winning mattered. It didn’t just matter, it meant the 

world. It meant justice. It meant life or death. 

Where the hell are those two slackers? he thought. His phone stayed silent, and he could feel 

his jaw clamp down like a Rottweiler’s would on a piece-of-shit homeless man’s leg. Sticking a 

finger inside his button-up white shirt, he came close to ripping the button right off. The 

combination of excitement and rage made it difficult to maintain his composure in the office 

setting. He needed to let it all out. Again. 

Buzz. 

He flipped the phone around and read the text. 

Iron Man: Sorry, dude. Had to get rid of king prick; u know him he could talk to a wall 

Captain America: Sounds like nothing more than another excuse; we had an agreed upon 

time; have you heard of word called commitment???? 

Iron Man: Dude, i aint da boss man; i was ready to go, carved time out of my sched like we 

said. Im on board. That should be as obvious as…I dont know. Just damn obvious. 

The man shook his head, once again realizing he wasn’t dealing with the sharpest people in 

the world. But they had learned to share a common bond. And for that, he could overlook minor 

cranial deficiencies. Most of the time. 

But he couldn’t put up with tardiness or incompetence.  

Captain America: Im about to go postal if she dont show her mug on this group text 

Iron Man: I hear ya. Not sure she’s into this like u and me. What u think? 

With his forearms anchored to his desk, he started punching in letters, then suddenly felt 

something warm against his neck. Turning his head slightly, he— 



 

“What the hell?” He lurched backward, jamming his ribs into the desk.  

“What are you doing?” the woman said in a sultry voice, still bending down to his level. 

He tried not to run his eyes up and down her perfectly proportioned frame, all five feet eleven 

inches of her taut body. She had a powerful physique, but somehow she moved like a slinky 

panther. Her jet-black hair hung straight, clinging to her shiny, silver dress that stopped just 

above the knee. She held a unique power over him, one that seemed to rob him of any logical 

thought. 

But she had also interrupted the most important project he’d ever undertaken. Its value to the 

community was impossible to measure on a monetary basis, although in the long run, money was 

part of the equation. His cause was priceless and those who had joined his quest felt the same. 

“Hi…Kim.” He had trouble formulating anything resembling a sentence. His head spun in 

circles as if he’d just downed six shots of tequila.  

“Are you doing something naughty on that phone of yours?” she asked, moving her lips 

closer to his face, his senses fully engaged. 

His eyes searched for someone above the wall of cubes. Where had everyone gone?  

“Uh…no, just talking to friends. You know how it is.” 

She giggled, then pushed off his thick chest to lift herself to a standing position, leaving a 

trail of her sharp perfume, a hint of citrus that opened his sinuses.  

“Actually, I’m really not into the friend thing. I think you know what I’m into. The question 

is, are you into the same thing?” 

Damn, her sensuality was relentless.  

“Kim…I…uh, want the same thing, I think.” He hadn’t intended on saying that, but the 

words just spilled out. 

She twisted her head slightly, tapping her gray-polished fingernail to her chin. He couldn’t 

help staring at her skin. It was flawless, like a computer-generated image. 

“I’m not sure you’re ready for…this,” she said, running her hands down her hips. “My 

expectations are high. I only choose those who can, let’s say, move the needle, if you catch my 

drift.” 

He nodded, then forced himself to swallow. The back of his throat felt like sandpaper. 

Thoughts pinged his mind, most in conflict with each other. They seemed to be made of marble, 

popping each other as if someone had turned on a blender. It kept building and building. The 

mental noise wouldn’t stop.  

He pinched the bridge of his nose so hard it began to ache, and he could feel the tingle of 

sweat dripping off his sideburns. 

“Uhh…” he growled. 

“Oh. My,” she said, causing him to stop and look up at her. “I knew you were intense, but I 

had no idea of the fierceness behind your intensity.” Her eyes widened, and her face lit up. 

“I…I don’t know what to say,” he said, feeling his chest rise and fall. 

“I know words are difficult for you. And this whole stuttering thing is kind of a turn-off 



 

anyway. Let me just get a mental picture of everything I’m seeing and feeling from you.” 

She inhaled, closing her eyes while fluttering her hands in front of her. He studied her every 

movement, mesmerized. She didn’t just take his breath away, she replaced his oxygen. 

Without notice, her eyes popped open. “I can now envision our time together. Here.” She 

reached down and stuffed a wadded sticky note into his shirt pocket. “Make sure you are well 

hydrated and ready for a marathon session.” 

“I…uh...” He wanted to say no because he knew what would happen. But he couldn’t stop 

himself.  

“Like I said, words are not needed.” She popped his cheek with a little extra vigor. “Yum. Do 

I have plans for you…” she said. “Tonight.” 

And then she was gone. 

He blinked his eyes and could hear his breath heaving. Then he noticed his hand vibrating. 

Actually, it was his phone. 

Crap. 

Turning in his chair to face his monitor, he brought the phone close to his chest and thumbed 

through a myriad of text messages. 

Iron Man: CA…where you’d go???? 

Five minutes later, another text. 

Iron Man: CA…u called the meeting. Where the hell r u?? 

Another two minutes had clocked by. 

Iron Man: Dude, come on. U playing me?? 

Then he saw that the third wheel had finally arrived to their group text. 

Black Widow: Don’t call me a bitch again, CA. Ive warned u before. Bitch!! 

Iron Man: BW…CA has disappeared. 

Black Widow: Get real. CA dont miss this meeting. He’s playing u. 

Iron Man: Don’t blame the playa, blame the game. 

Black Widow: U fucked up, trying to act like ur from the street and all. 

Iron Man: Home girl. 

Black Widow: Where the hell is CA? Im not in the mood for your shit. Too much on my mind. 

Remember? 

Iron Man: What? 

Black Widow: R u fucking kiddin me? 

Iron Man: Yeah.  

Black Widow: Screw u!! 

Iron Man: How many times? 

Black Widow: In ur dreams? Where’s CA? He’s the only one who can control ur perverted 

ass. 

Iron Man: Maybe something happened? Could have been caught. 

Black Widow: I got a headache. 



 

Iron Man: Hold on. 

Black Widow: I don’t hold for nobody. Get ur ass back in here. 

Another minute passed. 

Black Widow: Jesus, I think I need a cigarette.  

Iron Man: Im back.  

Black Widow: And????? 

Iron Man: Real black widow has CA cornered. 

Black Widow: What u talkin about? There’s only one.  

Iron Man: Wish I could trade places with him. 

Black Widow: Don’t wanna know what ur thinking. Zip it. 

Iron Man: U should see her. 

Black Widow: Black widow my ass. 

Iron Man: You should see her… 

Black Widow: If CA don’t show up soon, I’m gonna whip him, right here, right now. I 

promise. I cant deal with all this shit by myself. 

Finally, he’d scrolled to the end of the notes, and he jumped into the conversation. 

Captain America: Sorry guys. Was pulled away. Down to bizness 

Iron Man: Someone was pulling alright…ur heart strings. I saw w/own 2 eyes. 

Captain America: Moving on… 

Iron Man: U have one flaw and we’re supposed to pretend it don’t exist. U’d have us quaking 

in our boots.  

Captain America: We’re one team. Set up for one mission. 

Black Widow: That’s what you convinced me of…but who got distracted? 

Captain America: Minor lapse in judgement. She means nothing to me. I know what will 

bring meaning to my life. What will make this country strong again. 

Black Widow: U ain’t even from this country. 

Captain America: Don’t say that, bitch!!!  

Black Widow: U call me that again and I’ll stick an ice pick in your eye. 

He tried to unclench his teeth, recalling why he’d recruited his two young apprentices. 

Captain America: Ready for ur big night? 

Black Widow: Think so. 

Captain America: Put all this childish crap out of ur mind. Remember what it was like to 

watch him walk. 

The screen remained blank for a minute. 

Iron Man: Pisses me off too 

Captain America: BW…u there? 

Black Widow: Im seething. Hard to see straight right now 

Captain America: Don’t let anyone see u upset 

Black Widow: Ok. Now, Im ready 



 

Captain America: We got ur back 

Black Widow: All in. Will report back once complete 

He let his phone drop to the desk, bringing his hands to his face in a prayerful position. He 

didn’t need to think any further on the topic. He knew what needed to happen.  

Someone would die tonight.  
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Sliding my finger across the stained wood, I created a wedge through a thin sheen of dust 

collecting on the built-in bookshelves. I arched my neck to see the top—books of all types 

stuffed into every nook and cranny. I spotted countless legal books, a few biographies, and a 

wide assortment of fiction, everything from Faulkner to Stephen King, Edgar Allan Poe to Sue 

Grafton. And I spotted the Michael Connelly legal thriller, The Lincoln Lawyer. Not too 

surprising, considering Alisa and I were standing in the claustrophobic library in the home of 

Bernice Fischer, the recent widow of Judge Richard Fischer. 

As I turned to face Alisa, my eyes locked on a coffee table book about the Kennedy 

assassination in Dallas. Considering what I’d experienced a few months back, that one resonated 

a bit. 

“She’s taking a while. You think I need to check on her?” Alisa asked. 

Bernice had insisted on serving us homemade lemonade while we visited about the death of 

her late husband. Oddly enough, she had reached out to us before I had the chance to take 

Henry’s advice and secure her as a client. She’d called a couple of hours earlier, just as Alisa and 

I were putting on our costumes for the Halloween party at The Jewel that evening. 

I found myself staring at Alisa’s getup, then I realized she’d already asked me a question. 

“Sorry, what did you say?” 

“Your eyes playing tricks on you?” she asked with an overstated wink. 

Alisa’s normally crazy head of blond curls had been stuffed under a brown wig with bangs. 

She was playing Mia Wallace, Uma Thurman’s character from Pulp Fiction. I had been talked 

into dressing like Jules Winnfield, the Samuel L. Jackson character. I would have rather gone as 

Shaft, another role played by Jackson, but Alisa scoffed at the idea. I dropped the idea when she 

told me I’d have to shave my head. Still, when she handed me an overgrown afro with built-in 

Jheri curl, I was the one scoffing. So I kept it simple. Me, my normal goatee, a basic black suit, 

thin black tie, and white shirt. Mia wore a white, starched shirt under a feminine black sports 

coat and tight, black leggings.  

I couldn’t stop staring. 

“You actually like this look on me?”  

She gave me a flirtatious smirk, but I could also see it was a test. 

“It’s nice for one night, but I like authenticity.” 

“So no Uma dreams later tonight?” 

I decided to turn the tables rather than broach that subject, and I gripped my suit coat. “Jules 

doing anything for you?” 

“No, but Shaft would.” 



 

Considering we were still in the hand-holding stage, I think my jaw dropped. 

“Did I just say that?” Splotches of pink dotted Alisa’s face as she backed toward the hallway. 

“Look out!” I said, as she nearly ran into Bernice carrying a full tray. 

“Oh, sorry,” she said, moving her arm to Bernice’s back. 

As nimble as a woman half her age, Bernice swung her arms to the right, avoiding contact 

with Alisa, and set the tray on the glass coffee table.  

“This is a recipe I’ve had for forty-something years.” The tiny woman who was dressed like 

she was going to church stood upright—all five feet of her—while jabbing her finger into the air. 

“Forty-three years, to be exact. Got it from Little Ricky’s mother.” Her eyes shifted to what 

looked like an antique desk as her face went blank. A black-and-white picture sat at the corner of 

the desk, two young people arm in arm, smiles filling up the photo. 

Alisa reached around and put a finger on the picture frame. “You and your husband right 

after you got married. You look like you’d won the lottery.” 

Bernice broke her daze, although I could see her glassy eyes. “I hit it big. Little Ricky 

was…what would you young kids say? The bomb.’” She released a Wilma-like giggle, then took 

a seat on the sofa and poured lemonade. Alisa joined me on the couch, opposite Bernice. 

“That’s cute, Little Ricky,” Alisa said taking a full glass from Bernice. “Thank you.” 

“Mrs. Fischer, I think you asked us over here—” 

“Please, do call me Bernice. That’s what Little Ricky used to call me. It makes me think his 

soul is still with us.” 

I nodded. “Sure, Bernice.” She handed me a glass and I took a sip. “Best lemonade ever.” 

“Why, thank you, Mr. Booker. The two of you are nice to show up on short notice. I can tell 

you have plans for the night.” 

“By the way, feel free to just call me Booker,” I said, taking another gulp then setting the 

glass on a coaster. “We know this is a difficult time for you. Did Judge Fischer talk much to you 

about the cases that came through his court?” 

“Not so much. Well, maybe if it was really contentious, or if he felt like he had a big decision 

to make. Or sometimes he’d have funny stories to tell. Like this one: when the prosecuting 

attorney had given an eloquent closing argument, and then when he got ready to make his final 

passionate plea and though he was addressing Little Ricky, he actually used another judge’s 

name.” 

We all shared a quick laugh.  

“It gets better,” she said. “This attorney actually addressed him as Judge Ito…that little man 

from the OJ trial. I know I call my husband Little Ricky, but he was far from little.” A warm 

smile washed across her face, then disappeared just as quickly. 

I took in a breath and continued. “You know I’m only asking these questions to help with the 

investigation.” 

“Of course. I’m familiar with the process. And I respect the work of the police. But I also 

know how constrained they are by resources, how much information they’ll be willing to share. 



 

I’m not the kind of person who wants to hear a watered-down version of what happened. I can 

handle the truth. Not knowing the full story will eat at me forever.” She used a napkin to dab the 

corner of her eye. 

“So, are you aware of any recent threats that your husband received?” 

“Not that I recall,” she said, shaking her head. “He tended to not take those too seriously 

anyway. He used to tell me that everyone can lose their cool occasionally, especially when 

there’s so much on the line.” 

“He sounds like quite a man. Lots of wisdom,” Alisa said. 

“They say judges have to be hard-asses to be effective and respected. But that wasn’t how 

Little Ricky looked at his job or his life.” 

“That’s really cool,” Alisa said. 

Bernice held up a finger. It appeared she had arthritis. “Don’t take that as Little Ricky being 

weak. When someone crossed him or, worse yet, lied to him in the courtroom, hell hath no fury!” 

she said raising her arm above her head. 

“So, no threats here at home, I’m assuming?” I asked. 

“Nothing I’m aware of. Plus, we do have Bentley here to keep us safe.” I followed her eyes 

to the adjoining hallway. An enormous St. Bernard was draped across the floor, leaning against a 

wall just under an illuminated painting of hunters following a hunting dog across the prairie.  

I recalled the report I’d read earlier about Bentley running back home sometime during or 

after the attack. “He’s not a very aggressive dog, is he?” 

“He is rather old. Squirrels, other small animals get him going a bit. Other than that, he’ll 

only bark generally,” she said, her eyes shifting to the rug. She took in a breath. “The other night, 

when Bentley scratched at the back door and I saw the leash hanging from his neck, I knew 

something wasn’t right.” 

She moved her gaze to Alisa and then to me. “Justice meant everything to Little Ricky. And 

in this case, it means everything to me. Please find who did this and put them behind bars. Can 

you do that for me?” 

“We’ll do the absolute best we can.” 

Bernice walked us past Bentley and into the foyer. Earlier, when we’d arrived, I hadn’t 

noticed a framed map resting against the wall, a hammer lying next to it. 

“Do you need any help putting this up?” 

Alisa gave me a quick wink as I gripped the top of the frame. 

“That was our gift to each other. We were going to try to put it up the night he…passed.” 

I leaned the frame against the wall, wishing I hadn’t made the offer.  

“Richard was the love of my life, but he was also married to his job.” She crossed her arms, 

her jaw stiffening a bit.  

Hearing her use the name Richard, I knew she meant business. 

“We’d planned on traveling for years. One thing after another kept putting it off. As the 

magical age of sixty-five approached, I thought we were about to finally start the third act of  our 



 

lives. But…” 

Alisa glanced at me, then put a hand on Bernice’s elbow. “Did something happen?” 

“Nothing happened. That’s the problem.” Bernice used the napkin to plug the leak in her 

eyes. 

“We don’t need to go down this path, Bernice. No need to upset you in this—” 

“He put me off for thirteen years. Each year, I thought he’d put in his retirement papers, and 

then he’d say he wanted to stick around until the end of a big case or ruling. There was always 

something bigger, more important.” 

“I’m sure he just didn’t know what to do with himself,” Alisa said. 

“Sounds like you knew him,” Bernice with a slight chortle. “The last couple of years 

especially, I thought he was afraid to retire. But finally the law kicked in, and he couldn’t avoid 

it.” 

My brow furrowed a bit. 

Bernice laid her hand on my arm. “They set a mandatory retirement age of seventy-nine. So 

he only had four more months. He told me to go ahead and start planning our first trip. I was so 

excited. I already have it booked and everything. We were supposed to leave the day after he 

retired.” 

Alisa paused, then spoke up. “Where to?” 

“The Amalfi coast in Italy. A cruise over to Greece, and then the last leg of our trip up to 

England. I’ve always wanted to tour Downton Abbey.” 

“I’m really sorry, Bernice.” 

“I guess it wasn’t mean to be. Maybe I’ll go alone, or find another widow at the church who 

would want to tag along.” 

“And I’m sure you’ll have a great time,” Alisa said with a heartfelt smile. 

Bernice gave Alisa a hug, then turned to me while keeping her arm around my partner. 

“You’ve got a good woman here, Mr. Booker.” 

I smiled, admiring how Alisa could make friends with anyone. “She’s a keeper,” I said. Alisa 

gave me a funny look. 

“Oh, I didn’t really take notice earlier,” Bernice said, stepping back a step and giving us the 

once-over. 

Pointing at me she said, “You’re supposed to be that rapper guy.” She brought a hand to her 

head. “Oh, what’s his name?” 

I glanced at Alisa and mouthed rapper. 

“Jaz Z?” I just threw out any name. 

“No…he teamed up with the country boy, and even had a woman in the last movie. That’s 

you, Alisa,” Bernice said. 

Alisa raised both arms, apparently unsure how to respond. “Thank you,” she said, sounding 

more like a question. 

Bernice snapped her fingers. “Men in Black.” 



 

For some reason, I touched my suit coat. “Oh, Will Smith. You think I look like Will Smith in 

Men in Black?” 

“Yes, but your ears are normal-sized. He’s kind of goofy looking,” she said, then put a hand 

on Alisa’s shoulder. “And you’re his female sidekick in that third movie.”  

I didn’t have the heart to correct Bernice as we walked onto the front porch.  

“Thank you for the conversation,” she said. “You can see I’m a little bitter about his delay in 

retirement, but talking about it helps. I’ll forgive him and learn to remember only the good times. 

We had a simple life. He chose not to chase the money, and I’m sure our lives were less 

complicated because of that.” 

We said our goodbyes and walked to the car. “I kind of like the Men in Black idea.” I said. 

“Catching bad guys instead of being a homicidal maniac.” 

“I don’t know…I could call you Shaft instead.”  

I just shook my head and smiled. She punched my shoulder and then grabbed the keys out of 

my hand. “You can be my sidekick this time. I’m driving.” She winked and got in the driver’s 

seat. 

<><><> 

Alisa scrolled through photos on her phone as I turned onto Greenville, heading for The Jewel. 

We’d just left Eva’s house, where we had led a platoon of paparazzi in watching my little 

Samantha do the trick-or-treat thing.  

“She’s adorable, Booker. Look at this one!” 

Pulling to a stop at the light, I glanced over to look at the picture on her phone. Samantha 

looked like she’d just seen a ghost. Her startled, round eyes stretched wide open as she held her 

bag of candy.  

“Great look. Even with her face stretched, you can still see her dimples. Of course, this is 

before she accidentally squirted that red liquid candy all over her Elsa costume.” 

We both laughed, even as I recalled my little girl breaking out in tears the moment she 

noticed red dye dripping down her ice-blue dress—an exact replica of the one worn by 

Samantha’s idol, the star of the hit movie, Frozen. 

Samantha had worn the dress all day long, starting with her school party, all through the 

afternoon, and then for the actual trick-or-treat event itself. Between Momma, Uncle Charlie, 

Alisa, Eva, her boyfriend Thom, and two sets of neighbors, I think Samantha’s mug shot might 

have made some type of trending list on Instagram. 

“Are you glad Eva didn’t give in to Samantha wanting to die her hair blond like the real 

Elsa?” 

“Is there a real Elsa? She’s an animated character.” 

“But so real for Samantha.” 

“Eva held her ground. Part of that Latin passion. It’s good for Samantha to feel comfortable 



 

with her brown hair.” 

“It was pretty, and braided just like Elsa,” Alisa said, singing the name. 

“How many times was the theme song played in the house?” 

“Enough to where you’ll probably dream about it.”  

I looked at her funny as I turned into the parking lot of The Jewel. “Geez, you and my 

dreams…” When the words came out, I realized they had a bite to them, and she looked out the 

window. A throng of people dressed in Halloween costumes walked toward the front of the 

building. Actually, one was dragging his foot on the concrete, as blood dripped from just under a 

bandage that wrapped his bald, veiny head.  

“The Zombie apocalypse. That guy must stay in character twenty-four seven,” I said, 

glancing at Alisa. “No worries. I’ll protect you.” 

She gave me a quick smirk.  

I turned off the Saab’s ignition, leaned over, and kissed Alisa softly. “Ignore what I say. Half 

the time I don’t think.” 

“What about the other half?” she asked as she gave me a soft pat on the side of my face, 

winked, and got out of the car. 

“She’s baaack,” I said as we rounded the car. 

“She never leeeft,” she said as her gait turned into a full strut.  

We shared a nice laugh. 

The moment we walked through the front door of The Jewel, we were met by Justin and my 

eyes did a double take as Alisa started laughing. 

“No idea you were going to dress up as Vincent Vega from Pulp Fiction,” I said. “Is that 

real?” I reached for his black, stringy hair that was still in his normal ponytail, loose strands 

falling into his eyes. 

He swatted my hand away. “You’ll never know, Jules.” He looked to Alisa. “Mia, you’re 

looking nice.”  

Out of the corner of my eye, I saw a kid racing by with a plastic tub full of empty plates and 

glasses, a look of determination on his face. 

“Hey, thanks for letting me borrow Bolt for the night. That kid works nonstop.” 

“Don’t get used to it,” I said, glancing at Alisa. For the last several weeks, Bolt had been 

bugging me to work more at Justin’s bar. While I supported him learning how to run a business, 

coming in during the day or times when there weren’t drunk patrons falling onto the floor, I 

didn’t think it was healthy for a fifteen-year-old kid to be part of a huge adult party like this. 

Looking around, I saw plenty of outfits that supported my concerns—girls with everything 

hanging out, and guys trying to make statements about their appendages.  

“Geez,” I said, rubbing my face. “I might have made the wrong decision.” 

“Remember what Bolt said?” Justin said, his arms wide.  

“I know, he’s seen or heard everything, maybe more than us. Right, he used that line on me a 

dozen times down in the Dominican. But there I had no say. And we were fighting to stay alive. 



 

And just because he’s seen it, doesn’t mean it should be thrown in his face every day. He’s only 

fifteen. We should let him be fifteen.” 

Justin jabbed my chest. “Dude, do you remember what we used to be like at age fifteen, the 

shit we used to get into?” His eyes shifted to Alisa. 

I thought about it a moment, then nodded. “You might have a point.” 

“You going to tell me all your teenage secrets?” Alisa said, curling up to me, whispering in 

my ear. 

“You’d probably be grossed out. On top of everything else, I was…awkward.” 

“The cool Booker, my Shaft.” She winked and squeezed my biceps. “You weren’t cooler than 

the other side of the pillow as a teenager?” 

“Not at that age. Thanks for the Stuart Scott reference, though. Nice touch.” 

“And Justin?” she asked with a quizzical look. 

I chuckled before I could get the words out. “He’s always been awkward.”  

I looked over at Justin to see if he’d heard me, hoping he’d heard me. But he was looking 

past me, and then he broke out in laughter, the kind that made his shoulders bounce up and down. 

I turned and couldn’t believe my eyes. 

“Henry?” 

Alisa chimed in. “Cindy?” 

The two girls hugged, as best they could, considering the huge impediment that was attached 

to Cindy’s body. 

“You comfortable now, Booker?” Justin flicked his hand off my ribs again. 

Unable to keep a straight face, I started chuckling. 

“Green and red M&M’s? Nicely done, counselor,” I said to Henry, who gave me a forced 

smile. 

“We’re the M&M twins,” Cindy said proudly. She tried to lean in close to Henry, but their 

enormous, cushiony shells got in her way. She snuck in a kiss on his cheek.  

“Okay, I’ll be the sucker. What was your motivation for the candy outfits?” I pointed at both 

of them. 

Cindy took a step forward, accidentally bumping Alisa. “I know everyone would probably 

expect me to come to an event like this dressed up as a sexy nurse, showing off plenty of 

cleavage. And I thought about it. Henry could dress up as a doctor with a name tag on his green 

scrubs that says ‘Gynecologist.’”  

Justin brought a fist to his mouth, trying to hold back the laughter.  

“Not exactly something I want to blast to Twitter World, but I could deal with that idea,” 

Henry said, his mood not nearly as jovial as everyone around him. “Especially with Cindy 

dressed up like the sexy nurse.” A smile returned as he shifted his eyes to his girlfriend.  

“But you get to see all of that every day. So I thought we’d go with something completely 

different.” 

“Understated. I like it,” I said.  



 

Henry gave me a look of condemnation.  

“Sure, we look goofy and all, but later, after I’ve had a couple of shots…” Cindy said with a 

wicked grin. 

Justin extended a hand into the middle of our group talk. “We’ve got a special tonight. Buy 

any one of our special Halloween drinks and get an appetizer at half price.” 

Alisa rolled her eyes. 

“What?” 

“I’ll go take a look at the menu in a second,” Cindy said. 

“You were saying after you have a couple of shots?” Alisa said. 

She glanced at Henry, a devilish look in her eyes, and held out her hands. “He melts in my 

mouth, not my hands.” 

The whole group broke out in laughter…everyone except for Henry, who tried to crack a 

smile. 

“Mr. Booker, what’s the joke? Please tell me.” 

Flipping around, I saw Bolt holding an empty plastic tub. 

“Adult conversation, Bolt. Need to wait five years. Actually, make that ten.” 

I sounded like Momma.  

He walked off, muttering something in Spanish, as Alisa sidled up to me. “I agree with you 

on this one. But realize you can’t keep him locked up forever. He’s going to grow up and 

experience things one way or the other. Might want to consider being more open about stuff. Just 

my two cents.” 

I nodded, considering Alisa’s input.  

“I gotta get to work. Remember, I still have two jobs,” she said, taking a step. She turned 

back around and planted a kiss on my cheek. “By the way, you kind of sounded like your mother 

a second ago.” She patted my chest. “Just something to think about.” 

She did her thing, and I did mine. I walked the crowd, blending in with the revelers, ensuring 

we didn’t have any punks among us. Halloween was different than most of the events at The 

Jewel. Justin went all out with the theme and decorations, and the patrons got into just as much. 

Justin swooped by me. “You want a drink? One of our Halloween specials? We have this one 

called a Blue Lime Ghost, with lime vodka and blue curacao.” 

“Dude, I’m working. I don’t drink when I’m working. Remember?” 

“I hear ya.” 

Justin scooted away, upselling his drink specials to a woman painted with green makeup and 

wearing a long, green dress. She also had two green bolts sticking out of her head. A much larger 

man moved up next to her, also covered in green makeup. Then it hit me. Fiona and Shrek. Kind 

of original.  

Continuing my initial walk-through, I spotted a group of guys dressed like an Indian, cop, 

cowboy, and construction worker. One told a girl, “We’re the Village People.” 

She replied with, “I thought they were gay?”  



 

His comeback line was lame. “But it takes a village.” He opened his arms, waiting for her to 

fall into his arms or laugh. She rolled her eyes and walked away. 

A swirling green light splashed across my face, and I glanced at the ceiling. Justin had 

actually added a number of clustered spotlights, some stationary, another set rotating.  

“You like that?” Justin had pulled up next to me again. 

“Amazing, dude. You love Halloween.” 

“Well, that, and it helps get people in the mood.” He rubbed his fingers together. 

“Right, you love greenbacks more. I get it.” 

“Actually, all of this was put together by the theatre department from North Dallas High 

School. Bolt’s school.” 

“I remember you saying something about that. Even this high-tech light show?” 

“Kids these days are wizards with this stuff. All the lighting is connected via a wireless 

controller, and they’ve programmed everything to work on a schedule.” 

“Excuse me, Jules, can I cut in line?” Turning left, a guy wearing a pirate outfit was trying to 

scoot by. “Captain Jack Sparrow at your service,” he said, slurring his British accent.  

I moved out of the way, as he moved in behind a woman decked out in a Wicked Witch outfit 

standing next to a girl with red hair, blue dress, and red, sparkly heels.  

“Wizard of Oz,” Justin said smiling. “I love this night. What can I say?” 

Arching my neck around the line of ghoulish patrons, I saw three women sitting at a long 

table. 

Justin said, “The psychics I brought in. They’re sisters. Triplets.”  

I nodded, noticing their plain costumes, although they still looked plenty creepy. “Warts on 

their noses, black dresses, and dyed, black hair. Who are they trying to be?” 

Justin shook his head, his lips drawing a straight line. “Themselves. That’s how they 

normally look.” 

“Seriously?” 

He shrugged his bony shoulders. “They’re the real deal, man.” 

Suddenly, orange lights fluttered behind the table of triplets, bouncing off a ridge of smoke 

drifting through the air. Then, a box—what was supposed to be a coffin—opened, and a person 

popped up, a pale white face with a widow’s peak cutting down his forehead. Dracula had 

awakened. For a second, I thought he was real. Well, not the Dracula part, but I thought it was an 

actual human.  

“Welcome to The Jewel,” a voice said as the dummy moved its mouth. “There is a special 

drink named after me called Dracula’s Blood. Just ask your bartender or waiter for details.” 

I turned to Justin. “Don’t tell me, you’ve got pictures of your drink specials plastered all over 

the bathrooms.”  

He paused for a second. “Didn’t think of that one. Maybe next year.” 

I chuckled as I watched the vampire disappear back into its coffin and the lid shut. 

“Can you believe those high school kids? The talking, robotic vampire was all their idea. 



 

Brilliant.” 

“And then you gave them the copy for your little advertisement.” 

“Of course. It’s all about the return on investment, Booker. ROI.” 

“How much did you pay them?” 

He scrunched his face into a prune. 

“You did pay them?” 

“They only wanted the opportunity to show off their skills. They said they were putting 

together a website and wanted to use this to help advertise their talents. I’m their first customer, 

so they insisted on gratis.” 

“Fancy term for cheap,” Alisa said as she walked by, holding a tray of drinks with red stuff 

slithering down the side. 

I patted Justin on the shoulder, turning to the front door. In walked a guy with gold chains, a 

baseball cap turned sideways, and shades. I waved him over. 

“What’s up, Paco? Like your new facial hair.” I scratched my scruff. 

“You know me; I got nothing more than peach fuzz on my face. Reyna insisted on gluing this 

goatee on me. I’m wondering if my skin is allergic, though. I’m itching like crazy, man.”  

I took hold of the gold medallion hanging down in front. “I know you like your jewelry. Did 

you rob a bank for this stuff?” 

He leaned in closer. “This stuff is the bomb, isn’t it? Reyna found it at a garage sale. That 

woman will do anything for me.” 

“She didn’t want to come along?” 

“Nah, she’s hosting a Halloween party for the girls. A house full of girls screaming while 

watching scary movies. No thanks. Glad I’m here,” he said, smacking my hand. 

“It’s a pretty low-key crowd, if you can get past the costumes.” 

“Yeah, I saw this one couple on the side of the bar wearing what looked like M&M candy 

outfits.” 

“Henry and Cindy.” 

“For real?” 

“It’s not Henry’s finest moment. Doesn’t give him that assistant DA vibe.” 

As the night continued, I found a perch in the corner, from where I could see the rest of the 

place. Alisa joined me for a minute, talking shop. “Have you told Henry about your Sciafini 

meeting?” 

“I need to. Hoping to pull him away from Cindy. It’s not a short story, because if you open 

the Sciafini box even partially, you pretty much have to share everything. I’m not proud of my 

association with a crime boss.” 

“But you were pulled into it.” 

“Tell that to a prosecutor,” I said, tipping my head back to down a mouthful of tonic water. 

“I feel really bad for Bernice,” Alisa said. “All those dreams of traveling with her husband, 

waiting all those years. It’s sad. Kind of makes you think about living more in the moment, you 



 

know?” 

Just then, Bolt placed his tub on the floor next to us and then wiped his brow. I’d just noticed 

his outfit: a red, white and blue soccer uniform with the US National Team logo on the front. 

“Surprised you went with the US. You could have gone with the Dominican,” I said. 

“True. But I owe a lot to this country. I will plant my roots here. I will start my business here. 

The land of opportunity,” he said, as if he worked for the National Chamber of Commerce, if 

there was such a thing. 

Sounded like he already had a life plan. Not bad for a kid who’d been living in the country 

for about four months.  

“Hey, pal, mind if I squeeze in here and get a couple of napkins? My brains are falling out.” 

A man wearing another Zombie costume pointed at his head, revealing shriveled-up brains 

dribbling through a painted crack, although his “brains” looked more like scrambled eggs. 

He leaned in and grabbed a handful of napkins. “Waitress spilled a drink on my head.” 

He disappeared just as Justin walked up. “Hey, Bolt, do you know why the zombie put 

poison in his girlfriend’s corn flakes?” 

Bolt scratched his head as his lips turned upward. “No, why?” 

“Because he was a…wait for it…cereal killer.” 

Bolt cracked up, and Justin joined in. Alisa and I laughed at them. 

“Hey, Justin, what do you get when you cross a zombie with a snowman?” Bolt asked, 

already beaming. “Frost bite.” 

The unlikely pair went back and forth like two teenage boys—one was, the other just acted 

like it—for the next ten minutes.  

“Need a busboy on table six,” someone called out. Bolt flipped into work mode, scooped up 

the bucket, and motored over to the table. 

“Whew. Wasn’t sure we’d ever escape that cheesy exchange,” Alisa said, squeezing my arm.  

At the peak of the night, around eleven, Paco said he had to bug out. Something about 

working another off-duty gig at a haunted house. Alisa saw the back of Paco walking out the 

front door. 

“Where did Paco run off? Didn’t even say goodbye.” 

“Said he had another off-duty gig at a haunted house.”  

Justin jumped in. “I thought he didn’t want to be around a bunch of screaming teenage girls?” 

“True, but this one pays cash. Top dollar, from what he said.” 

Just then, I felt a buzz in my pocket. As my eyes gazed at the bright screen, my neck felt like 

a metal plate was affixed to my spinal cord. 

“Booker, what’s up?” Alisa said. 

Henry waddled up in his red M&M costume, waggling his phone my way. “Did you get the 

same thing?” 

I nodded, looking at Alisa. “It’s Chief Ligon. There’s been another murder.” 
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Wearing a sports coat over a plain white T-shirt didn’t help much. Henry had ditched the red 

M&M outfit that barely allowed him to fit through a double doorway, but the athletic shorts, 

tennis shoes, and red socks pulled up to his knees couldn’t keep the throng of cops from 

chuckling under their breaths as he and I lifted out of separate cars and made our way to the 

crime scene near the corner of Olive and North Houston. 

“Are you following the red brick road?” one cop said as he walked by us. 

Henry shot him a look, then tugged at each side of his sports coat. “Juvenile assholes. You’d 

think they’d be more worried about a dead girl lying in the street than noticing my outfit. It is 

Halloween, after all.” 

Patting Henry on the shoulder, I said, “No worries, Henry. Just be glad Cindy didn’t have you 

wearing green.” 

He gave me a quizzical look. 

“You haven’t heard about the story behind the green M&Ms?” 

“Heard what?” 

“Uh…they were rumored to be a sexual stimulant.” 

“Who said?” 

“The all-knowing source: the Internet.” I couldn’t help but crack a smile. 

He rolled his eyes. “The Internet. I’ve heard everything now. Holy—” 

“You two again, huh?” With a thumb hooked in his front pocket, Homicide Detective Bobby 

Sturm assumed the old cowboy position. 

“I could say the same about you. They give you all the juicy cases?” 

“I just had the short straw for Halloween. This is when all the true lunatics come out and 

play. But I guess you guys know that.” 

“I’ve got a few stories,” I said. 

“We’ll have to trade a few over beers some time.” 

“Sounds good. I know a decent bar.” 

“So, what’s the scoop on the young lady?” 

On the way over, Chief Ligon put Henry and me on a quick three-way call—quick, as in 

thirty seconds. It was as if he was concerned that someone was tracking his GPS signal. He told 

us the victim was not a cop, nor a judge. In fact, the chief didn’t have a clue who she was.  

“So why call us to the crime scene?” I had asked. 

“She was tossed out of a condo one floor above me.” That’s when he hung up. 

So we were curious, if nothing else. 

Bobby escorted us closer to the yellow tape that closed off traffic on Olive. I looked skyward 



 

and saw the top of the trendy W Dallas Hotel and Residences, one of the crown jewels in the 

Dallas skyline, the gem in Victory Plaza, just across the street from the home of the Mavericks 

and Stars. Pretty people mated like rabbits around this location, which made me immediately 

question why Chief Ligon decided to live among the chiseled, affluent crowd. Well, that and he 

worked off a government paycheck, and condos in the W could easily hit seven figures. 

 Bobby said, “This is one body you don’t want to see. She took a skydive off the fourteenth 

floor.” 

“How do you know it’s a homicide?” Henry asked before I had the chance. 

“This place is bustling with action. One woman swears she saw a man in a dark outfit hitting 

on the victim and then throwing her over the railing. Multiple people saw her flying through the 

air. Could even describe the sound of when she hit.” 

I’d seen something similar my second year on the force. A suicide by a guy just laid off from 

his IT job. The thump of his body hitting the pavement would never leave me. “Nasty. You or the 

ME can describe everything to us, if you don’t mind?” 

“Yeah, my stomach’s not full of the deadly combination of alcohol and candy,” Henry said. 

I held up my hand. “I was working, so I laid off all the specialty drinks.” 

“Didn’t try the Black Cat Martini? I sipped some of Cindy’s good stuff.” 

I arched an eyebrow. “I’ll let Justin know he hit another home run on the marketing front.”  

Bobby jumped in. “Hell, my car still smells from last Halloween. I had the pleasant 

opportunity of giving the mayor a ride home from a big party being thrown at the Fairmount. 

Chief called me directly. Said we owed it to him. The guy couldn’t even get a cab?” 

“Or call Uber?” I added. 

“Everything is so damn political in a big city.” His Southern drawl was so thick he added an 

extra syllable to each word. He took a step to his right, found a plot of grass, and spit out some 

chew.  

Another detective approached Bobby, and he held up his finger and turned his back to us. I 

took the opportunity to bend Henry’s ear. 

“Hey, it’s been a crazy few days since the chief brought us in on this special project.” I dug 

my hands in my pockets, keeping my tone low and even. 

He nodded, looking toward the body that was covered with a white sheet. Three MEs took 

turns taking notes on some type of tablet, then peeking under the sheet. 

“Been needing to tell you about my run-in with an old high school classmate,” I said. 

Henry’s eyes shifted to me, then back to the dead body. “Run-in, huh? Doesn’t sound like 

you had a conversation about who was the biggest teacher’s pet.” 

“This guy—Metrick McHenry is his name—spent most of his time in the teacher’s doghouse. 

And not just for screwing around like the rest of us.” 

“I’m listening.” 

I walked him through the conversation at the car wash, including Metrick’s accusations 

toward Donley. 



 

“So we’re supposed to believe that this guy wasn’t just given a hard time, but he was 

arrested, convicted of a felony, and sent to prison, all from one officer who had some type of 

vendetta against him? I’ve heard a different flavor of that story a hundred times.” He held up a 

hand. “No, it’s more like a thousand times. They all want to blame someone else. A cop doing his 

job is typically the first person they want to blame.” 

“Who’s the second?” 

“People like me. That’s why those in my office insist on everything being done the right way. 

The last thing we can afford is to have a guilty man walk. Sounds like your buddy was guilty.” 

A splash of light took my eyes across the street. Six enormous screens, hanging just above a 

local TV station studio, showed a montage of Dallas Mavericks basketball highlights, obviously 

trying to drum up a little bit of excitement about the upcoming season. 

“Hey, the Mavs open the season on Saturday night at home, taking on Lebron and the Cavs. 

Maybe we can get tickets, if all of this is behind us,” I said.  

“Damn, you got more confidence than me,” he said, propping his chin with his hand. 

“Hopefully, we won’t have to be at more crime scenes like this one.” 

I thought more about Henry’s gut response to Metrick’s story, at least the first half of it. 

“Hey, there’s more to the world of Metrick McHenry.” 

“His rap sheet sounds longer than one of Cindy’s elongated laughing attacks,” he said. 

“I didn’t know you—” 

“I love her, but I notice.” 

He’d uttered the “L” word, but I let it slide without giving him a hard time.  

“Anyway, when we left the ME’s office yesterday, a car almost ran me over in the parking 

lot.” 

“You kidding me? You’re just now telling me?” He gave me the once-over. “I guess they 

missed.” 

“Near miss. Clipped my foot when I dove out of the way. I banged my head on a car 

window.” 

“The window must have lost the battle.” 

I chortled once. “Something like that. But I’m almost certain that I saw Metrick in the 

passenger seat.” 

He lifted both hands while shaking his head. “I tell you, I’m not surprised. He tries to butter 

you up at the car wash, then run you over a few hours later. Damn addicts, you just never know 

when they’re going to need a fix and turn on the best friend.” 

I knew Henry was a damn good prosecutor, but his harsh tone got my attention.  

“Any idea on who was driving?” he asked, his tenor in a calmer state. 

“I never got a look.” 

“I guess you never filed a report?” 

“Can’t. It would all lead back to our special project.” 

He nodded. “Do you have the make, model, license plate? Maybe I can get someone to do a 



 

favor without drawing any attention to what happened, or your involvement?” 

“By the way, not to piss on a dead man, but Donley’s record isn’t solid.” 

“Oh yeah?” 

“Well, it’s mixed. Won the Medal of Honor a few years back.” 

Henry turned, and his mouth hung open for a second. “Wasn’t aware of that. Good to know 

we’re dealing with a hero. Geez.” 

“But it’s not that easy. He’s got some black marks on his record too.” I went over everything 

Alisa had found, and Henry’s lips formed a straight line. 

“Don’t know what to say.” 

“I think Metrick might be telling the truth, at least partially.” 

“Even though he tried to kill you?” 

“Let’s just say he and I need some quality time to talk this out. Then I’ll give you my final 

opinion.” 

“Cool. Let me know,” he said as Bobby stepped back into our space. 

“You guys wanna see her condo?” 

He started walking toward the side door, but Henry kept his eyes peeled to the lifeless body 

and the MEs. 

“Know anyone over there?” I asked him as we stepped onto the curb.  

“Hold on,” he said, holding a hand toward my chest. “Bobby, I need to see that body.” Henry 

turned and faced the gory scene. 

“You sure about that? Why?” 

“I…I can’t say. Just let me see it first.” 

I walked behind the pair, stopping about fifteen feet in front of the spike of a black heel 

poking out from under the sheet. After seeing so many gory images on Halloween night, I knew 

they were ultimately fake, more of a joke. This scene was no joke. 

“Henry, are you sure you want to do this?” I asked. 

Without turning around, he said, “I have to.” 

Just then, I got the sense he might know this person, and my gut tightened. I forced myself to 

move closer. As I walked heel to toe, I watched Bobby lean down, take hold of the sheet, and 

pause for a brief moment. Three guys from the ME’s office and a couple of detectives hovered 

around Bobby, perhaps wanting to see Henry’s response. 

Bobby lifted the sheet. I took a quick glimpse, avoiding the face, and I saw a woman in some 

type of black, shiny outfit, lots of blood, and her limbs at awkward angles. Then my eyes went 

right to Henry. His chin dropped, and he put his hands on his knees, shaking his head. 

“He’s seen enough,” I said, moving over to rest a hand on Henry’s shoulder. 

The man with a gregarious personality, beaming confidence, and endless energy closed his 

eyes and didn’t move. His lips appeared to be moving, but I couldn’t hear a word. 

“Henry, are you okay?” 

Leaning in, I tried to hear what he was whispering, but the sound was vapor. I pulled his 



 

shoulders upward, and his body nearly crumbled.  

“Henry, what’s going on, man?” 

Suddenly, he came back to life and jerked his frame around, rubbing his face. 

“Dammit!” 

“What?” 

“I know her, Booker. I frickin’ know her.” His eyes fluttered as his chest seemed to beg for 

more air. 

“Friend, or more than that?” 

Pressing his lips together, he seemed to gather himself a bit. He wiped his eyes and cleared 

his throat. “Her name is Kim. She works in my office,” he said, turning to look at me. 

“Holy Mother of Jesus.” 

Glancing back over my shoulder at the sheet, I let the image of the dead woman, Kim, 

resonate. Her outfit was skin tight, some type of stretched, satiny leather. Plenty of skin poked 

through latticed black string down the sides of her legs, even up through her torso. A tiny, black 

bra clung to her chest. A few things really stood out: the blood and other matter smattered 

everywhere, her overall height—she looked to be close to my six-three frame—and the tattoo on 

her lower abdomen. The most authentic etching of a black widow I’d ever seen. 

“She moved here when she was young, under ten. Her parents died in a car accident, and she 

basically raised herself, starting at age sixteen,” Henry said as Bobby walked up. He gave me a 

quick nod. 

“You know her, don’t you?” he asked Henry. 

“Can you give him a minute? He needs to process everything.” 

“I’m fine, Booker,” he said, shifting his eyes from me to Bobby.  

“They were colleagues, friends from what it sounds like,” I said. 

“For a while, we were more than friends,” Henry said in subdued tone. Bobby actually 

stopped chewing his tobacco for a few seconds.  

“What does she do in the DA’s office?” I asked as Bobby gave me a slow nod. 

“One of our paralegals.” 

“Detective.” A uniformed officer butted in, literally putting himself between Scott and Henry. 

“Yes, what?” Bobby seemed annoyed. 

“ME’s office is ready for the body to be hauled away.” 

Bobby stared down at the kid. I wasn’t sure whose face was redder. “Bad timing, Officer. 

Give us a minute.” 

“But, Detective, Dan said—” 

“I don’t give a shit. Give us a minute.” 

The officer adjusted his hat and swallowed hard, probably realizing he’d overstepped the 

invisible but very real line between the haves and have nots—those in uniform and those in 

civvies. Detectives. He glanced toward a huddle of MEs, and I could see Dan O’Malley. I hadn’t 

noticed him earlier. 



 

“Sorry, Henry. Didn’t mean to interrupt you.” Bobby’s jaw chewed like a cow that had been 

withheld food for two weeks. 

“Yeah, Kim, she was a different kind of person.” 

“In what way?” Bobby asked, obviously hoping for a clue.  

“When she first joined the office two, three years ago, she was shy and kind of nerdy 

looking.” Henry’s lips turned up at the corners. 

“There must be a funny story there,” I said. 

“Second, maybe third day on the job. She was nervous, a little jittery even. She had on this 

dress that made her look like an old maid. Flower print, lace around the neckline, long sleeves, 

shoes that looked like she worked in a nursing home. Even had a pen in her hair.” He chortled, 

covering his mouth. “Newsome, the DA, had barked out some type of instruction in a meeting.” 

“Yeah, I’ve heard you say he’s got a quick trigger on his temper.”  

“And then some. Maybe that’s what Kim had picked up, even just a couple of days into the 

new job. She jumped up to run off and do what he said, even though he wasn’t directing his 

tirade at her. As he kept talking, she wasn’t looking where she was going, and she walked right 

into a floor-to-ceiling glass wall. Fell right on her ass, bruised her face.” 

“Ouch.”  

“You should have heard the oohs and aahs. We couldn’t believe what a klutz she was.” 

“We all have our moments, I suppose.” 

“She told me a few months later that she’d purposely not worn her glasses. Said they made 

her look like an old Chinese lady.” 

“I guess she wasn’t into the thousand-dollar suits.” 

“That happened after we dated.” 

I just nodded. 

“I thought they looked down on that, no?” Bobby asked. 

“Of course they did, which is why we kept it a secret. Not that it was any type of major thing. 

She was kind of ordinary.” 

Bobby maneuvered something around in his mouth so he could speak. “Henry, not sure if 

you noticed, but she was wearing a rather sexy cat woman outfit.” 

“It’s Halloween isn’t it?” 

“You haven’t seen her condo yet. It’s, uh…” Bobby glanced over at me. “Let’s just say her 

wardrobe has taken a completely different path since you guys dated.” 

“I know that. I actually helped her figure out how to dress for success. Took her shopping, 

helped her understand what type of clothes she looked good in. And yes, I noticed her knockout 

body.” 

 “I didn’t see too many traditional business suits.” 

“Her look has…evolved in the last couple of years.” 

Another siren blared in the distance, bouncing off the throng of buildings in the area. We all 

paused, wondering if it was headed in our direction. Then the piercing noise faded, and I could 



 

only hear a faint echo. Bobby gave me a look. We both wondered if another heinous crime had 

been committed on Halloween night. 

“Hey.” Bobby flicked a wrist off Henry’s arm. “Do you know any of her family members we 

could notify?” 

“Heard her mention a brother once, I think. But she avoided the family topic mostly, since 

her parents died when she was so young.” 

Bobby scrunched his forehead. 

I let Bobby know about her parents. 

“Look, as you start talking to her friends and colleagues, you’re probably going to hear a 

pretty consistent theme,” Henry said. 

Bobby prompted, “And that is?” 

Henry blew out an audible breath. “That Kim was pretty much a sex goddess, or some might 

call her a dominatrix. Lots of rumors flew around.” 

Bobby shrugged. “We don’t really care about her sexual preferences, unless it can—” 

“Help you find her killer. I know the routine, fellas,” Henry said, crossing his arms. “You 

might find this strange, but Kim and I never…uh, you know.” 

I nodded. 

“We were more friends that anything. But honestly, she began to change after we stopped 

dating. Her dress slowly became more provocative. Her whole look changed.” 

“Did she date anyone else in the office?” 

“Not sure. After she and I moved on, I focused on my career. You know me.” 

“Yes I do, buddy.” I put my hand on his shoulder. 

“Let me amend that a bit. I never really heard anything about her dating, per se. But people 

talked behind her back all the time. The girls were jealous, and the guys were either drooling 

over her or flat-out intimidated.” 

Henry shuffled his tennis shoe on the pavement. 

“You guys still want to visit her apartment?” Bobby said. 

“Henry, I can take over from here. Feel free to sit this one out. If you-know-who calls, I’ve 

got it.” 

“I want to know who did this. Let’s go.” 

Bobby led us up to the fourteenth floor. Kim’s condo was decked out like she was a pop 

culture diva. Leopard skin and black were on everything that wasn’t chrome, glass, or acrylic.  

“Feel free to look around, but you know the routine. Don’t touch,” he said.  

Men and women in rubber gloves were combing the condo, bagging evidence, taking prints. 

“Find anything of note yet?” I asked Bobby, who was speaking with a CSI tech. 

He paused for a second, and I wondered if I’d be forced to pull out my Get Out of Jail Free 

badge that Chief Ligon had given me. 

“I know you’re cool, Booker. Just don’t want to make this a habit. People talk, you know.” 

I nodded and kept moving, appreciative that Bobby was showing me some leniency. He had 



 

every right to throw me out on my ass.  

Within a couple of minutes, we all gravitated toward the opening to the balcony. It ran the 

full length of the condo. 

I asked, “Was the door open when your team got here?” 

“Yep.” 

“Blood anywhere?” 

“Haven’t found anything yet,” Bobby said as we stepped onto the balcony and wind whipped 

across my face. Two chairs were on their side, a potted plant was dumped on the gold, textured 

concrete.  

“CSIs already been out here; believe they’ve picked up a few prints. Might have a lead 

there,” Bobby said. 

I looked south and east across the city skyline, spotting the unique exterior of the Perot 

Museum. From this distance, the shell appeared to be made out of silver toothpicks. I thought 

about Ligon living one floor down. Not sure he wanted us to stop by and say hello. I still 

wondered why he’d called Henry and me to the scene. Did he have any idea the victim worked in 

the DA’s office? 

Turning back toward the arena and the hub of Victory Plaza, I could see Henry leaning over 

the edge without touching the railing, just staring. 

I put my hand on his back. 

“Hey dude, it’s late. We can touch base with Bobby tomorrow. Sounds like they might be 

able to quickly identify a suspect through a fingerprint. There might even be some blood. Plus, 

I’ll see if I can get ahold of the video. I might know someone in security that works for the W.” 

Henry just stared. 

Then something hit me. Was there a possibility Chief Ligon could be involved? He lived only 

one floor down, and up to now, he’d shown a very covert nature. Or was it paranoia? By calling 

Henry and me here, did he think he could manipulate the path of the investigation? 

Just then, my phone buzzed, and I looked at the screen. 

Speak of the devil. 
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My eyes fluttered for a brief moment, as a hardened scowl formed on my face, my first 

conscious thought after a nap of no more than three hours of restless sleep. Another second 

ticked by, just long enough to figure out the pounding thud putting a chokehold on my brain 

wasn’t internally based.  

Peeling open an eye, a sliver of bright light cut across my face, seeping through the blinds in 

my living room. I‘d been sleeping on the couch since Bolt moved in and took over the one 

bedroom. Getting a new place was on my priority list, just not in my top ten at the moment. 

Bam, bam! 

“Booker, you there? You’ve got to be home. Your car is still in the lot!” 

Sounded like Alisa banging on the door. An annoyed Alisa. 

Smacking my lips a couple of times, it felt like cotton balls had been camping out in my 

mouth. I wiped my eyes as my brain begged for coffee. 

Wait, Booker, didn’t you just hear Alisa at the door? That was Alisa, right? 

Three more slams against the door. 

“Wake up, lazy asshole, asshole, asshole.”  

Pulling my forty-pound head upward, I stared at Big Al’s cage, currently covered with a 

beach towel to try to mute my obnoxious blue macaw. 

“Shut the hell up, Big Al.” 

“Booker, is that you?’ 

Why would Alisa be at my door at six in the morning? 

I shook my head, and it felt like a bull named Jack Hammer had just been speared and was 

trying like hell to break free from the confines of my skull. 

I threw off the covers and lunged upward. Head rush. I paused, tried to get my bearings, then 

stepped toward the door. Something grabbed hold of my foot, and I dropped to the floor, clipping 

my shoulder off the edge of the tree stump that doubled as a coffee table. 

“Fuck!” 

“Booker? Are you okay?” 

Sitting on the floor, I mumbled a string of four-letter words and untwisted the blanket from 

around my foot. 

“Booker, this is urgent. Do I need to call the super to open the door?” 

What the hell could be so damn important that couldn’t wait a couple of hours?  

Wait. Something must have happened to Samantha, and for whatever reason, Eva had 

contacted Alisa. I jumped up, felt a slight tweak in my shoulder, and rushed to the door. 

“What’s up?” I croaked, then immediately cleared my throat. 



 

“Grab your stuff,” she said, marching in as her eyes gave me the once-over. 

“What’s wrong, Alisa? I’m glad to see ya, but when you show up at six in the morning, my 

mind jumps to conclusions. Is Samantha okay?” 

She flipped around. “Samantha? She’s fine, I guess. Probably at school.” 

“At six in the morning? She’s probably still dreaming about kicking a winning goal on her 

Pink Ladies soccer team. Are you sleepwalking or something?” A draft of cool air from the 

hallway swept across my bare chest, and cold chills reverberated on my skin. I rubbed my upper 

arm, and that strange knot of pain prodded my lower back. I think I winced as I tried to reach 

back and rub it out. 

Alisa’s eyes turned to the closed bedroom door. “Is Bolt still here too?” 

“What do you mean? He worked late last night, remember? Justin gave him a ride home. 

He’s trying to get as much sleep as possible before school. You still haven’t said why you’re 

here.”  

I padded toward her, thinking she might have wanted to start a new tradition in our dating 

regimen. 

Just as I got to her, she jabbed a sharp finger toward the kitchen. “Dammit, Booker. It’s not 

six, it’s after nine in the morning. A storm came through early morning and knocked the power 

out. I would have thought you, more than anyone, would have a backup system in place.” 

After my cell phone, the typical ear-piercing backup consisted of Big Al. The backup to the 

backup was Bolt. Then I looked over to the coffee table where I spotted my phone. I walked over 

to it and tapped the screen. 

“Damn thing is out of juice. Forgot to plug it in last night. Late night at the W, dealing with 

an old flame of Henry’s. Oh yeah, I texted you about it last night.” 

She gave me a cursory nod, then yanked her phone out of her purse, holding like it held the 

key to everlasting life. “The chief called me.” 

“Why you?” 

“Said he couldn’t reach you, Booker. It’s urgent, and he has to talk to you.” 

I moved across the room and plugged my phone into its charger. Ten text messages came to 

life. I read a sample out loud. 

“Horrible night, we lost another. Call me” 

“Booker, need u engaged at the scene. Call” 

“Wake ur ass up, get to work. Im payin u to stop this killing, but he struck again! CALL ME” 

Alisa set a hand on her hip. 

“Jesus. I’m…I’m sorry I overslept.” 

The bedroom door creaked open, and Bolt shuffled into the living room, his yawn as wide as 

a lion’s mouth. “Alisa, Mr. Booker. What’s going on?” 

“You’re late for school. Power went out last night.” 

“Shit,” he said, sticking a foot into the ground and rushing back into the bedroom. 

“Don’t cuss,” I called out.  



 

“I have an algebra quiz that I forgot to study for,” he said. 

“Great. Working late at the bar has already impacted his school. I’m going to kick Justin’s 

skinny little—” 

“Booker. He’s a kid.” 

“Who’s trying to catch up to every other kid in his grade.” 

“It’s one class,” Alisa said, “Not his entire life that he’s just pissed away.” 

“Just like she said. I will be fine, Mr. Booker. I can rock this quiz. Just need to get to school.” 

He swung his backpack over his shoulder. 

I threw on some jeans and my Doc Martens, grabbed my leather coat, and rushed everyone 

out. Just before the door clicked shut, I heard the shrill of Big Al. 

I handed my phone to Alisa. “Text the chief. Tell him I’m on my way.” 

“Okay, you little shit,” I said to Big Al, jogging toward the kitchen to grab a scoop of bird 

food. 

Big Al whistled, then let out a phrase I’d never heard. “Bitchin’ kitchen. Woo hoo. Bitchin’ 

kitchen.” 

“Here you go.” He tried to snap my finger off, for the hundredth time. I thought I heard him 

chuckle. 

“Just for that, I’m going to let you sit in your own crap all day. Later, Big Al,” I said as I met 

Alisa in the hallway. 

“Did you text him?” I ushered us down the hallway and spotted Bolt at the door, waving us 

on. 

“Yeah. No response yet.”  

“Do you know where we’re going?” 

“Crap. He didn’t tell me, and I didn’t see it in any of your text messages. I scrolled through 

them while you were getting dressed.” 

Stepping outside, my breath suddenly became visible as smoke puffed in quick spurts.  

“I’ll drive, you text and talk.”  

The Saab started on the first try, and we darted out of the lot and headed across town toward 

North Dallas High. 

“Mr. Booker, are you solving another murder? I thought you had already taken another case.” 

I traded looks with Alisa as I shot through a yellow light. “Booker & Associates has a full 

docket. How did you know anything about a murder?” 

“Your discussion with Henry last night at The Jewel. You never said the word, but I could 

tell.” 

Lifting my eyes to the rearview mirror for a brief second, I spotted Bolt showing all teeth. 

“I know you think you’re a young Sherlock Holmes in the making, but right now you just 

need to focus on algebra and science.” 

He gave me a salute. “That crap is boring. Who needs to know the seven layers of skin on the 

human body if I’m going to be creating a new brand of restaurant eateries?” 



 

“Oh, that’s your plan?” 

“It’s a brilliant idea, I’m telling you, Mr. Booker.” 

“You think Justin lives the good life, huh?” 

Out of the corner of my eye, I noticed Alisa stabbing the phone with her thumbs, her eyes 

narrowed with intensity. 

He opened his arms. “Well, you won’t allow me to be part of your PI team, so my second 

choice is to run my own restaurants. I’ll have several concepts. Do you want to hear my first 

two?” 

“Uh, sure.” 

Alisa slammed her hand into my chest. 

“What the—?” 

“Flip a U-turn.” 

I took my foot off the gas, searching for a place to turn around. “We’re only a couple of miles 

from Bolt’s school. Can’t the chief wait a few—” 

“No, Booker. Turn. Now.” 

Downshifting, I hooked a quick left, my left rear tire catching the median. 

“Ah,” Bolt said, the momentum pushing him right. 

“Make sure your seatbelt is on,” I said, completing the turn. 

Wishing I had a cherry picker to put on my car, I said, “Where am I going?” 

“Far East Dallas, near the Rowlett border.” 

Zooming across Central Expressway on Lemmon, I zigzagged through the M streets until I 

ran into Highway 78 at Tenison Park Golf Course. I punched it, passing several cars on the right 

side as I picked up speed. 

“Mr. Booker, you are breaking the law.” Bolt’s voice pitched higher. 

“Don’t look. Take a nap.” 

“Right. Not a problem,” he said with a sarcastic tone. 

I could feel Alisa’s stare. 

“Am I going the wrong way?” 

“Booker.” 

“What?” I shot a quick glance her way, sliding the Saab in between two slow-moving semis, 

waiting for traffic to pass. Then I slingshotted us around the orange moving vans. 

“Chief Ligon is there.” 

“At the crime scene? Shit, he never goes to crime scenes. Well, not unless…” 

I couldn’t say it, but my thoughts went there. From my experience on the force, when the 

chief showed up, there were only two reasons—to offer condolences to the victim’s family or to 

handle the media because the event was so catastrophic no one else would do. 

As we passed White Rock Lake on the left, Alisa put her hand on my knee. 

“Booker, he said you need to find him the moment we get there.” 

A knot formed in my gut, and it started rising fast. 



 

“Booker, are you okay?” 

I realized I’d stopped breathing. “I’m fine.” I wasn’t, but I couldn’t get into what I felt. 

Saying my fears out loud would only heighten my anxiety, and there wasn’t a damn thing I could 

do about it until we got to the scene. 

I motored up 78, took an exit, and veered north. The chief’s message to Alisa loomed in the 

back of my mind like a wrecking ball swinging wildly. I could sense all sorts of theories pinging 

my subconscious, but they stayed just below the surface, allowing me to operate in a pseudo-

normal state.  

I turned down a road lined with wild trees on both sides, as if we’d launched ourselves into a 

foreign land, yet somehow still within the Dallas city limits. Turning my head back and forth, I 

had a surreal moment. It all looked so familiar, yet remote, alien even. 

“Take a right up here,” Alisa said, lifting her eyes from her phone. 

As I downshifted, I looked just past the small intersection through a thick bank of cedars and 

spotted a rusted blue and red sign for Motel 69. The motel with an hourly rate, run by a middle-

aged pervert named Ernie. A surveillance job had brought me to Motel 69 a few months back, the 

seediest place I’d ever stepped into. I always wondered who had been paid off to keep that 

dilapidated structure open. A railing had collapsed, nearly dropping me into a razor pit of metal. 

The assignment had sucked. One of those wife/husband cheating scandals. I had to take pictures 

from an adjoining room, forcing me to actually touch the soiled furniture. The worst part was the 

mental imagery that stuck with me ever since that night. 

I tried not to draw a parallel as I adjusted my focus to just in front of my car. An officer stood 

next to a black-and-white parked at an angle, cutting off most of the small road. Turning slowly, I 

poked the window button down, ready to engage the officer. He removed his wraparound 

sunglasses, placed them on top of his hat. Matching the color of the sky, his gunmetal gray 

mustache sagged below his mouth. Leaning my neck out, we locked eyes. He looked familiar, 

but I couldn’t place the name. Before I came to a stop, he gave me a respectful head nod and 

flipped a thumb toward the end of the road. I waved and kept moving. In my rearview mirror, I 

could see him talking into his shoulder radio. 

“I didn’t even know this road existed,” Alisa said, as scraggily branches slapped the shell of 

the car.  

Just then, an unmarked blue sedan with government plates tore around a blind corner. I 

jerked the Saab right, but he never slowed down. We both went off the shoulder, mowing down 

three-foot weeds. Mud clapped the undercarriage as I righted the vehicle. 

“Asshole,” Alisa said on my behalf, looking between the two seats. I think I caught Bolt 

giving the driver the bird.  

I set aside the parenting opportunity as I negotiated the tree-lined curve. Swirling lights 

danced across the road and vegetation before I saw a single person or vehicle.  

I took my foot off the gas and coasted around the bend. I first spotted two more black-and-

whites forming a V in the middle of the road, serving as an initial gatekeeper. My eyes looked 



 

beyond them, and I found a two-story structure hidden behind more trees of what most in the 

’burbs would call a cul-de-sac. But this wasn’t the sprawling suburbs, and it didn’t have a city 

vibe either, even though we were still within the Dallas city limits. 

The cops at the V-stop tipped their hats as if they were expecting me. That only heightened 

my anxiety, as the knot climbed into the back of my throat. I could taste it. I could have dug 

through my glove compartment to find my Tums, but the thought quickly left my mind as I 

spotted the chief up ahead, speaking to two suits and a guy in jeans. 

“That’s Bobby,” I said in monotone while cranking the brake.  

“That detective who’s worked the last two crime scenes,” Alisa said as a point of verification. 

I nodded. “You guys stay in here.” 

“But I believe, Mr. Booker, that I can be of assistance in—” 

I shut the door on Bolt’s words, my eyes peeled to the entourage. 

“Gentlemen. Who can give me a debriefing and when can I see the body?” I peeked over the 

group and looked toward the building. “Is that a church?” 

The chief stepped to the side, Bobby just behind him. 

“Booker, we need to share something with you,” the chief said. 

They’d ignored all my questions. Either I was being unceremoniously dismissed from my 

covert investigator role or…I didn’t want to go there. Once again, I couldn’t. 

“What is it?” I swallowed a dry patch. 

“It’s…” The chief paused, then glanced at Bobby, whose shirt was halfway out. He scratched 

his gritty, stubbled face. 

“You haven’t slept all night,” I said to Bobby.  

Closing his eyes for a second, he stepped toward me.  

“Booker, one of our guys was ambushed inside that old church. It’s…it’s violent and 

disturbing.” 

“I can handle it.” 

“Booker…” 

I could see Bobby’s chest heaving, as his eyes shifted to the chief, then back to me. 

“Spit it out. I’m a big boy.” 

“I don’t know how to say this. It’s Paco, man. He was killed in that church.” 

Bile exploded in my mouth as I hunched over, resting my hands on my knees. Suddenly 

lightheaded, I turned over my shoulder, found Alisa’s eyes, and shook my head. I started walking 

toward the weed-infested area that led to the church’s wooden front steps. 

I felt arms and hands tugging on my arms. “Hold on, you can’t go in there, Booker,” Bobby 

said with strain in his voice. 

I kept plowing forward as Bobby tried to stop me, his boots skidding on the rocky pavement. 

“Dude, you’ve got to stop.” 

“We need help over here,” I heard the chief say.  

More arms pulled and tugged at me. 



 

“Leave me the fuck alone. Paco…it can’t be. He’s not…”  

Grunts from all around me, but I didn’t see a face. I kept my sights on the front steps, 

pumping my legs with everything I had. 

“Dammit, Booker, you just can’t go in there. You’ve got to stop, you stubborn son of a 

bitch,” Bobby growled. 

I could hear his Southern accent, smell the scent of someone’s sweat, maybe a mixture of 

several guys. My progress slowed to the pace of a worm, but my defiance only increased. 

“Booker, Booker, please listen to them!”  

Alisa. She was upset, on the verge of crying. 

Shaken out of my focused gaze, I could feel the touch of her hand on top of mine, and I 

stopped pushing ahead. A moment later, she pressed her head against my chest. 

“Did you hear them? They said that Paco is lying in that church…” 

I rubbed my mouth and shook a fist. 

“They told me,” she said through sniffles, not looking up. Her fingers gripped my back, and I 

allowed my arms to wrap around her as my heart dribbled off her head. We both stood there, only 

the faint sound of shoes shuffling across the pavement. Her wild hair tickled my face, but I didn’t 

move it away.  

Rocking back and forth, I kissed the top of her head and noticed an arc of cops surrounding 

us. When they saw me looking at them, most turned and pretended to act busy. 

“I need to do this.” I gripped Alisa’s shoulders, looking her in the eye, a single tear seemingly 

frozen to her cheek. 

She nodded, then we both noticed Bolt approaching. “I’ll talk to him,” she said, patting my 

chest.  

I turned to the chief and Bobby and drew in a breath, my mood subdued. “Let’s talk.” 

The pair looked at each other, then motioned for me to the follow them. Ambling over to a 

patch of ankle-high weeds, I took in the view of the church. Made out of wood, I spotted 

countless boards bulging out of place, many cracked or even broken in two. Remnants of 

chipped tan paint speckled either side of the double front doors, both of which were wide open. I 

tried to peek inside, but besides officers and CSI techs milling about, I couldn’t make out the 

actual crime scene. 

“This is a tough one, Booker. I can’t imagine what you’re going through right now.” 

I turned and glared at the chief.  

“I think he’s trying to say, we’re damn sorry. This fucking blows.” 

“Thanks, Bobby.” My eyes shifted back to the front doors as I watched another CSI tech 

carrying a box walk through the opening, followed by another guy holding what looked like a 

body bag still in its packaging. 

I forced back another swell of emotion, then rubbed my face. 

“Who’s going to tell me what happened?” 

Bobby said, “Booker, I know this is your worst nightmare. Please know that I’m not playing 



 

the cop/civilian card on you. But you know the drill. When it’s one of your own, you can’t be 

involved. It’s not healthy, and we don’t want the investigation to be compromised because you 

have a grudge. A defense attorney would tear our case apart.” 

I glanced at Ligon, who curled his lips and forced a breath out of his oversized schnoz. 

“Detective, I think it’s okay if we give Booker access to the crime scene, share what we know.” 

Bobby fired a laser beam of wet tobacco at a waist-high, flowered weed ten feet away. “You 

heard the DA when he was here. He said to keep this by the book. No mistakes, no screw-ups on 

the investigation. None. He even called out Booker here, specifically. He knew Paco used to be 

his partner.” 

Ligon opened his mouth, but I beat him to it. 

“How would the DA know about me? I’m no one.” I wondered if I was being paranoid. 

Bobby shrugged his shoulders. “Beats the shit out of me.” He pulled a pouch out of his back 

pocket, tore off a pinch of tobacco, and stuffed it inside his mouth, a few strands falling into the 

brush. 

Ligon rolled his eyes. 

“Maybe he’d heard you’d been at all these crime scenes,” Bobby said. “Ask a few questions 

of the right person, and you’ll get your answers. In my book, it’s no big deal, but Newsome is a 

hard-ass. Everything by the book.” 

His response seemed plausible, but that didn’t mean I was walking away from this crime 

scene or this investigation, whether I was assigned by the US Attorney’s Office to find a 

cop/judge killer or not.  

I counted to five, waiting for Ligon to speak up. He finally grew some balls at the count of 

four. 

“Bobby, I think we’re good. Booker knows how to play by the rules. Right, Booker?” 

He was putting it back on me.  

“Sure,” I said with little conviction. 

Bobby didn’t agree. “Chief, did you hear that suit a few minutes ago? He barked to everyone 

here that he’d have our badges if we fucked this up. I’m sick and tired of dealing with psychotic 

killers, but I’ve got two years until I can retire early. Two more years. I don’t have the luxury to 

ignore him.” 

Ligon chuckled, just once. “Who the hell do you work for?” His neck jiggled like a water 

balloon. 

Even through his gray scruff, Bobby’s face lit up like a glowing lobster. He worked the 

tobacco like he was gnashing Ligon’s carotid artery. 

“Look, I ain’t stupid. There’s something going on here. Booker just shows up at the ME’s 

office when the judge is killed. Shows up again last night when that girl was thrown to her 

death.” Bobby waved a hand between the chief and me. “It’s probably above my paygrade and 

all, but I don’t want to get caught in the crossfire.” 

“He was one of us, Detective.” Ligon said in a measured way, his finger poking a weed. 



 

“When one of his goes down, we rally around him. Booker was Paco’s partner, his good friend. 

You don’t break those bonds just because you change uniforms.” 

“Was his partner. No offense, Booker,” Bobby said, turning away. 

A trench formed between Ligon’s bulging eyes. 

I broke up the bickering. “Did Newsome say anything about one of his own dying 

overnight?” 

The two looked at each other, then shook their heads.  

“He’s running for mayor, I think,” I said, verbalizing what everyone had to be thinking.  

Bobby shrugged, then leaned in to make a point. “Paco’s death is devastating to Booker, to 

everyone here. This is the third cop to die in the last two weeks. The press might start asking 

questions.” 

The chief’s eyes shifted my way for a split second. “Donley’s was an unfortunate suicide. 

The second, Miller, died behind a bar, a strangulation. This one is much different. You told me 

earlier you didn’t think they were connected.” 

If we were in court, I’d say Ligon was leading the witness. 

“No way they’re connected. But it’s a bad string of luck, that’s for damn sure,” Bobby said.  

Pinching the bridge of my nose, I closed my eyes briefly, thinking how Paco’s wife Reyna 

and their two kids would take the news. Devastation was the only feeling that came to mind. 

They adored that man, and so did I. Reyna was a tough, strong woman, but her world would 

crumble. After regaining her composure, she’d take me aside so that no one else could hear, and 

she’d tell me one thing. I can hear the words through her locked jaw. “Find the mother fucker 

who did this. And put them away.” 

Another surge of bile ran up my esophagus, but I had to keep my cool if I was going to be of 

any use. 

“Gentlemen. Let’s get moving on this investigation.” I extended an arm, allowing Bobby to 

lead the way.  

“I’ve got an appointment. Booker, keep me updated,” Ligon said, giving me a knowing wink 

like we were best pals. 

I openly shook my head. 

“Hey, did you get ahold of Henry?” I asked. 

“I called and left him a voicemail. I hear he’s dealing with his own loss right now,” the chief 

said, waving as he dipped his head into the backseat of his SUV. 

The same kid from the other day shut the chief’s door as if Ligon were royalty, then jumped 

into the front seat and drove away. 

“Hey, look out, man.” Bobby held up an arm, and I moved back two steps on the front porch. 

“This thing looks like a refurbished house,” I said, eyeing rotten wood above my head. 

“Yeah, not exactly a DIY special. Well, if it was, it was from about sixty years ago.” 

A string of folks exited the building, and one went in.  

“By the way, Booker. I got no beef with you tagging along, I think you know that. I was just 



 

reminding Ligon that I didn’t want to lose my job over a decision he was going to make.” 

“CYA. I get it.” I craned my neck, trying to peek through the pack of uniforms inside. 

“Follow me. We’re bagging anything that we can move. We’ve got a tow truck showing up to 

take away an abandoned car on the side of the house and another van to carry two pieces of 

furniture that might be of use.” 

We walked through the door and paused in the vestibule. It smelled like urine. 

“Why was he at this…hell hole?” I asked.  

Someone had gone to town with cans of red and blue spray paint. Punched-out walls exposed 

old wood and loose wiring, and I spotted bird nests in the lighting fixtures.  

“I thought you might know.” 

“Only told me at the Halloween party last night that—” 

“So that’s why he’s dressed like a Latin pimp.” 

I tried to smile. “I think he secretly wanted to be a famous Mexican rapper. He loved his gold 

chains.” I had a quick thought. “Is he still wearing the chains?” 

“I know where you’re going. Nothing stolen from his person from what we can tell. Wallet, 

badge, sidearm, all on him.” 

“He never had a chance to remove his pistol. Hmm,” I pondered. 

Bobby nodded as a rubber-gloved officer walked past us, holding two evidence bags. I could 

only see something white in one of the bags, maybe a towel of some kind. 

“With no apparent witnesses, we’re trying to piece together a timeline. You saw Paco at a 

Halloween party?” 

“Yeah, I sometimes bring him in to help me with security at my friend’s bar, The Jewel, off 

lower Greenville.” 

Bobby pulled out a pad and pen and scribbled a few notes. Talk about primitive. I wondered 

why he wasn’t using a device of some kind.  

“Did you catch what time he left?” 

“Think it was just before eleven. Said he had an off-duty gig working security at a haunted 

house.”  

Bobby glanced around, extending his arm while holding his pen like a weapon. I spotted 

callouses on his hand. 

“Haven’t seen any Halloween decorations yet.” The old school detective flipped a page on 

the pad, his thin, hazel eyes scanning the words that looked more like Chinese from my angle. 

“We’ll try to see if we can pick up his car on any cameras between The Jewel and this old church 

any time around eleven last night.” 

I nodded while biting my lip. “So how did it happen?” 

“Not sure of the exact weapon, but we’re fairly certain by what means.” 

“I’m listening.” 

“It was a crime of passion. He was stabbed multiple times with a long, sharp object.” 

“Jesus.” I could feel my heart pounding my chest. Paco and I had partnered countless times at 



 

crime scenes just like this. No two were the same, yet they all had a common theme: tragedy. As 

so-called third-party observers, we as cops learned to separate ourselves from the deep-seeded 

anguish experienced by friends and family members—and we saw plenty break down right 

before our eyes.  

But hanging around a homicide for more than a few minutes, especially in my first couple of 

years on the force, had also messed with my belief in humanity. A couple of times, I caught 

myself reliving the last few seconds, the final breaths of the victims, wondering what they were 

thinking, wondering if they thought about what was next. Finality, or some type of afterlife. 

And right now, I couldn’t help but wonder if Paco had seen his attacker, knew the end was 

near, or if he’d been completely caught off guard, killed before he could take another breath. 

My eyes tried to make out the gibberish sprawled on the walls. A few cuss words. I 

recognized gang symbols. 

“Do you think this was gang-related?”  

“Could be. We are in that type of area. And Paco is dressed like a—” 

“Mexican rapper,” I finished. 

I purposely stayed away from the serial cop-killer angle. Thus far, with my limited ability to 

process everything I’d heard, it was difficult to see any obvious connections between Paco’s 

death and the other murders: Donley’s, Miller’s, Judge Fischer’s. And now Henry’s coworker, 

Kim. I knew we—Alisa, Henry, and I—would have to dig through Paco’s record, cross-reference 

it with the others, looking for overlaps of any kind.  

Bobby dodged a couple of uniforms and led me down a hallway that ran parallel to the 

sanctuary. The place was gutted. I could see how this place would make a good haunted house 

location. Maybe Paco had thought the same thing when he took the gig. But what did he see 

when he arrived? Was it vacant, outside of a killer hiding in the building, or were there people 

everywhere, decorations? Could there have been some type of mobile Halloween rave, connected 

with some type of twisted, sadistic ritual?  

On Halloween, anything was possible.  

“He’s in this back office here,” Bobby said.  

Portable lights made it feel like a movie set, but I knew this was all too real. I got to the edge 

of the door, and Bobby stuck both hands into my chest. “I’m not stopping you, but realize this is 

disturbing. I wouldn’t want any family member to see this. I’m only doing this because, you 

know...” 

My pulse thumped my neck. “I know,” I said, brushing by him, then quickly rounding the 

corner into the office.  

I stopped three steps in. It was bad. Worse than what I could have imagined. Thankfully, 

Paco’s face was turned to the far wall, but there was blood. Enough blood to fill a blood bank. It 

was smeared all over the metal desk. I could see the imprint of Paco’s small but beefy fingers on 

the edge of the desk. Had he tried to pull himself up after being stabbed?  

My eyes followed the burgundy splattered all around his body, a spraying pattern arcing 



 

outward as if someone had tried to craft a piece of modern art. But the person who created this 

devastation was no Picasso or Dali. He was more of a Jeffrey Dahmer. A sick bastard. 

The trail of blood went up the wall, and I wondered what type of struggle or effort by the 

killer would propel Paco’s blood fifteen feet away from his body. 

I took in a deep breath and instantly wished I hadn’t. The stench pinched my nose, which 

only reminded me it came from Paco. 

I could feel a swell of emotion engulf me. I couldn’t breathe hard enough to catch up with my 

pulse. It felt like I’d been transported to a mountain ten thousand feet above sea level. 

“Booker, you okay, man?” 

Lowering my head for a moment, I emptied my lungs. “I’m good, Bobby. Just give me a 

minute.” 

My heart rate slowed, and oxygen finally reached my brain. 

Lifting back up, I studied one of the CSI techs scraping blood into a vial, my eyes shifting 

back to Paco’s lifeless body. 

“Who found him?” My voice cracked. 

“Couple of homeless teens who said they were looking to sleep off their hangovers.” 

“Do you think they’re bullshitting you? Any cracks in their story?” 

“Nothing yet. We’ve split them up, but so far their stories corroborate.” 

A rumble of voices echoed from the hallway. I heard someone say, “Where did you put the 

body bag?” 

“Dude, we’ve got company.” Bobby’s reprimand was directed out to the hall. 

“Oh, sorry.” It was Dan, the assistant ME. I could sense he’d pulled up behind me. 

Bending down to a knee, I stared at the scene without blinking for at least twenty seconds. In 

Paco’s final breaths, what were his last thoughts?  

I’d never been on this side of a violent crime. Me getting shot, beaten up, or stabbed, I could 

deal with. But maybe it was when it was someone you knew, someone you’d worked with, 

someone you love, it was this hard. 

My little buddy, Paco. He wasn’t moving. He wasn’t coming back. He was dead. 

And I was going to find the mother fucker who did this…and bury him. 
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He’d seen his boss grab his suit coat and storm out of the office earlier. That’s when he knew 

Black Widow had followed through on her plan. 

Almost three hours had clocked by, but his skin still felt like the dimpled cover to a football. 

The exhilaration was that hard to contain. 

Hunkered down in his cube, he could hear hard-sole shoes walking this way and that, a few 

muffled conversations. His colleagues were on edge, moving quickly to complete a set of tasks, 

or to at least appear they were working on something important. All in anticipation of the return 

of their collective boss. 

While Dallas County District Attorney Rick Newsome ruled more like a Mussolini or 

Caesar—insensitivity and indifference were at the ceiling of his leadership skills, and that 

happened no more than a couple of times a year—he was a pure breed in the species of political 

animals. He first checked the wind direction before making a decision. And that wind could 

change after a phone call or email from a person of influence. 

Fuck that guy. 

His two-thousand-dollar suits and fancy nameplate were of no use to the man who’d had 

enough of the system. He’d been screwed by it, his entire family ripped apart. And in the last 

three years, he’d been reminded how many loopholes existed to allow a convicted felon to walk 

out a free man.  

After spending six weeks away to think, he had returned to his job three months ago with a 

refreshed attitude. Working out became a religion, which only made his focused mind that much 

sharper. And a plan began to formulate, one that would take the ultimate commitment. A sacrifice 

he was more than honored to give. 

For his brother, Dale.  

Twirling the phone between his fingers like a pinwheel, he flexed the muscles in his jaw, 

suppressing the unyielding pain that had nearly done him in. He had learned coping mechanisms, 

but there was nothing as therapeutic as taking action. 

He began to seek friendships with people with similar experiences. Slowly, through his own 

persuasive means, he began to form bonds. From there, trust was developed. Loyalty soon 

became another thread that sealed their relationship. They became his sheep. He weeded out a 

few who wouldn’t fully commit, which left him with the pair who had the most to gain from this 

affiliation.  

The Avengers. It had come to them in their first formal gathering. Their name seemed all too 

fitting, which only added to their developing culture. He’d read of people like Jim Jones and 

David Koresh, who had selfishly guided their flock of followers into a self-destructive path to 



 

death. But those people had no real purpose in life. He did. And it wasn’t related to some type of 

ambiguous high-and-mighty civil liberty. 

The Avengers’ mission was about redemption. 

While most would say their mission was proof to everyone that no bad deed should go 

unpunished, that was no more than a secondary goal. 

As long as he was standing above ground, it was his duty to fix the system, at least in his own 

way. The system, after all, wasn’t an invisible entity, or even a software program. It was people, 

red-blooded Americans, using the gray matter between their ears to make decisions. Whether it 

was creating and voting on laws and all the loopholes contained therein, or stepping forward to 

point out some type of technicality that would allow a felon to roam the streets. And for what? 

Another stripe on their uniform? A commendation on their record? Some people would never 

understand. And outside of annihilating the entire population, he had to start with those who had 

abused the system to its fullest.  

The phone buzzed in his hand. 

Black Widow: Im on cloud nine, guys!! 

Captain America: Productive night?:) 

Black Widow: Productive = destructive; so yes, a night I wont soon forget. 

Ironman: Catchin my breath; sounds like BW got hers 

Captain America: Why r u late? 

Ironman: Chill, dude.  

Captain America: Don’t go there. U know how we roll 

Ironman: Nature called, if u know what i mean 

Black Widow: *snicker* 

Ironman: Whats so funny? 

Black Widow: Im sitting in a stall in the restroom. 

Ironman: You taking a piss in the middle of our discussion. U gross. 

Black Widow: Shut ur pie hole, limp dick 

Captain America: No need to get testy; this should be a day u never forget. We never forget. 

Black Widow: It was hard to control my emotions, so I wanted to take this group chat in a 

private place. Too many watchdogs around this place so I couldn’t run down to car. 

Captain America: Smart choice.  

Black Widow: Thx Ste…uh, CA. 

Captain America: We must be careful. Cant break protocol:) 

Ironman: Did u hear that BW? U almost blew ur wad right here in our text world. 

Black Widow: Im going to ignore this sonova bitch. For the first time in years the weight of 

the world has finally been lifted off my shoulders 

Captain America: What have I been tellin u for weeks now? 

Black Widow: That this moment would feel like extacy 

Ironman: Can u even spell? 



 

Black Widow: Talk to the hand bitch.  

Ironman: I love pulling your chain. 

Black Widow: I’d love to put a chain around your neck and let u drop from the gallows. Oh, 

did I actually type that? I apologize. NOT!!!! Ha! 

Ironman: Ur fuckin twisted 

Black Widow: If im twisted, ur not even human 

Captain America: Back to ur corners guys 

Ironman: Ok…I’ll admit it. Im interested. Share ur moment of glory. 

Black Widow: Id been thinking about Dad all day long. I even said a prayer and hoped he 

would be proud. 

Ironman: No offense, but ur dad isn’t god. 

Black Widow: Let me enjoy my moment.  

Ironman: Sure. 

Black Widow: All of the planning paid off. The little shit spic showed up right on time. Signs 

led him into the room. He thought it was all part of the haunted house tour.  

Ironman: And this guy gets paid to protect and serve? Sounds like he’s not even qualified to 

serve burgers. 

Black Widow: He ruined my life, that’s all i know. 

Captain America:  U sure he didnt survive?? 

Black Widow: Thirty-seven times I drove that ice pick into his body. I counted every single 

one. Each thrust of my arm wedged it deeper and deeper. Shut up IM…dont u go there. 

Ironman: U know me too well.  

Captain America: No wounds on you? 

Black Widow: Not a scratch. Of course, I had to take a shower to rinse all the blood off me. 

Captain America: Evidence? 

Black Widow: Taken care of. Burned my clothes, disposed of weapon. Im clean. 

Captain America: That means we’re clean. 

Black Widow: I owe you…a lot CA. U showed me the light. All I did was follow it. 

Captain America: U owe me nothing. U only did what was required. If we cant change the 

system, then we gotta change the people in it. They made the first move. We’re only trying to set a 

new course for this country. Like the forefathers who wrote the constitution. 

Black Widow: But there weren’t any women in that group. Especially no black woman. 

Ironman: Here goes the soapbox. *plugging ears* 

Captain America: Let’s not digress from this great moment. *applause for BW* 

Black Widow: *taking bow* 

A throng of screams came from across the expansive office. 

Ironman: CA, did u hear that? 

Black Widow: I heard something all the way in bathroom. Waz up. 

Two other attorneys walked by the man’s cube. They spoke quietly, then one walked away 



 

and the other knocked on his cube’s metal frame. 

“Hey man, I need you to run point on this murder last night. Work with the lead detective on 

the case. I think they’ve already pulled some DNA that might come back with a hit. If we’re 

lucky, you might have a suspect to charge in the next twenty-four to forty-eight hours.” 

“Sorry…not sure what you’re talking about, Henry.” 

The man long considered to be Newsome’s heir apparent, pinched the corner of his red-

rimmed eyes.  

“Oh, I’m sorry, Steven. You haven’t heard. And I think you guys were friends.” 

“Who?” 

“Kim. She was killed last night. Thrown off her balcony at the W.” 

Steven opened the spigot of emotion, but its core source came from a far different place than 

what Henry thought.  

“Hey, man…I, uh, didn’t know you guys were close.” Henry was trying to relate to him on a 

personal level. What a joke. He was just a notch below Newsome as an ineffective prosecutor 

who cared for the law more than putting bad people behind bars, or six feet under. 

Taking in a deep breath, Steven drew his lips tight. “Didn’t know her well. But when it’s 

someone you know, it’s tough.” 

“Right.” Henry’s head slowly turned downward, then he reconnected with Steven. “If it’s not 

a good fit, I’ll try to ask one of your colleagues.” 

“No, I’ll take it. It would be my pleasure to prosecute the asshole who took Kim from us.” 

“Thanks, Steven. I got a hundred other things going on. Let’s touch base in the next day on 

this one. See if we can get a victory here.” 

“Will do,” he said. 

As soon as he flipped his phone around, Steven saw a new text light up the screen. 

Ironman: What’s Henry doing at ur desk? 

Captain America: Sad news. Kim was killed overnight.  

Ironman: We know. U missed our convo while you were talking to Henry. Kim - sexiest 

woman on planet. Damn shame. 

Black Widow: She was nothing but a ho anyway. Next…:) 

Learning who had killed Kim would bring up far too many questions, and not only risk the 

group’s mission but also their solvency. Steven attempted to shift the conversation.  

Captain America: Lets remember why we came together.  

Black Widow: I second that.  

Captain America: We all have the list. We know who’s next, right? But who gets the honors? 

Black Widow: Had the ultimate high last night. Im addicted 0) 

Ironman: U had ur turn.  

Black Widow: U did too. We all did. I just got the most of my exp. 

Steven took in a breath. He needed to keep the pair motivated. But he couldn’t ignore his 

own urges. 



 

Ironman: CA, can three of us screw in a lightbulb at same time?;) 

Captain America: I have a method. 

Then the trio logically walked through a process to decide who would exact revenge on the 

next unsuspecting soul.  

And this one might trump them all. 
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As I hopped over the curb and hit my stride, gusts of a brisk northerly wind slapped my face. I 

slowed to a snail-like pace, closed my eyes, and let the chilled air engulf my senses. Anything to 

replace the sunken feeling that had gnawed at me since I’d stared at the gutted body of my friend 

and comrade just twenty-four hours earlier. 

Blood surged through my veins, and I could feel my brain starting to burst through the 

petrified facade of grief.  

Actually, anger had already grabbed hold of my emotional fulcrum. I struggled to keep it 

under control. 

If anyone had served as my main supporter over the years, it was Uncle Charlie. I’d just left 

his apartment, and once again, he’d provided me with at least a degree of clarity in a sea of 

mental fog. After clearing enough space off two wicker chairs in his kitchen, Uncle Charlie 

poured himself another cup of coffee. 

“Can’t have enough java in the morning. Know what I’m saying, Booker? You want one?” 

He sipped from the mug that had a picture of the stars from the old Dallas TV show on it, JR, 

Bobby, the rest of the feuding Ewing clan. He’d owned that mug for twenty years or more. He 

actually thought the show was a joke, which is why he drank from the mug. He was actually 

mocking the representation of Dallas. “A bunch of white boys with oil wells in forty-acre 

backyards, riding around in their Cadillacs wearing tight jeans and cowboy hats. They didn’t 

know the real Dallas. Perhaps they didn’t want to know it. I’m sure it was those Hollywood types 

who think stereotyping a city is an act of flattery. It’s all bullshit; at least in our community it 

was.” 

His mug almost drew a smile on my face. Almost. I cracked a bottled water and chugged 

about a third of it. “I had my two cups. Got up around five. Couldn’t sleep.” 

My form of communication was brief, if not abrupt. Most people would have asked why in 

the hell I’d decided to drop by—unannounced as it were. But not Uncle Charlie. He knew me. I 

didn’t have all the answers. Hell, I didn’t have a single answer for what had taken place in that 

old church. To Paco. 

The cuckoo clock that hung against the wall just above Uncle Charlie’s salt-and-pepper afro 

ticked for what seemed like an eternity. The man who wore sweats nearly year-round interrupted 

the incessant clatter with a loud slurp every couple of minutes, not saying a word. Finally, he 

shuffled a stack of loose newspapers on his Formica table, then snapped the front page closer to 

his eyes. 

“Lose your readers?” 

His eyes shifted my direction for a split second. “I don’t need those damn things. Those are 



 

for old folks.” 

Glancing around his apartment, stacks of crap piled high and wide, I was reminded of his 

hesitation to admit when he needed a little help. And this was after Bolt had spent a few hours in 

here. Ultimately, though, they’d only reshuffled the clutter. 

“More infighting on the Dallas County Commissioners Court,” he said while shaking his 

head. “Someone’s always got their hand in the cookie jar, if you know what I mean.”  

“Yep.” 

“Kickbacks, awarding contracts to dummy companies, embezzlement, flat-out bribery. It’s a 

form of life in the local government.” 

I nodded, my vision searching his refrigerator door for any free space not taken up by some 

type of magnet.  

“This is important stuff, Booker, I’m telling you. Robbing us blind, and most people just sit 

back and think it doesn’t impact them. It does, dammit.” 

I blew out a breath. “Don’t have to convince me.” 

“Just like that FIFA organization. Corruption been going on for years. All a bunch of 

criminals, if you ask me.” 

“You know about that?” 

He let out a huff. “You think just because I stay in South Dallas, I don’t know what goes on 

outside of my zone? You have heard of this thing called the Internet, right?” 

He shot me a serious look, then he leaned over and popped my knee while releasing a quick 

chuckle. 

“You almost had me, Uncle Charlie,” I said with a hint of a smile. 

“Ah. You mastered the delivery of sarcasm many moons ago, Booker. I think you might have 

been fourteen.” 

“Yeah, I had a bit of an attitude back then.” 

“It was how you survived. I know those streets. Sometimes you gotta stand up to the 

challenge, not just walk away from it,” he said, his entire torso nodding. 

I took another swig, then toyed with the cap for a moment. “It’s Paco, Uncle Charlie. He’s 

gone. And he’s never coming back.” 

“I heard. It sucks, I know,” he said, his voice subdued.  

“That little Mexican jumping bean was my wingman. We could anticipate each other’s next 

move. Complete each other’s sentences.” 

“Almost like a twin, huh?”  

We couldn’t have looked much different—Paco more of a featherweight, while I towered 

over him. But he had spunk. He used to blame it on his heritage. “It’s in my blood, Booker. What 

can I say? We’re just all emotional, hot and cold.” 

“Right,” I would say. 

“You don’t believe me? Those are fighting words.” He’d kiss the cross hanging around his 

neck, take a couple of steps my direction, then throw a mock punch at my gut, trying to get me to 



 

flinch.  

A red and silver magnet on Uncle Charlie’s fridge broke me from my trance. 

“You had a memory,” Uncle Charlie said. 

“One of many in the last day.” 

“It probably feels good to reminisce for a few seconds, then it feels like a kidney punch.” 

“You lost people you cared about, I guess.” 

“By the time you’re my age, if you haven’t lost people you loved, you haven’t lived.” 

“Prophetic.” 

“No. Real life, my man.” 

He was right. A few more seconds ticked away, and I could hear Paco’s laugh somewhere in 

the apartment. I even turned my head, thinking he’d pop his head out from under the stacks of 

crap. 

“I can’t stop thinking that I could have stopped it, Uncle Charlie.” I cleared my throat and 

swallowed another mouthful of water. 

He twisted his head, his forehead looking like fried bacon. “What you talking about, boy? 

You weren’t at that church, right? And you didn’t have anything to do with referring him to this 

so-called security job?” 

“No, I guess not.” 

“That’s foolishness, blaming yourself for that.” 

“I’m thinking more about my decision a year ago. Quitting the force. I let him down. And he 

was on his own. When we were partners, we did everything together. We usually didn’t take an 

off-duty gig unless we worked it together. When our lives were on the line, we knew we could 

trust each other better than anyone else on the planet.” 

“He was like your brother.” 

“Damn straight. A brother from another mother, as the saying goes.” I chuckled, thinking I 

sounded more like my uncle. 

Anchoring his arms on his knees, he turned and faced me. “You can play that ‘what if’ game 

for weeks, months, years. You’ll look up and be forty, then fifty. Then, you’ll be sitting in a 

rocker at an old folks’ home. Harping on the past don’t do much good. And in this case, there’s 

nothing you could have done.” 

“Yeah, but—” 

“But what? Those asswipes above you at DPD shoved your ass out the door. You only quit 

before they fired your ass. For what? Standing up to a drug-dealing cop? Believe me, Paco never 

once felt like you turned your back on him. He was too good of a guy.” 

“He was a hell of a guy.” I could feel my eyes fill with water. 

“And I think I recall you telling me that you offered him to join your PI firm. Yes?” 

“I did. He turned it down. Said he’d just deal with all the political BS as best he could until 

he could qualify for his full pension. Then he’d spend a lot of time with his wife and family,” I 

said. “Now, they’ve got nothing. No dad, no husband, and no pension.” 



 

“We can talk about all that financial stuff later. But for now, you need to take that bucket of 

guilt and flush it down the toilet. You hear me?” 

“Yes sir.” 

“And one more thing. I know you’re going to do everything in your power to find who did 

this.” 

My eyes didn’t blink. 

“Just don’t let your emotions light your path. Keep your cool, and everything will work out.” 

I headed for the door. Turning around, I saw him shuffling my way, waggling a book. 

“This author, Lois McMaster Bujold. Good sci-fi/fantasy author.” 

“Okay. Didn’t know you were into sci-fi or fantasy.” 

“What can I say?” 

“I get it, Uncle Charlie.” 

“I’m reminded of a quote I once read of hers. She said, ‘The dead cannot cry out for justice. 

It is a duty of the living to do so for them.’” 

He patted me on the shoulder. “I know you’ll do the right thing. For everyone.” 

A honking car took my attention from the cracks in the sidewalk. I looked up and saw the 

sign for Willie’s Barber. One of the old, iconic pillars of the hood.  

I opened the door and immediately went back in time. Two bald guys with beards snipped the 

hair of a couple of customers, jabbering away like they were best friends. Maybe they were. 

“My man, Booker. What’s up undercover, brotha?” 

Willie released a contagious chuckle as he circled into the main area from his office, a metal 

hair pick sticking into his signature silver and black afro, just like I recalled back when I was 

teenager. His strut hadn’t changed much over the years, maybe a little extra hitch in his stride. 

Back when I was sixteen or seventeen, I used to try to emulate his cool swagger. That, with his 

polyester pants and silk shirts, made him look like he was ready to walk onto the dance floor of 

Soul Train from the 1970s. 

“Hey, Willie, what’s shakin’?” 

“Ah, you don’t want to know that.” He laughed out loud, then stuck out his hand for one of 

his barbers to give him five. “Ain’t that right, Jerry?” 

“Don’t you know, Willie…’round here, it’s a crapshoot, that’s what it is.” Jerry nodded, and I 

could see the folds of skin crease around his neck. 

Willie picked up a broom and started sweeping hair. 

“Booker, you been playing hooky from Willie’s Barber for how long?” 

“It’s been a while,” I said, glancing at framed pictures on the walls. Moving closer, I saw 

signatures under the glass frames, each one a different photo of a named person sitting in a 

barber’s chair and Willie with his arm around his shoulder. 

“Checking out my latest editions on my wall of fame?” he asked, nudging his gold-rimmed 

glasses up his nose. “It’s been so long since you been in here you might not have seen the one 

with Prime.” 



 

“Deion Sanders? Yeah, here it is.” The former Cowboys cornerback had a bigger smile than 

Willie in this picture. Next to that was his former teammate, the Playmaker, Michael Irvin. 

“Hey, who’s this guy?” I said, pointing to a chubby guy wearing a brown suit. 

“You don’t keep up with the local politics? That’s our mayor pro tem, the not-so honorable 

Kevin Chambers.” 

My brow furrowed a bit. “Not so honorable? Why’s he on your wall of fame?” 

“Back then, we thought he was cool. But stuff has come out, you know.” 

“Uh, no, I don’t know.” 

Bringing a closed hand to his mouth, he cleared his throat and spoke in a quieter tone, even 

though everyone in the shop could hear him. “Hand in the cookie jar, if you know what I mean. 

Come on, man. You’re the Shaft of Dallas. You supposed to know the skinny on everyone.” 

“Right. Like I got time to keep tabs on every suit.” 

He chuckled again. I took off my leather jacket, rested it on a hook. 

Jerry pulled out his mirror and offered the front and rear view to his customer, an elderly guy 

whose lips curled in like he had no teeth. He gave an approving nod, and cash was exchanged. 

Apparently, a lot of cash. 

“Thank you, Miles.” Jerry’s eyes lit up as he fanned the cash across his face. “What got into 

you? Usually you’re, uh, one of my more conservative customers. No offense or nothin’.”  

“Insurance check came back on my house that burned to the ground a few weeks back. 

Sonofabitches who did that…if I ever catch them, I’ll ram those scissors up their—” 

“Whoa there, Miles. No need to go Rambo on us now. You’re pushing eighty-four, eighty-

five?” 

“Eighty-seven, thank you very much. I guess I do look a little younger,” he said, rising out of 

the chair, checking himself out in the mirror on the opposite wall. 

“Damn shame what happened to your house,” Jerry said, slapping a towel off the vinyl seat. 

“Amen to that. Now I gotta live with my daughter and her family. All her husband does is sit 

around and drink beer and belch. Thinks he’s the smartest guy around, manipulates my daughter 

time after time, and she just don’t see it. Staying there watching him screw with her, it’s the 

hardest thing I’ve ever done.” 

Jerry’s oversized face jiggled like a walrus. “Well, at least you’re swimming in cash. That 

ain’t all bad.” 

Miles put a hand to his scraggily chin. “Hmm. Maybe I’ll splurge and take a trip to Vegas. 

You know, go five-star the whole way. If I play my cards right—no pun intended—maybe I’ll 

party my ass off and live my last breath on the casino floor with the crowd cheering me at the 

craps table.” 

“Ah, Vegas,” Willie said with a little bit of Barry White in his voice. 

Jerry nodded at me, and I jumped in the empty chair. He snapped a cover around my neck as 

Willie stood there, both hands propped on the broom. 

“What happened in Vegas, Willie?” I asked. 



 

“It’s not what happened, it’s what didn’t happen,” he said with a burst of laughter. He and 

Jerry exchanged hand smacks again. 

“That’s okay. I don’t need to know.” 

“Oh, I’m an open book. Have been since I opened this place before you were ever born, 

Booker T. Adams.” 

“Spill it, then.” 

“Well, to cut to the chase…I met my future wife.” 

Jerry had just started trimming the back of my neck, but I still managed to twist my head a 

bit. 

“I thought you were married.” 

“To who?” 

“I don’t remember her name. I just remember her coming up here and giving you shit about 

not cleaning the toilets at home.” 

“Oh, that was Clara, the neat freak. Wife number three. We parted ways after about nine 

months. I couldn’t take it.” 

“Has there been any other after her?” 

“Wives or women in general?” 

“Don’t give Willie no attention,” Jerry said. “Once you tap into that ego of his, he’ll keep 

chirping for the next week, reminiscing about one of his many conquests. You’d think he was 

some hormonal twenty-year-old kid.” 

“Ah, Jerry, you’re just envious. Not everyone has moves like this.” 

Using the broomstick like a mic stand, Willie jerked it closer to his body as he whipped a leg 

out and started grooving his hips to some imaginary beat.  

I guessed he was imagining himself on stage at the Majestic in Dallas…about forty years 

ago. 

With his eyes shooting laser beams at his fictional audience, the hip thrusts continued for 

another four counts, then he let go of the stick and did a three-sixty, catching the fake mic stand 

before it hit the floor. Another shuffle of his feet, and then he let gravity pull him down. 

Until his butt halted about three feet off the ground.  

“Did someone slip a stool under you, Willie?” I asked. 

He didn’t move. I’m not sure he could move. Pushing out of my chair, I grabbed his arm. He 

took hold and pulled until his feet moved back together. He immediately grabbed for his groin 

muscle, his face nothing more than pruned anguish.  

“I can’t believe my eyes,” Jerry said, his arms hanging to his side. “I slave away here for 

twenty-something years, and you expose me to that. I’m almost speechless.” 

“You old fool, you’re never speechless,” Willie grunted, as he tried to limp to the nearest 

chair, half of his weight pressing on my arm. 

“That’s got to be the worst…and I mean the worst James Brown impression I’ve ever seen.” 

Jerry raised his clippers until they knocked against the ceiling fan’s metal chain.  



 

Willie plopped into the seat opposite Jerry, his eyes bulging. “Who said it was James Brown? 

You ever heard of this cat named Michael Jackson?” 

I glanced over at Miles, who’d found a seat on the bench and was reading the newspaper, 

looking perfectly content. He was probably used to the childish banter between Willie and Jerry. 

The fact that he was still in the shop witnessing all of this told me just how bad an environment 

he must live in at his daughter’s place.  

“You ever heard of inhumane? I think you just gave me a case of PTSD.” Jerry smacked his 

hand against his chest then appeared to lose his balance. 

“Fred Sanford. Really, Jerry? You just gotta show Booker here how old you really are. Old 

and stupid. That’s all you are.” Willie stabbed a finger toward his buddy and employee, his 

upbeat attitude completely evaporated.   

I moved in between the firing line, my red-checkered styling cape still wrapping my torso. 

“How about that trip to Vegas, Willie? You met your future wife?” 

Jerry rolled his eyes, then tapped the seat, the signal that he was finally ready to get back to 

the business of cutting my hair. 

As my back hit the chair, Willie had already started to snicker, his eyes staring at some point 

in the distance, apparently reliving one of his prized memories. 

“Willie, you going to answer Booker or just fly away to your dreamland?” 

“Huh, oh…yeah, I think I’ll relive my dream a few more times,” he said. 

“Hell, I get to live the dream every day just by showing up here,” Jerry said, his cheeks 

bubbling into a full smile. 

“Me and this incredible lady spent three memorable days and nights in Vegas.” Willie swiped 

his arm across his body, as if he were displaying a marquee. “We hit all the shows, all the big-

time casinos. And I was on a roll, like never before in my life.” 

“And?” Jerry said. He’d heard this story a hundred times. 

“It felt like the world was mine for the taking, I’m telling ya. Every dice I rolled, every slot 

machine I put a quarter in, I won…and won big. With Nedra at my side, I just couldn’t lose. The 

casinos started treating me like royalty. Both of us. She was my biggest cheerleader.” 

“Boom boom in the bedroom, right, Willie?” Miles giggled from the bench. 

Willie pointed a finger his way, like he was on stage interacting with his audience. “Oh boy, 

you don’t know the half of it.” 

“Wanna bet?” Jerry said. “But…get on with the good stuff.” 

Willie held out a hand, his eyes still glazed. “Me and Nedra decided we wanted to spend the 

rest of our lives together. Said she’d come back to Dallas and open up a nail shop right next door 

here. So, we hightailed it over to one of those chapels. Got all dressed up, bought flowers with 

some of my winnings, and were just about to walk down the aisle.” 

Jerry snorted three times, unable to contain his laughter. 

“Out of nowhere in walked two medics from the local wacky house to haul Nedra away. 

She’d apparently done this six other times, each one using a different personality.” 



 

“Damn,” I said. 

“Yep. Feast to famine, just like that,” he said, plopping his foot to the floor. He winced a bit 

and grabbed for his groin. 

“You going to need to put some ice on that,” Jerry said as he shifted to the side of my head. 

“But I can’t afford no…uh, shrinkage, if you know what I mean, Jer. I’m in the courting stage 

right now.” 

“You mean you’re on the prowl like a washed-up panther with no claws,” my barber said. 

“Give it a rest, old man. No woman is going to put up with your shit.” 

Willie’s eyes blinked, a quick smile lighting up his face. “Hey, Booker, how’s your momma 

doing? Vera, right?” 

My relaxed state of mind turned sour quickly. 

“Don’t go there, Willie.” 

“What? It’s been a few years, that’s all I’m saying. Wasn’t sure if she was in town. She’s off 

saving kids around the world, typically. I just remember her having lots of spunk. Yeah, a classy 

lady with spunk.” 

I opened my mouth, a quick retort ready to spill out when the door jingled open. I heard the 

voice before my eyes had a chance to swing around. 

“Yo, Willie, my man, need a quick trim on the sides. I got a date tonight with a fine piece. 

Wanna do me a solid and I’ll pay you back next week? 

Metrick McHenry had come to get a haircut. 

Our eyes locked for a split second. His car wash jumpsuit had been replaced by a slick pair of 

designer jeans, collared shirt, and a brown suede vest.  

With unblinking eyes staring a hole in me, Metrick flipped his body around and lunged two 

steps before running smack into the glass door. He grabbed his nose and dropped straight to the 

floor. 

Dumbass. 

With a chance to grab him before he left the shop, I leaped from the barber’s chair. My cape 

snagged a crack in the footrest, and my body snapped down to the floor like a dog whose leash 

had just run out of play. 

Now who was the dumbass?  

“Metrick, what do you think you’re doing, you silly fool?” I heard Willie say. “You haven’t 

paid me back for the last three cuts. You think I got shit for brains or something?” 

Taking a second to eye the blood now dripping into his hand, Metrick squirmed onto his 

knees, then darted out of his stance. He threw the door open and hightailed his ass down the 

sidewalk. 

Crap. 

Still grappling with the cape twisted around my foot, I ripped the snaps from my neck, then 

kicked the last of the cape off my boot as I stumbled to the door. 

“That’s right, Booker, chase down that low life and make him pay me back,” Willie hollered 



 

as I flew out the door. 

I spotted my former football teammate already about fifty yards down the street. He cut 

between two parked cars and headed right down Latimer. Swinging my arms, I hit fifth gear in 

about five seconds, my eyes still on him—meaning they weren’t on the sidewalk.  

I heard a little girl scream. Just as I turned my head, I spotted the blur of a girl near a stroller. 

In my periphery, I saw a woman lifting something from her backseat. With little time to react, I 

just leaped—headfirst—over the stroller and the little girl, whose piercing shriek never let up. I 

cleared the hurdle without harming the kid or stroller, but I landed on the unforgiving concrete, 

my right forearm and shoulder taking the brunt of the blow. 

Dammit, my bad shoulder…again. 

“Sorry,” I said as I jumped to my feet. 

“Who do you think you are running around our neighborhood with no regard for the people 

on the sidewalk?” I heard the woman yell out. 

I held up a conciliatory hand, but I doubt she understood my gesture. 

Back in full stride, I caught sight of brown suede disappearing behind a strip center, heading 

east on Latimer. Even with an extra forty pounds or more, and with cancer ravaging his body, 

Metrick moved at a clip that reminded me more of the kid who’d patrolled the Trojans defensive 

backfield. I lost more ground. 

“Dammit,” I said, as I hoofed it across the street. 

Honk! 

My heart jumped into my throat as I jerked right and saw a dump truck ten feet from me. The 

driver locked his brakes, sending the smoky smell of burning rubber into the air. Throwing up 

my arms, I braced for impact. The truck skidded off the concrete and slammed into my arms on 

its final sputtering lunge. The force launched me backward, but I somehow landed on my feet.  

“Mother fucker, what you doing in the street? I could have killed your ass,” a man with about 

three teeth and a face covered with pockmarks yelled from his open window, raising a fist to the 

sky. 

I forced out a breath, the stench from the truck’s exhaust mixing with the burning rubber 

pinching my nostrils. Moving my arms to make sure nothing was broken, I felt another twinge in 

my shoulder. No time to deal with my medical issues. I yelled out, “Sorry!” for the second time 

in the last minute and took off down Latimer.  

I was two-for-two in near misses….or zero-for-two, depending on the perspective. 

Leaping onto the curb, I came up quickly on two old guys plodding along, both wearing ratty 

baseball caps. Moving faster than I thought possible, they peeled apart and let me race through. 

They didn’t say a word, but my eyes caught matching scowls shooting darts at me. 

I wasn’t making friends in the old hood. 

Just ahead, I spotted Metrick darting across Latimer, hooking a left onto a side street, his 

breakneck pace a couple of notches slower. I had a chance. Buoyed by the renewed opportunity 

to catch the son of a bitch who’d tried to run me over, I picked up my speed, although the more I 



 

pumped my arms, the more it felt like my shoulder wasn’t completely attached. 

I scooted across Latimer, my head on a swivel this time. When my boot touched the 

sidewalk, I regained my stride in no time. Fifty yards of a full-on sprint, and I turned left on 

Tanner.  

He had disappeared. “Shit!” I yelled at myself as I slowed to a jog. Lined with homes on both 

sides, the street was void of people and pets alike. Shifting my eyes to the end of the street, I 

didn’t think he’d had enough time to make it that far, which meant he had ducked into one of the 

homes or escaped by running in between them. 

Downshifting to a brisk walk, I listened for any signs of a person.  

A dog yelped just to my left. Out of the corner of my eye, I saw the canine midair as the leash 

around his neck went taut, the other end tied to a tree. When his paws hit the grass, I noticed he 

was a mastiff. He continued lunging at me, barking up a storm, spit flying out of his mouth, 

jagged teeth ready to take a chunk out of my ass. 

Thankfully, the four-legged killing machine wouldn’t get the chance. Shoving my heart back 

into my chest, I jogged away, my eyes still searching for Metrick. At this stage, I would take 

anything human, with hope they’d seen Metrick.  

Just then, a car started from a driveway five houses down on the right. I took off in a full 

sprint as the car backed out onto Tanner. Closing quickly, I eyed the white reverse lights of the 

ten-year-old, rust-colored Chevy Impala. Just as the car shifted into drive, I slammed my hands 

on the trunk, and the car jerked to a stop. 

Taking a quick peek through the back window, I only saw one head, on the driver’s side.  

I pulled around to the side. “Hi there. Have you seen—” 

“Back off, asshole. This can of mace can knock a can of beer off a fence post from forty feet 

away. Once that maims you, I’ll pull my .45 out of my purse and put a bullet between your eyes. 

You hear me?” 

Lifting my hands, I backed up two steps. “Ma’am, I’m a licensed private investigator 

searching for a person wanted for attempted manslaughter.” I created the charges, but if the cops 

had been involved, that’s what Metrick would have been facing. And he still might, if I could 

catch the big weasel. 

“Let me see your license.” 

I touched my chest and quickly recalled I’d left my leather jacket back at Willie’s. 

“Damn, I left my license, money, everything back in my jacket at Willie’s Barber. You know, 

down there off MLK?” 

The fifty-something woman with a cropped haircut lowered her chin while raising her 

eyebrow. She’d perfected the female scowl. I had nowhere to hide. 

“Don’t use the Lord’s name in vain around me. That’s just for starters,” she said, now 

wagging a finger at me. 

I hadn’t, but I wasn’t going to argue the point. “Oh, sorry about that. I’m just all wound up 

since I started the chase back at Willie’s.” 



 

She looked me over. I had a few scrapes on my forearms, my clothes were disheveled. 

“Ma’am, I’m telling you the truth. Feel free to call Willie, or better yet, call the assistant 

district attorney for Dallas County, Henry Cho, and he’ll vouch for me.” 

“Hmm. What’s your name?” 

“Booker. Booker Adams.” I felt like I was being interrogated by a Marine drill sergeant. I 

lifted my eyes for a moment, scanning the area for anything moving. 

“Wait, are you Vera’s boy?” 

Was that something in the bushes? 

“What? Yes, my momma is Vera.” 

“Oh, we go way back. Worked together in the cafeteria over at your namesake’s high school, 

Booker T. Washington.” 

Wasn’t my namesake, but again, I didn’t want to debate it. I just wanted help in finding 

Metrick without losing my vision. 

“Cool, I’ll tell Momma you said hi.” 

“Oh, I’m Lucinda,” she said, extending her hand out of her window. I shook it while peering 

into the overgrown landscaping in Lucinda’s yard. 

“I remember some stories about you. She used to brag about you all the time. One proud 

momma. She back in town?” 

“Uh, yeah…I mean, yes, ma’am, I believe she’s still in town.” 

She started cackling. “I remember when she brought you up to the school on your birthday. 

Think you were thirteen, fourteen maybe, and she had Norah Jones serenade you. I’ll never 

forget—” 

“Lucinda, the man I’m chasing. He could be dangerous. Have you seen anyone at all in the 

last few minutes as you came out to get into your car?” 

“Dangerous?” Her head cocked back, then turned and looked toward her house. “I thought 

you were just shitting me. I don’t need that kind of stress in my life. Booker, are you going to 

catch this man?” 

“I’m doing my best. I was just hoping you or someone had seen him run down your street.” 

“I haven’t seen no one. You just go on and do your thing. Catch that nasty man. I gotta run to 

the store. Just make sure it’s all cleaned up before I get back. Okay, son?” 

Squinting my eyes, I could have sworn leaves in the bush on the right side of Lucinda’s front 

yard moved.  

Without taking my eyes off the hedge, I said, “Do you have any pets, Lucinda?” 

“I got the cutest little cat. My friend for the last eleven years. Tigger is his name. As you 

might have expected, he’s an orange tabby. Needs to lose a little weight, though. He’s got a 

hearty—” 

“Indoor or outdoor?” 

“What? I’m not following you.” 

If I could have produced lasers with my eyes, the shrubbery would have turned into charred 



 

sticks.  

“Is Tigger an indoor cat or outdoor cat?” I could see her head turn toward her house out of 

the corner of my eye. 

“Indoor, of course. Tigger is afraid of his own shadow. Plus he doesn’t have his front claws.” 

“Thanks, Lucinda.” 

She punched the gas just as someone darted out from behind the bushes and raced toward the 

chain-link fence in Lucinda’s backyard. 

“Metrick, stop!” I yelled out, but he was already in full stride. 

Lucinda slammed on the brake, which only impeded my progress. I smacked the roof of the 

Impala, then scooted around the back end. 

My shoes hit the gravel driveway in a run, just as Metrick jumped up and over the three-foot 

fence. He looked mighty agile for a guy with stage 3 cancer. 

I followed suit, leaping over the fence just as he turned to look. I cleared it as he shuffled his 

feet to prepare himself to hurdle the fence at the back of the yard.  

“Metrick!”  

I might as well have been a tree, or an unknown cop in uniform. His face was blank, and he 

ignored me again. The guy must have completely duped me the other day. Who knew if any of 

the crap he spewed was close to the truth? 

Metrick jumped over the back fence, but his fat rear end caught a sharp piece of metal, 

ripping his jeans, exposing his right cheek. He let out a high-pitched shriek. I thought I saw a line 

of oozing blood just as he smacked his ass. In a crouch on the other side of the fence, he took a 

quick look at his hand, then darted out of his stance, although his energy seemed to have been cut 

in half. 

He rounded the neighbor’s house to the front just as I stuck my boot on top of the fence and 

landed without breaking much of my stride. I dodged a stack of empty planters, tore through a 

set of towels drying on a clothesline, and hit the front side of the driveway. My shoes skidded 

across loose gravel, which then turned into grass, causing me to lose my balance. Leaning a hand 

down, I righted myself, then came to a halt. 

Where was Metrick? 

No signs of life looking north on Atlanta. Looking over my shoulder to the south, I saw a 

man a half-block down, raking a few leaves in his yard. I jogged in that direction and yelled out, 

“Sir,” then noticed from a distance he was wearing headphones.  

Given Metrick’s reduced rate of speed and new injury, he wouldn’t have made it that far. No 

way. He had to be hiding somewhere within the five or six lots around me. He was probably 

watching me right now. 

Damn, I wished I was carrying my Sig; if for no other reason, it might scare him into giving 

up. In the back of my mind, I could hear a voice asking me why my former teammate would 

bother to give me so much detail about his life, about the harassment he’d received from 

Donley—his false imprisonment—if it was all just another Metrick lie. Why weave such an 



 

intricate fabrication, then try to kill me hours later in the parking lot? And in such an inefficient 

manner. Guilt was the only word that came to mind. It was hard to imagine Metrick having the 

necessary skills to pull off a series of planned murders, let alone setting up Donley’s death as a 

suicide. Motivation was one thing—and depending on which story was the truth, he might have 

had the motivation, on Donley, maybe others, depending on how the victims might be connected. 

Pulling off a string of murders like what we’d seen couldn’t be accomplished through sheer luck. 

But my gut told me he’d somehow been sucked into this sick twister. How killing me fit into the 

puzzle, I couldn’t understand. Not yet. 

Too many questions to resolve. I first had to apprehend the man, then figure out a way to get 

him to tell me the truth—if that was even possible at this stage of his life. 

Leaves shuffled just under a yaupon holly, and I scooted a few steps to my left, my weight 

low and arms spread, readying for a bull rush. Just then a small pooch darted out of the foliage, 

cutting over to the neighbor’s yard. Suddenly, a Doberman leaped from a raised porch behind me 

and chased after what looked like a Chihuahua. The smaller dog dove into a mass of leaves and 

bushes one house down, the Doberman’s loping strides bringing his salivating jowls dangerously 

close to the smaller dog. 

I ran after them, hoping I could kick the Doberman away and save the smaller dog from 

being lunch. I couldn’t see anything. I searched for a large stick, but then heard a yelp. Turning 

over my shoulder, Metrick darted out of the hedge, the Doberman hot on his tracks. 

“Get this fucking dog away from me,” he yelled, running across the yard faster than he had 

since he’d bolted from Willie’s, his torn jeans flapping just a couple of feet from the dog’s 

incisors. 

Out of the corner of my eye, I saw a black van hauling ass down the road. Metrick had all of 

his attention on the dog, swatting and kicking at it as he twisted his body around, trying to run 

and fend it off. 

“Metrick, look out!” 

I ran toward Metrick, the dog, and the road. “Metrick!” 

He didn’t hear me until it was too late. 

I shuddered as Metrick popped off the van’s metal grill, sending him airborne. His body 

rolled to a stop just a few feet in front of me.  

“What the fuck was that asshole looking at?” the driver yelled, jumping out of the van. 

I rested two fingers on the side of Metrick’s neck, then looked up and shook my head. 

The driver, a boyish-looking guy around twenty, wearing a hoody and baggy jeans, leaned on 

his knees. “Holy shit, I killed a man.” 
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Even through a window and shades, I could still sense his severe pain—and it had nothing to do 

with all the tubes invading his body 

“Look at that expression on his face,” I said to Henry, standing next to me in the corridor in 

the ICU unit at Parkland Hospital. 

“He looks like crap. But that’s to be expected, isn’t it?” Henry shifted his eyes toward me, 

then we both watched a petite nurse walk around Metrick’s bed and check the drip on his IV bag. 

It turns out my two-finger pulse check wasn’t very reliable. Metrick was still alive when the 

paramedics had arrived, but only by the thinnest of margins.  

Using his title and a few scare tactics—acknowledging Metrick might be connected to a 

string of Dallas murders—Henry had been able to secure a few details about his condition. 

Severe concussion, multiple fractures along his left side, including his humerus, scapula, and 

clavicle, internal bleeding found around his lungs, lacerated spleen, and other cuts and abrasions. 

At this stage, it was still touch-and-go as to whether he would live. The internal bleeding was the 

doctors’ main concern, from what Henry was able to pull from them. 

“Maybe it’s because I talked to him a few days ago and saw a guy who was troubled, to say 

the least. Not sure how much was the truth, but he’d been dealt a pretty shitty hand of cards, 

most of which he was to blame for. Or maybe because I saw his blank stare when I was chasing 

him down earlier…but Metrick seems haunted.” 

Henry arched a doubting eyebrow. “As in possessed or something?” 

“What? I don’t go there, especially if it’s not something I can fathom.” 

“I guess I’m thinking about last night. Cindy has me reading this latest Ania Ahlborn novel, 

Within These Walls. Honestly, I’ve started to have nightmares.” 

I wanted to ask if he was referring to Cindy or the book, but I somehow refrained. 

“Torment. That’s the word I’m looking for. As I look at his face now, he seems stressed. 

Tormented,” I said. 

“How many in a generation can we lose, Booker?” Henry said, more philosophical than 

usual. 

“He’s been doing drugs since he was twelve or thirteen. And I know he was dealing even 

before they caught him just before our junior year. And ever since then, apparently he’s been in 

and out of prison, still running with the wrong crowd. Never learned his lesson, and society 

didn’t help him much. It’s sad really.” 

“This coming from a guy who was almost killed by him,” Henry said. 

“True. He’s also a former teammate, so we used to have each other’s back. I guess that 

loyalty ended when he was expelled from school.” A quick image of Metrick’s face through the 



 

rain-drenched window of the boat-sized sedan that clipped my boot shot through my mind. I 

couldn’t help but wonder who had been driving. 

“Damn, I hope he survives,” I said. 

“You said he had stage 3 cancer. Frankly, it might be easier on him if he never wakes up.” 

‘Who’s to say if he was bullshitting me? He’s an addict. And addicts would sell their mothers 

to the devil if it meant they were that much closer to their drug of choice.” 

Propping his elbow on his crossed arm, Henry rubbed along the side of his mouth, as if he 

had a goatee. He looked like he was barely able to grow peach fuzz. Meanwhile, if I didn’t shave 

every day, I looked like a guy who slept behind dumpsters. 

“Something keeps bugging me about Metrick—all the stories he told about Donley, and yes, 

his trying to run me over.” 

“Just one thing?” 

“You’re right, many things. I don’t see how killing me has anything to do with his life, the 

stories he told me, or any of the murder vics. I’ve never met the victims before.” 

“Need more research. Can we get Alisa to dig through Metrick’s record? Something might 

turn up,” Henry said. 

“Just send them over. She’ll work all night if she has to.” 

“Since I can’t trust anyone at the office, I need to run by and sift through our online filing 

system and locate Metrick’s files,” he said, taking out his phone, likely checking for messages. 

I held up a hand. “Who was driving the car that almost hit me?” 

“No clue. I wasn’t there, remember.” 

“I know that. But Metrick wasn’t driving. I don’t know…for some reason I get this feeling he 

was along for the ride. That’s why I need to talk to him.” 

“Even if he wakes up, he may not want to rat out anyone.” 

I forced out a breath. “That’s fucked up, but that’s also my fear. I know how people like 

Metrick think, at least to a degree.” 

Henry pocketed his phone, rested his arms on the metal windowsill covered with a coating of 

dust. “Right now, Metrick is our best lead, our only true lead.” 

“I wonder if there’s any way he crossed paths with Paco.” I could feel my pulse picking up 

its pace. 

Henry’s head dropped for a moment, and as he raised back up, his lips pressed together. “I 

can’t fucking believe it. Paco. Why the hell would he be a target of anyone? Just doesn’t make 

sense.” 

“I’ve been beating myself up the last day, asking myself the same question, plus about thirty 

more.” I thought about the place where I last saw my buddy, the rundown church, its gray, 

battered façade a fitting view, given its isolation from the rest of the bustling city. The inside had 

been a haven for addicts, possibly gang rituals, based on all the graffiti covering the walls.  

I sucked in a pocket of air as I saw Alisa talking to a guard posted at the end of the hallway.  

Henry gestured, and a few seconds later, she sidled up next to me, ensuring our hips touched.  



 

“Metrick still hanging on?” Alisa asked, her eyes peeled to the window. 

“Barely. He’s messed up. If the internal bleeding doesn’t get better, he may have to go into 

surgery. Then it could all be over.” 

“You okay?” She touched a couple of cuts on my forearm. I shifted my arm away. 

“Fine.” 

“I picked up your coat from Willie’s. He said something about wanting to be introduced to 

your mother.” A bewildered look washed over her face. 

I just shook my head. “I need to pay Willie another visit. Maybe after all this crap is behind 

us.” 

Henry flicked his hand off my shoulder. “Hey, you never told me how it went telling Paco’s 

family?” he said, his voice a half-octave lower. 

“Eh,” was all I could muster, a lump forming in my throat. 

“That bad?” 

“Reyna just collapsed into my arms. She asked me how I could let it happen.” My voice 

cracked as I looked up at the tiles in the ceiling. 

“I can’t imagine,” Alisa said, a tear bubbling in her eye. 

“Their daughters, Lalia and Esperanza, both walked in just as their mother was breaking 

down. A lot of tears were shed, and not all by them.” 

“I’m sure Paco would have wanted you to be the one to deliver the message, Booker, as hard 

as it was.” 

“It was the worst.”  

Alisa rubbed my shoulder, and I winced, but out of her sight line. 

A nurse walked by, and Henry turned away and asked for an update. Alisa and I peeked 

through the shades into Metrick’s room. I could faintly hear the beeping machines and ventilator 

inflating his lungs. Nothing else moved, his eyes were closed. But that pained expression 

remained. I wondered how much he was suffering inside, hidden from the rest of us. 

We turned back around as Henry joined us, shaking his head. “Not much has changed. 

Getting through the next twenty-four hours is critical.” 

Alisa touched my shoulder again, gingerly this time. 

“You hurt your shoulder…again,” she  said, looking up at me. 

“You noticed?” 

“What do you think?” 

“It’s still attached,” I deadpanned, looking into her amber eyes. They were warm yet inviting, 

like a crackling fire on a cool fall night. 

Just beyond Alisa’s bed of curls, I spotted a flyer on the wall. The red and white lettering 

spoke about an upcoming blood donor charity event.  

“Guys,” I said, glancing at Henry then back at Alisa. 

“I know, I’m still one of the guys. At least professionally speaking,” she said. 

I nodded with a slight smirk. 



 

“Ever since I talked to Paco’s family, I’ve been in a bit of a daze. And—” 

“I can see why. I can’t imagine something as emotional,” Alisa said. 

“Don’t beat yourself up,” Henry added. “We’re all human, even you, Booker.” 

“But Reyna gave me some feedback that could help us. Paco told her that a woman called 

him to set up this haunted house gig. Apparently it was to benefit a charity that meant a lot to 

Paco. Reyna said it had something to do with helping victims of violent crimes. She thinks Paco 

called it AKA. I’ve never heard of it.” 

Alisa pulled out her cell phone and started tapping tiny letters. “This is big. I’ll start looking 

into it right away.” 

“Henry, we need access to Paco’s cell phone. And we might need a warrant for his cell phone 

company, but I know that could take a while.” 

“I’ll add it to the list of files I need to get you and Alisa on Metrick here.” 

“Looking for any connection to each other. Or just anything that smells funny,” I said. 

Another thought entered my mind. “Not sure there’s much we can do here until Metrick is 

conscious.” 

“If he pulls through,” Henry added. 

I guided the group over to the bank of elevators. A few nurses gathered around a TV off to 

our right. Catching a free elevator at Parkland was almost as easy as catching a DART train off 

Mockingbird at seven a.m.—you either had to be lucky, quick, or overly aggressive. Being in a 

hospital, I had to rely on the first two, although it was still a waiting game. Alisa gravitated 

toward a TV program that appeared rigid and official looking. 

“You heard anything more from Ligon?” I asked Henry. 

“Not yet.” 

“Me either. It’s good to have him out of our hair.” 

“For now, yes.” 

“I know it’s only a matter of time.” I let out an exasperated breath, thinking through the 

string of killings. “As much as I was convincing myself Metrick couldn’t have murdered three 

cops and a judge, part of me hopes it is him. We’d be damn lucky if it was.” 

“All the homicides except for Kim, of course,” Henry said, his face a bit more tense. 

“Right, I don’t see how Metrick could have weaseled his way into her life or lifestyle.” 

A couple of women in scrubs moved up next to us, prompting Henry and me to shift a few 

feet closer to Alisa, whose eyes were glued to the flat screen. 

“By the way, I took myself off Kim’s homicide case. As much as I wanted to be the one who 

nailed the asshole who killed her, I’d be putting the conviction in jeopardy. The defense would 

dig up dirt and say I was biased against their client, based upon my past relationship with the 

victim. They’d be right, at least partially.” 

“I know you, Henry, and you would never falsely convict a person for a crime he didn’t 

commit.” 

He nodded. “But you know how the justice system works. Once it’s game-on, they throw 



 

everything that’s not nailed to the floor at you. Kind of like politics.” 

“Ain’t that the truth.” I scratched my goatee. “Didn’t you say that your parents thought you 

were destined to be the head honcho, our DA? And the only way that happens is if you run for 

office, you political animal.” 

He released a light chuckle. “Not sure if I have that in my blood. Holding fund-raiser dinners, 

making promises to people I might never see, that’s not who I really am. But I do know I can 

lead the office. I practically do it right now, with Newsome out there campaigning for mayor the 

last six months straight.” 

A light fist tapped my shoulder—my good one. “You won’t believe this shit,” Alisa said, who 

instantly brought her hand to her mouth, as a few heads turned her way.  

I rested my hand on her shoulder, unsure if I was ready for another dose of bad news. 

“Everything okay? You didn’t hear from Bolt or Samantha, did you?” 

She waved a hand and shook her head in tandem. “Nothing like that. But the news does have 

a great impact on our lives.” Her arm formed a circle, including Henry and me in it. 

“Crap. What now?” Henry asked. 

Alisa leaned into the middle of our circle. “Kevin Chambers, the mayor pro tem, who’s—”  

“Right, running against Newsome for the top office. It’s a dead heat from what I’ve read,” 

Henry said. 

Alisa took in a breath, her way of biding time so she wouldn’t rip into Henry for interrupting 

her thought. 

I gave her a supportive wink. 

“Anyway, I was just watching a live news conference over there on the TV. Chambers just 

stepped down from the race.” 

Henry shook his head, but I spoke up first. 

“Why?” 

“He cited health reasons, but I heard the girls talking at the nurse’s station—hell, there’s 

more gossip over there than at Justin’s bar.” 

I gave her a keep-it-coming signal, waving my arm. 

“They say that Chambers might have cut a deal with the Feds. He’s been caught getting 

kickbacks on city contracts. And part of the deal was that he drop out of the race.” 

“Damn, who needs inside sources in the DA’s office when you can walk right up to a nurse’s 

station at Parkland?” I said, eyeing Henry. “Looks like your boss might be the big dog of Dallas. 

And there might be a vacancy just above you.” 

“That’s actually not the biggest news,” Alisa interjected. 

Henry did a double take. “What could be bigger, at least on that topic?” 

She glanced over her shoulder, and I followed her eyes. One of the uniforms assigned to play 

gatekeeper down Metrick’s hallway gestured with his hands as he spoke to another officer. 

“Spill it, girl,” I said to my partner. 

“Chambers endorsed Police Chief Scott Ligon to run in his place for mayor. In fact, Ligon 



 

was standing right next to him at the news conference, and he said a few words. Like a player 

coming off the bench in the fourth quarter to win the game.” 

Henry and I just stared at each other as my mind swirled with what this meant for our little 

group with enormous pressure and expectations. Could our role as special investigators have had 

anything to do with what we’d just heard? I couldn’t see how. 

“If Chambers is dirty, won’t his endorsement hurt Ligon?” Henry said, his brow furrowed. 

“The election is in two days. If no media outlet has reported it yet, Ligon is probably clear of 

that collateral damage. Two days, that’s all he’s got to last.” 

“Is this even legal, given the election laws in Dallas County?” Henry’s hand jabbed home the 

point, as if he were standing before a jury of his peers. 

“According to the talking heads on TV, yes. Some political wiz from SMU said there’s a little 

known statute that says if a candidate resigns due to severe health reasons, he can be replaced by 

a candidate of his choosing.” 

“Haven’t you heard the stories of when a senator dies, his next of kin can take the office? It’s 

happened in our country. This situation with Chambers is somewhat similar,” I said. 

“I’d believe it if it wasn’t so fucking crazy,” Henry said, jamming his fingers into his mound 

of thick brown hair, as he shuffled left and right. 

The elevator dinged behind us. We jammed our bodies into a tight space and began the 

descent down to the underground garage, allowing the three of us to individually let this latest 

news about Ligon’s run for the mayoral office marinate a bit. Along with three other hospital 

employees, we got off at the lowest floor. We let them disperse into the sea of cars and tire 

squeals. 

“Oh, man.” Henry rubbed his face. The three-minute ride downward looked like it had aged 

him ten years. “I don’t know what to think. I can’t think. Too much shit. Too much drama. Too 

much crime….against our friends.” 

He gave a tired glance to Alisa. “I’ll try to get those files to you within the hour.”  

“And Paco’s phone?” 

“Right, if not the phone, the contact list and calls from his phone.” 

Despite what we’d just heard about Ligon, or maybe because of it, I couldn’t keep the 

information away from Henry any longer, and I asked him to hold up a moment. Alisa was at my 

side, a question on her face. 

“You have that look,” Henry said, his phone now at his side.  

The knot deep in my gut that felt more like a twisted hairball had begun its ascension, like it 

usually did on this topic. 

“What do I need to know, Booker?” 

“Ever heard of a guy named Vincent Sciafini?” 

Henry’s eyes narrowed as he eyed a Mercedes driving around the bend and up the ramp. 

“Maybe, but I can’t place it. For some reason, my mind goes to Joe Campisi.” 

My lips formed a straight line, recalling the historical significance Campisi played in the JFK 



 

assassination and related conspiracy theories over the last fifty years, and how his infamous 

Dallas restaurant was sucked into my last saga a few months ago that involved a crazy sniper. 

“I’m surprised Cindy didn’t mention him.” 

“Uncle Vince?” Henry snapped his fingers and pointed at my gut. 

“I guess. She told me a while back she’d only met him once when she was a kid. Not sure 

he’s the kind of relative your parents brag about. Then again, they may have no idea.” 

His eyes turned serious. “Tell me more.” 

I blinked a couple of times. “He’s based in Chicago, but his tentacles reach Dallas.” 

“Tentacles. Not the kind of term used for someone recognized by the Better Business 

Bureau.” 

“The businesses he runs don’t really follow SOXA compliance.” 

“He’s one of them? What’s the connection?” 

“Chicago crime boss is the title I’ve given him. But you could just as easily describe him any 

number of ways that involve crime, murderer being at the top of the list.” 

Henry took a step back, running his fingers through his hair. “Jesus, Booker, you trying to 

give me an early heart attack?” 

That hairball creeped to the back of my throat. “In the last year, I’ve interacted with Sciafini 

on several occasions, most of which were not by my choice.” 

Henry’s brown eyes nearly squinted shut, as his chest inflated. “You’re connected to the 

mob? Now I’ve heard everything. Tell me there’s more to this story. Tell me it’s gray, at least.” 

“Much more. By the way, gray is the new black,” I said with a strong dose of sarcasm. “First 

off, you should know that I’ve tried to keep everyone close to me from hearing any of this, just to 

protect them, and in your case, your career.” 

“Thanks. I think.” He leaned forward, ready to hear more apparently. 

I took in a full breath. “It all started with my first case.” 

Henry snapped his fingers couple of times. “Wait, didn’t that have to do with Justin’s sister? 

She was duped out of a bunch of cash.” 

“That’s where it started, yes.” 

“And then, if I recall, correctly, you figured out that David Bradley and his little buddy Dax 

were behind the scam. I guess I didn’t pay that much attention because it all seemed to work out. 

And what’s really interesting is that Justin and David are business partners in the food truck 

business.” 

“Sciafini owns David, essentially.” 

“David’s one of the best chefs in the city. I know he made some bad decisions on the 

financial scheme, but now that I think of it, I don’t recall him being charged.” 

“Deals were made, Henry.” 

A slow nod of his head. 

“Initially, it helped me get information on that scumbag dirty cop, Sims. But it got deeper 

after that.” 



 

“How deep?” 

I could feel my neck stiffen. “Deep enough that when Sciafini’s daughter was kidnapped, he 

flew me up to Chicago to find her.” 

“You? In Chicago?” 

“Well, I worked with two local PIs—former cops—Jack Daniels and her slightly twisted 

partner, Harry.” 

His eyes searched the concrete as Alisa curled her hand around my arm.  

“Henry, this isn’t easy to admit. I know you think I’m above all the trash, but at times, I’ve 

been forced to swim in sewage plant water.” 

He tried to smile. “Dude, you don’t owe me a thing. We were a team back in college, and 

look at us now—we’re still a team. I know what you’re all about.” He reached over and gave me 

a pat on the shoulder. “Why are you telling me all of this now?” 

“Sciafini is in town. I met with him, questioned why he was in Dallas.” 

“Why do you care?” 

“Because he hates cops, and he’s bribed every official this side of the Mississippi River. He’s 

scum.” 

“You think he could have something to do with these murders?” Henry’s voice pitched 

higher. 

“It’s possible. No proof, but with him, there hardly ever is.” 

Pop, pop! 

We all instantly dropped to the ground. 

“Holy shit! Where the hell did the shots come from?” Henry yelled. 

Ignoring his question, I shifted Alisa behind my back and motioned Henry to move behind a 

stone column. I scanned the garage, searching for a gunman, wondering if the killer had 

somehow gotten wind that we were closing in on him.  

But how was that possible when we didn’t think we were close to finding the killer? Unless 

Metrick was the killer…or somehow associated with the killer. Maybe this shooter was the one 

driving the car that almost ran me over. It still seemed so reckless, whereas a sniper shooting 

tended to be methodically planned. He must have known we were looking in on Metrick, knew 

what cars we drove, and possibly had followed one of us to this part of the garage. 

I reached around and touched Alisa’s arm. 

“What are you doing?” she asked with her typical sass.  

“Just checking to make sure you’re still there. Keep your head down and crawl over there 

next to Henry.” 

“Where are you going?” she asked incredulously. 

“Just go.” 

I reached for my shoulder holster. Nothing but my cotton shirt. Dammit. I couldn’t stop my 

impulse, my brain somehow knowing I needed my Sig Sauer. But it was tucked away in the safe 

at home. 



 

My eyes never blinked as I tried to narrow down the area where the shots had come from. I 

moved left off the raised sidewalk near the elevators and huddled behind an SUV with clear 

windows—strange not to find every car window tinted in Texas. Peeking through the glass, I did 

another wide scan of the garage, still questioning the origination of the shots. While I could 

detect distant sounds of a horn honking and the squeak of tires, the area around us was silent and 

still.  

Targeting a minivan about thirty feet away, I didn’t contemplate the possible absurdity of 

moving toward a man with a rifle while I carried no weapon. But I’d be damned if we were 

going to just sit here like ducks in a pond and wait to get our heads blown off. And if this fucker 

had anything to do with Paco’s death, I had to get eyes on him, his car. Ideally, I’d get the chance 

to take him down 

With what, Booker? Your charm? 

I shoved that annoying thought aside and made a beeline toward the red minivan, my frame 

no higher than three feet off the ground. A step before I reached the van, my frickin’ boot 

stumbled over the parking curb, and all my weight slammed into the metal door, denting it. It felt 

like a foot-long, serrated blade had jabbed my shoulder and was twisting and tearing at muscle 

and tendons. 

Gritting my teeth, I pulled my eyes just above the window. Nothing. Had the killer left the 

scene on foot? He could be just waiting for me to show myself so he could kill me with one shot 

to the head. I turned and faced the elevators for a moment, my free hands trying to hold my 

injured shoulder in place as sweat trickled down my sideburns. I spotted Henry and Alisa both 

leaning around the column, flailing their hands, yelling something in a whisper. I couldn’t detect 

what they were saying, but they were unnecessarily risking their lives. I swatted at them. “Get 

back,” I said in a loud whisper.  

Just then I heard an engine purring, the sound growing louder by the second. A four-banger, 

possibly a high-end sports car, was driving down our aisle.  

I tensed up, wondering if the killer had the balls to attempt to kill us in some type of drive-by 

shooting—something a gangbanger might try to pull off. One who had a lot of money. This was 

Metrick’s world…drug dealing and all the violence that fed off that infestation.  

Was there any way all of this killing and attempted murder could be tied to a gang war, or 

maybe a battle over a drug-dealing operation?  

Didn’t have time to contemplate the angles. The engine revved a couple of times, and I could 

feel my chest reverberate. The car must be a stick shift, and it was close. I knew I couldn’t stop a 

bullet, let alone two tons of metal, but I had to get a visual of the person behind the wheel and of 

the car itself, preferably the license plate. 

On pure instinct, I dropped to the ground and rolled under a nearby pickup—the last car on 

the aisle. It was bright red. I even caught a waft of that new car smell from down below. Shifting 

my eyes, I watched the sports car approach and slow down. Wide tires, two doors, black with 

silver accents. The driver gunned the engine twice more. I could feel my heart pounding my 



 

chest. I glanced toward the column where Alisa and Henry were hiding. No sign of them, which 

was good.  

Only able to see about two feet off the ground, I kept my eyes peeled to the driver’s door. If it 

opened, it probably meant he’d spotted me and would lean down and stick a rifle down my 

throat. Seconds ticked by, but it seemed like minutes. Was he purposely making me sweat it out? 

I couldn’t predict his next move. Thus far, he’d been unpredictable.  

Just then, tires screamed off the concrete, as smoke and fumes infiltrated my lungs. The car 

fishtailed for a moment, then shot out of its stance. I quickly rolled out from under the truck and 

lunged upward as the car—an Audi of some kind—propelled up the ramp. The guy in the 

driver’s seat had on blue scrubs, his elbow casually leaning on the open window. I ran to my 

right to try to catch a glimpse of his plates. 

LUV-YUR$ 

“What the—?” 

“Fuck,” Alisa said from just behind me.  

“It was just a doctor. Doubt he was the sniper,” Henry said. “But we didn’t dream that, did 

we? We all heard the shots, right?” 

Fed up with gunshots, visions of my buddy lying in a pool of his own blood, and chasing 

down an ex-teammate who’d tried to kill me, I took a quick glance at Henry and Alisa. “Stay 

here.” My jaw muscles rippled as I snorted out a breath. I began jogging down the aisle, tightly 

packed cars on both sides, searching for anyone inside a car or hiding behind it. Was I just 

begging for the gunman to put a hole through my neck? Possibly, but I’d wasted enough time 

dicking with this asshole. I had to know now if he was the killer or just some prankster getting 

his jollies by making us dance. As I made my way farther down the aisle, I could envision some 

punk-ass kid giggling behind a set of braces, his pizza face pressed against his dad’s hunting rifle 

that he’d borrowed just to “have some fun.” 

Punk-ass kid. 

My pace picked up, propelled by a fury building inside, my body tense, prepared for a 

confrontation, almost wanting it. Anything to release the pressure and the anger I felt against the 

smarmy, spineless asshole who’d killed innocent people, including Paco.  

A clicking sound off to my right. 

My first thought was someone pulling the trigger of a gun with no ammunition. But maybe 

they were reloading. I hit the ground and rolled to the nearest car, then stopped myself. A quick 

scan of the area—no sign of shoes or legs. I could only hear my chest pumping out air. I held my 

breath, but after ten seconds my heart begged for oxygen, and I let it out slowly. 

A good half-minute clocked by and not a peep from anywhere. Now I questioned if my mind 

had imagined the noise—maybe it was just one of those unexplained sounds. I pushed up from 

the surface, glanced around, then walked toward the end of the aisle. 

Click, click, click, click. 

Flipping to my right, I slammed my hands to the trunk of a rusted compact car. I heard a 



 

shriek. Peering through the back window, I could see a woman sitting in the driver’s seat, both 

hands in the air. 

I circled to her side and pointed to her closed window. She mouthed something back to me. I 

shrugged my shoulders then jabbed my finger at the window. She leaned to her left and slowly 

cranked the window lower.  

“It’s that old?” I asked, taking a look inside. 

“Just turned twenty last week,” the woman said, her dyed-blond hair sweeping across her 

face. She wore pink scrubs and looked to be in her sixties.  

“You can lower your arms. I’m not going to hurt you. I’m a private investigator.” I removed 

my badge and brought it closer to her face. “Why are you just sitting in your car?” 

“If Miss Pearl could start, I wouldn’t be sitting, I’d be driving.” She began to pat the cracked 

dashboard, a black that had faded into a warped gray. “They always say to make sure your man is 

older than your car.” She held up a finger and released a quick chortle. “I’m ahead on that one, 

but just barely.” She giggled, rocking back in her seat. 

Altering my stance, I took another gander at her. Her giggle had given her away. It was Nurse 

Ratched; at least that was her nickname. I’d last seen her when I’d visited—rather, attempted to 

question—the perpetrator of my client, David Bradley. He was nothing more than a smug con 

artist when I first met him, but Nurse Ratched had put me in my place, although doing so with a 

fair amount of humor.  

“You haven’t seen anyone running around in the garage in the last several minutes, have 

you?” 

“I’ve had my head down saying prayers to the man above just to get Miss Pearl to start one 

more time. Even if I don’t go to church on Sundays, I’ve been able to add a few tears to my plea. 

It’s worked every time for the last three weeks. Until now.” 

I took another look around us. “Try starting it up one more time.” 

“Okay.” She patted the dashboard twice. “It’s time to show them what you got, Miss Pearl.” 

She turned the ignition, and all I heard was four or five rapid clicks. 

“Damn,” I said, feeling stupid. I’d been spooked by a car with a dead battery. I glanced down 

the aisle and saw Alisa and Henry walking in our direction. I waved them on. 

“Nurse…uh…” I was hoping she’d fill in the blank with something other than Ratched. But 

she didn’t take the hint. “When you tried starting your car a few minutes ago, did it backfire?” 

“Hell yes…excuse my French. Awfully obnoxious, I know.” 

I rubbed my hand across my face, then shook my head in disgust—at myself. I realized I 

couldn’t let my emotions run amuck like that. It would only impede our investigation and 

possibly get me killed. I was actually rather lucky that Miss Pearl had spit out the shots and 

not… 

“There goes the theory about Metrick’s sidekick,” I said as Alisa and Henry approached the 

broken-down car. 

“What theory?” Henry asked, throwing his coat over his shoulder. 



 

“Oh, I’ve been tossing it around in my head since we heard the first shots.” I tried to force 

out a chuckle. “Turns out, this,” I rapped my knuckles on the roof of the car, “is our sniper.” 

Nurse Ratched leaned out the door and fluttered her fingers. “It’s just little old me and Miss 

Pearl. She’s had better days, though.”  

I found my car, and Henry and I helped jumpstart Miss Pearl, as it were. 

“You’re good to go,” I said, bending down to the nurse’s height as she sat in the cloth seat. 

Pressing her teeth against her lips, she tugged at the gearshift, and it ground its way into 

drive. 

“Tell you what, my ex…anyway, a friend of mine has a cousin who owns a repair shop. I’ll 

call ahead and let them know you’re on your way. He’ll cut you a great deal to try to get a few 

extra miles out of Miss Pearl.” 

She tapped the top of my hand. “You’re a doll, Booker. Now look out, I’m going to drive this 

mother like it’s our last ride together.” Razor-thin tires squealed as she disappeared into the 

garage. 

Alisa walked up to me. “Does she know you?” 

“Long story. I’m not even sure she’s a real nurse.” 

“What are you talking about?” Henry said. “Of course she’s a nurse. She’s wearing the 

scrubs, she has that nurse hairstyle. Even her hands have that worn look.” 

“Another day, guy. Let’s get to work and find the person who murdered our friend.” 
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Dust sprayed in Alisa’s face as the overstuffed box slipped through her fingers and thumped the 

metal desk. 

“No harm, no foul,” she said, noticing a wayward curl dangling in front of her eyes. She 

forced out a gust of air to move it out of sight. “I think. Hmm.”  

Standing next to the twenty-year-old desk in the petite Booker & Associates office, she 

peeled open the corrugated box that had a faded blue and gold logo of Mrs. Baird’s bread on the 

side. She recalled the old headquarters building down off Mockingbird. It had long since been 

sold off to some conglomerate from Mexico. 

Bending the four edges back, a musty stench nearly made her gag. She took a quick step back 

and covered her nose, as if she were ready to dive into the deep end of a pool. 

“I’m diving into something,” she said. Blocking the air passages to her nose, she again 

approached the box and pulled a wrinkled section of old newspaper off the top. Her eyes were 

drawn to a story about the Unabomber. She could recall hearing stories about the reclusive nut-

job and, as years passed, his nickname being used in comedy sketches. Searching for the date on 

the paper, she turned it over and read a headline: FBI Charges 5 Mafia Bosses in NYC 

Then she spotted the date in the upper right-hand corner. 

“Almost thirty years ago exactly,” she stated, already officially in awe of Judge Fischer’s 

meticulous nature to save important facts about his work. 

Alisa had known that Bernice, with the help of her nephew, was going to drop off her late 

husband’s manuscript, a memoir that was supposedly about three-quarters complete. But this box 

had a lot more than a few pages of manuscript included. 

She then recalled Bernice’s comment about the manuscript. “Why that man would want to 

relive the job that essentially held him hostage for decades is beyond me. Sometimes I wonder if 

I’ll ever understand men. At least Little Ricky, that is.” 

When Alisa followed up by asking if she knew about any of the details in the manuscript, 

Bernice quipped, “Why in the world would I want to read about the same boring cases that I had 

to listen about for all those years? It’s only a reminder of how much more important his caseload 

was than me. Am I still bitter about us not getting to spend our retirement years traveling the 

world, experiencing a whole new life together? I guess so.” 

Just then, Alisa noticed a note written on the side of the box: You can have the whole box, 

Alisa. I didn’t want to pain myself. I’ve already sifted through enough old memories to break my 

heart five times over. 

Alisa touched her chest, knowing Bernice had made an imprint on her life. She wondered if it 

was simply a healthy dose of sympathy, or maybe she could envision a woman from that era 



 

steadfastly believing in her husband, waiting for his attention. Even decades.  

Damn, she was glad to be so self-reliant. She’d been swept right off her feet just once…and 

that ended in a marriage where her husband cheated on her within twenty-four hours of walking 

down the aisle. 

Lesson learned. Life changed. 

Then again, aside from Bernice’s mixed emotions in the advent of “Little Ricky’s” death, her 

dedication and affection were cute. No, they were to be admired in the current day of tossing 

away true love like it was available in the next grocery. 

A quick thought of Booker swept across her mind. She’d tried for the last few years to ignore 

her natural desires, not even allowing herself to admit her magnetism to the Dallas cop, Justin’s 

best friend. But working with the guy, watching him in action, had stirred her emotions far more 

than she had thought possible.  

Wasn’t that kind of crush reserved for silly teenage girls? Certainly not for independent 

women in their thirties. 

She’d allowed her mind to drift a few times, wondering how she and Booker might progress. 

Could their relationship evolve into something as meaningful as what Bernice and her husband 

experienced? Or would it always hover as a surface-level infatuation, on both sides? She knew 

he was smitten with her. In some respects, he didn’t seem like the same brash, tough-nosed PI. 

Once she’d cracked his shell, she’d seen a soft side made of that cushy stuff found inside a 

Twinkie. Well, when they’d shared a couple of passionate kisses while locked at the hips outside 

her apartment door, she knew he wasn’t a hundred-percent soft. His physique was enough to 

make any woman swoon, with bulges in all the right places. 

She fanned herself, letting a smile escape her lips. But were they right for each other? While 

he was a complete stud, most people would probably view her—at five years older than one of 

the most eligible bachelors in Dallas—as nothing more than a cougar. She felt her face, her skin 

not as pliable as it was just a couple of years earlier.  

Booker was more of a player, not a guy you’d settle down with, right? He’d be too tempted 

by every pretty skirt that walked by—his psychotic ex-girlfriend, Britney, was a perfect case 

study.  

She closed her eyes for second, bringing a hand to her forehead. She admitted that she longed 

for Booker. But dammit, that didn’t mean she couldn’t be proud of what she’d done with her life, 

her ability to stand on her own. She was an independent woman, regardless of whether she and 

Booker walked arm in arm around White Rock Lake, watching white caps on a brisk fall day.  

She should be confident of their relationship—even as hard as it was to put a label on it—and 

not worry about the next pretty face or snide remark from someone who viewed Alisa as an 

“older woman” throwing herself at the younger, buff gentleman.   

Thankfully, Booker respected her, and she thought it had a lot to do with how she approached 

her role in the PI firm. Her name wasn’t on the business cards just yet, but he’d grown to treat 

her as a partner, respecting the gray matter underneath her endless bed of uncontrollable curls. 



 

She took in a deep breath, and a familiar, wretched, moldy smell invaded her senses. 

“What do we have here?” she asked, lifting a glass frame from the box. She wiped a layer of 

dust off the front of a picture. “Looks like Judge Fischer from forty years ago.” With thumbs 

curled around suspenders, he stood proudly next to a silver-haired man holding a gavel. The 

signature written on top read: Judge Joseph Wapner – The People’s Court. 

Good to see Little Ricky not take himself so seriously all the time. She set the picture aside, 

making a mental note to show it to Bernice, hoping it might help take some of the edge off of her 

resentment. 

Alisa pulled out two baseballs, one with a bunch of signatures, countless fountain pens, two 

gavels, a nameplate… 

“Wait, Judge Fisher. They forgot the ‘c’ in his last name,” she said. Probably why it was in an 

old box. 

Her hands found a two-inch stack of papers bound by a thick rubber band. The title page 

read: Richard Fischer – One Judge’s Journey. 

She thumbed a few pages. All hand-typed, old red ink smattered across countless pages.  

She read the first three pages, then sifted through a few more and read another four pages. 

She repeated this exercise a couple of more times, her intrigue growing with each page she read. 

Taking a quick glance back at the title page, she saw a note scribbled at the top, this time in 

black ink: ver. 1. 

Curious to see if more information was shared in a future version, she stuck both hands in the 

box, finding more personal items, certificates, awards, even a discolored Dallas Cowboys 

pennant from the year they won their first Super Bowl in 1972. When she picked it up, it felt like 

it might disintegrate in her fingers. She laid it carefully off to the side. Even if Bernice said she 

didn’t care about all of these memorable items, one day she’d probably get a kick going through 

everything. 

“There we go,” Alisa said, lifting a different copy of One Judge’s Journey. She found the 

story that had abruptly ended in version 1 on page thirty-four, and then she started reading. Her 

mouth became parched, but she kept on, her heart clocking a bit faster with each paragraph. 

Two thumps startled her as Justin burst into the office, tapping his wrist. 

“Chop, chop, missy. Crowd’s churning downstairs. Everyone’s calling for their favorite 

waitress.” 

She’d already dropped her eyes back to the brown-tinted pages and pored through another 

three paragraphs. 

“Are you even breathing?” Justin asked. 

She raised her head, her mouth hanging open. “Huh? Sorry, I’m just—” 

“Customers are getting restless, Alisa.” 

She couldn’t stop herself. She had to keep reading. She flipped the page, jabbing her finger to 

the page. 

“Alisa?” 



 

A couple of more sentences. 

“Alisa, dammit. I got a business to run.” 

“Shut the fuck up, Justin,” she said, bouncing out of the chair, searching for her phone on the 

messy desk. “You might have bedlam on your hands, but I’m dealing with real shit right now. 

People are dying so fast we can’t keep up. Remember Paco?” 

Justin nodded and buried his hands in his jeans. 

“Reach out to a temp agency, pull someone off the street…whatever. But I’m calling 

Booker.” 

<><><> 

Glancing back over my shoulder to ensure the area was clear of cops and everyone else, I ducked 

under yellow police tape, pushed the door shut, and took three steps, using the flashlight on my 

phone to light up the vestibule of the old church.  

The vibe of the dilapidated structure felt different than before. Taking three steps forward, I 

could still see the graffiti sprawled on walls and even the ceiling. But it wasn’t screaming at me, 

not like before. A full moon outside cast an array of jagged shadows through broken glass. One 

shadow, on the wall next to me, was shaped like an enormous machete, with shark-like, serrated 

teeth. The angle of the shadow made it appear as if the ominous blade was in motion, ready to 

swipe down and chop off my arm.   

The church felt even more macabre than thirty-six hours earlier. A chill lingered in the still 

air. As I walked along the warped planks, creaks and tiny squeals sliced through eerie silence, as 

if lost souls were crying out, trying to share their hidden secrets. Edging into the sanctuary, pops 

and creaks echoed around me, even when I paused for a moment.  

This place is empty, right? 

I moved my left arm downward and felt the comfort of my leather holster, which held my Sig 

Sauer P226. I’d dropped by my condo after leaving the hospital. I didn’t want to take any 

chances. Now I wondered if I’d have to use the weapon. 

Shifting the angle of my flashlight around the sanctuary, my eyes tried to look past the rubble 

and piles of trash, searching for movement, human or otherwise. Undoubtedly, creatures of all 

types called this place home, or at least rented it on a temporary basis. Up in the corner, my 

flashlight swooped over an intricate spider web, and two creatures scurried across the silky 

substance the moment my light flashed on their abode.  

With no sign of people, I stepped over bags of trash and dodged boards with nails sticking 

straight up, exiting the sanctuary through a side door. It was darker in the hallway minus the 

moonlight. I paused for a moment, staring at the entry into the room where I’d last seen Paco.  

I swallowed back a dry patch, looked up and down the hall again, and then walked into the 

room. With my gut twisting inside out, I tried to purge my mind of the gory image—Paco 

sprawled on the floor next to the desk, puncture wounds covering his body, dried craters of 



 

blood. I could hear my heart thumping in my chest, and I forced my eyes to look away, stare at 

something nondescript. I found a random book on a nearby shelf to focus on for a moment.  

I had a purpose to my visit, so I forced myself to turn back to the door. Starting at the 

doorway, I scanned every inch of the walls, shelves, and floor, observing all the graffiti, trying to 

determine how fresh it was, decipher what it meant. It was a long shot, but ever since I’d stepped 

inside these four walls to view the crime scene, something about the room seemed different. I 

couldn’t swear it was something I’d seen, or smelled even. And I knew my instincts could be 

skewed by the gut-wrenching moment of seeing my lifeless former partner and friend.  

Blood was still smattered all around the room. Maybe it was possible the CSI techs would 

find the perp’s DNA in there somewhere. How long would that take? My brain ached trying to 

fathom how Paco’s murder could have any connection to the ones suffered by Donley or Miller 

or the judge. 

And I couldn’t forget the body on the street, Henry’s friend from work. Kim was thrown over 

the side of her lavish condo like a cigarette butt. She was no cop or judge, but she did work in the 

DA’s office. If nothing else, the timing didn’t sit right. 

A blue tic-tac-toe graphic caught my eye, situated next to the door. The outline of a hand 

shooting the middle finger was in the center box. “Nice,” I said to myself. 

Shuffling left, I spotted a few symbols, one that looked like a Jewish star, and then a 

Swastika positioned on both sides with arrows pointed inward and the words FUCK YOU 

JEWS!! written on top. 

Someone has some issues. 

Moving down the wall, I came across a few “good time” phone numbers…guys undoubtedly 

trying to get their friends in trouble. I recalled me and my buddies doing something similar as 

teenagers to Justin…only we used the name Justine. When he replayed the story to us of creepy 

old men calling his house, his pretty boy face turned fire engine red.  

I then spotted a few phrases written in huge print: Life is a bitch…then you die sat just above 

Love is blind, love is beautiful. At least there was one person who’d been in this room who 

wasn’t completely warped. I found another one written perpendicular to the floor, just next to a 

corner: I just made you turn your head to read a phrase that adds no value to your life. Loser!!! 

“Damn kids have too much time on their hands,” I said aloud, and the room echoed my 

voice. 

After finishing my inspection of the walls and ceiling, I focused specifically on the area most 

heavily saturated with blood. I kneeled just next to the area outlined in chalk, the general shape 

of Paco’s body. Gritting my teeth, I forced my brain to filter the emotion and focus on the 

evidence. I could see more closely the angle of the blood splatter. The assistant ME had 

ascertained a sharp object did the damage. They weren’t sure how many times the weapon had 

punctured a hole in his body, but the number was easily double digits, maybe close to triple from 

all the blood that was produced. 

My eyes followed one of the many trails of blood up the front side of the desk to the 



 

handprint I’d spotted yesterday. I studied it again, even closer this time, wondering how many 

breaths were still left in his lungs when he’d tried to pull himself upward, praying that somehow 

he’d be saved.  

But I’d had no idea he was even here. No reason to believe he’d needed me. Damn, why 

hadn’t I asked him to stick around The Jewel that night? Or maybe I could have offered to tag 

along. A cop working solo at an off-duty assignment was often the most vulnerable. All the 

officers knew it, but rarely did anyone say a word about the possible risk. It was similar to a 

baseball dugout when a pitcher was in the eighth inning of a no-hitter. No one wanted to jinx 

him. Cops had a similar mindset about situations that involved potential danger. The unwritten 

rule was to prepare for the worst, hope for the best, but keep it to yourself. 

An electronic ring made me twitch. The racket filled up the room as I pulled the gadget from 

my back pocket. 

I saw Alisa’s name pop up on the mini-screen. “What do you know, blondie?”  

“Maybe a lot, maybe nothing at all, but I need to share it with someone. Someone with a 

brain,” she said with a sharp tongue. 

I thought I heard mumbling in the background. 

“Are you down in the bar?” 

A blast of air pumped through the phone. She must have sighed. “No, actually the bar has 

come up to the office.” 

Lifting out of my crouch, I shuffled around the outline of the body, ensuring I stayed clear of 

the evidence. I moved to the other side of the desk. 

“Alisa, have you been taking a little nip from one of Justin’s nicer bottles of wine?” 

“Not you too,” she moaned. 

She was on edge. In the background, I heard laughter, two older voices talking over each 

other, then the clink of glasses. 

“Alisa, it’s me. What’s going on?” 

“Justin, what else?” 

“What did he do now?” I asked while I began to examine the top of the desk. I started in one 

corner and methodically let my eyes process every pen, piece of paper, blood droplet, hoping 

something would click. 

“He’s all pissy that I’m not working my shift and—” 

“I am not pissy,” I heard him yell in the background. 

“Whatever.” 

Suddenly, the phone sounded like it had been dropped into a garbage disposal. 

“Alisa?” 

“Hold on,” she said. 

The whirling engine sound geared down, then Alisa rustled with the phone before joining me. 

Another loud sigh. 

“I literally have to work two jobs at once just to keep everyone happy.” 



 

“What the hell is going on?” 

“Justin said he’s slammed downstairs, and a lot of the regulars said they wouldn’t order 

unless I was their server. I called Justin’s bluff and said if they wanted me to serve them, then 

they’d have to get off their lazy asses, march up the fourteen steps to the office, and I’d make 

their drinks and serve them in between my research.” 

“Okay…” 

“I didn’t know he’d take me seriously.” 

“See, it wasn’t my fault after all,” Justin said in the background. 

“I’ll deal with you later,” she said. 

“I’m sorry, what?” 

“Not you, Booker. I was talking to One Nut.” 

“Oh, don’t you go there,” I heard Justin say. 

“I’m ignoring him because I need to share this information with you.” 

My heart beat a little faster. “You found a nugget inside the files Henry sent?” 

“Nothing stands out yet, but I’m going to go through them a second time. This information 

comes from Judge Fischer’s memoir. Bernice and her nephew dropped it off while we were at the 

hospital.” 

“I’m listening.” 

“The read is very interesting. While he shares some of his personal life, even meeting 

Bernice, he focuses a lot of the book on cases that came before his appeals court. He devoted an 

entire chapter to cases that troubled him the most, the ones that had really impacted his life and 

the decisions he made.” 

I could sense Alisa had found something relevant. I tried to listen while scouring the desk. 

“You have my full attention,” I said, taking a step back, eyeing three drawers begging for me 

to open them. 

“Listen to this passage, Booker. It really makes him seem so…human. He wrote, ‘This case 

devoured every aspect of my life. I couldn’t sleep or eat for a week. My wife thought I was 

having a nervous breakdown. I didn’t even take my dog, Bentley, on his nightly walk. He would 

nudge my leg while I sat at my desk, my hands anchoring my heavy head, as I studied the case. 

Even Bentley seemed to understand how my core had been shaken. I was torn right down the 

middle. Make a judgement based solely on the law or allow my instinct to play a role in my 

decision?’” 

“Wow. He was carrying a heavy burden. Do you have more details about the case itself?” I 

asked, looking for something to pull open the drawers without using my fingers. 

No response for a few seconds as more glasses clinked in the background. 

“You pour the geezers another round?” 

“That’s the only way they’ll keep quiet.” 

“So what was this case about?” 

“Glad you asked. Basically, this twenty-three-year-old man was convicted of raping a fellow 



 

college classmate. The prosecution based their case on previous encounters between the accused 

and the victim, as well as eyewitness testimony.” 

“Had he threatened her before?” 

“From the way Fischer described the evidence he was reviewing, the accused had apparently 

started off trying to ask her out for a date. When she said no, his overtures became more 

aggressive. Once at a party, he got drunk and became handsy with her. Two other guys pulled 

him off her and tossed him outside the frat house. Apparently, during the initial trial, when the 

victim was asked by the defense if she felt like he was a real threat at that time, she said no.” 

“Hmm. I bet the defense jumped all over her answer, accusing her of retribution against him 

possibly, or just emphasizing that she didn’t believe he was a threat.”  

“From what he says, the defense may not have taken full advantage of its opportunities. Hold 

on a quick second,” she said. “Jesus, guys, usually you nurse one drink for hours because you’re 

so damn cheap. Now, just because you’re in our office, you’re extra needy.” 

Obviously, the two-job situation was at an all-time low point for Alisa, and I felt badly for 

her. 

“Does Booker drive a car just like this one here?” I heard an old coot ask. He must have 

spotted the cheesy, framed red Ferrari poster hanging on the wall, the TV character Magnum 

sitting behind the wheel. 

Then the other one chimed in. “Just because Booker is a PI doesn’t mean he drives a fancy 

red sports car, dumbass. I would guess the only thing Booker and Magnum have in common is 

they’re both chick magnets. Comes with the territory of being a suave PI.” They both laughed, 

but I could only imagine Alisa’s hardened expression. 

“Put a lid on it, guys,” she said.  

Unable to find anything to open the desk drawers, I stood back up and crossed my arms, and 

let my sights take in the whole room from this angle. At the same time, my mind couldn’t stop 

processing the case Judge Fischer had written about in his memoir. 

“Sorry…again,” she said, a bit exasperated. 

“You mentioned eyewitness testimony. What about her? I’m assuming she ID’d him.” 

“Another piece of evidence that Fischer brings up in his memoir. She initially said she 

couldn’t describe the man. Said it was completely dark in her bedroom. Then later, once she 

lawyered up, she changed her tune a bit, then picked him out of a lineup.” 

“But if she already knew this guy, and had a vendetta against him, she could then nail him for 

the crime.” 

“Fischer doesn’t say it that bluntly, but he does allude to that reasoning,” Alisa said. 

 “But, frankly, all of these cases can be pretty easily decided by science. They did find DNA, 

right?” I asked, on the verge of pulling open the drawers with my hands. Wait, could I use the 

barrel of my Sig?  

“She took a shower just after the attack. So, no DNA.” 

“Did the defense say that no DNA meant that the accused couldn’t be convicted beyond a 



 

reasonable doubt?” 

“Not exactly.” 

“More intrigue. Who was running this defense, Better Call Saul?” 

“There’s more.” 

“I like how you’re building this up.” 

She ignored my sarcasm. “During the appeal, the new defense team for the accused pointed 

out a number of these items. They used the DNA argument, the fact she changed her story about 

describing the person who assaulted her, and then there was the lynchpin of the original 

prosecutor’s case.” 

“Don’t tell me, the eyewitness testimony.” 

“How did you know?” 

“Simple logic. There’s not much left to the case. What came out during the appeal?” 

“The defense conducted new interviews. And the one eyewitness, who originally said he saw 

the man eventually convicted running from the back of the girl’s apartment, finally admitted that 

he was intoxicated—as in, he had a six pack of Budweiser and four shots of Tequila all in the 

previous hour.” 

“Shit-faced,” I said. 

“Exactly. The quote the judge has in his memoir was, ‘He couldn’t tell if he had two hands or 

four, let alone identify a man from almost a hundred feet away with very little lighting in the 

middle of the night.’” 

“Must have been a court-appointed defense attorney…in the original case.” 

“Yep. The accused had worked as a janitor at the university, but essentially had no money 

and no family in his life that cared.” 

“Okay. Sounds like a pretty easy case to overturn, by the accounts written by Fischer.” I 

pulled the top drawer open and found used drug pipes, a lighter, and three pens. I moved down to 

the middle drawer. 

“That was Fischer’s torment. He says it was one of the more egregious cases of, as he states, 

‘ineffective assistance of counsel.’” 

“I feel like you’re teasing me…well, you know, in a storytelling way,” I said. 

“Funny,” she said. “Fischer writes that while the perp had a prior record, writing bad checks, 

breaking and entering, those crimes were nonviolent, didn’t physically hurt any person.” 

“There must be a hook in here somewhere.” 

“That’s the thing. The evidence was black and white. But the judge said he had the strangest 

feeling about the man accused. He writes, ‘He had that look. His eyes seared holes into me like 

no other man or woman that had stood in my courtroom. I saw evil. I felt evil. Like never before. 

I reexamined the case a hundred times, delaying my final decision on five separate occasions, 

because I just could not overturn his conviction. There had to be more evidence to solidify his 

conviction. The prosecution could not have gotten this one wrong.’” 

She paused for a second. 



 

“Serving up another drink?”  

“Yeah, for me. This crap is making me tense,” she said. 

“How did the judge rule?” 

“As he states here, ‘Eventually, I had no choice. I had to rule to overturn the conviction. It 

still eats at me today.’” 

“Damn.” I thought how the girl and her family might have felt when Fischer announced his 

decision. “Did he mention anything else about the case?” 

“Said the accused was charged with beating up his girlfriend a year later. He had regret, but 

the law is the law.” 

A thought hit me as I slid open the final drawer. I shifted the angle of my flashlight and 

leaned in closer. 

“Booker, you there?” 

A zap of electricity shot up my spine, exploding at the base of my skull. 

“AKA…or die trying,” I said to myself.  

“What…what are you saying, Booker?” 

I wanted to touch the letters painted into the desk drawer. 

“Booker, are you alone? Is everything okay?” 

“Alisa, this case you just described. We need to find out more about the girl’s family.” 

“Are you crazy? They don’t release the victim’s name in rape cases. It’s sealed.” 

“They have to unseal it. Try Henry first. If he can’t do anything, he needs to call the chief, 

followed one minute later by the US Attorney. We can’t fuck around with this.” 

“I’m on it.” 

“We’ve been looking at this all wrong. Don’t look for a connection between the victims. Just 

look for any cases they worked similar to what you described, where they helped vindicate the 

accused.” 

I raced out the door of the old, creepy church, feeling Paco’s spirit had just helped me find 

that ever-elusive thread to hunt down the killer. 
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From a huddled position just behind the detached garage, the man could see the neighbor’s 

backyard, where a yellow spotlight illuminated the light mist. As he looked into the dark sky, the 

mist drifted aimlessly, as if it had no direction or purpose.  

But he knew his purpose was perfectly clear. 

He could feel the moisture coat his face with a thin film. He wiped it clean and scanned the 

entire area. It was as quiet as church on a Sunday morning. Within thirty-six hours, Sunday 

morning church services would be replaced with people mourning the loss of another “good 

cop,” who owned the home behind which he was lurking. Even with a fall chill in the moist air, 

he could feel a satisfying warmth wash across his frame. 

He blew into his hands while eyeing the lone kitchen window. Just then, a dark outline of a 

person walked past a set of thin, floral curtains. He saw a full head of hair pass back and forth, 

but no sign of the man from earlier. The owner’s boyfriend had indeed left for the night. It was 

just a matter of time before she made her nightly trek to bring the kitchen trash out to the garbage 

cans positioned just behind where he was sitting.  

He had nowhere to be. He could wait as long as needed. The fulfillment of snuffing out 

another person’s life had given him a high like he’d never experienced. But he still didn’t 

consider himself a killer—at least not in the traditional sense, where a person’s motivation is 

usually driven by a self-centered attitude. 

He’d never shown any violent tendencies during his twenty-seven years, but once he found 

that greater purpose, killing took on a completely different meaning in his life.  

He realized that people died every day in Dallas, whether from natural causes or more tragic 

means, like an unexpected car crash. None of those deaths could claim the significance of the 

event being carried out by him and his small band of colleagues. By gaining retribution against 

those soulless individuals who had circumvented the system to free guilty felons, they had 

highlighted the injustice that was carried out every day, not just in Dallas, but in every small 

town and big city in the country.  

It was pure brilliance.  

Even with his own sarcastic and, at times, immature attitude, he knew he owed Captain 

America a great deal. And not just for the vengeance he’d attained when he smashed the brains 

out of Judge Richard Fischer.  

Captain America had lived up to the symbolism usually associated with his handle. CA had 

helped the man and Black Widow understand the importance of what they could accomplish if 

they could see opportunity where they’d only previously felt heartache and bitter frustration. 

That clairvoyance was the dawn of his new life.  



 

He knew he was now carrying the torch for more than just his sister. There was an entire 

community of people who’d watched the system buckle to the pressure asserted by a few, 

demented souls, cops and judges mostly, who might as well have pulled the trigger, or in his 

case, raped his sister.  

Just then, the man heard the crank of a deadbolt unlocking. His heart doubled its pace in the 

blink of an eye. The sheer joy of righting a wrong—another wrong in this filthy moat of the so-

called justice system—was just moments away. His blood struggled to move beyond his cramped 

knees, and he began to feel his feet tingle.  

“Why, Thom, you naughty boy. You can’t say things like that to me, not over the phone,” the 

woman said as she exited the home.  

He heard Eva giggle as her slippers shuffled down two concrete steps, as cans clanged 

together inside the bag of trash she was holding. 

The man’s internal body temperature started to soar, and he began to fidget as the 

anticipation became nearly uncontrollable. His fingers coiled around the Condor Kukri machete, 

a combination blade and jungle machete that he’d purchased earlier that day. Once he heard 

Black Widow describe the euphoria she’d felt when she stabbed that bitch cop over and over 

again, he began to envision a similar killing scene. But his would be far more dramatic and 

ghastly. His would elicit another cry from the public, one that would finally shine a light on the 

inequality that had plagued this modern society for years. 

Eventually, his name would come out, as would the others. But before then, they would leave 

a mark on society that no one had seen since the Constitution was written over two hundred 

years earlier.  

Suddenly, he realized he’d been lost in his own thoughts, as silence enveloped the backyard. 

Had the cop with the curvaceous figure heard him moving around? He shook it off. He had the 

perfect plan, to rid the planet of another maggot, to stand up for the victim of this woman’s 

cousin, and to focus the world’s attention on their cause.  

Another shuffle of a slipper. 

“Well, I kind of like it when you do…you know, that thing,” Eva said from around the corner 

of the garage. 

The man emptied his lungs, as relief flooded his veins. His plan was still intact. But, dammit, 

what the hell was she waiting on?  

“Thom, really, I’m not sure what to say.” 

Were they having a moment? 

“Ugh. You’re making it so tough on me to say no.” Eva released another giggle, but this one 

went on and on.  

Is this bitch with a badge nothing more than an annoying sixteen-year-old bimbo? 

“Do you know I’m actually standing in a light rain talking to you outside? That’s just not me. 

I’m not usually this, uh…carefree. I’m the bulldog in our relationship. At least I thought I was. I 

guess you’ve softened me up,” she said. “And yes, that’s a good thing. Some would say it’s been 



 

long overdue.” 

If he didn’t want to kill her so badly, he’d jump out of his clandestine position and mock her 

to death. He literally wanted to throw up. 

Just then, he picked up the sound of slippers shuffling on the narrow concrete sidewalk, and 

her voice drew closer. A smile creased at his lips, and he felt alive again. 

He flexed his leg muscles and prepared to launch himself at her. 

“Thom? Thom, I can’t hear you. Crap, did I lose the signal again?” she said in disgust. 

He heard the bag of trash fall to the concrete. Was she going back inside? He couldn’t hold 

back now, not when he was on the verge of such sheer ecstasy. 

“Fricking phone,” she said. 

Her voice wasn’t quite as loud. Then something metal clamored off the concrete. “Double 

crap!” she called out. 

Without further delay, he jumped out of his position and whipped his machete across his 

body hoping to slice her chest in two—a quick initial kill shot before he would take her apart 

limb by limb. The weighted blade caught nothing but air until it slammed into the wooden siding 

of the garage. 

His eyes almost bugged out—she’d ducked down at just the wrong time. The wrong time for 

him, anyway.   

“Fuck!” he growled while trying to pull the machete from the wood. 

Just as the blade became free, she torqued her body and connected a roundhouse punch to his 

ribcage. He gasped for air as he saw her running away. Acting on reflex, he thrust the machete 

forward. The blade turned in his hand just as it connected with her right shoulder blade. 

She screamed out, falling forward, as the machete dropped to the grass. Blood oozed from 

her wound, discoloring her oversized T-shirt.  

Just as she got to all fours, he leaped forward and tackled her back to the turf. She tried to 

wiggle away, but he clawed at her jeans, punching her legs, then her back, connecting with her 

kidneys. She wailed, and that was when he knew he’d taken control. 

He flipped over the hot-tempered Latina and let her eyes take in the man who would end her 

life. Right here. Right now.  

But he didn’t see fear initially; she gritted her teeth and tried to claw out his eyes. A 

fingernail caught his cheek. That copper-like odor filled his senses—her blood, his blood, it 

didn’t matter. It only added to his excitement.  

He finally grabbed one of her hands and promptly snapped two fingers. She cried out again, 

stopped fighting back. 

“Am I being too naughty for you, Eva?” He couldn’t help but laugh, as joy filled his heart. 

“How…how do you know my name?” Her voice quivered. 

“You don’t even know how you’ve shattered a family, do you? That just seals the deal.” He 

punched her in the face, and a tooth went flying out. “You’re going to meet your maker a lot 

sooner than you’d planned. Too bad you couldn’t send off a quick Dear Thom letter.” He laughed 



 

out loud. 

To his complete surprise, she jabbed her thumb into his eye socket and started tugging 

downward. He gripped her forearm and tried to pull it away, but it only pulled his eye socket 

with it. Her nail burrowed deeper into the bloody crevice. Taking in a deep breath, he rammed 

his elbow into her arm, breaking her grip, but shredding the rim of his socket at the same time.  

“Fucking bitch,” he yelled, punching her twice in the face. 

He put his hands around her throat and began to squeeze. She immediately began to gasp for 

air, as blood from his eye wound dripped on his arms and down to her blood-soaked T-shirt. 

“Where’s your Uncle Thom now? Get it? Uncle Thom?” He chuckled once, but then heard a 

blood-curdling shriek that nearly burst his eardrums. 

He jerked his neck up and saw a little girl standing at the back steps.  

“Leave my mom alone. Stranger danger! Stranger danger!” she yelled. 

Eva reached out for her little girl. He started to lose his grip on the woman. He wasn’t sure 

what to do. He’d never intended on killing a child, but he had to shut her trap before someone 

came outside with a twelve-gauge aimed at his face. 

“Dammit!” he said, crawling off Eva toward the little girl. 

“Run, Samantha. Run and get help!” Eva yelled out.  

He kicked his leg back, his shoe clipping the side of her head. “Shut up, bitch!” 

Just as he turned to grab the girl, Samantha’s eyes snapped to attention, looking over his 

shoulder. 

“Daddy?” 

<><><> 

He was a hell of a lot quicker than I thought. I made a headfirst leap toward him just as he turned 

my way, but he quickly spun out of my tackle. I was only able to grab a handful of his shirt, and 

it ripped from the shoulder seam as he lunged behind me toward Eva. 

Was he hell-bent on killing my ex-fiancée before he even dealt with me? 

“The knife!” Samantha yelled.  

She jabbed her tiny finger toward the man scrambling over Eva to get to a machete of some 

kind. 

Just as he gripped the handle, I was midair for the second time. But this time I connected, 

ramming my shoulder in his back. He face-planted into the grass. 

Over my shoulder, I shouted, “Eva, get Samantha out of here! 

Eva seemed woozy, but started kicking into the grass, pushing her body back to Samantha.  

“Mommy, here, let me help you,” I heard my little girl say just as my eyes turned toward the 

raving madman. 

Wham! 

The man snapped an elbow against my eye, stunning me for a brief second—enough time for 



 

him to uncoil his torso. I spotted the massive blade mere inches before it dissected my face. 

Throwing my body downward, the blade grazed my upper arm, and I could instantly feel air 

rushing under my sliced skin. 

Not waiting for another attack, I rolled to my right and jumped to my feet in a fighting 

position. My arm went to my side for my Sig, but I quickly remembered that I’d left it in the car.  

The man was on his feet, toying with the grip of his machete, as we circled each other like 

prizefighters. An intensity covered his boyish face, wild eyes glistening through the mist. There 

was something familiar about him.  

“Oh boy, you’re going to regret trying to stop me,” he said, his mouth seething with hate. 

“I’m going to chop off your arm and give it to your little girl as a present.” 

The corners of his mouth turned upward. My pulse couldn’t go any faster, my hands balled 

into rock-like fists. 

I could feel his rage, as he tossed the machete from one hand to the other. My eyes glanced 

over to the steps, and I saw Eva crawling up to grasp Samantha. I wanted to help her, but for 

right now, I had to keep this asshole occupied until she could get inside and grab her DPD-issued 

sidearm.  

“You want to be the big man who flies in to save the day, just like your ex-bitch 

circumventing the law. Right, Booker?” 

I knew all about Eva helping her cousin, getting the charges against him dropped. He wasn’t 

responsible for a little girl’s death. But for whatever reason, this asshole didn’t want to believe it. 

That’s why I’d decided to drive by Eva’s place after racing out of the old church.  

How he knew me, I still wasn’t certain. My eyes searched the area for anything I could use as 

a weapon. Out of the corner of my eye, I spotted Samantha’s hula hoop—purple, of course.  

He must have seen my eyes diverted. “You going to put on a show for us?” He edged closer, 

his shoulder cocked, ready to swing the blade. 

Without giving myself another second to think it through, I lunged left, but my back shoe 

slipped on the wet turf, and I lost most of my momentum. My elbows hit the surface first, the 

hula hoop just in front of me. I heard him grunt at the same time Samantha yelled out, “Daddy!” 

In one quick motion, I grabbed for the hoop, rolled to my right, and threw the hoop upward, 

timing it where the machete dropped in the donut hole. I torqued my body upward just as the 

blade sent a chunk of turf flying. With his arm now hooked, I jerked him closer and shoved my 

knee into his ribcage. He released another grunt and dropped to his knees, but still managed to 

swing his arm backward. I jumped straight up, but his machete connected with the back of my 

boot. I lost my balance and fell on my ass. 

He pivoted to face me, bringing the machete above his head with two hands. The image of 

his face was instantly etched in my memory—blood flowing out of his damaged eye, sweat and 

moisture mixed in to create a venomous face. He looked like the devil. 

I moved to my knees and lunged for the crazed man. I could hear the air forced out of his 

lungs as his arms lost all motion downward. Our legs became tangled, and we tumbled into the 



 

garage. He started pounding his fists and the butt of the machete’s grip into my back, but I kept 

churning my legs with no idea where we were headed. At one point I lifted him off the ground, 

but then one of his fists nailed my kidney, draining my energy momentarily. 

My eyes spotted a metal trash can. An extra burst of energy propelled me even harder, and I 

began to yell out as he started to slice my back like a piece of salami. I kept plowing my shoes 

into the ground…until finally we barreled into the can.  

The next three seconds took place in slow motion. Twisting in midair to catch himself, the 

man lost his control of the machete, which clipped off the can and dropped grip-first to the 

ground.  

He screamed bloody murder as the serrated blade impaled him directly in the gut. I witnessed 

this as I fell against the chain-link fence. He grabbed for the blade with both hands, but they were 

sliced in a split second. Seemingly balanced on the deadly blade, he finally spilled to the ground, 

the machete six inches deep into his body. 

Turning his head toward me, his eyes locked on mine. He tried to smile, but blood gushed 

from his mouth. He looked at the machete spearing his body, and his blood-filled eyes finally 

showed fear. They flickered for a second, and he gurgled out one more anguished phrase. “Long 

live the Avengers.” 

Then he stopped moving, his eyes unblinking, staring at nothing. 

I glanced over at Eva, who’d just walked down the stairs with her pistol raised. She stopped 

when she noticed the gory scene, bringing a hand to her mouth. 

I said, “There’s more than one killer.” 
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The paramedics were set up in the dining room, the detectives and FBI in the living room. Our 

small group was plowing through paperwork—the real kind and the digital version—in between 

getting our own wounds tended to and answering questions. Countless questions, with the FBI 

leading the interrogation. 

Fortunately, the US Attorney’s Office trumped the FBI, at least on this night, in my ex-

fiancée’s home, which was why we were able to continue our investigation. I imagined that 

courtesy wouldn’t extend much beyond sunrise, when calls to DC would be made, and then a 

quick progression of calls would end with the chief pulling my badge without any questions. 

“I’m drowning in paper, Alisa. Can you show me the chapter you read to me from the latest 

revision?” I stood alongside a narrow, red Formica counter, trying to piece together the judge’s 

memoir that my partner had hastily gathered up and thrown into a box. She’d just arrived at the 

scene in the last ten minutes. 

“Hold on a second,” she said, pushing out her chair from the 1950s-style dinette. She sidled 

up next to me, glancing at my heavily bandaged arm. She put her hand on my good shoulder and 

said, “Dammit, Booker. You’re a walking wound machine.” 

“Only when there’s a machete being used like a helicopter blade.” 

She smirked, then quickly rummaged through the pages to assemble them in the correct 

order. “This is the latest version. Chapter seven. I think it’s about the third page in where he talks 

about the rape case I read to you earlier.” 

“I know about that case. I don’t have time to read it again. I’m wondering about the other 

cases. The ones that also created some anxiety for Judge Fischer.” 

“Trying to see if the other murders somehow ran through his court?” 

“You read my mind.” 

She shot me a wink, then leaned across my body, thumbing through the redlined manuscript. 

Her hair tickled my nose, and I smelled coconut in the curls. Shutting my eyes for a moment, I 

took in a deep breath, allowing my senses to embrace something that wasn’t blood.  

The back door banged open. Wearing an old pair of jeans and a UT sweatshirt, Henry gripped 

his temples with one hand. 

“It’s Kenneth. Kenneth Hamilton, a paralegal from my office.” His breathing was rapid, as if 

he’d just walked the Great Wall of China. 

“The lunatic with the machete who tried to kill Eva?” Alisa asked. 

The pages dropped to my side, and I said to Henry, “I knew he looked familiar. I must have 

seen him around your office.” 

Henry lifted his arms as his jaw dropped, but no words came out. 



 

“I know this can’t be easy, Henry. Two of your colleagues now dead.” 

He forced a breath out of his nose while shutting the door behind him. Leaning on a vinyl 

chair, he said, “There’s a big difference, though. Kim was thrown off her balcony, while that 

piece of shit lying in the yard out there tried to kill Eva, could have hurt Samantha.” 

“Guys.” Alisa held up a hand, as she leaned over her laptop, curls nearly covering her face. I 

wondered how she was able to breathe. “I just reviewed the files Henry had unsealed by the US 

Attorney earlier tonight.”  

She stood, glancing at Henry then back at me. 

I tried to peek at her screen. “And?” 

“The girl’s name from the rape case was Angela Hamilton. Address is in North Dallas.” 

“I think Kenneth grew up here.” Henry’s voice had an airy tone. 

“It’s got to be him. He must have killed the judge,” Alisa said. 

“But no evidence connects him.” Henry shut the door and walked toward me. 

“Yet,” I added. A couple of images popped in my mind. 

I put a hand on Alisa’s shoulder as she clicked and pecked on the keyboard. 

“I’m already checking the judge’s address against the Hamilton residence.” 

“You read my mind…again. How are we going to break that habit?” I raised an eyebrow. 

“It kind of goes with the territory of working closely together…and dating, doesn’t it?” Her 

eyes never left the screen. “Here.”  

Henry leaned in from the other side as our eyes viewed a map with a thin, blue line 

connecting two red dots. 

“How far is that?” 

“Just over a mile,” she said. “See that green blob? That’s the pond. The judge was killed in 

the park just next to it.” 

I moved my hand to the mouse. “Pardon me.” 

“Backseat driver,” she mumbled.  

I clicked the icon that showed the ground-level view. “Kenneth’s family lives in one of the 

homes bordering the park. Looks to be five or six homes down from where one of the pieces of 

brick was used to kill the judge.” 

Henry shook his head. “It’s all about revenge.” 

“Not your typical revenge case, though,” I said. “He didn’t go after the guy who committed 

the crime. He murdered the judge who overturned the conviction.” 

Alisa looked up at me. “Think about Bernice. The loss she’ll never replace. All because this 

douche bag thinks he’s a Robin Hood vigilante or something.” 

“Is there any way Kenneth and Kim could have been more than just colleagues? Any reason 

you can think of where he would hold some type of vendetta against her?” I asked. 

Henry tapped his chin. “Nothing comes to mind. We could conduct interviews across the 

entire office, but that might take several days.” 

I lifted the manuscript pages and tried to focus on gleaning something useful. 



 

“I just can’t believe he came after Eva,” I whispered, more to myself than anyone.  

I explained how she’d recently cleared her cousin, Arturo. He owned a slew of ice cream 

trucks. One little girl died after eating one of the ice cream bars purchased from his truck. He’d 

initially been charged with manslaughter, but once Eva dug into it, she found that one of the 

distributors had laced a few of the ice cream bars with a toxic version of meth.  

Henry’s voice shook with anger. “I can’t believe Kenneth. He was supposed to be one of the 

good guys. Do you think there are others, like he said to you just before he died?” 

My lips pressed against my teeth. “Hard to say. He seemed like a pretty cocky guy, the kind 

who’d try to throw us off even in his last breath.” 

“That little mother—” 

“Earmuffs.” Eva pushed through the swivel door looking like she’d just survived the fight of 

her life. She had. Samantha was attached to her side like Velcro. 

“Hey,” I said to Samantha. 

I could see her chin quivering. She extended an arm, then raced over, and plowed into me, 

popping the wound on my arm at the same time. Alisa tried to adjust Samantha away from my 

injury, but I shook my head and picked up my little girl. 

“It’s going to be okay. You’re safe, Mommy is safe. Everything will be fine.” 

“You…and Mommy…almost died.” Tears pooled in her eyes, then she buried her face in my 

neck. I scratched the back of her head. 

“Why don’t you go to the ER?” I asked Eva.  

“I’m fine.” She swallowed hard and touched her neck, a black-and-blue mess. She had her 

arm in a sling so it wouldn’t move and disturb the wound dressing on her back. I noticed two 

bruises on her face. Part of me wanted to grab her and hold her too. Not out of some hidden, 

deep-seated love, but because I wanted to comfort Samantha that her mom would be okay.  

The swivel door opened, and Eva’s boyfriend, Thom, marched in, taking her in his arms. 

They whispered to each other as they rocked back and forth.  

I could feel Alisa’s eyes on me. 

“Samantha, why don’t you try to go back to your bedroom? You can grab all of your stuffed 

animals and throw them on your bed. I’ll come give you a kiss goodnight in a few minutes,” 

Alisa suggested gently. 

“I’m. Not. Leaving. Ever,” she said, squeezing my neck. 

I turned to Alisa, held out my arms, and mouthed, Sorry. Samantha had wrapped her legs 

around my waist. She wasn’t going anywhere.  

But I knew I couldn’t just kick back and blow off the investigation. I replayed Kenneth’s 

blood-soaked face uttering the phrase, “Long live the Avengers.” How that connected with the 

ominous message left in blood in the church desk—AKA or die trying—I wasn’t sure. But 

something told me Kenneth had not acted alone. 

The back door burst open again. 

“Hey, everyone.” Justin clamored in, towing a cage with a towel over it. 



 

I pointed a finger. “Don’t tell me you brought—” 

“Damn straight, I did,” he said with a big smile. 

“Justin, don’t cuss,” Eva snapped. 

“Oh, sorry. You look like you’ve seen better days.” 

Eva sneered at him, and he slinked past her and set the cage on the far counter. 

He turned to me. “You asked me to find something for Samantha to play with.” 

“Hola,” Bolt walked through the door, his normally Bieber-like hair sticking up in the back.  

“Bolt!” Samantha slid from my arms, ran over, and hugged him. Then she took him by the 

hand and led him to the cage. “Come over here, big brother. We can talk to Big Al while all the 

adults talk about adult stuff.” 

Justin shrugged his shoulders. I didn’t have the time to bring up everything wrong with this 

scene. But I also knew that Samantha needed a distraction. There was no way she was going to 

sleep through this craziness.   

A couple of thoughts pinged my brain. 

“Henry, what do you know about Kenneth?” I watched Alisa sit back down, starting to 

resume her review of electronic files. Damn, I admired her tenacity. And a whole lot more. 

“Not a ton. He’s known for being a sarcastic little shit, basically. But he’s young, immature, 

so we hoped he’d eventually get it together. When he actually did work, he was pretty detail-

oriented, and that’s really what you need from a paralegal.” 

The swiveling door popped open again, and two guys in suits walked in, didn’t say anything. 

Thom pulled himself from Eva’s grasp. “Can I help you guys?” 

“Any way we can get a few waters for the team? We’re going to be here all night and—” 

“I’ll take care of it, no problem. Appreciate the fact the FBI is on the scene.”  

Thom moved toward the fridge, then stopped, picked up a chair, and brought it over to Eva. 

“Your stubborn streak won’t allow you to go and relax, not with all of this going on. The least I 

can do for you is get you off your feet.” 

“Thank you,” she said, as she gingerly sat down. 

“Can I get you something to drink, dear?” 

Dear? It sounded surreal to hear someone speak to Eva that way. Thom was a decent guy, I 

supposed. He’d recently been promoted to sergeant and at times had shown a propensity to use 

the enhanced power to its fullest potential. I just wanted him to treat Eva and my little girl with 

respect, as long as he was around. And he seemed to be holding his own thus far.  

He asked if Alisa and I wanted anything to drink as he opened the fridge. 

Just then, Detective Bobby Sturm stormed into the kitchen, immediately putting his hands 

behind his back. 

“Find anything of note?” Henry asked. 

The FBI suits shuffled a step closer. 

Bobby’s boots clapped against the linoleum as he stayed in the same position, shuffling his 

feet. “Nope.” He tried to press his lips against his teeth, but I could see the bump of chew under 



 

his lower lip. 

“Thanks, Thom,” the taller FBI suit said, taking the bottled waters, then he turned his gaze to 

Bobby. “And Detective, in continuing our collaborative effort, if you or your team find anything 

at all, I’m assuming we’ll be the first to know?” 

Bobby flexed his jaw, his days of beard growth more apparent. It seemed like he was about to 

let loose a shot of chew, but realized he was in a house. “Will do.” 

The suits left the room, and the rest of us traded looks. Finally the silence was broken by my 

obnoxious blue macaw. “Asswipe in the house. Asswipe in the house.” 

Everyone broke out in laughter, although Samantha’s giggle was the most infectious. Even 

Eva’s lips cracked a smile, though a scowl quickly washed it away. “Booker, we have a six-year-

old. Can you shut your nasty bird up, please?” 

I glanced at Justin, who gave me that who me? look.  

“It’s okay, Mom. Big Al is just messing around. He’s our family pet,” Samantha said, mixed 

in with another little-girl chuckle. 

Thom left the room, saying something about making sure the FBI agents were comfortable. 

Sounded more like kissing their asses to me, but given the nature of our covert investigation, I 

was glad not to have to pull out my special-assistant-to-the-chief badge. 

“How did the FBI suddenly take an interest in all of this?” I held up my arms, talking to 

anyone who’d listen. 

“It had to be Newsome,” Henry said. “Second person from his office dies, and Kenneth 

is…was a killer. The DA wants answers. Or at least he wants the public to see that he’s pushing 

the right buttons to find out who’s behind this craziness. By tomorrow morning, we know that 

stuff is going to hit the fan.” He looked at Eva, apparently letting her know he’d avoided cussing 

in front of Samantha. 

“Election day,” Eva said from across the room. 

“I just heard a Ligon political ad on the radio on my way over here.” 

“Already?” Alisa said, raising her head for a moment. “It’s like he had the ad in the can, just 

waiting for the mayor pro tem to step down and endorse him. Shady.” 

Pinching the bridge of my nose, I took in a breath, letting more data seep to the front of my 

brain, but it was all a jumbled hairball. One I couldn’t begin to untangle until we’d found the last 

of the Avengers, as Kenneth had called them. 

Bobby walked over to me and Henry, brought his hand around, and waggled a cell phone  

just in front of his face. “This is Kenneth’s cell.” 

I traded a stare with Henry, then locked eyes with Bobby. 

“I’m not naïve. I know you fellas have been working on something big. Bigger than each of 

these murders. I don’t know why Booker’s involved, but I’m not going to ask. I think I know the 

answer.” 

He twisted his head, shifting his eyes between Henry and me, as if he hoped we’d open up. 

I gave him a simple, tight-mouthed nod.  



 

“Okay, I get it. You can’t tell me anything.” He handed me the phone, but kept his grip on it 

for an extra second. “It’s yours until daylight hits, then I gotta give it to the bureaucrats in the 

next room.” 

“Thanks.” 

“You owe me a beer.” 

“I’ll get Henry to pay,” I said while opening the phone.   

“By the way, I had a gadget techie from the CSI team hack through the security code. 

Anything to stop this killing. Unless you think that, with Kenneth doing the Caesar, we’ve seen 

the last of it?” 

“That’s what we have to find out. Quick.” 

“Will let you know if we find any other relevant evidence.” Bobby gave me the two-finger 

salute and scooted out the back door. I thumbed through Kenneth’s phone, first opening the 

recent calls. 

“You notice anything strange?” I shot a look at Henry, who peered over my shoulder. Alisa 

tapped fingernails across the keyboard just in front of me. 

“Nothing I can see. Maybe we should call each of them.” 

I looked around me, searching for help.  

Eva held up both hands. “I want to stay employed by the DPD. You guys can break all the 

rules you want.” 

Justin’s smile caught my eye. He was rocking back and forth in his sneakers. “How may I be 

of assistance, gentlemen?” 

“Not sure I have any choice,” I said to Henry and Alisa, who’d glanced up for a second. 

“Oh brother,” she said, then buried her head in her laptop again. 

I gave Justin instructions to call each number in Kenneth’s contact list and recent calls from 

his own cell, to act like he was with a survey company polling people on their preferences in 

organic foods. When his face scrunched up like a dried prune, I whispered into his ear, “Bullshit 

them. Can you do that? Just need to find out who they are, what they do for a living, where they 

live.” 

He opened the pantry, stepped inside, and closed the door behind him. 

“What’s Uncle J doing, Daddy?” 

“Just getting some food ideas from your mother’s pantry.” 

Samantha shrugged her shoulders, then went back to talking quietly with Bolt. Thankfully, 

Big Al had grown weary of the light and was trying to sleep. 

Henry had taken the cell phone from me and was pouring through Kenneth’s text messages. 

“This guy was a texting machine. Might need a computer program to sift through all of this to try 

to identify anything relevant to the other murders.” 

“We could always ask our friends with the FBI in the other room?” 

“That’s okay. Don’t have four weeks to wait on results.” 

I heard a gasp, then turned and found Alisa with two hands pressed to her lips. 



 

“Guys, I think I found something. I know I found something.” 

“About which one?” 

“Paco.” Her amber eyes glanced right at me. 

I could feel my pulse tapping the side of my neck. I put a hand on the back of her chair and 

leaned to look at her screen. 

“I did a search on every item that had Paco’s name in it. It came back with two hundred 

twenty-three results.” 

“Okay, then what?” 

“Then I reviewed all of his commendations and tied the dates of the commendations to 

relevant documents from the files Henry dumped into a DropNet folder.” 

I held my gaze for a second. 

“Long and short of it is, about four months ago, a truck driver stopped in the middle of the 

night just south of downtown. They weren’t sure if he stopped to go to the bathroom, get a bite to 

eat, or try to sleep. But officials found him dead six blocks from his rig, beaten to death behind a 

strip joint with an old golf club found next to his body.” 

I gestured with my hand, waiting for the next chapter. 

“Police found prints on it belonging to a Manuel Mendoza.” 

“Where does Paco come into play?” 

“Mendoza was a homeless guy working the streets down off Corinth and Lamar. His prints 

were on the club.” 

“Sounds like a cut-and-dried case. What happened?” 

“Paco had apparently used Mendoza as a snitch a few times. Felt like he owed him one. So 

he looked into Mendoza’s version of the story.” 

“Which was?” 

“Mendoza’s sister had come into town and driven him to Fort Worth, where he went to dinner 

and stayed in her hotel. Paco spoke to numerous employees at both places to verify he had an 

alibi.” 

“What about the prints?” 

“Investigators forgot to mention they’d found other prints on the club as well,” Alisa said.  

“So he received a commendation for exonerating an innocent man, essentially.” 

Alisa nodded. 

“Henry, we’ve found a scenario with Paco that is similar to one that led to the vigilante 

killing of Judge Fischer and Eva’s attack.” 

Henry’s lips moved as if he were reading something. But he was staring into space.  

I turned back to Alisa. “With Kenneth working in the DA’s office, he could access just about 

any case that came in the door. Wonder if we can tie him to this case.” 

“I don’t see his name on any documentation,” Alisa said. “I do have the name of the dead 

truck driver, though. A Mark Dawson out of Abilene, Texas.” 

“Dawson.” Henry shifted toward us, holding up the phone. “I’ve got some shit to share.” 



 

“Henry!” Eva said from across the room. 

“Sorry,” he said without turning to face the woman who sounded like an elementary school 

principal.  

“Do you know a Dawson?” I asked. 

He nodded. “Darrisha. Works in our paralegal department.”  

The three of us traded stares. 

I recalled the image of the letters in the drawer etched in blood. “Is she friends with 

Kenneth?” 

“Uh…” Henry glanced to the corner while still holding up the phone. “Actually, they hate 

each other. Constantly cutting each other down. Kind of like brother and sister.” 

I tapped Alisa on the shoulder. “I’m already heading down that path. Give me two more 

seconds...and…I got it.” 

“Darrisha’s hometown or father’s name?” 

“Both. Father’s name is Richard Mark Dawson the third. Darrisha was born in Clyde, a small 

town just east of Abilene.” 

“There’s the connection, Henry. Darrisha must have killed Paco. I know we need more 

evidence.” 

He held up a finger next to the phone. “I might have the smoking gun right here. I just found 

some strange text messages between Kenneth and two others.” He scrolled down the screen. 

“Listen to this,” he said and then read the text messages to them.  

Black Widow: Thirty-seven times I drove that ice pick into his body. I counted every single 

one. Each thrust of my arm wedged it deeper and deeper. Shut up IM…dont u go there 

Ironman: U know me too well.  

Captain America: No wounds on you? 

Black Widow: Not a scratch. Of course, I had to take a shower to rinse all the blood off me. 

Captain America: Evidence? 

Black Widow: Taken care of. Burned my clothes, disposed of weapon. Im clean. 

Captain America: That means we’re clean. 

Black Widow: I owe you…a lot CA. U showed me the light. All I did was follow it. 

I said, “The Avengers. She did it. She killed my partner.” I could feel a searing heat invade 

my neck. 

I pulled my Sig out of the shoulder holster and checked the ammo. “Alisa, I need an address 

on Darrisha Dawson.”  

I put both hands on the table, waiting, as Henry started pacing. 

“Give me a second,” Alisa said. 

Justin came out of the pantry, wiping his shining forehead. “Whew, it’s hot in there.” 

“Learn anything?” 

“Not really. But I did get cussed out once. Some guy was really uptight. Asswipe,” he said 

under his breath. “Actually, I’m assuming I was cussed out. He was yelling at me in Chinese, 



 

best I could tell.” 

Henry’s eyes suddenly got wide. “I feel like I just stuck my finger in an electric socket.” 

“Speak to me, Henry.” 

“We know that the Black Widow is Darrisha. And we can see from how the text was sent that 

Kenneth enjoyed playing this Ironman character.” 

“That leaves Captain America. The so-called leader of this little triumvirate,” I said. “You 

have that look in your eye.” 

“I think it’s another assistant DA, Booker. A Chinese-American named Steven Lee.” 

The back door opened, and Bobby stuck his head in. “We’re wrapping up out—” 

“Bobby, we need you as backup,” I said moving toward the door. “Alisa—” 

“I’m texting you Darrisha Dawson’s address right now.” 

“Cool, then look into the first two officers who were murdered, Miller and Conley. Try to 

find a connection to one of the three—Darrisha, Kenneth, or Steven Lee.” 

Sturm held open the door as we raced into the thick of the night. 
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His phone buzzed midway through his three-hundredth pushup, and he froze. Hopping to his 

feet, perspiration drained off his body as he walked to the pass-through kitchen counter and 

looked at the mini screen. His already rapid pulse nearly exploded through the roof of his 

Uptown apartment. 

He was expecting a communication, but not this late and not from the contact he saw lighting 

up the screen. He tapped the green button. 

“You’re not supposed to call. It’s not our protocol.” 

“They know.” His colleague, Darrisha Dawson, enunciated the words slowly, her deep tone 

making her sound like she was on the other end of a 1-900 call.  

He dropped his elbow to the counter; his breath stuck in his throat.  

“Steven, did you hear me? They. Know.” Her intensity jacked up a couple of notches. 

He felt a prick at the side of his head, and his mind swirled as if he were being injected with 

some type of mind-altering drug. 

Just then, he heard a roaring sound. “Is that water?” 

“Yes. I must cleanse myself from the sins I’ve committed. You should do the same.” 

Steven couldn’t understand how everything had turned so quickly. She was the Black Widow, 

one of his faithful followers, dedicated to ridding the city of those who had betrayed their oaths 

to help the people they supposedly served. 

“Black Widow, why—” 

“My name is Darrisha. My father’s name is Mark. He was murdered. And in response to that, 

I have killed two people. Were they innocent? That’s not for me to judge. I took it too far. You 

took it too far. And now we’re going to pay.” 

Confusion quickly churned into a boiling pot of rage. There had to be a way out, a series of 

actions that he could take that would enable their cause to continue. 

“Why are you saying this? How do you think they know?” He could hear the rushing water 

even more clearly. 

“I’ve been blind, Steven, blinded by my bitterness.” 

“But how do you know?” He could hear his voice grow stronger. 

“I set it up for the major search engines to send me an email when my name or my father’s 

name have been pinged. I got the message a few hours ago. I’m surprised you haven’t done the 

same, given the risks we’ve been taking.” 

He’d thought she’d been fully trained, so immersed in carrying out their rightful redemption 

that she would ignore possible threats to their group. 

“Ignore the email. It’s just someone who’s curious.” 



 

 “I called a friend of mine, a cop. A good cop who has similar beliefs. He’s on the scene. 

Kenneth is dead.” 

Steven felt his legs go wobbly. He took in a deep breath and let the hate fill his bloodstream. 

“How?” 

“Henry’s friend, Booker. Just before Kenneth was about to kill the officer, Eva.” 

“That mother—” 

“Don’t get upset. It’s too late. The only thing we can do is atone for our sins…and…” 

“And what, Darrisha?” 

“And move forward in our own way.” 

“Darrisha, you can’t be weak in the face of adversity. It’s time to—” 

“I can’t. I won’t. The end is near, Steven. I think you should resolve yourself to spending the 

rest of your life in jail. Or…” 

A pause, then he heard a chain rattle, the water now sounding more like a churning, wild 

river, whose rapids were prepared to swallow another victim. 

“Or what, Darrisha? We’ve come too far to turn back. And we have much work left to 

accomplish. Think about the feeling you had inside when you gouged that Mexican pig. 

Remember that euphoria?” 

Through the enormous roar of water, did he just hear a sniffle? 

“Darrisha. Remember your father and the agony he suffered. Let the memories fuel your 

actions,” he said, raising a tight fist into the air. 

“Steven…you…I can’t. Goodbye…forever.” 

The line went dead.  

Picking up a jug of water, he sloshed down a mouthful, then slammed it to the counter and 

wiped his face clean. He paced his living room, as lights flickered on the other side of his 

balcony. The rhythmic thud from a local dance club could be heard in the distance, and closer, 

the hum of his refrigerator.  

He tried to ignore all of the thoughts cramming for space in his brain, but it was impossible. 

It all started with his brother, Dale, who was killed in a gang fight in Compton, just south of Los 

Angeles. Authorities had caught the fucker who put a bullet in his head, a gangbanger named 

Frank Lupo. But he was let go once new evidence came out, saying Lupo was only covering for 

his gang leader. 

It was all bullshit! 

He brought both fists to his face and screamed until his voice cracked.  

But that wasn’t the last of it. Not by far. 

Steven’s chest heaved like an accordion as he tried to contain his emotions. Lupo had 

ironically shown his face in Dallas a few months later. Not surprisingly, he was caught in another 

crime, this one for distributing cocaine. When Steven heard the news, he had shed tears, because 

he felt certain the punk who’d killed his little brother would finally serve hard time. 

But Officer Derrick Miller changed everything. Just days after the charges had been filed by 



 

one of Steven’s colleagues in the DA’s office, Miller came forward and admitted his partner had 

conducted an illegal search. The case was thrown out, Lupo walked out of the jail cell and 

disappeared into the haze of the city. 

“We let a cold-blooded killer walk out of jail like he was at fucking Walmart,” he said to the 

mirror in his living room.  

Steven let the memory of his time in the mental hospital resonate for a moment. A bunch of 

emotional wackos all around him, he didn’t succumb to all of the ritualistic crap so-called 

doctors were spewing. He’d rededicated himself to building his body into a machine, working 

out six, seven hours a day. He came out a changed man, refreshed. And with a plan. 

A picture of his brother’s smile, with his scraggily peach fuzz, came to mind. But Steven 

couldn’t keep the warm feeling. He’d yet to make his mark on this world. Much work was still 

left to be completed.  

His face grew tight, and his jaw began to tremble from the sheer pressure his muscles were 

exerting. He took a step back then uncorked his body and hurled his phone into the mirror. The 

glass exploded, sending tiny shards throughout the apartment, coating his hair. He touched the 

top of his head, then tasted blood on the end of his finger.  

He heard car doors slamming shut, somewhere below his balcony. Like Darrisha said, the 

end was near. 

But he couldn’t give in. It wasn’t in his makeup. 

He had to prepare for the fight of his life. He’d kill Henry, Booker, or whichever cop showed 

up at his door. Then, he’d pull every dime out of the bank, rip up his credit cards, and vanish—at 

least as Steven Lee. He’d reincarnate himself in another town, at another time with one purpose 

on his mind. To find and kill every cop or judge who broke their promises to the public. 

Opening the hallway closet, he pulled out his favorite pair of nunchucks, then crunched his 

way across the glass-filled carpet and glared at himself through the remnants of the shattered 

mirror. He completed his full routine, never once clipping his forearm or shoulder.  

They won’t know what’s going to hit them. 

Two quick knocks on his door.  

He took in a breath, his mind singularly focused on destruction. He’d soon be free to live his 

new life.  

They hadn’t bashed in his front door, which meant at this point, they only had questions. That 

gave Steven the advantage.  

Moving heel to toe, he walked to the wall framing the entry and leaned sideways, exposing 

his torso. No delayed response to kick in the door.  

He had this in the bag. 

He then took two steps, reached for the door, and pulled the lever down.  
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Henry and I both huffed as we reached the landing at the fifth flight of stairs. Henry held up a 

hand. 

“Go ahead…” he said, as sweat dripped off his temples. “I’ll…I’ll catch up.” 

After having to park over a mile away—the party scene in the Uptown area had created a 

parking lot on the streets—we ran the entire distance, dodging drunk revelers left and right to 

reach Steven’s apartment complex. Turned out the elevators were under renovation. 

I paused, looking at the dimly lit staircase above us. “Come on, Henry. Just two more 

flights.” 

Leaning on the railing, he trudged up the stairs. As we entered the sixth-floor hallway, he 

turned to me. “You’re barely breaking a sweat.” 

“I work out every day while you put bad guys away in jail. Who’s doing more for the 

community?” I raised an eyebrow, then pulled my Sig out of the holster and flipped the safety 

off. 

“Do you think he’s been warned?” Henry asked. 

“Who knows? But they are a tight-knit group, it appears. It’s possible.” 

“So tight that Darrisha committed suicide. Never seen anything like it.” Henry pinched his 

eyes shut for a brief second. 

I hadn’t either. She’d managed to chain her neck to the drain of her tub that was filled with at 

least four feet of water. Her hands had been locked behind her back. 

“Think about what she did to Paco, Henry. Anyone who did that has huge problems.” 

He nodded as I held up three fingers, signaling the number of doors between us and Steven’s 

place. 

Henry had warned me that Steven was a workout fiend, strong as an ox and built like one too. 

Taking the last few steps on our toes, I angled my head around to ensure we wouldn’t be attacked 

from behind. All clear. Six feet from the door, I stopped, put my ear to the wall.  

All quiet, other than thumping music coming from someone’s overindulgent bass outside.  

Out of the corner of my eye, I could see Henry reaching for his phone, his eyes narrowing a 

bit. Returning the phone to his pocket, he laid a hand on my back and gave me the nod. Standing 

off to the side, I knocked twice on Steven’s door, my Sig horizontal to the floor. 

A few seconds ticked by, and I swiped a glance at Henry.  

“He must have been alerted and took off,” Henry said. “We need to put out an APB on him. 

Or he could be hovering near the door? What do you think?” 

I inhaled a quiet but deep breath, the images of Paco nudging its way into all the gory crime 

scenes and Eva’s attack. My partner, my buddy. The little man with a heart as big as Texas. 



 

I whispered, “I think I hear something.” 

I moved in front of the door as Henry said, “I’m an officer of the court, Booker.” 

“I’m not,” I said as I rammed my Doc Marten boot into the door, slamming it open, ripping it 

from its hinges. I took two steps, then tripped over a pair of feet. 

I looked down and found Steven on his back. 

“Is he dead?” Henry asked. 

“Two gunshots to the forehead.” Blood seeped down Steven Lee’s face, a small pool of it just 

inches from my body.  

I spotted a pair of nunchucks a few feet away and pointed to them. “Not sure he had a chance 

to use them.” 

Henry ran his fingers through his hair. We heard people and things shuffling in the hallway, 

and our heads turned back to the broken door.  

“Must be the team Bobby was sending over—officers, paramedics,” I said. 

Henry looked at me. “Do you think there’s a fourth killer in their group, and he or she was 

just tying up loose ends to make a clean getaway?” 

Glancing around, I tried to let the evidence speak to me. “All the other murders were crimes 

of passion. And we know why. This one…it was professional. Unemotional. Efficient. We’ll 

never catch the guy who did this. And we may never know why.” 

Just then, the room was overrun with uniforms, and we answered a host of questions while 

standing in the hallway. I looked up and saw the same two FBI suits from Eva’s house. 

“Henry, I need to go check on Samantha and Eva.” 

“No you’re not.” He gripped my shoulder while eyeing his phone. “I almost forgot. Metrick 

woke up and wants to speak to you.” 
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The air in The Jewel filled with laughter and music. Paco’s favorites, from Shakira to Prince 

Royce, to J-Lo, to a guy named Iglesias. After sitting through a full Catholic service, a flurry of 

eulogists—including me—and a separate burial ceremony, I was completely drained. Part of that 

had to do with not getting a wink of sleep, ending my night of murder and mayhem by having a 

low-key conversation with Metrick McHenry. 

That was a first, and maybe a last. 

Henry and I stood off in the corner, our shoulders slumped. I was glad to see Reyna and the 

girls, Lalia and Esperanza, hugging and dancing with their friends and family. Finally, a few 

smiles, mixed in with tears of love and remembrances. It warmed my heart. But my eyes were 

glazed over. 

“Do you think he’s mixed up in all of this?” Henry asked while looking straight ahead. I 

noticed Alisa and Cindy sitting at a table, drawing and coloring with a few of the younger kids, 

including Samantha. Bolt was behind the bar, doing Justin’s grunt work. I was okay with it. I told 

him it would help put hair on his chest—at least that was what my Uncle Charlie used to tell me. 

“By ‘he,’ you mean Ligon?” 

“Didn’t want to say the name out loud, dude.” 

“Where there’s smoke…” 

“There’s Metrick smoking marijuana,” Henry said with a chuckle. 

Earlier in the day, Henry had been blown away by what Metrick had revealed to us just as the 

sun peeked through his Parkland Hospital room. I wasn’t far behind. 

With tears in his eyes, Metrick first apologized for almost running me over. He said he’d 

been forced to ride shotgun next to one of his exes, LaShunda, the same woman who’d chewed 

his ass at the car wash. He admitted his role. Under pressure to find money he didn’t have, 

Metrick said I’d stolen his “nest egg.” She forced Metrick to hunt me down. Just before contact, 

Metrick admitted what he’d done, and she eased up just a tad, which probably saved my life. 

I told him thanks. 

Metrick then went on to tell us that he couldn’t keep living a lie. He was going to come clean, 

one hundred percent, and let the chips fall where they may. After Henry and I traded stares, we 

gave him the cut to start talking. Metrick spilled his guts for the next twenty minutes, some of it 

enough to turn my stomach into a permanent knot. 

He convinced us Donley was indeed a bad cop. He was behind Metrick’s false arrest and 

imprisonment. Why? was the key question I had. Metrick said Donley was on the payroll of a 

new drug-dealing operation being led by a guy named Jay Flacko, who happened to work for a 

guy out of Chicago. 



 

Sciafini.  

Metrick never said the name, but Henry and I compared notes in the hall and drew the same 

logical conclusion.  

We wished Metrick well, and Henry even said he’d help him find a job working for the city if 

he stayed clean. Turns out, Metrick didn’t have stage 3 cancer either. Fabrication appeared to be 

woven into his way of life. 

The door to The Jewel swung open, and Henry nudged my ribs.  

“Booker, Henry, you’re part of the reason I wanted to drop by.” Ligon’s neck was squeezed 

inside a starched shirt and high-priced blue suit. His boyish driver, along with two ladies and 

another man, flanked him and talked among themselves as they spoke on their phones. He must 

have seen my eyes look over his shoulder at his small entourage. 

“Pay them no attention. Just campaign staff working the polls. Election day and all.” He 

stuck out his beefy hand. Henry and I reciprocated, reluctantly. 

“The people of Dallas owe you a huge debt by getting to the bottom of this tragic set of 

murders. Truly, you’ve done outstanding work. I can’t thank you enough,” he said, bringing his 

hands together like he was posing for a political ad. 

“Sure,” I said, looking around the room. 

He extended his hand again, and I gave it a curious look. “I’ll be needing that special 

assistant badge back now, Booker.” 

I gave it to him. “So, who’s going to investigate Steven Lee’s murder?” 

His overgrown eyebrow twitched, but his fake smile remained etched in the same position. 

“We’ll work that case like we do every other, partnering with our friends over at the DA’s office. 

Isn’t that right, Henry?” 

“Uh, yeah.” 

Ligon moved along, shaking hands as if this was just another campaign stop. He found 

Reyna and appeared to look sincere as he spoke to her and the girls. Then I heard his voice 

booming over the music, and I moved closer. 

“Paco was one of a kind. A true hero. And I’d like to say thank you by contributing this check 

to the girls’ college funds that we’ve set up down at headquarters.” 

“Ten thousand dollars?” Reyna gasped, then tears streamed down her face and she reached up 

and hugged the chief. He looked to his left, and one of his minions flashed a quick series of 

pictures. 

“What the hell?” I could hear Henry say behind me. 

“I need a drink,” I said, turning away toward the bar. “The hard stuff, Justin. Please.” He 

could see the look in my eyes—disgust, and maybe still some guilt when thinking about Paco. 

“Here you go, Booker,” he said.  

I felt a hand on my back. “I hope you voted today, Booker.” 

I shifted my eyes but didn’t say anything.  

“Exit polls show I’m five points ahead of Henry’s boss. How about that?” 



 

Ligon acted as if he’d just won the lottery. Maybe he had. 

I chose not to respond. 

“As I move up in my career, I’m going to need loyal, capable people around me. From what 

my advisors tell me, the next stop could be Austin and the governor’s mansion.” 

He popped my back again. 

I sipped my drink then eyed the whiskey swirling among the ice cubes. 

“Did that money come from you or Sciafini?” 

He paused, his fleshy eyes showing a hint of anger. “Sometimes you have strange bedfellows 

on your way to the top. But it’s worth it, you know. As long as you mean well.” 

I just shook my head. He’d planned this little coup for a while, I suspected. He’d brought in 

me and Henry to stop the killings so he could look like the white knight. 

“We caught these killers, Booker. That was good, right?” He slapped my back a little harder. 

“Good luck with your career and who you go to bed with. I wouldn’t turn my back on him, 

that much I’ll say.” 

He left, and Henry quickly took his place. I replayed the conversation. 

“Booker, what am I going to do? My boss thinks I betrayed him, and the mayor is probably 

in the back pocket of a crime boss. Do you think I’m overreacting?” 

“I wish I could give you the answer you want. But from what I’ve seen, Sciafini is like the 

plague. He doesn’t stop until it decimates an entire population. First Chicago, now Dallas.” 

Henry nodded, then sipped his drink. “We may need to talk after things settle down a bit. Not 

sure I’m cut out for crime bosses breeding with political figures.” 

Cindy came up and goosed him, which lightened the mood. I forced myself to get out of my 

chair and interact with the people I cared about. Alisa gave me a huge bear hug; then Samantha 

jumped up and squeezed my neck. 

“I love you, Daddy,” she said into my ear.  

“Love you too, Samantha. You okay?” She’d grown up so much in the last year, she’d lost a 

bit of her effusive love. 

“I want you to promise me that you’ll always be careful and not let any bad guy hurt you.” 

“You have nothing to worry about, Samantha. You’ll be safe. That I promise you.” 

She grabbed both of my cheeks and looked me straight in the eyes. She suddenly looked 

much older, as if I was talking to Samantha, my teenager. “Daddy, you didn’t hear me.” 

“What?” 

“I want you to be careful. I only have one daddy, and I’m going to need you in the future for 

a few things.” 

I nodded and gave her a long kiss on her soft cheek.  

My mind drifted away. I tried to imagine what life would be like in a few months, with Ligon 

in power, and Sciafini pulling his strings. 

“Hey, Booker, join us,” Paco’s wife said, dancing to some salsa music. 

With the music pulling me to swing my daughter around, I grabbed Alisa and joined the 



 

celebration of Paco’s life. The future could wait another few hours. 
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For a fleeting moment, I could feel my breath stutter against my chest. Then the smell of fear 

returned, choking every other sense. 

Piss. And not just a passing waft. It seemed like my head had been dunked in it, with a hint of 

crap lingering in the damp air. But there was more. An underlying scent of stale disinfectant 

clawed at my nostrils.  

I tried to swallow, but a sticky saliva filled my mouth. I would have hurled had I not been 

scared to death. 

I called out. No discernible words. I think I pushed air through my voice box, but I couldn’t 

hear a damn thing. 

Where was I? Why couldn’t I speak? 

Other than the pungent mixture of smells, a dark fog suffocated me. Suddenly, my chest 

lifted faster, and in the distance, I could just make out a rushing thump. It must be the beat of my 

heart. 

I tried reaching out, but I couldn’t feel my arm. I wasn’t even sure I had an arm. I couldn’t 

feel a fucking thing. 

Somehow I sensed tears pooling. I hoped, begged to feel water run down my face. But it 

didn’t happen. Nothing happened. 

Was I alive? Maybe…partially. But not completely.  

Holding my breath, I squeezed my eyes and yelled as loudly as I could. But there was only 

emptiness. Loneliness. 

And fear. Fear that I’d never escape. Fear that I would. 

What was that? Something metallic, cold against my fingertips. It was smooth and rounded. 

My pulse quickened, and the hope that I was still of this world emerged from nothing. 

Centering all of my focus, all of my energy on my fingers, I found the edge of the metal 

object…and human skin. 

Just then, my breath stuck in my throat, and my heart exploded. I cried out. 

“Alexandra?” 

A flicker of light around the voice. A man’s voice. I sensed that I should know this person. 

But nothing immediately came to mind.  

“Your beautiful eyes are finally open. Guys, Doc, she’s awake. Look. She’s finally awake.” 

I blinked several times, and I saw a man’s face hovering over me. Dark, dense head of hair. 

Thick beard like he hadn’t shaved. He brought a hand to his cheek. His eyes became moist. 

Other voices filled the air, competing against my racing heart. I moved my head a few inches 

left and right. 

“Alexandra, my darling. You’re in the hospital. Can you hear me? You’re in the hospital.” 



 

Why is he screaming at me? I’m not deaf. 

“Who…” I swallowed, then watched a horde of people lunge to the side of my bed. I focused 

my sights on the man with the thick beard and the tone and pitch of his voice. I tried to speak, 

but my throat felt like it was full of cracked seashells. 

I wasn’t sure I recognized my own voice. I tried to lick my lips. 

“God bless that woman,” someone said. I looked around, but none of the other three figures 

in the room were familiar to me.  

“Get her some water, dammit,” another voice said, this one laced with an obnoxious accent. 

A thought zipped through my mind. I was supposed to know that voice too. And not for the most 

pleasant reasons. 

Something cold touched my lips, and my body quivered. 

The unshaven man said, “It’s okay. It’s an ice chip. You should suck on the ice. Your throat 

will feel better.”  

I let the ice roll down my tongue, and it tasted incredible.  

“More?” I gurgled. 

“Here you go, hun.” 

Did he say hun? The question lingered for just a brief second, but the feeling of ice in my 

mouth made my body tingle all over. I motioned for more ice chips, then my teeth crunched the 

ice, which only added to the euphoria.  

Amid the low rumble of noise in my hospital room, I moved my fingertips again. 

“Look, she’s playing with my wedding ring. She must remember our wedding,” the man said 

with anticipation as he moved closer.  

I could feel my eyes shift this time, looking directly at his face, full of hope and promise. 

“Who are you?” I asked. 

And the room went silent. 
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“You’re kidding me, right?” 

Inching up in my bed while balancing a cup full of ice water, I felt a twinge in my lower back as 

I peered over the extra-large set of shoulders belonging to the person who purportedly was my 

boss. I spotted the man who earlier had claimed he was my husband, Mark. He was a good-

looking guy. Broad shoulders, fit. Reminded me of a young Andy Garcia. Mark was speaking 

with a doctor and some other guy who wore a fedora and green suspenders. He looked a tad 

familiar. Or maybe I was just hoping to remember him—or anyone for that matter.  

My mind had been deluged with questions in the last two hours, ever since I’d awakened from 

my unconscious state, a result of a car crash from four days ago apparently. My so-called 

significant other had conveyed that news right after I’d delivered that hundred-mile-an-hour 

serve right past his shocked face: Who are you? 

How could I recall Andy Garcia, but not my own husband? And what was up with the tennis 

reference? 

Two beefy boss fingers snapped just in front of my eyes. 

“Alex, you’re not drifting back into the dark world, are you?” 

“Oh, sorry, I, uh…” I rubbed my face and realized my fear had subsided, but was replaced by 

a sense of inadequacy.  

“Don’t beat yourself up, Alex. The doctor said it would take a while to get your memory 

back. Like a patchwork quilt.” 

“Right. A quilt. I’m just looking for that first square.” 

He chuckled. 

I squinted my eyes and looked at the big man. “What did you say your name was again?” 

He leaned down, his beady green eyes staring down at me like I was a specimen. “Jerry 

Molloy. I’m your SSA.” 

“SS…what?” 

“Supervisory Special Agent. FBI. Damn, Alex, you’re just not the same.” 

“I, well…” I wasn’t sure what to say or how to say it. I felt conspicuous by my own presence, 

lacking understanding of everyone and everything. “Sorry, Jerry.” 

A twinkle of lights pulled my eyes toward the window, where a sparkly skyline interrupted 

the darkness. I pointed in that direction while turning back to Jerry. 

“Where are we?” 

His face stretched upward, then he ran his fingers through a thin patch of hair on his pumpkin 

head. “Whoa, we’ve got a ways to go,” he said, turning back to the others like I was nothing 

more than a caged animal. 



 

The people in the room shifted around, and then the man with green suspenders appeared 

next to my bed. He extended his arm for a handshake. 

“I think we should start from the beginning,” he said. 

I glanced at his hand, then moved up to his face. Not exactly an Andy Garcia, but with soft 

lines. He seemed like a calm guy. I reached out and shook his hand. I think a smile crossed my 

face. 

He tipped his hat. “Nick. Nick Radowski, FBI. Nice to meet ya,” he said. 

“I’d give you my name, but, uh, it doesn’t seem right to use a name I don’t recognize.” 

“No worries. I know who you are, and you will too, eventually. I’m just here for you 

whenever you have a question. To help you start to piece together—” 

“The patchwork quilt. Same thing that Jerry said.” 

“See? You’re remembering things already.” 

“Short-term, yes, but long-term? I might have a better chance at whipping Steffi Graf in a 

straight-set match.” 

A vacuum of silence fell over the room. 

“Okay, guys, I’m not real fond of being the butt of everyone’s joke right now. What did I say 

this time?” 

Suddenly, Mark pushed himself between Nick and me, his hands grabbing mine. They were 

strong, yet gentle. But why did I want to pull away? 

“This is great, Alexandra. Right, Doc? This shows she’s starting to come back to life.” 

A regal man with silver hair framing his face cleared his throat and approached the bed. He 

rested his hand on my arm as he eyed Mark, then turned to address me. 

I appreciated the admission of my presence. 

“Alexandra, you’ve suffered a substantial head trauma. I wasn’t surprised to see you’ve lost 

part of your long-term memory.” 

“It’s Alex,” Nick interjected. 

“Shut up, Nick,” Mark said without turning around, his lips puckered at me like I was a cute 

little baby doll.  

“As I was saying, you banged your head pretty badly inside that metal cage. It was probably 

a good thing you’ve been mostly unconscious the last four days. It’s allowed your body to rest 

and recover a bit. But more is warranted,” the doctor said. “The memory thing…I wouldn’t 

worry about it. Easy for me to say, I know.”  

He offered up a three-second chuckle, as if it were a part of his doctoral performance. I just 

listened, unworried about pretense. 

“It’s good for you to listen to old stories, try to recognize faces of friends and family. I’d be 

surprised if you didn’t fully recover. I’d still like you to see a speech therapist, someone who will 

help you with mental exercises to improve your memory. Your other injuries are minor. A few 

scrapes and bruises. I noticed earlier, when you tried to move, your back seemed to tug at you. 

We haven’t identified any issues there yet. Might just be some inflammation. If you’re okay for 



 

now, I can have the nurse provide you a cold compress, and I’ll ask the on-call orthopedist to 

drop by in the morning. Any other questions for me before I go home and try to catch the last 

half of Jimmy Fallon?” 

I looked down and puffed out a breath, wondering if I should ask the doctor the myriad of 

questions bouncing around my empty brain or simply wait and ask one of these other guys. Just 

then, I noticed my sheet was down past my hips, and my hospital gown was shoved up a bit too 

high. I grabbed the sheet and pulled it over my coochie. 

“It’s okay, I’m the only one who saw,” Mark whispered at me. 

My face felt flushed. 

The doctor said, “Don’t stay up too late trying to piece together your memory.” He rested his 

hand on my shoulder, and I spotted his name tag. 

“Dr. James Spurlock.” 

“Yes, that’s my name. Sorry if I didn’t introduce myself properly,” he said, stepping toward 

the door. He stopped and pointed at the others. “Let her get some rest tonight, okay?” 

All three agreed, maybe a little too eagerly. 

Jerry followed the good doctor toward the door, dumping a can of soda in the trash. 

I stopped him with, “You can’t leave yet. I’ve got some questions for you.” 

A tired smile washed across his face as he moved toward the bed. “I’m all yours, Alex. Ask 

me anything you like.” 

Before she could respond, Mark yawned and reached for the ceiling. “I’m bushed. Been 

spending most of my days up here, working at night, tending to the kids when I can. Thank God 

for Sydney.” He crossed himself. 

“We’re Catholic?” I asked. 

He forced out a chuckle and shifted his eyes from Jerry to me. 

“It’s one of those long stories. We’ll save it for another day.” He patted my hand, giving me 

the distinct impression he was blowing me off. I felt a seed of resentment in the pit of my 

stomach. And it didn’t settle well. 

“Wait.” I reached for his arm where his sleeve was rolled up. So hairy, and I thought of a 

baboon. I quickly removed my hand. 

“Yes, hun?” He turned back to me, an insincere tone in his voice. Or maybe I was just being 

overly sensitive. “We have kids?” 

His smiled turned warm again. “Erin and Luke. I’ve already spoken to them tonight. I’ll have 

Syd drop them by in the morning.” 

A long nod. “Syd.” 

I searched my thoughts for memories of kids. A few images flashed through my mind faster 

than a speeding comet, but nothing stuck.  

“Right. Sydney. She’s our nanny. Lots to catch up on, Alexandra. I’m sure Nick and Jerry 

here can bring you up to speed on some of it. Hopefully it will start to click in the next few hours 

for you.” Mark walked to a chair and picked up a navy blue peacoat. “I’m beat. I need to get 



 

some shut-eye if I’m going to appear in court tomorrow.” 

My eyes shifted to Jerry and Nick. 

Jerry flipped his thumb toward Mark. “He’s an attorney,” he said, then stuck his thumb in the 

front pocket of his jeans, over which hung his commanding gut.  

“Damn straight, I am. Work for the most powerful firm in the city,” Mark said, leaning in and 

kissing my hand. He let it drop as his dark eyes looked through me, or beyond me. It was hard to 

say. 

“So you’re going to work tomorrow?” 

“Hun, if you were…you,” he said with a chuckle, “you would have already checked yourself 

out of this hospital over the objections of doctors and family, and you’d be trying to find the guy 

who caused you to crash. Or solving the case you were on when you crashed. Or both, all before 

your morning coffee.” 

Mark attempted to rustle some laughter from Jerry and Nick. They seemed mildly annoyed. 

“I’m off. I’ll try to drop by during a break tomorrow.” He waved his hand over his head as he 

walked out the door.  

“Is he for real?” I said with a serious gaze at Jerry and Nick, who looked at each other then 

burst out laughing. 

“Ha! Whew, Alex, you’re too much right now,” Jerry said. “Mark has been the same for the 

forty-one years he’s been alive, that much I assure you.” 

I shrugged my shoulders. I’d get into that scene later, but I had other questions right now for 

the two FBI employees. 

“Where am I?” 

The pair glanced at each other, then back at me. 

“The hospital, Alex. Geez, do we need to call in the floor nurse?” Jerry’s schnoz seemed to 

grow as his face scrunched up. 

“I understand that part. I’m just looking for a state, a city or town.” 

“Boston, Mass., Mrs. Giordano,” Nick volunteered.  

I looked toward the corner and spotted a blank TV screen. I immediately saw the irony, but 

kept my feelings to myself. “So that’s my last name. Giordano. Very Italian.” 

“That’s Mark. His family has roots back to Sicily. At least that’s what you told me before,” 

Nick said. 

I pursed my lips. “Sorry I’m not able to, uh, you know…” 

“It’s perfectly fine, Alex. That’s why I’m here to help. Plus, he told me I had to be here.” He 

tried to look serious as he pointed at Jerry. But then a smile creased Nick’s lips.  

 I grinned. “Ah, sarcasm. My perceptive powers are apparently working okay,” I said. 

“When you were on a roll, they were the best I’ve ever seen. It’s like you had some type of 

voodoo power. Able to read right through somebody’s bullshit.” 

“I know you were joking, but why are you here? I mean, I know he’s my boss, but…you?”  

Nick ran his thumbs up his suspenders, rocking forward on his feet. “Once upon a time, we 



 

were—” 

“Don’t say it.” I threw up my hand. 

“Did you think I was going to say…?” Nick left the sentence unfinished and released a sly 

smile. Jerry almost bounced out of his chair he laughed so hard. 

“No. Ugh, I don’t know, Nick. Tell me the truth, man.” 

“I always have, Alex.” 

“Okay, waiting…” I gestured for him to keep going, my patience for receiving facts running 

a little thin. 

“We used to be partners.” 

“In the FBI?” 

“The one and only,” Jerry interjected. 

“Who’s my partner now?” 

Jerry belted out a single chuckle, his torso lifting a good two inches, then he scratched the 

back of his head. “That’s the thing, Alex. You didn’t really want a partner. You said partners only 

slowed you down.” 

I slurped my ice chips.  

“Can I get you more water?” Nick asked. 

“Sure. Thanks, Nick.” I tried to lock eyes, but he simply gathered my cup and scooted out the 

door. 

“So tell me the real scoop, Jerry. Why isn’t Nick my current partner?” 

“I told you the truth. You thought partners got in your way. Nick included. You have no idea 

how much of a ballbuster you were. That’s why we’re all looking at you like you have four tits.” 

Part of me felt offended, but a sliver of some memory pinged a small piece of gray matter. “I 

may not be laughing—my head still hurts a bit—but I think that’s funny.” 

“Nick is a good agent, but he’s also a nice guy. You two were polar opposites.” 

Nick walked back in and handed me the cup of ice water. “Thanks.” I took a few healthy 

gulps, then set the cup on the tray in front of me. 

I scratched my nose and took in another strong dose of the rank odor.  

“You smell it too, huh? Shit, I thought it was just me and hospitals,” Jerry said, waving a 

hand in front of his face. “I think I have some type of strange allergy to these places.” 

“It was this god-awful smell that woke me up.” 

“What a way to come back to life,” Jerry said. 

A quick thought from our earlier conversation. “So, Jerry, before Mark and the doc left, you 

asked me if I was kidding you about something. What did you mean? What were we talking 

about?”  

“Figure of speech.” 

“I got that part. But why did you say it?”  

Jerry shifted his weight and said, “I was basically stunned to hear those words come out of 

your mouth.” 



 

I closed an eye, hoping to recall what I’d said. Nope, no such luck. “Dammit, now my short-

term memory is slipping. What words?” 

“I was talking to you about the crash, and you politely asked if there was a way you could 

avoid having to drive that particular type of government-issued vehicle in the future. You didn’t 

like the way it handled.”  

“Uh, okay. What’s the big deal?” 

“The big deal is the old Alex wouldn’t have asked me anything, certainly not nicely. You 

would have told me to shove that Crown Victoria piece of shit up my ass.” He guffawed. Nick 

and I joined in, although I realized I was essentially laughing at myself. Or my old self.  

Would I be me again? I curled my lower lip in and chewed on it a bit, then reached for the 

water and slurped another mouthful. My eyes searched the starched sheet for answers…about 

me, my past, and my future. 

I lifted my head in quick order. “Tell me more about my crash.” 

Jerry pursed his lips for a moment, then said, “Well, you were moving at a high rate of speed. 

The roads were slick from a light rain, middle of the night. They think you probably just lost 

control.” 

“Who’s they?” 

“It’s being investigated by the state police.”  

I nodded. “Any reason why I was driving so fast on a rain-covered road?” 

“Shit, I’ve seen you move  fast when you’re at the grocery, practically running through a 

store, throwing boxes, cans, fruits, and meats in your cart. You seemed to have your shit together, 

but you were always in motion, as if you were an hour behind where you needed to be,” Nick 

said.  

I studied his face, but I could see he wasn’t bullshitting me. 

Nick continued, “I know why. You were a super mom, juggling your career as an 

accomplished FBI agent while being a wife and mothering two kids. You never said no to 

anything.” 

“Are you calling me a Type A, Nick?” I raised an eyebrow.  

“You’ve been called a lot of things, Alex. Some good, some not so flattering, mainly because 

you wouldn’t take shit from anyone,” Jerry said. 

I shook my head and glanced back at the dark TV screen. 

“Sorry if this isn’t easy, Alex,” Nick said. 

“It feels like I’m standing at the pearly gates, and I’m having my entire life replayed, one 

judgmental segment at a time.” 

“That’s the other thing.” Nick lifted his hat for a moment, then reset it on his square head. 

“What other thing?”  

Nick shifted his eyes at Jerry. 

“What’s all this about?” I moved a finger between them. 

“We just don’t want to upset you, Alex, that’s all.” 



 

“I’m a grown woman. I can deal with it as long as I don’t have to ask ten times, and it’s the 

fucking truth.” 

I stopped breathing for a brief second, and I wondered if I’d just said what I thought I’d 

heard. 

“She’s baaaack…” Jerry curled into a ball of laughter, but I waved him off. I still didn’t feel 

like I was back. I was still as lost as ever. 

“You and religion, and those pearly gates you mentioned, aren’t really on friendly terms,” 

Nick said, wincing a bit. 

“Damn, you’re good at dancing around the facts. You act like religion is a cousin or a 

neighbor down the street.” 

“I’m just saying that Mark comes from a more, uh, traditional family. His parents are Italian 

and Catholic. Oh, very Catholic. You? Not so much.” 

I hadn’t thought to ask about my side of the family. Maybe later. 

“What do I have against religion?” I couldn’t escape the surreal feeling of asking others 

about my opinions.  

“It goes way back. You were raised, at least for a while, in a very strict environment. I think 

you’ve been rebelling ever since,” Nick said, his thin lips tight against crooked teeth. 

“Hmm. That couldn’t have gone over well with Mark’s parents,” I said more to myself. 

“Or Mark,” Nick said, quickly bringing a hand to his mouth. 

I thought more about Mark and my current feelings toward him. He was a hard one to gauge. 

I could recall a few snippets of our past, laughing with him, maybe on our honeymoon. 

Mountains in the backdrop as we lounged on beaches, drinking frozen beverages that were teal 

and orange. Hawaii maybe.  

In some respects, he seemed enamored by me, especially when I first woke up from my four-

day nap. But then again, he seemed like he couldn’t wait to leave. I didn’t feel special. More like 

an odd combination of suffocated and empty. Then again, I was not in a normal state of mind. I 

had no sense of self, how I was supposed to respond to anything. I felt like a nomad searching 

for the invisible door where all of me existed. 

Recalling my earlier interaction with Mark, I realized I never heard him tell me that he loved 

me. Not that I would have returned the favor—I just didn’t feel it…yet. But with all his fawning 

after me at first, I would have thought he would have provided a loving comment on his way out. 

A crinkling noise stole my attention from my thoughts. As I turned toward Nick, I spotted a 

gum wrapper falling aimlessly to the floor, as if in slow motion. Then I heard lips smacking. And 

one slice of memory returned, just like that. “It’s you, Nick. I remember you now,” I said as the 

beeping sound from the heart monitor accelerated. 

My former partner’s face lit up. 

“You litterbug prick. Stop smacking your gums and pick up your damn trash. What do you 

think this is, a fucking landfill?” 

Jerry looked at Nick. “Now she’s back.” 
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 Hunkered in a corner wooden booth, the man slurped the foam off his beer three times, one of 

the forty-nine brews that the bar located in Back Bay claimed were handcrafted. Lifting his gaze, 

the collar from his peacoat brushed against his thick beard, yanking a few whiskers. It annoyed 

him, but he appreciated the feeling of cover. In some ways, it also excited him, although he knew 

his mission wasn’t a jubilant matter. It was serious. Life-or-death serious.  

He took a quick glance across the room—many of the women, employees, and even a few 

customers were dressed in traditional garb from the colonial days: colorful hooped skirts, quilted 

petticoats, tall hair, and low-necked bodices. In other words, breasts were the highlight of the 

show. Some things never changed. A few tables over, he admired one young lady scooping up 

her purse from the floor next to her chair. 

“You never seen a boob before?” 

Startled, he nearly bit his tongue. A tall woman shaped like a lamppost hovered just to his 

left. He tried looking her in the eye. She started tapping her pen on her pad. 

“Can you speak, man?” 

Dipping his head below his coat collar, his eyes found the greasy, plastic menu. 

“I’ll take some potato skins and some shrimp.” 

“Gotcha. Can I get you some breast milk with that?” She giggled. 

He accidentally swallowed his saliva and began to choke until his eyes watered. He gulped 

down a mouthful of beer, then slammed down the mug, sloshing some of the beer on the table. 

“Dammit!” he said, grabbing a handful of napkins. He scrubbed, but somehow the liquid 

seemed to expand and some of it dropped to his lap. “Crap.” 

“It’s okay, dear,” the woman said. 

He refused to make eye contact. 

She grabbed a rag from a nearby busboy and helped mop up the suds from the table, then she 

rested her hand on his shoulder. “Really, it’s okay. I didn’t mean to startle you.” 

“Potato skins and shrimp, please,” he said through gritted teeth, disgusted at the way her 

bony fingers gripped his shoulder. 

“Okay, okay,” she said, holding up both hands as if he held a gun. “I’ll have it right out to 

you. You must have had an anxious day at the office. Drink some more of that beer. It will help 

calm your nerves.” 

“Whatever,” he said, picking up the beer and taking a sip. 

She walked away, and he mumbled a phrase to himself six times. 

Finally able to see straight, he walked to the bathroom and washed his face. When he 

returned, his appetizers were sitting on his table. Relieved he didn’t have to interact further with 



 

the waitress, he sat down and picked up one of the shrimp, inspecting it for a good five minutes.  

“It’s not going to bite.” The curly-headed busboy snickered as he passed by with a crate full 

of dishes. 

The man held up his hand, ready to defend his protocol. Screw that kid, he thought. The guy 

wouldn’t understand the impact of iodine on the human nervous system. He pulled out his phone, 

tapped his app of choice, and began reviewing a series of numbers. They filled his entire screen.  

Slowly, his breathing calmed.  

He ate the shrimp, then most of the potato skins. The same skinny waitress delivered another 

beer. She tried to make small talk again, but he refrained from any conversation, acting as if he 

was enthralled by the content on his phone. He actually was engrossed in his ritual, something he 

enjoyed several times a day. He viewed it as his own version of yoga—to find a place that 

brought him at least a sliver of internal peace in this chaotic, fucked-up world. 

Glancing up, his eyes found the same girl he’d noticed a few tables over. Her elbows were on 

the table, her hands propping up her chin. The net effect created an avalanche of cleavage. She 

batted her eyelashes. Even from twenty feet away, he could see her extensions. Despite her rather 

slutty appearance, she had a sweet look about her, a caring soul. Maybe she’d grow up to be a 

social worker or a nurse. Really contribute to society. 

But he wasn’t sure she’d ever get the chance. 

His eyes shifted to the right about three feet, toward the guy she was admiring. Actually, she 

was gushing over this tool. With his red and gold tie pulled away from his neck, he tossed a 

couple of cashews in his mouth, letting his designer watch dangle just enough to catch the eye. 

Who knew how much he sunk into that piece? Two grand, four grand maybe? 

Wearing a Gucci suit, including a vest with custom-made buttons, Gucci dress shoes, 

designer money clip and belt, this guy was a walking decadence machine. Not surprisingly, he 

made a not-so-honest living as an investment banker, focusing on hedge funds, working out of 

the Prudential Tower just three or four blocks south of the bar’s Back Bay location. But it was his 

ultra-cool demeanor that created a stir inside the man still positioned in the corner booth. The 

way he lured any girl of his choosing at the wink of an eye. The jackass even had dimples to give 

the illusion he was as innocent as a baby boy. The girls typically couldn’t resist touching his face, 

and that was when the invisible pheromone leash would be attached. 

Peering at the clueless couple, the man realized he had seen this situation play out a million 

times. And it always ended the same.  

Shaking his head, he nibbled at the few remaining pieces of potato skins and tried to divert 

his attention back to the content on his phone. Typically, that would be enough to shut out the 

rest of the world and all of its flaws. 

A few seconds ticked by, and he couldn’t help but glance back over at the fox hunt. The girl 

patted the investment banker’s knee, then began the slow crawl up his thigh. She thought she’d 

hooked a prize fish, maybe the biggest catch this side of Gloucester. But the man knew it was the 

investment banker who was pulling the levers at just the right moment. No hooks were needed. It 



 

was more of a tap-dance routine that would end up with the young girl waking up next to a cold 

pillow. Sure, there might be a follow-up rendezvous, possibly some words exchanged to make it 

seem like there was a common bond between them, maybe even a hint of a future—if  this and if 

that occurred.  

Halley’s Comet had a better chance of screaming across the Boston skyline tonight. 

The man could see the arrogant dick’s hand. No wedding band. The girl with the push-up bra 

was nothing more than a part of a game. The thimble, or the car, maybe even the horse—just like 

the game pieces in Monopoly. Made of metal and with no soul—that’s how the cheesy asshole 

viewed this girl, and many more before her. 

But she wasn’t the victim in this sexual coup. The real victim was at home as usual, busy 

changing the diapers of her four-month-old and spoon-feeding her three-year-old who had Down 

syndrome, both girls, all while dealing with decorators and architects for the new addition to the 

house. Her husband had already told her he expected two more kids in the next three years, with 

the hope that one would be a boy. The slut husband’s family lineage couldn’t end with a 

complete prick. His wife had also been convinced that her partner for life would need ample 

freedom to socialize with potential clients. He was, after all, the sole breadwinner and, therefore, 

could dictate every aspect of their relationship. Right? 

“What a dipshit,” the man muttered, his eyes shifting between his phone screen and the 

pervert, who now laughed at the girl’s joke, something he surely couldn’t give two shits about. 

The man watched her hand reach its intended target, and then her eyes went wide. 

Essentially, she believed she’d landed Boardwalk and Park Place all in one bold move. And she 

had every intention of setting her roots down, creating a hotel or two. She’d probably already 

gone from envisioning a night of passionate sex to a jet-setting lifestyle that included homes on 

both coasts, lavish vacations to breathtaking destinations, butlers, and lawn boys. 

In some respects, her naïvete was almost deserving of how she would be used like a tissue. 

But what the hell did she know? She was probably no more than twenty or twenty-one. This 

prick, Christopher Barden, was a vulture wrapped in Gucci—whether it was made of snakeskin, 

eel skin, or in his case, foreskin—focused on nothing more than the ego-boosting conquest of 

bagging another ditzy girl who couldn’t resist his cute dimples and mesmerizing charm. 

The man in the corner considered walking over to their table and sticking his finger down his 

own throat, so he could spew his rancid puke all over that loser. But it wouldn’t do him justice. 

Not even close. 

He took in a breath, then finally released a filter in his brain. With his eyes studying the data 

flashing by on his phone screen, he casually stuck his hand in the right pocket of his coat, then 

pried apart the coat’s material until he touched the plastic encasing. It was long, thin, and for 

now, protected. 

Ten cc of propofol would be enough to get the party started. Tonight, he was going to get 

some satisfaction for a change. It was difficult to hide his emerging smile. He knew he’d make 

someone very proud. 
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I flipped through the four pictures Mark had sent me, pausing on each one for a few seconds, 

hoping to find that emotional thread that connected me to my kids. My children— I’d birthed 

them, changed their diapers, rocked them to sleep every night, and woke up in the middle of the 

night when they couldn’t breathe, holding them in a steamed shower until their lungs opened up. 

I’d done it all. At least that’s how I envisioned it. 

The fact was I couldn’t remember a thing. Well, nothing that burst open the door to that part 

of my life.  

Sitting cross-legged in my hospital bed, I glanced outside my window. I could hear horns 

beeping several floors below. The day appeared to be gray, like my mood. Sullen was more like 

it. I was angry at myself for having the crash, annoyed at the man who said he was my husband 

because he didn’t seem to care much—he’d shot me a text an hour earlier with the four pictures, 

saying that’s all he had time to find before his court appearance. But even more annoyed at 

myself for thinking I needed his attention and sincere love. 

Come on, Alex. He is your husband, and the father of your two kids, even if you can’t recall 

them. Cut him a break. He’s been dealing with a lot of shit since you wrapped your car around a 

tree. 

I pressed my fingers into the corners of my eyes. My head ached from the inside out. No 

surprise there, I supposed. I took in a slow breath, wondering if my first session with the speech 

therapist later in the morning would provide that magic moment when all my memories and 

thoughts and feelings would flood my body, like lifting the wall of a dam. I was ready for it, even 

if the Alex that Jerry and Nick had described wouldn’t be nominated for Miss Congeniality. That 

was work, I reminded myself. That had nothing to do with the kind of person I used to be…still 

was—my values, how I treated my friends, and most importantly, my family. 

My kids. 

My eyes gravitated back to the phone screen, and I studied the first picture. Luke with a huge 

grin, as if someone was tickling him. His thick, wavy hair seemed to have a natural part just left 

of center. He had a prominent nose, covered with freckles, but it was still cute. 

Just then, I touched my own nose. “Whew,” I said out loud, then chuckled quietly to myself. 

Luke’s nose came from Mark’s side of the family. 

Flipping to the next picture, Erin held up red and white pom poms, her face coated with more 

makeup than I’d thought possible on a fourteen-year-old girl. A cheerleader for a daughter. Hmm. 

Not sure what I did growing up, but picturing me, or what I knew of me, in a tight-fitting outfit, 

my sole purpose to cheer for the hunky, brainless football players…I wasn’t sure I wanted to 

recall that memory. Then again, maybe Erin had followed in her mother’s footsteps.  



 

I must have influenced them in some way, hopefully for the better. I found another picture of 

Luke in some type of basketball uniform, then thumbed through to the last picture. I paused, 

allowing my eyes to take it all in. It was me, with Luke and Erin on either side. We were all 

soaked from head to toe. It looked like we’d just gotten off one of those log flume rides. I had an 

arm draped over the shoulders of each kid, drawing them close. We looked silly, but connected. 

We wore smiles that were unique to the closeness of a family. At least that was how I thought it 

worked.  

They both seemed so happy. I did too. 

Where was Mark? Maybe he was the one taking the picture. 

“Jesus H. Christ, woman, have you thought about taking a shower anytime soon?” 

Jumping in my bed, I nearly bit my own tongue as I watched a new nurse marching into the 

room. She carried a tablet and placed her glasses on her nose to read from it. 

While she was preoccupied, I tried to take a quick sniff under my armpits.  

“It all blends in after a while,” she said, her head still buried in whatever she was reading. 

She walked around to the other side of my bed and started checking the machines attached to me, 

then tapping the screen. 

“Uh, what blends in after a while?” 

“The stench in this shithole, that’s what.” 

I watched her punch a few buttons on my heart monitor. 

“If you’re talking about this morning’s breakfast, I couldn’t agree more. They had to point 

out the eggs. They looked green on the edges.” 

She cackled a couple of times. 

“The food sucks. That’s a given. We’re a hospital, not a bed-and-breakfast.” Her wrinkled 

eyes peered at me above the tablet, then she went back to checking the IV bag. 

“I actually woke out of my, uh, sleep and smelled the oddest combination of—” 

“Rotten eggs?” 

“Well…” 

“I could tell you some stories,” she said, glancing at me again. 

“I’m game,” I said, setting my phone next to me on the bed. 

“Oh my. GI bleeds are the worst. Brings tears to my eyes just thinking about it.” She used her 

coat to wipe across her face. Her head bobbed from her cackling. “Colostomies aren’t far behind. 

Especially those old farts who get really surly when you try to change them out. One guy was so 

rude his nurse refused to change the bag for two days. Then I had the honors. That was during 

my rookie year. Never again.” 

Scrunching my shoulders, I covered my mouth, trying to hide my laughter. I’m not sure why, 

since we were the only two people in the room. Perhaps because it wasn’t how I thought a lady 

should respond? 

“Go on,” I said, enjoying the brief respite from grilling myself to recall every facet of my 

life. 



 

“Abdominal fold cheese that’s been brewing a long time. A man rolled in here with all sorts 

of issues. For starters, he topped five hundred pounds. He couldn’t even wipe his own ass,” she 

said, starting to snicker. “And apparently he’d given up trying.” 

“Oh gross.” 

“Valerie’s my name, in case you’re searching for my name tag. I refuse to wear one. Patients 

never forget a nurse’s name. They’ve chased me down in the parking lot before,” she said, 

walking to the end of the bed. 

“What about that man who had the underactive thyroid?” 

Her brow furrowed like crumpled bacon. “He didn’t have any thyroid issues. He had a Big 

Mac issue. Ate every meal at McDonald’s. In fact, we found a cheeseburger under his left boob. I 

kid you not.” 

I snorted through my fingers. “What did that smell like?” 

“Crotch rot and swamp butt, all wrapped up in soiled clothing for a year. That’s the best 

description I can give. Want to hear more?” 

I could feel this morning’s eggs rumbling a bit. 

“That’s okay. I don’t want to be hugging a toilet when I’m reintroduced to my kids.” 

“I understand your memory loss must be a bit frustrating. Good news is you should be out of 

here by tomorrow, as long as you have the proper supervision.” 

I wondered if Mark would be willing to care for me until I could care for myself. I didn’t 

want to stay another night in this rancid place, but spending a night in a bed next to a guy I didn’t 

know might be worse.  

“I’m sure we’ll work out something.” 

“With your kids coming, you might want to cover up your v-jay-jay.” 

My jaw opened as she tossed the sheet over my lap just as I unfolded my legs. 

“And let me tie the back of your gown. You may have small breasts, but that’s nothing for a 

kid to see.” 

I looked down at my chest, taken aback by her comment. Was I that unfamiliar with my own 

body? Geez. 

“Thank you” was all I could think of saying as she finished up. 

Suddenly, a rumble of noise approached my room. 

“But I don’t know why you think I care about who the Celtics trade. That’s boy stuff. I’m a 

young woman.” A teenage girl marched into my hospital room, followed by a young boy almost 

half her height. 

My kids. 

“Oh yeah, well, people actually want to know if the Celtics have a chance to upgrade their 

starting five before the trading deadline. It matters, unlike what you talk about with all your 

prissy girlfriends.” 

The boy, Luke, turned his head as he dragged his coat on the floor behind him. “Oh, hey, 

Mom.” He gave me a quick wrist wave, then walked to the couch on the opposite wall and pulled 



 

out an electronic device that was twice as big as his hands. 

Erin had both thumbs moving at the speed of light over her cell phone. Then she holstered it 

in the back pocket of a tight pair of jeans, folded her arms, and tapped her foot. Her eyes met 

mine. “Can you tell your son that he’s a dork and he needs to grow up? Sheesh.” 

Nurse Valerie gave me a quick wink as she quietly shuffled out of the room. 

“Hi, Erin,” I said with less than great confidence. 

“Yeah, hey. You doing okay and everything?” Her blue eyes inspected the room, then I saw 

her nose twitch. She had a cute nose. 

“I had the same reaction when I woke up. Kind of smells bad, doesn’t it?” I said, waving a 

hand in front of my nose. 

Her flawless face scrunched up into a prune. “‘Bad’ isn’t the word I’d use,” she said, her 

arms still hugging her chest. She was wrapped in a colorful denim jacket that was two sizes too 

big.  

“Are you still cold? I can warm up your hands.” I paused for a second, shocked that those 

words had crossed my lips.  

“I’m good,” she said, not looking me in the eye. 

“I suppose your father told you about my condition?” 

“He just said something about you having a tough time remembering things, kind of like 

Grampy.” 

I almost laughed, but I couldn’t have picked Grampy out of a lineup. So, I guess the joke was 

on me…again. Still, something ate at me, maybe Mark’s representation of what I was going 

through. Then again, teenagers weren’t exactly reliable sources. 

“Doctor said it’s good if I hear you tell me stories. I’m sure this brain of mine just needs a 

jump-start.” I kept the tone positive, thinking that teens can provide a thirty-minute soliloquy on 

a topic, or a one-word response. 

“Uh, do I have to do this by myself?” Erin said, taking a step closer, her arms still locked 

together. “Doesn’t Luke have to do this too? It’s just not fair.” 

I raised a finger, my mouth half open. 

“Oh. My. God. Can you believe that biyatch? She frickin’ slipped him a roofie just so he’d 

sleep with her,” said a girl waltzing into my room, a cell phone to her ear. She gave me a quick 

finger-roll hello. “I’m so going to be watching the next Bachelor. Wanna make it a face-painting 

party and binge drink some peppermint schnapps?” 

I mouthed to Erin, Who is that? She said something in return, but I couldn’t understand, 

though it was becoming clear this was Sydney, our nanny. 

Just then, I watched the bubbly girl, who looked to be close to twenty, slide off her scarf and 

toss her pink jacket next to Luke on the couch. She plopped down.  

“I know, right? Well, given what I’ve seen so far, I can’t say I wouldn’t do the same thing. I 

mean, we can’t all rely on our amazing brains. We girls do have other needs. What? I can’t really 

say exactly. I’m kind of in mixed company.” 



 

While her words were enough to have me question her role in my kids’ lives, I couldn’t get 

past what she was wearing. A cropped shirt with slinky spaghetti straps. A tight stomach, 

including her pierced belly button, were visible for the world to see. In the winter. In Boston. 

She must have noticed my gaze. 

“Oh, sorry to kill the buzz, Demi, but I gotta run. I’ll text you later, girl. Ciao.” She blew a 

kiss into the phone, then tossed it onto her jacket and bounced back up. 

“Oh my,” I said without thinking. 

“What? What’s wrong, Mrs. G?” She bounced again.  

I wanted to grab her coat and wrap her up to hide her lack of modesty, and maybe protect 

mine. Instead, I just stared at her boobs. Each were the size of both of mine combined—

multiplied by five. Were they being lifted by some type of hidden pulley system? More than that, 

it was rather obvious to anyone who wasn’t blind that it was cold. For some reason, I could recall 

a person from my past or present say, “It’s a tit bit nippley outside,” joking about someone 

flashing her headlights.  

Damn, who’d said that? Must have been on the work side of my life. Yeah, it sounded like a 

typical sexist comment in a law enforcement setting. 

I curled my greasy locks around my ear, then situated Bert and Ernie in their most prominent 

positions. Not that I felt deficient. Not me. “You must be Sydney,” I said with little enthusiasm.  

“That’s me,” she cooed, clapping her hands together and jiggling her water balloons.  

I quickly shifted my eyes to the two people who were the most impressionable. Luke was 

going to town on a video game, it appeared. His face changed expressions every few seconds in 

dramatic fashion, as if it were made of rubber. I had to remind myself that he was eleven. 

Probably not very interested in girls. 

Then I glanced at Erin. I assumed boys were her main interest. She coiled her lips while she 

tapped her foot like a rabbit. And her arms were still firmly pressed against her chest. 

“You feeling okay, Erin?” I asked. She seemed uptight. 

“I’m fine. I just can’t…you know.” 

I glanced at Sydney, who gave me a simple nod. I figured that was a signal for something. 

“What am I missing here, girls?” 

Sydney raised her hand as if I were a middle-aged teacher who needed to be connected to the 

real world. “Mark…I mean, Mr. G asked Erin not to spend her entire visit with you texting on 

her phone.” 

Mark. How old was this girl? Lord, please tell me I didn’t hire her. 

“Can you believe it, Mom? It’s so, like, unfair. Again and again, I’m asked to do things that 

the little runt never has to do. Just look at him over there, grunting while he’s playing that silly 

video game. It’s really kind of gross.” 

“Screw you, Erin,” Luke said, his eyes never leaving his game. 

Sydney walked over to Luke and held out her hand.  

“Okayyy,” he groaned, then grudgingly plopped his oversized phone in her hand. 



 

Flipping on her heels, Sydney gave me an approving wink, as if we’d just shared some type 

of motherly bond.  

I said, “Guys, do you mind coming over here? You can sit on these chairs or the edge of my 

bed. I want to ask you some questions.” I really wanted to get to know them better, although I 

was already feeling that pull of familiarity.  

Their sassy attitudes seemed authentic. I wondered how much of that I used to tolerate before 

I came down on them. Another dozen questions smacked me like a brick, including: What kind 

of Mom was I? What kind of punishment did I dish out? What did I tend to ignore, and where did 

I draw the line? Did the kids just walk all over me? Didn’t seem likely, given how Jerry and Nick 

had described my work personality. How much different at home could I be? 

 “Anyone want anything from the cafeteria?” Sydney asked as she walked over and picked 

up her phone. “I’m sure they must have something close to a Starbucks downstairs, right? A 

snack, a late breakfast, Mrs. G?” 

A pang of hunger washed over me, my mouth salivating for something spicy. But I couldn’t 

put my finger on exactly what, and I didn’t feel like asking the present company what my 

favorite breakfast food was. 

“I’m good, thanks. Kids, you want anything?” 

“A candy bar?” Luke asked. 

“A double espresso with whipped cream,” Erin said with a hint of attitude.  

“You think that’s the healthiest thing a fourteen-year-old should have?” I asked. 

“Mother,” she said, as if I’d just outed her in front of her best friend.  

I decided not to give in, and I pressed my lips shut as something of a test. 

“Uh, I get it,” Sydney said, exchanging glances with Erin and me. “I’ll just see what they 

have, Erin. Maybe they’ll have some of those cool health juices you and your friends were 

talking about the other day.” 

“Sounds good, Syd. Thanks.” 

Syd disappeared through the door, and I instantly felt like a ten-foot wall—actually more like 

a see-through stocking—had just been removed from the room. I took in a breath and patted the 

bed. 

Erin rolled her eyes, and Luke trudged over. Just before he sat on the lone chair, his big sister 

scooted into the chair first, and he sat on her lap. 

“Get off me, dork,” she said, shoving him upward like he weighed five pounds. 

“Screw you. This was my seat. I was sitting in it, Mom,” he said, now stiff as a board, 

leaning back as his sister used her feet to keep him at bay. 

This was motherhood? I wondered if I’d been gone for longer than just a few days. They 

seemed oblivious to any type of parental oversight. With a near mutiny on my hands, I had a 

couple of options. I chose the calmer path. 

“Luke, you get first chair next to me. Come on up.” 

He looked at me, then all the tubes connected to me. I patted the mattress and scooted a little 



 

to my right.  

“Plenty of room. Just hop on up.” 

He seemed apprehensive, which was natural, given the circumstances. But it also seemed like 

his trepidation involved more than just the hospital setting.  

“So, Erin, how’s the cheerleading going?” I asked.  

“What do you mean, Mother?” She crossed her legs and started a rapid kick routine with her 

one leg. Her arms remained folded in front of her.  

“Are you—”  

She twisted her head, her face a hairball of torment. “What are you trying to say?” 

I think I’d just stepped in it. “Well, with your arms crossed in front of you like that, I just 

wondered if you felt okay.” 

“I’m fine. No worries over here.” She looked toward the window. Maybe she was thinking 

about her escape route. 

“Luke, so tell me what position you’re playing on your team.”  

A strange look crossed his face as he stepped onto the metal guardrail and plopped onto the 

mattress. It shook the bed, and I could feel the jarring in my head. 

“Are you okay, Mom?” He touched my forearm, but accidentally brushed my IV tube 

extending out of my arm. He flinched. “Oh, sorry.”  

“It’s okay, Luke. I’m not made of glass. I just had a car wreck. Your dad did tell you that, 

right?” 

“I think so,” he said. His eyes made a trail toward the beeping sound of the heart monitor, 

then he looked into my eyes. “You’re going to be okay, right?” 

“Oh shit. That’s just great.” I turned and saw Erin’s face glowing red against her dirty-blond 

hair, the same color as mine. I made a mental checkmark that we had one thing in common. I just 

prayed that, even at my worst, I wasn’t nearly as dramatic. 

“What’s wrong, Erin?” 

“Nothing. You wouldn’t understand.” 

“Boy problems. Right, big sister?” Luke snickered.  

She scooted down in her chair and tried to kick Luke. “Shut up, you brat.” 

I leaned forward, but quickly felt the tug of the tubes tethering me to the bed. “Erin, don’t 

kick your brother.” 

“He just loves rubbing my face in it.” Her eyes appeared to have red spears shooting out from 

them. 

“I can’t see your face with all that crap makeup you put on. And it smells too.” He rolled his 

eyes like a seasoned pro. 

I wondered if someone was catching all of this on camera. This must be a test, maybe by 

Child Protective Services. If I could handle this nonstop squabbling, I could put up with just 

about anything. 

“Guys, I’ve missed both of you.” The words spilled out before I could stop myself. They 



 

weren’t completely true, but I felt something. This silenced the room so much that all I could 

hear over the beeps was a squeaking wheel motoring down the hallway. 

The kids looked at each other, then Erin glanced at me. “Sorry, Mom. I’ve missed you too.” 

I could feel my gut untwist just a tad. 

“Here’s what I need from each of you. I need you to pretend this is a movie, and I just 

reappeared in your life after being sent to another world. And you have ten minutes to tell me 

everything about your life in those ten minutes. If you don’t tell me everything, I disappear for 

another year. Ready?” 

I could see Erin debating her participation in such an immature game. 

Finally she said, “Okay, I’m game.” 

Luke nodded. 

“Cool. Each of you tell me something about your life, and then we’ll go back and forth for 

ten minutes. Go.” 

And go they did. My head swiveled back and forth between the two kids as I listened to their 

stories, and the rubber bullets of data began to penetrate my brain.  

Luke’s basketball career had yet to take off, I learned. Even though he was in Little League, 

he only played a few minutes a game. Coach said he needed more work on his dribbling and 

court awareness. I made a mental note to work with him on that. 

Erin said her boy troubles were about some nasty rumors floating around the Internet. She’d 

been accused of kissing some boy at a party—a party she hadn’t even attended. But someone had 

doctored a picture, and the rest was history. I told her we could fix it, and she believed me. At 

least I thought she did.  

School was a bore for both of them, but I actually heard Erin mention the word college. Luke 

was all about his online games, mostly involving sports. It seemed like he knew every player 

from every era who ever played any of the professional sports. He seemed like a brilliant young 

boy. 

Erin admitted she wasn’t all that fond of being ogled while she cheered. She did it to be 

around her friends. She said she’d much rather be involved in a competitive sport. I agreed that it 

might help her reduce some of her aggression toward her brother. 

They both laughed. And so did I. We finished the ten minutes with funny stories about 

Pumpkin, our orange tabby that sounded more like a dog than a round cat.  

“It was the funniest thing when Pumpkin saw a bird just outside the kitchen window,” Erin 

said. “He wound up those legs and scooted across the hardwood as fast he could go, then splat. 

He face-planted right into the window.” 

Their giggles were infectious. The next thing I knew, Luke had inched down the mattress to 

rest his head against my shoulder. I kissed the top of his head. I couldn’t say that a lot of 

memories were coming back, but I did feel something inside. A connection. A responsibility for 

their well-being. I wondered what I was like as a mother, but I knew I couldn’t straight-out ask 

them. Maybe I could get a straight answer from Mark later—if that would be possible.  



 

I watched them joke around with each other, and I couldn’t help but smile. While I felt bad 

they hadn’t had a mother with them in the last few days—and no, Sydney was not an adequate 

replacement—there was an opportunity here that most people never got. A clean slate. No 

baggage, at least not for now. A sense of relief permeated my core, and I suddenly didn’t feel the 

pressure to know everything, at least not with these two. They needed me—that much was 

obvious. I could sense a part of me in both of them, and the strings of attachment were already 

starting to reconnect. 

I knew I had a purpose in life. 

I asked Erin to help me to the bathroom, towing the portable IV bag with me. Just as I exited, 

Sydney bounced back into the room. I stood a few feet in front of the bathroom, watching her 

interact with the kids. She appeared to do her job decently, I supposed, although she seemed 

more like a big sister than a nanny. She didn’t have on a lick of makeup, and her hair was just 

there, yet naturally pretty. I wondered how a person could be so hard and soft in all the right 

places. She had the perfect figure.  

“So, Sydney, you go to school?” 

She was leaning over to look at Luke’s screen. I could have sworn I spotted the bottom slope 

of her breasts. Thankfully, Luke was eleven and not fifteen and, therefore, was more interested in 

strategizing how to win his basketball video game than ogling his boobilicious nanny. I hoped.  

Bouncing up to face me, she said, “Yep. Pre-law at Tufts University.” 

Damn, she must be fighting off the men, even though she was still somewhat sequestered 

from the real world behind the walls of a local university. I began my trek over to the bed, 

hoping Erin would jump in to help with pushing the IV cart. But she was too busy giggling about 

something on her phone which she then shared with her new breastie. I laughed at my sense of 

humor. 

I wondered what Mark thought of Sydney? 

Shuffling along at a decent pace, I could still feel the chill of the floors through my hospital-

issued socks, the ones with rubber footings on them. Out of the corner of my eye, Erin reached 

insider her denim jacket and scratched her stomach. 

Did I just see…? 

“Erin, let me see your shirt.” My voice was steady as I crawled back into bed. 

The giggling ceased. Both Erin and Sydney lowered their heads and appeared to be scouring 

the floor for lost change.  

“It’s not that big of a deal, Mom.” 

I could feel my pulse ping my temples, which only increased my brain pain. “Let me see, 

please.” 

With her baby blues pointed to the ceiling, she pulled open her coat and showed off a 

cropped T-shirt. Splashed across the front was a phrase: You’re halfway there. 

“Really?”  

“But Mom, it’s not the twentieth century anymore.” 



 

“You want to be known as that girl, at age fourteen even?” I could feel everything in my 

body tense up. 

My eyes shifted over to Sydney, whose hands were clasped in front her chest, as if there were 

some magical way of minimizing her curvaceous body. She would not look me in the eye. 

I pointed at Sydney. “Were you in on this, or is it just your mystical presence that’s causing 

my daughter to dress like a slut?” I tried swallowing, but my throat was starting to close up. 

“I, uh…” Sydney mumbled while trading stares with Erin. 

“This is crazy, Mother. I’m just like every other freshman. What’s the big deal? It’s just a 

shirt.” 

I could feel my face turn red, possibly my neck as well. Steam would soon be shooting out of 

my nostrils. I moved to the edge of the bed and pinched the corners of my eyes before I said 

another word. 

“Mom, you okay?” Luke asked. 

“Go back to your game, son.” 

“No problem,” he said. 

I took in a fortifying breath, wishing I had some history of experiences with Erin to draw 

from. What was really going on in her head? Was this the first time she’d crossed the dress-code 

line? Had she actually…with a boy? I reached for my water and took a sip. 

“Erin, you may not know this at your age, but your actions impact your reputation. And I 

don’t want to see you make decisions that follow you throughout high school, and maybe 

beyond.” 

“You’re actually going to feed her that crap? I know you might be my boss and everything, 

but the world has changed. It’s all about peace, love, and take-what-you-can-get. And that 

includes s-e-x. Yes, I said it. Sex.” Sydney’s hand was planted on her hip, her mouth half open. 

Words were stuck in the back of my throat, and I couldn’t force them out. 

“By the way, she borrowed my shirt.” Her eyes narrowed, as if she were trying to throw darts 

at me and my parenting skills.  

I rose from the bed, anchoring my weight with the IV cart, and pointed a finger that refused 

to sit still. 

“I might be missing a good amount of my memory, and I might not understand all the cool 

trends, but I understand disrespect. And you, Sydney, just—” 

“What are you going to do, fire me? I doubt Mark would agree to that. I’ve practically raised 

these kids the last year. Erin needs a role model she can relate to.” 

I almost laughed. “And you think you’re a good role model? You’re nothing but a two-bit—” 

“Hey, everyone.” 

I flipped on my sock-footed heels and found my former partner walking right toward me. He 

put a hand on my finger, as if he were securing a weapon. 

“Hey, Uncle Nick,” both Erin and Luke muttered. 

“Uncle Nick?” I think my eye twitched as darkness started closing in on my vision. 



 

“Alex, are you feeling okay?” Nick said, helping me to the bed. 

“I’m fine, dammit. And I’m tired of people acting like I’m sick and feeble.”  

No sooner had my butt hit the bed, I had something else I wanted to say to the prissy sex 

goddess. “Listen to me, Sydney…” I tried to push upward, but Nick pleaded with me to stay 

where I was. 

“Why don’t you take the kids home or to the mall or something?” he said to Sydney. 

“Nick, what are you doing?” I growled. 

“I’m just trying to calm things down a bit.” He looked genuinely concerned. But I didn’t give 

a shit about my appearance or my condition. 

“Nick, get out of my way.”  

Sydney released a sassy breath. “I can’t deal with this backward thinking. I’m out of here. 

Erin and Luke, the train is leaving.” 

Looking just beyond Nick’s shoulder, I could see Sydney’s milk-chocolate locks flowing 

behind her, as her breasts heaved up and down in slow motion. Erin paused for a second and 

gave me one of those looks. 

“It’s okay. We’ll talk later. But please change that shirt,” I said, my arms covering my chest. 

She gave me a tight-lipped nod. “Gotta run.” 

With his coat cinched under his armpit and his attention still focused on his hand-held game, 

Luke wandered over and leaned his body against mine. 

“Thank you, Luke. Have a good day.” 

“Yeah, back atcha,” he said, showing off his teeth. 

“Hey, I see you’re missing a tooth,” I said as he walked out the door. I turned to Nick, “I 

guess he didn’t hear me.”  

He put his hands at his waist and stared at me, then he paced a few steps. 

“What? Am I in trouble now?” I said with a mocking tone. 

“Alex, you’re just now recovering from a serious injury. You can’t be putting yourself in 

these positions.” 

“And what kind of position are you talking about, you know, since the world is one big sex 

scene and all, missionary style or up the—” 

“You know what I mean. You can’t lose your cool. You keep going at this pace and you’ll 

have an aneurism on top of everything else.” 

“Great, now I have two neurosurgeons giving me orders.” My eyes pulsated. 

“Alex, are you with me?” 

I could feel my chest lift at a rapid pace. “Yes.” 

“One-word responses. I don’t recall many of those,” he said. 

I jerked my head up. “Tell me how I should respond. My daughter dresses like she’s begging 

to get laid, and then my nanny not only defends the behavior but acts like I’ve got the problem.” 

Nick scratched his head. “I heard the whole thing from the hall. I’m sorry. It sucks, I know.” 

I breathed in through my nose. “I apologize for blowing my top. I shouldn’t be taking it out 



 

on you.” I tilted my head and looked at him. “Do you have kids?”  

He released a quick chuckle, which then rolled into a full-blown laughter. His pink face 

turned a shade darker. 

“Oh, Alex, you’re cracking me up.” 

“I didn’t know I’d made a joke. Unless the joke is on me.” 

“His name is Antonio,” he said, his face turning serious quickly. 

“You have a son?” 

“I’m gay, Alex. Shit, I have to be that blunt about it?” 

I replayed the words and then slowly looked into his eyes. “Sorry if it’s been about me.” 

“I don’t care about that. I just want you healthy and back to normal. Or the new normal.” 

I smiled. “I guess you shared this fact with me before?” 

“You’re the only one in the agency. I think Jerry suspects it, but I didn’t want to put him in an 

awkward position.” 

“Antonio. He’s a good guy? Treats you well?” 

“We each have our moments just like any couple. But he’s the best thing in my life for the 

last twenty-three years.” 

For some reason, I looked at my left hand. Someone must have taken my rings after the 

accident. 

“Thinking about Mark?” 

“How did you know?” 

He pursed his lips. “You shared a lot with me over the years too, you know.” 

I rubbed my hands together. “Cool. I need to ask you a lot more questions. Things about my 

personal life that I just can’t ask the kids or Mark. And certainly not the Playboy centerfold 

who’s pretending to be our nanny.” 

“I’ll tell you everything I know. Remember, you spent the last eight months or so basically 

flying solo. So I may not have the scoop on the absolute latest information.” 

Glancing around the room, my eyes paused on each apparatus and tube. I took in another 

waft of the familiar stench. 

“Nick, I need to get out of here.” 

“I’m sure you’re eager to leave, to get home and start remembering—” 

“Screw that. Well, I know I need to get there eventually, but I don’t want to sit around and 

stare at four walls while sitting at home any more than I want to do it here.” 

“But it will smell better,” he said with an arching eyebrow. 

“A dead corpse would smell better.” 

“Do you want to walk over to headquarters?” 

“It’s that close?”  

He walked to the window and pulled down a metal shade. “I can’t quite see it from this 

angle. But it’s close, and the weather is behaving for the moment. It’s actually just above 

freezing.” 



 

I thought about walking through an office where everyone knew me and I didn’t know them. 

“I’ll pass on that, for today anyway,” I said, starting to paw at the tubes attached to me. “Let’s 

start with finding out how I ended up in here.” 

“You had a crash.” 

“Really, Einstein? I know that. But why?” 

“You were traveling too fast on a wet road.” 

“That’s what Jerry said. But…” 

He narrowed his eyes again. “You’re skeptical.” 

“Sounds like I was a bad driver or made a stupid decision. That’s not me.”  

He chortled. “How would you know?” 

“I’m not sure. But I know. Somehow.” 

He clapped his hands. “Okay, what’s our escape plan?” 

“I don’t need one. Help me take this needle out of my arm.” 

I heard something metal snap, and I turned to see a man in khakis holding a clipboard. He 

removed a pen from behind his ear. “You’re not going anywhere until you have your first therapy 

session, Alexandra.” 

I gritted my teeth, wondering what type of bribe it would take to skip the make-believe 

lessons. 

“You’re welcome to stay,” he said to Nick. 

“But we have important business. We’re FBI agents.” It sounded strange referring to myself 

as some type of covert operative. 

“Uh-huh. And I’m Doctor Zhivago.” 

I could tell this was going to be a fun session. 
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